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ABSTRACT
The research project was developed from an Australian Research Council Grant
designed to investigate collaborative comn1erce and its impact on regional economic
development. Through a process of consultation with the industry partner, the South
West Group, the research \Vas designed to investigate the drivers and inhibitors of
collaborative relationships and the factors that impact on the creation and sustaining
of these relationships. The role of Information Communication Technology (ICT) in
facilitating and sustaining collaborative relationships and the perceived benefits and

drawbacks of collaborative relationships were also investigated. The research sought
to identify models of the best adoption of collaborative relationships.
Data was gathered fro,n the literature, overseas experts, a pilot study and a pilot case
study. This inforn1ation was used to design a research instrun1ent which was
administered in the n1arine, defence and resources cluster located in the
Henderson/Rockingham region located south of Perth, Western Australia. In total 35
interviews were conducted with firms in the cluster as we·11 as external organisations
such as education institutions, government departments and industry peak bodies.
The study found that collaborative business relationships were present in the
.
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Henderson/Rockingham cluster and the drivers, inhibitors and benefits of these
collaborative relationships were identified. The research found that the drivers,
inhibitors and benefits of collaboration varied by firm size and by industry. The role
of ICT in these relationships was not significant due to a number of industry
characteristics displayed across the cluster, such as secrecy, a high need for security
and low ICT adoption.
In identifying models of best adoption of collaboration the research also investigated
the role of organisations external to the cluster and their involvement in the economic
development of the region. A number of distinct characteristics of the
Henderson/Rockingham cluster made the application of regional economic
development strategies, such as the facilitation of ICT adoption, extremely difficult.
The characteristics of the region included: the skilled labour shortage; the
•••
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hierarchical nature of the relationships; the risk adverse and technologically
conservative Navy culture; the high level of competition for multi-million dollar
contracts and the lack of the use of collaborative ICT were found to be inhibitors to
the application of the strategies for economic development and collaborative
relationships as identified by the literature and expert interviews.
The resr.arch provides interesting insights into the application of economic
development strategies, theories surrounding collaborative relationships and the use
of ICT in an Australian setting. The majority of the strategies, models and theories
have been developed in Europe and the USA and have often been applied
unsuccessfully in the past in an Australian context. From the literature review, the
expert interviews and the findings of the research a framework for the developn1ent
of regional economic strategies and the facilitation of collaborative business
relationships has been created. In light of this research it ,vould seem that the
application of any framework or model must first assess the anornalies present in a
gi ven situation before they can be applied.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Research

1 Introduction
In today's global economy organisations no longer do business only within the same
neighbourhood, city or region but now, through the advent of Information

Communication Technology (ICT) and the World Wide Web, organisations can

interact with customers and suppliers all over the world in real time (Lawson, et al.,

2003; Markus & Robey 1988; Grover, 1993 ; Leek, et al, 2003). The increased level

of interconnectedne:;s and information exchange between organisations has also

created greater competition beth in the local and global marketplaces. Growth in the

business application of ICT, the growing complexity of the global marketplace and
the increased level of interconnectedness amongst organisations has extended the

importance of b usiness relationships beyond the trading of goods and services.
According to Walters (2004, P:2 l9) "markets have globalised, technology has

become all embracing, and relationship., with suppliers, customers and competitors
are undergoing constant change".

As global competition intensifies many organisations are forming partnerships to

share knowledge and innovate to keep up with the market or access unique or

'pioneering' resources (Ring & Van de Ven 1992). According to Blomqvist, et al.,

(2005) the changing environment has meant firms are now extending their

boundaries, becoming lean and agile and engaging in business networks.

Interconnectedness through business relationships can take many forms such as
partnering, alliances, joint ventures, collaboration or networks (Jarrett, 1998).

In the uncertain environment of acquisitions, mergers and outsourcing, a growing
emphasis is placed on business relationships and their link to organisational

innovation, compecitive advantage and business performance (Blomqvist, et al.,

2005). The need to innovate and access new resources has contributed to the rise of

collaborative relationships (Ritter, et al, 2002; Pittaway & Morrissey, 2 004) which

l
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are now an inescapable part of every organisation ' s environment. Collaborative
business relationships have become critical for organisations to gain greater value
(Holsapple & Singh, 2000; Walter & Ritter, 2003). Ritter, et al, (2002) point out
organisations cannot avoid relationships with other organisations, they just have to
choose w.hich ones to enter and how thi:y will manage those business relationships.
Thriving in this increasing competitive environment of a global marketplace and the
growing i mportance of ICT in all facets of commercial interaction (Martin & Matlay
200 1 ; Daniel & \Vilson, 2004; Jones, 2004) has created particular challenges for
Small to Mediurn Enterprises (SMEs) as they do not always have the. resource base
and expertise to respond to change and capitalise on opportunities. In the high tech
knowledge economy, SMEs have to compete or c ollaborate with the larger firms who
have significantly more resources, expertise and po,ver. SMEs are often approached
by larger firms seeking to access innovations or outsource (Etemad, et al, 200 I ),
however they often ex perience a power asyn1metry which can lead to take-overs, the
SME having difficulty in maintaining control in the relationships, loss of intellectual
property and difficulties in finding suitable partners from whom they are not at risk
(Lawton-Smith & Dickson, 2003).
Within the Australian context SMEs are central to the economy as they make up 95%
of firms in the private non-agricultural sector (ABS, 2005a). Their predominance in
the economy means that SMEs are often the focus of government economic
development policy. State and Federally funded agencies such as the Small Business
Development Corporation, Austrade, Auslndusrtry and Business t:nterprise Centres
all provide programs designed to assist small to medium sized businesses to grow
locally or enter into the export market. To overcome some of the issues relating to
the size of SMEs a solution is to encourage them to work with similar finns to form
industry clusters. These groups of related industries assist in generating jobs, inco me
and economic growth (Blandy, 2004).
This research project explores collaborative business relationships and the use of ICT
in this environment. In the next section the context in which these relationships
between firms exist will be explored.

2

1.1 Development of the Research Project
The focus on economic development, collaborative business relationships and the use

o f [CT was arrived at through the interplay of the dynamics of research funuing,
industry participation and the regional context in which th e research was to be

undertaken. The theme of regional economic development arose from the desire for

increased regional economic development by a group of geographically

interconnected local governments in Western Australia, called the South West

Group. This group in collaboration with Edith Cowan University, obtained funding

from the Austr..1lian Research Council (ARC) to establish a research project dealing

with the aforen1entioned themes in the context of the South West region located on

the southern peri;,hery of the Perth rnctropolitan area.

The original research proposal subrnitted to the ARC was to investigate 11:c concept
of collabor.1tive con1111crcc or c-cornrnerce as the basis for sustainable

competitiveness and business growth ·within a region. The concept of e-commerce is'
that it is a progression or a next step in online business, where th e firm n1oves

beyond simply transactions to collaboralive business relationships as illustrated
below in Figure ( . I . C-co1n1nerce cun be defined as the integration of an

organisation's information systems, knowledge managcn1ent and business

interactions with its customers, suppliers and partners in th e business communities in
which it operates (McCarthy, 1999; GartnerGroup, 1999; Burdick, 1999). An

organisation's interactions using e-commerce can be vertical along the supply chain

or horizontal with competitors (Levy, et al., 2003). Essentinlly th is means that finns,
including competitors, come together to exploit opportunities as they arise. C

commerce signifies an organisational shift in focus from transactions and exchange,
to one of relationships between firms (Sheth, 1996). The concept of progression in
the use of ICT in business practices is illustrated in Figure 1. 1.
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Figure 1. 1 Electronic Business's Evolution Towards Collaborative Commerce
Initially the South West Group, the industry partners for this research project,
;1

focused on the adoption of ICT by businesses in the region as a means of supporting
regional economic development. The adoption of ICT by business in order to
participate in the global economy has been promoted at a numbei- of government
levels in Australia (National Office for the Information Economy, 2003; Department
of Communications, Information Technology' & the Arts, 2004) and has fonned part
of government economic policy (Western Australian Technology & Industry

Advisory Council, 2003). In the past few years government policy has shifted away · ·
from getting the private sector online to the pro_vision of government services
through the Internet. Yet in 2005, only 27% of all business had a web presence
(ABS, 2006) and 33% of business placed orders on the web but only 12% of the
businesses were set up to receive orders on the web.
As SMEs constituted the majority of employers in the region being studied there was
a strong focus b y the industry partners on encouraging the adoption of ICT by SMEs
as a means of boosting local employment. It is a popular belief amongst those
involved in regional economic development that if these SMEs are encouraged to
grow so too v1ill local employment and the region's economy (discussions with
South West Group representative, 2005). In contrast to this belief Ryssel, et al.

4
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(2004) found that i n relationships it is not the adoption of ICT that creates value but
that value creation was a function of the relationships itself not of the ICT deployed.
'"

Under the terms of the ARC grant the research project was to focus on a group o f six
· · 1ocal government municipalities who formed the South West Group. In initial
discussion with the South West Group' s representative i t was proposed to conduct
the study across the whole of the south west region i ncorporating over 3,000 SMEs.
Following the consideration of a number of factors including current political issues,
''

the funding focus within the region and the perceived usefulness of a broad based
study in effecting change at the local level i t was decided to conduct a more localised
study. Through a process of consultation with the South West Group's
representatives and the review of secondary data sources the region to tie studied was
narrowed down to the industri al region around Hende• son and Rockingham (See
Figure 1 .2).
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Figure 1. 2 The Region's Location in Relation to Australia and South East Asia
(Australian Marine Complex, 2005)

In figure 1 .3 the specific region i s illustrated. This region i s the focus of significant
State and Federal government funding, was adjacent to some of the lower socio

5
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economic suburbs in the region and had an active business lobby. The map also
.
illustrates its location adjacent to Australia's major western naval base HMAS
.

'
'

.

Stirling and the industrial area of Kwinana.

Henderson Cluster

Figure 1. 3 The Henderson Rockingham Region Australian Marine Complex
(2006a)

It was proposed that this area would be developed into an industry

"
clustl!r
1, through
;,

the creation of a critical mass of companies working in a similar � eld �r.'d i_nt'1e
·
.

-�
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' ,
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particular location. According to Porter ( 1998) clusters located in a specific

-- -;,-_

geographic area can provide long-running economic growth. This promise of

.,

''

\ ;

regional economic growth anc! iht:: lnter-connected nature of the industries has

prompted the local authorities to propose the development of a Marine, Defence and
Resources cluster at Henderson. A number of factors are significant for a dynamic

cluster including local rivalry, entry of new competitors, cooperation and

6

collaboration among firms, access to increasingly specialised resources such as
[\

labour, linkages with related industries and sophisticated and demanding customers
(Solveil, et al., 2003). One important factor in cluster development is the
relationship between firms that allow for activities such as local purchasing,
collaborative ventures, information exchange and the creation of innovations.

1.2 . Research Setting - Western Australian Economy
The Western Australian economy, the setting of the study, is a small economy with
•

some distinguishing features which may impa0t on the region being researched. The
economy is heavily dependant on minerals, energy and agricultural resources.
According. to Department of Education, Science and Training (2003) resources alone
will not guarantee the future of the State but the development and application of
science and technology to support innovation are central to participation in the
knowledge economy.
An1ong the areas to build on identified by the Department of Education, Science and
Training (2003) as strengths for Western Australia were minerals and energy and
fi sheries and marine science. Though the State has a reasonable level of business
related research it is focused on the minerals and energy sector. According to the
Department of Education, Science and Training (2003) for the WA economy to be
sustainable after the current minerals boom the State Government's focus should be
on innovation as a driver for economic and technological development, the
development of the education and research capacity, the maximisation of industry
and education commercialisation and expanding exports and employment.

1.3 The Research Region
Although originally an industrial hinterland, the South West Metropolitan area of
Perth has now become a major residential area with rapid population growth. Much
of this region has historically been the site of industrial development and shipping as

7
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it lies o n the coast and i s home to Perth' s major port faci lities and infrastructure
servicing industries in the region. As the most isolated city in the world, Perth has
relied heavily on the ocean for import and export activities.
Ii

;

. .'

The major i ndustries in the region include petrochemicals, mineral refining, ship and'
boat building, and is the site of the Naval Base HMAS Stirling, the home port to
Australia's Indian Ocean fleet o f Frigates and Submarines. The Kwinana industrial
area is i n the centre of the region. The Kwinana industrial area has a combined
annual output valued at $8.7 billion per and directly employs approximately 4,000

people (70% live locally) and creates indirect employment for approximately another
24,000 people (Kwinana Industries Council, 2005).
There has been increasing pressure on heavy industry in the region due to
environmental concerns, this has seen a move to more technologically based
\ Y_=

industries with less environmental impact (Kwinana Industries Council, 2005). The
region i ncludes a marine technology enclave featuring heavy engineering, instrument
design and manufacture, fishing and seafood processing, aquaculture and marine
communications and refit services (South West Group, 2002).
The region is attempting to diversify from a predominantly heavy manufacturing
base by styling itself as an 'IT Smart' region (South West Group, 2002). To this end
the South West Group aims to promote the uptake of electronic commerce and
communication technology throughout the region. Yet i n the most recent census
available (200 1 ) it was found that w hilst 5 1 % of the population within the south west
region stated they used a computer at home Inten1et usage at home was only 21 %
and those that used it at work were even less at 5% (ABS, 2001). According to the
Regional Economic Development Plan for the South West Group (2007, p.2), their
economic goal for the region is to "create strong, vibrant local economies and a
diverse economic base that encourages opportunities for both businesses and for
employment". The ABS Census for 200 I identified the three rnain industry groups
i n the region as manufacturing, wholesale retail trade and education and health
(ABS, 2001 ).

8

T h eSou th Wes t Group has a ttempted to promoteSME grow th a cros s thew hol e
s ou th w es t regi on b y es tabli s hin ga n onli ne da tabas e of SMEs call ed Indus try Di rect.
T hi s databas e i s provi dedas a f ree s ervi ce f or fab ri ca ti on, engi neeri ng,
ma nufa cturi ng a nd rela ted su pply compa ni es bas ed i n th elocal govern ment a reas of
F rema ntl e, Mel vil le, Ea s t F rema ntle, Cockburn, Kwi na na a nd R ocki ngh am(South
W es t Grou p, 200?.). A t th e commencement of th e cu rrent res ea rch proj ect the
II

contents of thi s da taba s e ha d b ecome ou tda te d, how ever th e grou p ha d i ns uffi ci ent
fu nds to u ndertak e th e necessar y res ea rch to upda te th e da tabas e ( pers onal
. communi ca ti on wi th South W es t G rou p Repres enta ti ve, 2004).

1.4 Henderson/Rockingham Region
T h e h is tor y of b oa t bu ilding i n the region da tes ba ck to the 1 970s fab ri ca ti on of
a lu minu m cra y fis h fis h ing boa ts a nd compos ite f ibre ya ch ts. Th e production of
a lumi nu m cra y fis h boa ts crea ted a s trong tra di tion of a lu minu m fa bri ca tion w h ich
has l ea d to w orl d lea ders hi p i n this a rea. Th e desig n a nd constru ction of A us tralia 11,
w hich w on the 1 98 3 A meri ca '. s Cup, a lso s trength enedW es tern A us trali a' s
reputa ti on for bu ilding compos ite fib re ya ch ts.
More recently th e f ocus has been on defence industri es w ith th e opening i n 1 987 of
HMAS Stirl i ng on Ga rden Is la nd a nd theAu s tral ia n Ma ri neComplex in Cock burn
Sou nd. Wi thin the region th erea rea nu mber of i nterrela ted i ndu s tries o pera ti ng
i nclu ding ma ri ne defence, ma rine commercia l, ya ch tinga nd plea su re cra ft, res ou rces
i ndus try a nd engi neeri ng. T h ei nterrela ted na ture of th e indus tri es l oca ted i n the
regi oni s illus tra ted b el ow i n Fi gure 1.4.
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Figure 1. 4 Industries in the Henderson Rockingham Region
To build on the strengths in the region in 2004 the Western Australian State

Government funded a strategy to develop a "world - class defence shipbuilding hub

in Western Australia" (Department of Premier and Cabinet 2004, p. I ). Since that

time the Western Australian Government has continued to invest in the development
of the region, focusing primarily on the defence industry with the "Logical Choice"

campaign launched in July 2006 designed to promote the Australian Marine

Complex (AMC) located in Henderson as the premier location in Australia for

modular fabrication, ship consolidation, repair and maintenance for naval and

commercial vessels (AMC, 2006a). The "Logical Choice" campaign also addresses

one of the major issues in the Henderson region which is the shortage of skilled

labour in the region. This in part is due to the resources boom in the north west of
Western Australia, and the high wages being offered has attracted skilled labour

10
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away from the marine, defence and resources industries in the
Henderson/Rockingham region.
According to their webpage the AMC is "Australia's largest commercial shipbuilding
precinct" (AMC, 2006b) which produces 55% of Australia' s shipbuilding production
with 95% of vessels for export. The companies in the region undertake repair,
maintenance and construction of vessels and infrastructure such as platforms and
modules for offshore oil and gas production. The region has developed a range of
capabilities in the rr.:arine industry including the manufacture of aluminium high
speed ferries, super yachts, pleasure/recreational craft, composite fibre craft, fishing
vessels, steel shipbuilding and their repair. The Western Australian production of
light weight high speed vessels accounts for around 20% of the world market and the
region has developed a strong reputation for the manufacture of aluminium vessels.
There are a number of facets to the Henderson region, incl11ding the Shipbuilding
Precinct, a MaJine Support Facility, a multi-purpose Support Industry Precinct and a
Technology Precinct. The Fabrication Precinct focused on meeting the demand for
modular fabrication, assembly and load-out of pre-assembled units by the defence,
marine, petroleum and mining sectors (AMC, 2006b). As part of the ongoing marine
focus in the region the State Government announced in 2006 the development of a
Sub-sea cluster designed to support the growing oil and gas industry (AMC, 2006b).
The primary driver of development of the Henderson/Rockingham region is the
Western Australian State Government as Local Government does not have the
financial resources to be a major player in the region.
The conglomeration of marine and defence based organisations has prompted the
local government authorities in this region to seek to facilitate the development of a
Marine, Defence and Resources cluster. The defence industry dominates the region
with a number of multinational prime contractors who have high levels of innovation
and competitive advantage. Below these large multinationals are second and third
tier suppliers or subcontractors. While the prime contractors are high profile, the
subcontractors are frequently smaller firms with fewer resources. It appears that
subcontractors within this sector are experiencing severe pricing pressures and that
this may have a negative impact on the quality and profitability of their businesses\ .
l l\

Such price-driven activity is also det rimental to the creation of enhanced innovation
within the sector (communication with representative of the State Government,

2005). As part of the research, attention was given to this subcontractor group of
firms within the AMC defence sub-segment, to identify its specific needs and
develop strategies to assist in sustainable business growth.

In business relationships large and small firms are now under pressure to optimise

production and this can lead to a trade off between independence and greater

interdependency between firms (Etemad, et al., 200 I; Blomqvist, et al., 2005).

According to one of the industry representatives interviewed, the dominance of a few
large organisations within the region a nd their preference for dealing with other large
organisations has seen the exclusion o f local SMEs from the local and international
marketplace (communication with State Government Representative, 2005). From

these comments it seemed that po\ver asym1netry between firms of differing sizes in

the Region could have been present in their business relationships. This lea<l to the

inclusion of business relationships between firms of differing sizes into the research

projec t. Also the role of finn size in economic development in the region and its

impac t on collaborative bu�iness relat i onships particularly between SMEs and large
firms and the role of ICT were to be investigated in the context of the Marine,

Defence and Resources cluster located in the Henderson Rockingham region.

1.5 Significance of the Research
According to Maude (2004) a number of the areas not well developed in previous

economic development research in Australia included technology parks or

incubators, regional innovation systems, industry networks, learning regions and

regional development in general. Researchers have tended to focus on ideas c oming

from the USA and Europe rather than from the study of regional economies in

Australia (Maude, 2004; Roberts & Enright, 2004). This study of the Marine,

Defence and Resources cluster at Henderson assists in expanding the research into
regional economic development in Australia.
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Working from the micro to the macro level the research investigates collaborative

business relationships in the context of the Marine, Defence and Resources cluster.

The study provides insight into the fonnation of collaborative relationships within a

predominantly heavy manufacturing cluster. Although some research has been

published on the supply chains in the defence industry (Humphries & Wilding, 200 I ;
Dowdall, 2004; Bishop, 2003a) little research has been undertaken into collaborative
relationships and the use of ICT in the Australian Defence industry. In comparison

with Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries

there has been little research into clustering in Australia (Roberts & Enright, 2004).
In the UK, Europe and the USA there has been r. 1.:nncerted effort t o introduce ICT in

to the supply process in the defence industry through online tendering, purchasing
and distribution. Howeve r owing to its unique characteristics, suc h as the single

customer in the form of national governments, limitation on globalisation due to

national security policy and a high level of sec recy, change has been slow (Hayward,

2005).

Many of the firms participating in the research are involved in asymmetric business
relationships, an area that has not rec eived a lot of attention in the extant literature.

Previous research has indicated that the drivers and benefits of collaborative business
relationships vary (Wilson & Gorb, 1983; Blomqvist, 1 999; Etem ad, et al., 200 l ;

Lawton-Smith & Dickson, 2003). This study investigates the factors that sustain
collaborative relationships, the measurement of benefits and the use of lCT to

support these relationships, giving an in depth view of both parties in the
relationship.

By examining the collaborative relationships in the cluster, the research seeks to
inform both academics and practitioners in the creation and sustaining of these

relationships and the application of ICT in such relationships. Due to the risks for

SMEs in collaborative relationships (Lawton-Smith & Dickson, 2003) large firms

often find it difficult to engage smaller firms in collaborative relationships, however
greater insight into both sides of the dyad may assist in the development of more
successful relationships.
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Finally, 'the collaborative relationship will be viewed in the context of external
factors such as government agencies, peak industry groups, economic and defence
policy, education and training, and the economy, thus viewing the topic- from a fmn
level, a relationship level, an industry level, a cluster level and an external
environment level as illustrated in Figure 1 .5.
1'
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Figure 1. 5 Level of Analysis
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The research seeks to examine collaborative business relationships and the finn level
drivers, benefits and sustaining factors in collaborative relationships. The research
will also examine the impact of the industries in which the relationships take place,
marine, defence and resources industries, the role of JCT and the influence of
external factors such as government policy and strategies as illustrated in Figure 1 .6
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Figure 1. 6 Research Diagram

The following research questions have been devised to investigate the following:

!. What are the drivers and inhibitors for organisations to enter
'
"� '

'..

collaborative relationships?
2. What are the factors that i111pact on the creation and sustaining of

collaborative relationships?
3. Holv does JCTfacilitate and sustain collaborative relationships?
4. What are the benefits and drawbacks ofcollaborative relationships?
5. Are there 111odels of best adoption of collaborative relationships?

1.7 Research Approach
To address the research questions in the context of the Marine, Defence and the
Resources industry located at Henderson the following initial research was
undertaken by gathering information fro m academic literature, government and
industry reports, unstructured interviews and secondary data. The researcher was
new to the area of research and the industries hence the extensive nature of the
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literature search. This research is summarised in Table 1. 1 and detailed in the
following three chapters.

Table 1. 1 Background Research Sources
Chanter Topic
2
Regional Economic Development
3

4

Collaborative Business
Relationshin and the use of ICT
Industry Context for the Research

Sources
Academic Literature; Government
and Industrv Reports
Academic Literature

i_,

Unstructured Interviews;
Secondary data; Government and
Industrv Reoorts; published cases.

From the knowledge and insight gained from this research a d etailed research

methodology was developed based on the conceptual framework drawn from the
literature, unst ructured interviews and secondary data. The process for the data

collection was developed and further refined by pilot process, which is contained in

chapters 5 and 6.

�

\,

1.8 Contribution of the Thesis
As part of the funding for the research was provided by industry partners it is

anticipated that the results of the research will inform the economic development

p,;ocess in the Henderson/Rockingham region. Findings in relation to the creation
and sustaining of collaborative business relationships and the use of ICT will be
made available through feedback mechanisms such as industry workshops and

reports to the participants. Presentations have been made and conference and journal

papers have been published during the course of the research.

On an academic le".el it is anticipated that the research will provided further insight

into collaborative business relationships, the impact of pov,er asymmetry and the
adoption of ICT in the context of marine and defence and resources industries.

.,

1 -:

'
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1.9 Chapter Summary
As outlined in this chapter the research project was instituted through an industry and

university collaboratio n and is focused on regional economic development in the

Marine, Defence and Resources cluster located south of Perth. The main themes of
the research are collaborative business relationships and the role of ICT i n

facilitating these relationships which has been outlined in this introduction chapter.

The structure for the thesis is set out in Figure 1.7 below.

· · ; . - : Chapter 1 · '. ' ·· • ·
.. .
· · · · Introduction and · '. · •.·
Research ·Questions · . .

Chapter 4
Industry Context

Chapter 3
Collaborative
Relationships

Chanter 2
· Regional Economic
Development

Chapter 5
Research
Methodology

Chapter 6
Expert Interviews
Pilot Research
Case Studies
Chapter 7
Research Results

' ' . . . Chapter s
Discussion of Results in the
, light of the previous ' ···.·.
. Literature and Research ·
Figure 1. 7 Thesis Structure
In the subsequent three chapters the following will be discussed, regional economic

development (Chapter 2), the central themes of the research collaborative business
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relationships and the use of ICT (Chapter 3) and the primary industries in the
· ·. research being the marine and defence i ndustries (Chapter 4).
. In Chapter 5 the research methodology for the project will be detailed followed by
· the process for the piloting of the research in Chapter 6. The results of research
undertaken will be detailed i n Chapter 7 followed by the summary and conclusions
of the research i n Chapter 8.
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. . Chapter 2: Regional Economic Development

'

· 2 Introduction

\'

The main research themes of this study are collaborative business relati onships and
· the impact of the use of ICT, the industry in which collaboration occurs and external ·
factors such as regional economic d evelopment strategies and activities that were set
out in Chapter I . This chapter will explore the environment in which collaboration
takes place, including regional econon1ic d evelopment policy and strategies. The
focus on regional economic development is due to the desire of the industry partners
involved in the research project to identify suitable tools and strategies for the
development of the region. Chapter 3 will focus on collaborative business
relationships and the use of ICT in those relationships. In Chapter 4 the industry
context of the region will be examined specifically describing the marine and
defence industry and outlining a number of previous studies and cases on marine and
defence clusters with parallels to this study.
2.1 Framework for the Chapter
This chapter will focus on regional economic development strategies and their
purported outcomes for regions and firms. The common themes from these
· · strategies will be synthesised and di scussed. This will be followed by a review of

the regional economic d evelopment in an Australian context, fol lowed by the chapter

summary as illustrated in the chapter framework in Figure 2.1 below.
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. ·.• · Regi�nal Economic Developm nt Concept • ·· · · ·..· •·•
�

·1

Regional Economic Development Strategies

SMEs in Regional
Economic Development
Common Themes in Regional
Economic Development St rategies
. .·.·.•. The Australian Context of Regional . ·
. Economic Development

Figure 2. 1 Chapter 2 Framework

2.2 Regional Economic Development Concept
Within industrialised countries one of the main producers of wealth and prosperity
has been "well coordinated and sustainable systems, capable of converting

technological innovation assets into substantial levels of local industrial productivity

and global competitiveness" (Scheel 2002, p.356). The creation of such systems has
become the focus of government policy and strategies around regional and national

economic development. Regional economic development or growth is not always
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the result of government policies and strategies in regions such as Silicon Valley
(Sorenson, 2003).
The definition of regional economic development can vary within a specific context
or according to the standpoint of the audience or the institution driving the
development. Regional economic development from a government policy
perspective is often linked to economic restructuring of existing industries on the one
hand and the stimulation of growth on the other (Drabenstott, 2005). In the past
government economic development policies have often focused heavily on provision
of infrastructure such as industry parks and business incubators (Drabenstott, 2005).
In the mid 1 990s there was a move within economic development policy to a more
collaborative relationship between government and industry, moving beyond funding
and infrastructure provision to collaborative projects (Bradshaw & Blakely, 1 999).
Governn1ent initiatives are now focusing on leadership, the provision of information
to support business and the brokering of relationships between organisatio�s
(Bradshaw & Blakely, 1 999). In 1 997 the OECD published its first report on
Innovation Systems in which it identified the importance of knowledge in economic
development and the use of technology for its communication and transfer (OECD,
1997).
The process of generating economic development can present. significant challenges
requiring new skill sets in networking and collaboration; the provision of
infrastructure; new government policy; new technology; new organisational models
and new production systems (Scheel, 2002). Within the literature a number of
strategies of regional economic development have been highlighted and they fall into
five groupings of strategies based around: Entrepreneurship; Networks; Innovation
Systems; Triple Helix and C lusters. In the next section each of these strategies will
be expanded upon and the common themes identified.
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2.3 Regional i,:conomic Development Strategies and Policies
J ,'

Globalisation and the rise of technology have reduced the role location plays in
competitive advantage as knowledge, resources, capital, and technology can now be
sourced from global markets and it is no longer necessary for firms to locate near the
markets they serve. At the same time these global forces have diminishe d the impact
of governments on their local economies (Porter, 2000). Yet government
intervention in regional economies c ontinues with a duel approach focusing on the
development of existing natural resources and the provision of incentives to those
who relocate into the region being developed (Etz!cowitz, 2006). The development
or revitalisation of regional economies that have suffered an economic downturn has
been the focus of programs and policies across Europe, the USA and Australia
(Maude, 2004).
In the past these polices were based on natural assets in a given region but now
economic development polic y is seeking to create and capitalise on knowledge-based
niches. As we move from the industrial age to the knowledge ec onomy the human
and intellectual capital located in a region or an industry has become the equivalent
of a natural resource (Etzkowitz, 2006; Carlsson & Mudambi, 2003).
The creation and sharing of knowledge underpins the knowle dge economy and is
central to the economic development strategies used for stimulating the
entrepreneurship of the individual organisations or regions and the creation of
innovation systems across firms and regions. The common themes of knowledge
sharing and collaboration are present across the facets of economic development
strategies including regi onal or industry clusters or industry networks and on a
broader scale the interface between government, education and industry which has
. · been termed "Triple Helix" created by Leydesdorff during the 1990s to descri be the
intertwined nature of the institutions (Leydesdorff et al., 2005).
O f the strategie&· suggested for the facilitation of regional economic development the
!\

f ollowing have been selected: Entrepreneurship; Networks; Innovation Systems;
Triple Helix and Clustering. In this chapter these strategies will be outlined and their .
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application in regional economic development discussed. There is some overlap

between the strategies as they all involve some fonn of organisational interaction or
collaboration and knowledge sharing.

2.3.1 Entrepreneurship
The stimulation of an entrepreneurial culture within and between finns has been one
of the methods used by governments seeking to create economic growth on a

regional level. According to Hindle & Rushworth (2002, p.9) "entrepreneurship is

the creation and management of a new organisation design ed to pursue a unique,

innovative opportunity and achieve rapid, profitable growth". It is considered that
entrepreneurship generates economic growth because it serves as a vehicle for

innovation and change, and therefore as a conduit for knowledge spillovers which

lead to the creation of new products and processes (Stevenson & Lundstrom, 2001 ).

The concept of entrepreneurship is linked with networking between finns, the
creation of innovation and collaboration by finns with government and academia

(Carlsson & Mudambi, 2003). Entrepreneurs often collaborate with other finns to
access new resources of expertise to assist with the innovation process. To work

collaboratively requires a ,villingness to take on some fonn of risk, and risk-taking is
considered one of the key traits of th e entrepreneur (Carlsson & Mudambi, 2003).

SMEs are often the focus of entrepreneurship development policy and a review of

literature and websites relating to SME development programs and policies for

Europe and the USA identified seven main areas of policy support, these being

financial; information and consultancy services; technological and innovation

development; growth and export entry; educational and training; business networking
facilitation and relocation/infrastructure support (Guijarro, et al., 2005; Parrilli 2005;

Shapira, 200 1 ; Audretsch, 2005; Clower, et al., 2004). There is a wide variety of
SME entrepreneurial policy, frameworks and models and to apply a single

framework to a situation ,vithout consideration to situational factors can be fraught

with danger (Massey, 2004).
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The promotion of entrepreneurship is only one form of economic development
strategy used by governments on a regional level. The next economic development
strategy to be examined is business networks between organisations. .· .

'

2.3.2 Business Networks
''

,-

In a 2003 report for the OECD Pezzini (2003) noted a policy shift in regional
economic development towards the encouragement of business networks for the
exchange of knowledge and expertise and the diffusion of innovation. Though
policy can be put in place to facilitate networks it does not necessarily advance
economic development, as it is the level of entrepreneurship of the individual
member that determines if they exploit the opportunities presented by the network
(Casson, 2000).
Business Net.,..· orks have grown in significance due to the knowledge based
economy, which is characterised by increasing technological complexity, global
competition and digital information. In this environment no firm can master all the
activities in the production value chain and therefore needs to work with other firms
to take a product to market (Moller, et al., 2005). In this interconnected environment
firms operate in various kinds of relationships with other firms and these
relationships comprise the network in which a firm works.
Ford and Redwood (2005) argue that networks are not a new phenomenon, however
the advent of digital communication has facilitated their further development.
Electronic communication channels teamed with databases have provided fmns with
access to unlimited opportunities to interface with other firms (Moller & Halinen,
1999). Although networks of firms were present before the development of the
World Wide Web, the advent of ICT and globalisation has brought new dimensions
to networks. Now business netwo;ks can be geographically dispersed (virtual) with
each firm working and communicating concurrently, using web based collaborative
enterprise tools for the coor,fnation of vast resources and information across a
network of firms to produce and supply products and services (Lee, et al., 2003).
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Moller & Halinen (1999) suggest that there are four levels to network relationships
management: understanding the network at an industry level and the individual

organizations that comprise it; how the firm itself relates to or fits into the network

environment; how a firm manages its relationships with the group of fmns (portfolio)

it deals with in the network and finally how it manages individual relationships.

In networks, relationships can go beyond one off transactions to form networks that
display some degree of organisational aggregation that exist above the level of the

individual firm (Hakansson & Ford, 2002). These inter firm relationships involve a
mixture of cooperation with others to expand resources, n1arkets and competition to
create competitive advantage through superior customer value. The relationships

that make up the network can have an impact on a firm's performance (Wilkinson &

Young, 2002) with the tension between cooperation and competilion in relationships

leading to continual reorganisation of relationships within the network in a drive for

great efficiency, effectiveness and competitive advantage (Wilkinson & Young,
2002; Moller, et al., 2005; Ojasalo, 2004).

The churn and instability within networks as relationships between firms change due

to environmental instability has been noted by a number of researchers. There is also
a position which considers that long-term stability can also exist within networks

(Gaddea, et al., 2003; Sutton-Brady, 2005). 'fhe interrelated nature of the network
means that over time firms tend to modify their behaviour in order to work with

others within the network (Wilkinson & Young, 2002). This tension between the

actions of the individual firn1s in the network. and their impact on the network itself

means that even a few positional moves or changes by a firm can lead to a significant

change in the n�twork itself (Ford & Redwood, 2005 ). The strength of relationships
with others in the network determines a firm's network position in proximity to the

focal firm or firms in the network.

A firm's network position also determines access to knowledge and resources

(Wilkinson & Young, 2002). According to Moller, et al. (2005) knowledge rich

environments foster the creation of networks and these can surpass more formalised
markets and hierarchical organisations (Halinen & Tornroos, 2005). There are

varying views on the level of control any one organisation can have in a network and
25
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Just as with physical resources a company' s relationships need to be managed as they
are resources in themselves (Gaddea, et al., 2003). ·Tht: management of business

relationships within a fmn's networks provides gains in efficiency through demand
supply coordination, facilitates business process improvements by inc remental

innovation a�d change, and creates more effective technological applications and

business concepts by means of radical innovation and business system change

(Moller & Svahn, 2006). The outcome of these activities is growth for the firm and

for the region in which they are located.

· The process o f network management involves "marketing, technology transfer,

information exchange, accounting and finance, as well as public and interpersonal

relations" (Ojasalo 2004, p. 1 95). By identifying a key net\vork within an industry a

firm can then develop strategies to manage the dominant actors in the network in an
::

effort to bring about the improvement in its position in areas such as products and

services, organizational struc ture, information exchange, and individual relationships

(Ojasalo, 2004; Gaddea, et al., 2003).

Casson (2006, p.6) distinguishes between physical networks that connec t "road or

river system, connects natural features, buildings and plants" and social n�tworks

which connect people. Networks can be natural or engineered through some fonn of

human agency. Engineered net,vorks are o ften built on pre-existing networks that

have evolved over time, however the proc ess of creating major networks requires a

high level of entrepreneurship and leadership (Casson, 2006). Local networks are
linked by bridges or connections and according to Casson (2006) the value of the

network is often d1!rived from the number o f external linkages. The structure of a

network is gov,!med by lhe following factors: "the size of the network, as measured

by the numbt!r of elements; the membership of the network, as reflected in the types
of element thal belong to it, and the extent to which different types are mixed; the

types of relationship between members, which reflect the roles that they play; the
configuration of the network, which describes the pattern in which the different
elements are connec ted up" (Casson 2006, p.22).
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· ' Moller, et al. (2005, p.222) classify networks as "vertical value nets" which can be
supplier, channel or customer based. Alternately, networks can be horizontal

covering competition; resource/capability access; alliances or net\vorking forums.
Vertical networks are comprised of suppliers usually directed by a central

organisation such as a car manufacturer. Horizontal networks are usually fonned

cooperatively between competitors or institutional actors such as government;

industry associations; research institutes and universities seeking to access resources
or develop new ones (Moller, et al., 2005). Finally, multidimensional value nets

which are a combination of vertical and horizontal nets which fonn "core or hollow

organizations,' ' (Moller, et al., 2005, p. 1277) complex business nets and new value
system nets. Often these net works are developed in response to opportunities to

compete in a global market place. Moller & Ha linen ( 1999) illustrate this complex ·

interplay between the firm and the networks in which it may be situated in the

. following diagram (Figure 2.2). The firm is invol ved in vertical relationships with
their suppliers and customers and vertical relationships with competitors,
government and universities. Welch and Wilkinson (2004) also recognised the

impact of "political actors" such as government d epnrtments and agencies on

business networks.

The arrows between each sector indicate the interrelated nature between the external

actors. The arrows at each comer of the diagram are the four major driving forces of

networking (Moller & Halinen, 1999).
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Figure 2. 2 Interplay bet,veen the Firm and the Net,vork (Moller & Halinen
1999, p.415).
Business networks are often set within the context of the regional system with the

interactions and knowledge nows between firms leading to innovation and economic
growth, Pezzini (2003). One of the ways to promote economic growth has been

through the focus on innovation at a regional level which has been tenned regional

innovation systems.

2.3.3 Innovation Systems
Innovation itself can be observed throughout history and the ability to innovate has

been present in every civilisation (Hisrich & Peters, 1998) however there has been

exponential growth in knowledge since WWII with innovation becoming the norm

within western society. The technology revolution has been based on ever increasing

innovations coming in rapid sequence (Burgelman, et al., 200 1).

Government policy to facilitate innovation on a regional level in Europe grew out of

the need for reconstruction after WWII. These policies focused on supporting key
national champions such as large finns, universities and national research

organisations (Heraud, 2003). From the 1980s more emphasis was placed on
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networking between actors within a region and there was also a shift in focus
towards the SME' s role in the systen1. Heraud (2003, p.43) suggested that
innovation should be seen outside of the institutional structure of firm and region
instead at the level of the "improvement of managerial skills and organizational
methods, better access to different areas of general knowledge are as important as
R&D or technology transfer, particularly for SMEs, one of the typical actors of the
regional scene".
On an aggregated level the understanding of the linkages among the actors involved
in innovation is the key to developing a regional system or economy (OECD, 2002).
Research by Langvik, et al., (2005) considered that innovation is the driving force of
sustained regional growth and that it underpins the concepts of rtgional
development, clusters and networks. Innovation systems can exist at the firm,
regional or national level and are based on the generation, diffusion and absorption
of new knowledge, technology and innovation (lammarino, 2005).
Relationships among actors that are producing, distributing and applying various
kinds of knowledge results in innovation and technical progress w ithin a region, and
how these actors relate towards each other can to a large extent determine the
innovative performance of a region. The actors are primarily private enterprises,
universities and public research institutes and the people within them and the
linkages can take the form of joint research, personnel exchanges, cross patenting,
purchase of equipment and a variety of other channels (OECD, 2002).
J\tlany of the characteristics of innovation systems are similar to those of networks
and clusters. In their pioneering report, the OECD ( 1997) identified three areas that
assisted in the creation of innovation systems; the facilitation of interaction between
actors, th� use of ICT and the creation of intellectual property. These are outlined in
Table 2. 1 .
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Table 2. 1 Characteristics of Innovation Systems (OECD, 1997)
Theme
Interaction between
actors

'

'l

Use of ICT

Actions
• Improving the interaction of actors and the interplay of
institutions within regional innovation systems
• Encouraging the development of innovative clusters
• Facilitation of informal flows of knowledge and access
to technical networks
• Establish appropriate competition policy frameworks
• Implementation of intellectual property rules, labour
market policies and exchange programmes to facilitate
collaboration

•
•
•
•

Creation of
intellectual property

•
•
•
•

Supportive information technology policies and
infrastructures
Improving enterprise ability to access the appropriate
networks, to find and identify relevant technologies and
information, and to adapt such knowledge to their own
needs
The upgrading of technical, managerial and
organisational capabilities on the part of firn1s.
Develop technology policies ailned ut firms with lesser
technologic al capubilities, in truditionul and mature
industries, and in services sectors.
Fucilitation of joint reseurch activities umong
enterprises and public sector institutions
Pro1notion of research and advanced technology
purtnerships with govcrnrnent
Fucilitution of high levels of co-patenting, cop11blicatio11 and personnel ,nobility
Investment in internal research and developn1ent,
personnel truinirH! and information technolo!!V

Regional innovation systems can be inhibited by a lack of organisational openness to

innovation, institutional exclusiveness, frag,nented social networks and an anti

development ethos that relies on the inflow of external innovations rather than
internal creation (Iam marino, 2005).

Innovation systems can also be created at the national level which are described by

the Australian Business Foundation (ABF) as "all economic, political and other
social institutions affecting learning, searching and exploring activities (i.e. a

nation's universities and research bodies, financial system, its monetary policies, and
internal organization of private firms)" (ABF 2005, p.4). This complex system is
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illustrated in Figure 2.3. Often the focus of government policy is on the cluster

alone, however according to the ABF's model clusters are influenced by a number of

external factors such as education, research and development and technology transfer
from research institutions. This view of clusters in a broader context was taken into

account in the research by the inclusion of representatives from the public sector and

educational institutions.
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Figure 2. 3 National Innovation Systents (ABF 2005, p.4)

National innovation syste1ns works from the finn level up to the national level as
firms interact with other firms and public policy makers, regulators and other

intuitions such as universities. Creating an ideal innovation system is not the aim.

The goal is to facilitate synergy between a firm's specific advantages and those of

the country as a whole directing investment into these areas of strength (ABF, 2005).

This process is described in Figure 2.4.
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There have been detractors front the n ational innovation systems model with some
""

arguing that it places too much emphasis on the structures such as institutions and
economic growth and not enough focus on the knowledge that flows between these
structures (Leydesdorff, et al., 2005). Another holistic approach to regional
economic develo pment is the Triple Helix model which combines education
institutions, government and the private sector to bring about innovation and growth.

2.3.4

Triple Helix

The Triple Helix model was developed from the investigation of institutional
interaction at the level of knowledge infrastructure and an analysis of the knowledge
economy during !994 (Leydesdorff & Meyer, 2006). Originally a model of
di.'�'c'-" ,1 tinuous innovation in networks of players in institutional spheres, Triple Helix
',

-

'

has been applied as a means to integrate disconnected resources in collapsed
\

..
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innovation systems and to enhance incremental innovation in developing countries
(Etzkowitz, 2003).
The Triple Helix model focuses on the institutional interactions of university
industry-govemment relations and the knowledge that passes through their network
of relationships (Leydesdorff, et al., 2005). Building on the idea of national
innovation systems Triple Helix sees innovation as being driven through the
exchange of knowledge between the institutions. "The Triple Helix thesis is that the
interaction among university-industry-government is the key to improving the
conditions for innovation in a knowledge-based society" (Etzkowitz 2003, p. l). Like
a DNA helix the knowledge flows combine and split creating new knowledge
trajectories and innovations.
To facilitate the knowledge flows across the Triple Helix of university-industry
govemn1ent, Etzkowitz (2003, p. 1 1) suggests the following strategies: spread
entrepreneurial education throughout the university curriculum; create networks
between incubators and incubator firms; give incentives to regional actors to
collaborate and cooperate; create an array of venture capital sources; develop
multiple knowledge bases and create an entrepreneurial academic entity.
This university-industry-government inte1face, leading to a tri-institutional model of
society, is according to Etzkowitz (2003) the great transformation of late 20th and
early 2 1 st centuries and has seen the shift from 1nanufacturing to service
occupations; from the individual firm to strategic alliances; from tacit to codified
knowledge and from technical to organizational innovation.

2.3.5

Clusterir.g

M::chael Porter in his book "Competitive Advantage of Nations" ( 1 990) defined
clusters as "geographic concentrations of interconnected companies, specialized
suppliers, service providers, firms in related industries, and associated institutions
(e.g., universities, standards agencies, trade associations) in a particular field that
compete but also cooperate" (Porter 2000, p. 15). A major study of clusters
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undertaken by the OECD, (B oekholt & Thuriaux 1999, p. 38 1 ) defined clusters as
"networks of production of strongly interdependent finns (including specialised
suppliers), knowledge producing agents (universities, research institutes, engineering
companies), bridging institutions (brokers, consultants) and customers, linked to each
other in a value-adding production chain". Clusters ciiffer from networks in that
membership of a network is often defined whereas a cluster is an infonnal grouping
of firn1s (Boekholt & Thuriaux, 1999).
According to Steinfield (2002) clustering is important for the vitality of local
businesses, cities, regions and nations. The success of business clusters depends on
the following: the exploitation of social capital through proximity which affords
interaction opportunities; a co1nmon language and culture which enhances shared
understanding; relationships to facilitate knowledge sharing yielding innovation, and
trust arising from relationships which lubricates commerce and reduces transaction
costs. The advantages of clustering include the increased supply of specialised
inputs; access to new and expert knowledge; access to institutions, public goods and
government incentive programs. Clustering also provides complementarities in areas
such as products for customers where buyers can access a range of complementary
products and services and marketing activities, the banding together of like firms to
access larger markets and finally the better alignment of the supply chain activities
between fim1s (Porter, 2000).
As with networks the continual interaction experience in clusters has a normalising
effect according to Porter (2000) and interactions are more reflective of the long
term interests of the cluster. This interaction between firms can also lead to
increased innovation and up grading of technology and expertise (Porter, 2000).
· Lundequist and Power (2002, p. 697) describe four types of clusters: "industry-Jed
initiatives to build competitiveness and competence within an existing base; top
down public policy exercises in brand-building; visionary projects to produce an
industry cluster from 'thin air' ; small scale, geographically dispersed, natural
resource based, temporal clusters that link, or dip, into global rather than national and
regional systems and sources of innovation, competitive advantage and strategic
assets".
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Though many governments have backed away from direct intervention in cluster
development, Lundequist & Pov,er, (2002) suggest that government still has a role as
a source of resources for regional development. The provision of meeting places
within the cluster can foster trust, collaboration and information and knowledge
exchange.
The common strategies for regional c luster development policy include the creation
of regional identity through location incentives, recruitment of existing business to
the region, the support of business networks and the provision of business
development services, the support and e,.t,1ansion of research and development
through building university research competencies, creating non-university
laboratories and research centres, R&D incentives, subsidies and awards. Also

'

important is the provision of physical infrastructure for business development such as
business incubators facilities including laboratory space, buildings and business
parks. Other areas include the provision of training and basic education, regulatory
assistance and regulatory enforcement, procurement and supply chain development
(Feser, 2002; Solvel.l, et al., 2003; OECD, 2005).
From research Benneworth (2002) suggested that successful clusters are based on
real assets and advantages related to the history of a region with these advantages
having been built up over long periods o f time. Similarly, Lundequist and Power's
(2002) research found that to build a successful cluster requires the identification and
development of existing sources of regional competitive advantages and turning
these into commercially viable products and services. There must be the right mix of
economic, business, political, geographic and even sociological or cultural
characteristics that are unique to that region to support the development of a cluster.
The pre-existence of these factors assist in cluster development and that is why it is
difficult to start a cluster from scratch and may not always be appropriate for a region
(Palazuelos, 2005).
The creation of and facilitation of relationships between government, education and
industry institutions ,viii assist in the process of cluster development (Lundequist and
Power, 2002). Benneworth (2002) sees relationships as the basis of c lusters and
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contends that it is these relationships that lead to innovation and creativity (Porter,
2000).
In a cluster creation project the creation of a distinctive cluster vision and the
empowennent of specific individuals or organisations as cluster drivers who act as
network brokers is also significant (Lundequist and Power, 2002). Though clusters
may be based around similar industries, no two clusters are the same and policy
makers need to keep this in mind (Benneworth, 2002).
According to Lundequist and Power (2002) actors within the cluster need to identify
their core co1n petencies and create a division of labour where different parties bring
skills to the cluster, sharing in the work and not competing against each other. These
unique capabilities must be collaboratively marketed as a clear cluster brand which
attracts resources, creates a shared identity and builds on the marketing of individual
firms. The role of the public sector can be important in assisting branding.
For a cluster to be successful there needs to be continual improvement of the
government polices and strategies that support the cluster's infonnal networks,
knowledge exchange and targeted education programs (Lundequist & Power, 2002:
Boekholt & Thuriaux, 1999).
According to Porter (2000), for successful development of clusters a number of
factors need to be in place. There needs to be a shared understanding of how
competitive advantage functions within a cluster with the focus being on productivity
and innovation not government subsidies. Participants with a cluster initiative need
to commit to the goals and competitive environment of the cluster not seek to
maintain the status quo. To achieve this there needs to be strong champions for the
cluster in both the public and private sectors as "entrepreneurial leadership and the
involvement of opinion leaders characterize virtually all successful initiatives (Porter
2000, p. 32).
Leadership from the private sector reduces the level of political involvement and
agendas. The involvement of a wide range of firms and institutions of varying sizes
that are willing to work towards the improvement of conditions within the cluster is
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necessary. Communication and interpersonal relationships which provide the

conduit for information flows are the backbone of clusters. In a national or state

perspective cluster policy should take into account the spectrum of clusters that exist
within the region or country seeking to work in harmony not competition with these
clusters. Clusters need defined boundaries based on industries and institutions with

linkages or spillovers regardless of the political boundaries suc.h as local goven1ment
areas (Porter, 2000). Finally, Porter (2000) suggests clusters are a long term process

which requires constant re-adjustment and institutionalisation of goals, relationships
and linkages.

As part of an OECD investigation into the value of clusters in boosting the

innovation of nations Boekholt and Thuriaux ( 1999, p. 378) carried out a review of
cluster policies across a number of countries mainly focusing on the federal level,
though there were some regional cases included. The auth0rs found that clusters

have different levels of aggregation "mega-level (i.e. agro-food), meso-level (i.e. the
machine tool building or yacht building sector), or micro-level (i.e. a collaborative
network of individual firms)". Similarly Boekholt and Thuriaux ( 1999) identified
models of cluster policy; national advantage, inter-finn networking, regional

development and industry-research. Verbeek ( 1999) summarised these policies into
a global context. Table 2.2 provides a comparison between the cluster policies of

different nations.

u

' ',
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Table 2. 2 Cluster Policy Comparison (Verbeek, 1999)
Level
National
Advantage
Model

Mega/
Meso

SME
Networking
Model

Micro/
(Meso)

Regional
Development
Model

Meso/
Micro

IndustryResearch
Link Model

Micro/
(Meso)

Aim

Typical Action

Associated
countries with
these models
Focus resources Identify Clusters
Canada,
on 'National
and create
Denmark,
Advantage" in
supporting
Finland,
certain sectors
conditions
Sweden,
or value chains
Netherlands
lmprove SME
Increase interactions Australia, New
competitiveness with external
Zealand,
sources of
Norway, USA
knowledge to
increase capabilities
and improve
innovation
Promote the
Generate areas of
Canada,
attractiveness,
specialisation and
Scotland,
•
economic
attract inward
USA, Wales
performance
investment
and
development of
a ree:ion
Collaboration
Creation of ' critical Austria,
and networking mass' in emerging
Germany and
between
technologies by
the
industry and
attracting research
Netherlands
research
facilities, investors
and firms.

Although Boekholt and Thuriaux ( 1 999) have attributed specific countries to ea.-:h
model, facets of each model can be seen in clusters across nations.

The SME Networking Model which Boekholt and Thuriaux (1999) attributes to

Australia is based on creating a multitude of inter-firm networks and according to the
authors for many countries clusters equal the development of networking. In this

model the focus is on the regional �ased networks which allow for the direct

interpersonal networks to be created. The facilitation and brokering of the

collaborative networks between firms and knowledge providers is actively

encouraged by the public sector. These networks are based around a common

resource, a supply chain or collaboration with competitors. It has been argued that

_- I - _,
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clusters cannot be sustained amongst competitors as there is a lack of trust between

parties

. Elements of the Regional Development rvlodel may also be relevant to Australia with
its focus on public agencies and policies working to build traditional or emerging

areas of strength through developme11t agencies and innovation centres set up for the
task. There is also a focus on the facilitation of infonnal contact between members

of the cluster.

The Industry-Research Link Model centres on knowledge creation from research to
commercial application through micro-level networks of co-located industrial and
research organisations for identified knowledge sectors (Boekholt & Thuriaux,

1999). This would be similar to the technology parks or technology precincts which

have been used in Australia.

As every case is unique there is no magic fonnula for cluster development, so

Boekholt and Thuriaux (1 999) suggested a broad set of cluster policies should be
developed with coherency between the various levels of administration to fonn a

comprehensive cluster policy package. According to Peck and McGuinness (2003)
cluster policy can be viewed 1t the common denominator level of attempting to

improve the competitiveness of business with a common link within a region.'

Alternately cluster policy can be used to legitimize the targeting of resources toward

a particular group of businesses, technologies or a location. In their review of policy

in the UK, Peck and McGuinness (2003) raised concerns that cluster policy had been
used to address competitive disadvantage rather than building on areas of strength.

In Lheir survey of 250 cluster initiatives, Solvel!, et al. (2003) found that policies had

a positive impact, and 80% of respondents improved the competitiveness of the

cluster. However, this success often depends on government funding and they often

struggle to become self sustaining. Success factors for clusters include a clear

strategy for the development of goals and perfonnance measures. Secondly, there
cluster approaches with {actors that reflect the
needs to be a blending of standard
,,

unique qualities of the individual clusters. Finally, cluster initiatives need to be
embedded in the broader policy context of the micro economic environment.
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Clustering as a means of regional economic development has been popular,

particularly in Europe, although the Porter model has not received universal

acceptance as the answer in every situatio n (Palazuelos, 2005). The development of
a cluster also holds potential risks such as driving up costs, free riding by firms and

the risk of over specialisation o f finns. For the successful implementation of cluster

policy there must be a rigorous analysis of the aforementioned characteristics of a
region to ascertain what is appropriate to that region (Palazuelos, 2005).

2.4 SMEs in Regional Economic Development
As noted in Chapter l the research project incorporates relationships between firms
of varying sizes and the identification ofstrategies to assist the development of

•

SMEs within the Henderson region. Although the role of SMEs in regional

economic development has been mentioned previously in the chapter this section will
focus on the issues faced by SMEs in a regional development context.

In the Australian context regional economic developmunt has tended to focus on
Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) as they compris.! 95% of the private non
agricultural sector (ABS, 2005a). As a result the Australian govem1nent has

promoted them as a driver of economic growth with particular emphasis on e

commerce (D ClTA, 2004).

The parameters defining SMEs vary between national economies and industry

sectors. What is considered small in the manufacturing sector could be considered

large in the agricultural sector. Table 2.3 below identifies a number of definitions of

SME based o n the nun1ber of employees.
-
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Table 2. 3 SME Definition/Classification (Bode, 2002)

.

Micro-Business
Source
The Small Business < 5 employees
Development
Corporation
(SBDC) of Western
Australia's
The Australian
< 5 employees
Bureau of Statistics

Medium
Small Business
Less than 20
employees (<100 in
the manufacturing
sector)

United States Small < 5 employees
Business
Administration
(SBA)
Department of
Trade and Ind:i:.try
UK (DTI)
European Union

5 to 99 employees

>100 employees

< 50 employees

51 to 249 employees

(ABS)

5 to 20 employees
'

21 to 200 employees

SME's emolovinl! less than 250

As the research is set in an Australian context a definition o f SMEs needs to be

identified and as the relationship with larger organisations is to be examined that also

needs to be defined. Bode (2002) identified four categories ofSMEs based on

staffing levels inc luding owner operators and micro business. For the purposes of

this study the following categories of firms by number of employees was used. From

secondary data and industry sources it was inferred that there were few firms with

between 100 and 2 00 employees as firms that have over 100 employees were usually
•

branches of national or multinational organisations with employee numbers over
1 , 000 which would not classify them as a medium sized firm.

1'able 2. 4 Categorisation of Firms by Employee
Small Business

6-20 employees

Medium Business

21 tolOO employees

Large Business

> I O I employees

.•

In a globalised economy SME s need to b e more competitiv e on a national and

..

international level, however they do not always apply the innovative techniques and
technologies required to access new opportunities (Libutti, 2000). Clustering has
.
been used as a tool to give SMEs leverage against the larger firms in both their
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traditional domestic markets and new global markets (Caniels & Romijn, 2003).

Research conducted by Caniels & Romijn, (2003) found an increased capability of

SMEs at a firm level was fostered through geographical clustering and policies that
focus on networking and cooperation facilitate inter-firm learning. Policies that

stimulated technological innovation are mor� effective for SMEs when targeted at
the cluster level and the supporting of a few progressive firms within the cluster

creates increased competitiveness overall (Caniels & Romijn, 2003).

Although there has been a significant focus on SME growth not all firms and their
owners are orientated towards growth with some owners seeking other outcomes

such as quality o f life, following a passion or craft, an opportunity to employ their
fa'llily members and seeing self-employment as the only viable option (Massey,

2004).

2.5 Common Themes in Regional Economic Development
Strategies
The basic ethos o f all of these strategies is the combining of existing firms, resources
and knowledge to create something new and subsequently gain competitive

advantage. This sharing of resources, expertises, knowledge and skilled labour

through some form of collaboration assists in the creation of new knowledge and this
knowledge often leads to technological innovation. Collaboration can be face-to

face or it could take place in the digital realm through l CT. One of the main sources

of new knowledge is the technology transfer from educational institutions and the
interface between industry and academics and students. Not all of the models are
aimed at SMEs and the use of ICT is often implied.

Collaboration is central to clustering, significant to innovation and can be used as a

tool by entrepreneurs. The similarities across the strategies are illustrated in Table

2.5 below.
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Table 2. 5 Comparisons of Regional Economic Development Strategies

Model
Entrepreneur Network Innovation Triple Cluster
Helix
in!!
Systems
in!!
shin
Characteristic
Knowledge
X
X
X
Creation &
sharinl!
I.PJfechnology
X
X
trani,fer
Technological
X
X
X
..
�j . . ,
Innovation
Growth and
X
Exoort
Collaboration
Education/
X
;,: X /:p
X
X
·
.. · .- ' - ',· '· '
Tral·n1'n ----1------i------1-----1-----1--'-'" ...:.
· · '-', : .;..
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llie of OCT
X
X
Infrastructure
X
Provisions
Focus on Sl\-tE
X
X
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Th o u g h th e strateg ies are focused at diff erent lev els of economic dev el opment, f inn,
industry, reg ion or country th ey all touch on interactions at th e f irm lev el. I t is th ese
bus iness relationsh ips and specif icall y collaboration wh ich will be inv estig ated in
greater depth in Ch apter 3. I t would app ear th at clustering cov ers all of th e
ch ar acteristics identified as part of reg iona l economic dev elopment. Case studies of
clustering in th e mari ne and defence industries will be presented in Ch apter 4. Th e
foll owing section will elaborate on reg ional economic dev elopment in th e Australian
contex t.

2.6 The Australian Context of Regional Economic Development
. The prev ious literature rev iewed in th is ch apter concen1 ing reg ional economic
dev elopment h as been deriv ed pri maril y from E uropean andUS sources wh ere th e
maj ority of th e research has been undert aken. In contrast to th e USA and th e
maj ori ty of E uropean countri es Australia can be cha racterised as a s mall country in
economic ten ns wh ich is h eav ily reliant on natural resources rath er th an h ig h tech
and k nowle dg e intensiv e industries (Maude, 2004). A s h igh lig hted inCh apter l
W estern Australia is part icularly dependant o n th e m inera ls and processing industry
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which accounts for around half the State' s GDP. This dependence o n the minerals

sector means that the domestic market provides limited opportunities for economic
development. However, R&D surroundin g the resources industry could provide the
opportunity for the development of high-tech clusters around the industry that can

compete on an international level (Maude, 2004).

A comprehensive review of economic development in Australia was undertaken in

2002 by the D epartment of Transport and Regional Services (DoTaRS). The report

concluded that the key considerations for government in supporting regional

economic development were the use of a top down strategic approach to further

Australian industry and the engagement of all economic stakeholders in this process.
DoTaRS (2002) suggested that beneath the overarching government strategy regions

must themselves develop a bottom up approach based on their regional assets and

strengths. The integration of the two approaches is where Australia has failed in the
past. Australia needs to develop linkages between businesses at a regional level,

education and research institutions to facilitate knowledge flows, create collaboration

and collectively leverage future development opportunities (DoTaRS, 2002).

In the Australian context the impediments to regional economic developn1ent

identified by DoTaRS, (2002, p. 197) include: "difficulty in accessing skills, in

particular, difficulties with the recruitment and retention of skilled lahour; a lack of

awareness of new business opportunities; under-developed business skills; a lack of

supportive infrastructure; perceived shortfalls in an ar'.!a's 'lifestyle' and 'livability'

attributes; a lack of access to capital; and a low take up rates of government business
assistance." DoTaRS, (2002) found in previous research that there was considerable

criticism of the government's perfonnance in regional economic development

including the lack of a clear framework, poorly defined objectives of programs,

insufficient resources to achieve the stated task and not addressing stated local needs.
The business support programs were often poorly communicated and confusing to
their target audience. Research by the Industry Commission cited by DoTaRS

(2 002) indicated that government financi al incentives did not play a significant role
in the success of a con1pany locating into a new region.
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In the Australian context DoTaRS (2002, p. l 97) suggested that public sector regional
economic development strategies could be improved if: "public sector strategies
reflected the economic context in which regions must develop; artificial interventions
by government ,vere limited; picking 'winners' is based on the dual principles of
market failure and local value chain integration; long-term Strategic infrastructure
was invested in; coordination between all levels of governments is maximised and
the local community is more effectively engaged in the development process".
DoTaRS (2002, p. 1 95) suggested that from the literature there are a number of ways
that government can encourage regional economic development as presented in
Table 2.6.
Table 2. 6 Regional Economic Development Overview (DoTaRS 2002, p.195)
A rea
Str atel! v
Infrast ructu re Invest in the fundamentals of regional competitiveness by
providing a conducive and stable business environment, an
efficient and high quality 'hard' infrastructure base, a
collaborative and highly s killed 'soft' infrastructure base,
attractive environments providing quality of life opportunities for
residents and visitors, and engaging and responsive
bureaucracies.
Research and
Develo pment

Investment in research, commercialis ation and entrepreneurial
capacities in the region, backed up with building regional
nehvorks to ensure that knowledge and technology transfer is
maximised and the innovation process is institutionalised.

Focus on
St rength s

Invest in regional strengths, aiming to consolidate the inherited
assets within a region and to promote regional specialisation.

Connect edness Develop the relationships between city and city-hinterland
regions, acknowledging that they play different roles in the value
chain and can work cooperatively to their mutual benefit.
Incenti ves

Strategically targeted financial incentives, which may take the
form of 'seed' grants, tax incentives or a combination of these.
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Table 2.6 Regional Economic Development Overview (DoTaRS 2002, p.195)
Cont.
Area
Stratel!V
Marketing the · Market regional strengths to existing and potential investors
effectively, by establishing and maintaining up to date
Region
infonnation systems, mapping regional assets, providing
information and advisory services, and streamlined investment
facilitation orocesses.
Public/Private Establish public-private sector partnerships that espouse a
commonly held vision and priorities for facilitating new business
partnerships
investment. Engage and communicate to the local/ regional
community, regional business development objec tives.

2.6.1

Australian Regional Economic Development Strategics

Australian research into the regional economic development strategies and their
effectiveness is outlined in this section. Of the five strategies previously mentioned
the Triple Helix model has received the least attention in the Australian literature.
Gunasekara (2006) applied the Triple Helix model to a study of Australian
universities and their engagement in regional innovation systems and found that
although universities generated knowledge with commercial application there was
not a clear path to commercialisation. The links between the institution, the regions
in which they were located and those with industry and government were still weak
and not reflective of the university-industry-government tri-institutional model of
economic growth (Etzkowitz, 2003).
According to a 2004 study conducted by Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, Australia
was in the top five countries on their Entrepreneurial Activity Index of the OECD
countries (Fitzsimons, et al., 2004), however, when SMEs from individual industry
sectors are considered it was found that the level of entrepreneurship varied widely
(Parker, 2006). The perceived flexibility and innovativeness of SMEs has made
them a target for economic government policy in Australia (Killen, et al., 2003). The
current government policy stance is to "invigorate entrepreneurial activity and
promote SMEs, which are widely regarded as critical to the solution of current
economic problems" (Parker 2000, p. 239). Parker (2000) found that the support of
...
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competitiveness. Plummer and Taylor (2004) found that the differing levels of
economic growth in Australia were linked to broad based entrepreneurial education,
targeted skills development and a local culture of enterprise.
· In contrast to the level of entrepreneurship Australia as an innovative nation is
outside the top 10 of OECD countries. Australia has a number of strengths including
"a broad scientific base, world class in some areas; success in converting knowledge
into patents; and high growth in several areas including biotechnology,
pharmaceuticals and office and computing equipment". It also has some notable
.weaknesses including "insufficient attention to the development of human capital
(for example, entrepreneurship); low average company size which may impede
ability to compete in new industries and innovate; in international terms, business
expenditure on research and development is poor; and many research institutions
have poor linkages with potential users of research" (ABF 2005, p. 19). For Australia
to become an innovative nation government policy must address the gap between
R&D and commercialisation in both the public and private sectors, boosting the
capacity at a finn level to create, diffuse and apply knowledge to fonn a strong
innovation system within the country (ABF, 2005).
In their research into business networks between Australian and Chinese finns
Batonda and Perry (2003) found that those participating in the newer networks were
unfamiliar with the network process and lacked the skills and experience to operate
effectively within the networks.
For SMEs the time and resources required to set up networks are often prohibitive,
however SMEs were the focus of the Federal Government B usiness Networks
Program established in 1995 (Killen, et al., 2003). Only 2% of SMEs participated in
the program compared to between 10- 1 5% in an equivalent program in Denmark
(Fulop, 2000). The program used independent network brokers to facilitate the
network between firms. Though the program finished in 1 998 it did serve to increase
awareness of the opportunities open to firms through business networks (Killen, et
al., 2003). Fulop (2000) found that none of the participants in the networks studied
.
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. • i_!l h�r.re,s.e.arc� were com_mjtted t9 b.t.!s.iness growth in the network. The research
found that the use of formal contracts rather than relationship building lead to
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reduced levels of trust between firms in the networks (Fulop, 2000). However there
were examples of significant levels of integration of networks where the business
had high levels of complementarity. Killen, et al. (2003) note that the Business
Network Progra1n ran only three years compared to similar progran1s in other
countries which ran for considerably longer and were more successful (The
Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources, 2004).

2.6.2

Clusters in Australia

According to the OECD as cited by the Austr.ilian Department of Industry, Tourism
and Resources (2004), clusters can be described as geographically confined and
operating on the lower end of the 'collaborative chain', whereas net\vorks arc
broader entities. Alternately, if clusters arc defined :according to Porter (cited in
Department of Industry, Touristn and Resources, 2004) then they arc seen as broader
entities actually encon1passing networks. The l)cpart1ncnt of Industry, Touris111 and
Resources (2004, p. l ) defines clusters as "a system of inter-related cornpanies,
institutions and networks with co1nmon understandings, a desire for continual
growth, and a level of trust which enhances the now of kno\vledge".
Of the regional econon1ic development strategies, clusters seem to have been the
1nost extensively applied in an Australian setting. The creation of industry clusters
has been growing in popularity in Australia since the 1 990s with particular focus on
regions thn! have: suffered economic hardship n1uch of which rose out of the
economic restructuring of the 1 980s (Roberts & Enright, 2004). The I 980s were
characterised by "the restructuring of the tnanufacturing sector; growth in the
de-Jelopment of business services, especially financial services; corporatization of
many State owned enterprises such as Qantas and the Comrnonweu!th Bank; reform
of the public sector under Nadonal Competition Policy; improvements in
productivity gains; removal of protective tariffs and financial deregulation and
Australia mimicking the structure of the US economy" (Roberts & Enright 2004,
p 1 02). These changes saw the decline in the old manufacturing industries with many
moving off shore or being acquired by multinationals.
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The environment of the 1990s saw two forms of cluster develop in Australia. Firstly,
single industry clusters, which u sually rise out of old industries that have been
restructured. Secondly, groupings of industries regional based and connected
through networks. These clusters are often facilitated by public policy support
directed at industry innovation and collaboration between finns to build the cluster
(Roberts & Enright, 2004). These clusters tend to be weaker as they lack the strength
of a national industry. For clusters to succeed they require "substantial capacity
building to support regional strategic infrastructure. . . to tum a local or regional
network of firms and industries into a cluster" this often requires significant long
term commitment from government sources (Roberts & Enright 2004, p. 1 17).
Of the clustering programs initiated over the 1990s many failed due to a lack of
resources, experience, expertise in regional development and failure to create
linkages with international markets. Though originally driven at a Federal level the
majority of the support and funding for cluster programs came from State
governments (Roberts & Enright, 2004; Department of Industry, Tourism and
Resources, 2004). Often these programs were based around technology parks or
innovation centres.
In 1 995 the South Australian Government initiated a cluster proj ect with prototypes
in defence and multi media. As part of the project, cluster working groups were
formed and industry leaders were recruited to Chair the working groups. The Chairs
were chosen for their leadership ability, credibility and collaborative mindset to
harness the general enthusiasm and tum it into concrete outcomes. In the 2004
assessment of the cluster programme it was found that a greater level of trust and
understanding had been developed among the cluster members. In the case of the
South Australian cluster development project key factors that assisted the project' s
success were leadership, vision, long-term commitment to capacity building and a
sense of crisis which made industries open to accepting alternative ways of doing
business. Early res�lts maintained momentum through the early period of learning
and trust development (Roberts & Enright, 2004).
Other benefits included reduced transaction costs, increased joint activities and
investment in joint venture initiatives. It was suggested that the programme could
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have been used more efficiently to identify and fill local economic gaps. It was

considered that clustering made participants more aware of supply chains in South

Australia and facilitated new economic groupings, such as water, sport and recreation
and the environment. It was found that the clustering process facilitated the

development of a leadership group which created the collective success for the

industry, but this was often dogged by competition (Roberts & Enright, 2004).

'the cluster programme has been effective in the development of export programmes
especially in defence which will be discussed further in Chapter 4. The cluster

programme has focused on SMEs working together, however it is suggested that it
may be more effective if large companies championed the development of the

clusters and the SMEs experience flow on benefits of this (Roberts & Enright, 2 004.
It \Vas suggested by the Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (2004) that

clusters fall into the following broad categories by structure or purpose.
Table 2. 7 Categories of Clusters

Structure Based Cateeories

Catel!ory
Marshallian
Hub and Spoke
Satellite nlatforms
State-anchored
Cate ory
Customer based
Product based
Needs based
Technology based

--

Resource based

Characteristics
Mostly locally-owned Sl\1E's focused on inter-firm trade
Dominated by one or several large firms with sn1aller
suooliers
Dominated by �1ultinational's Branch Facilities
Dominated by oublic entities

P11roose Based Cater,ories

Characteristics
Leading edge users, major markets, industries supplied,
etc.
Groupine to oroduce an end-oroduct, service or solution
Grouping of SMEs working cooperatively to overcome
problems
Grouping around a product or process technology ie.
Manufacturine
Grouoine around suooly of skills, materials, fundin!!, etc

The key factors that must be considered when developing a cluster are: organic
growth in response to changing circumstances; maximisation of the creative
•
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conditions and facilitation of spin off and growth opportunities (The Department of
Industry, Tourism and Resources, 2004).
According to Blandy (2004) the development of clusters over time stemmed from a
region's economic foundations including existing companies and local demands for
· products and s ervices. Clusters emerge from the local community to become
,,

i•

champions for the region's progress. There is an ongoing cycle between
economic
•

the cluster's development and its original foundations and this interplay assists in the
stimulation of the industry cluster. Blandy (2004) suggested that the interest in the
development of local econon1ies through Government policy seems to have a
universal appeal.
Generally, the clusters in Australia are not well developed compared with those of
the US and Europe due to the small size of the domestic economy, lack of critical
mass within industries, lack of suitable local p artners, multinationals conducting
R&D offshore, the strength of the export focused resources industry over other
industries and the lack of regional specialisation which reduces the opportunity of
cluster building (Maude, 2004). Parker (2006) also noted that there was little
evidence of regional industry specialisation, co-located firms or clusters in Australia.
Many of the government facilitated clusters reviewed by the Department of Industry,
Tourism and Resources (2004) had failed.
local or regional
The drive to develop cl usters has come from the need to improve
'

social and economic conditions and the perception that a high level of interaction
between small enterprises will create flexibility, technology diffusion and

competitiveness. Government policies have been aimed at enhancing the processes
within clusters and so the wealth generated (Innovation Lab Australia, 2002).
Three critical issues hamper the development of clusters in Australia "insufficient
critical mass, lack of focus and distinctiveness and political and administrative
diffi�ulties" (Roberts & Enright 2004, p. 1 16). According to Roberts and Enright,
(2004) there has been a lack of cohesive policy and action between all three levels of
government in Australia and a lack of buy in from industry had meant that Australia
has yet to fully reap the benefits of clusters that have been experienced by other
.. 5 1

OECD countries. A lack of knowledge, expertise and comn1itment among those
agencies that are to facilitate the process has hampered effective cluster

development. Further research is required into the effective building of clusters

within the Australian context as they will assist Australian industry to compete in the
global market place (Roberts & Enright, 2004). Clustering has only had minor

acceptance in urban Australia where it is argued by Roberts and Enright, (2004) it

would be most effective.

It has been recognised that "Cluster development on its own is not a panacea for

economic development, but rather, depending on the sustainability and effectiveness

of the cluster model, a powerful tool for growth" (The Department of Industry,
Tourism and Resources, 2004). There has been a move away from direct

intervention by Government towards the facilitation of collaboration between firms
within the cluster and between public and private organisations (Innovation Lab
Australia, 2002). Regional development agencies, large industry associations,

corporations and industry alliances can assist in the development of clusters by

attracting high-level functions and services that are critical to the needs of firms in

the cluster (Roberts & Enright, 2004).
The physical proximity within clusters supports communication, the development of
social networks, collaboration and competition which are enhanced by knowledge
exchange and market flows (Innovation Lab Australia, 2002). Clusters provide a

means for SMEs to overcome the disadvantages of their size and their lack of access

to knowledge, thus enhancing their ability to innovate both in local and international
markets (Innovation Lab Australia, 2002).

Multinational firms are attracted to clusters ,vhere there is innovation, technology

and market intelligence. Clusters are likely to be successful if there is a commitment

to the process of building trust, respect and collahoration
to reach a common goal
•
--

.

.
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(Roberts & Enright, 2004}.

Clusters are a powerful tool for growth and Australian companies need to learn to

collaborate to take advantage of them. It is suggested that Australian clusters should

look for early wins to encourage ongoing commitment to the cluster. Balanced
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against this idea is the need to build trust to facilitate knowledge sharing and the
establishment of joint relationships which hold the cluster together (The Department
of Industry, Tourism and Resources, 2004). The Department of Industry, Tourism
and Resources (2004) suggest fast tracking the development of trust structures such
as formalised membership and codes of conduct and ethics.
The other significant factors in cluster development identified in the report include:
the development of social capital and a willingness for participants to invest in the
cluster's future; fostering of a long range collaborative environment; industry leaders
within the cluster that are driven by a collaborative rather than a competitive view;
sufficient structural and administrative agreements for the protection of intellectual
property including the identification of core cluster members wlth higher levels of
knowledge sharing and finally the development of high levels of trust \Vhich hold the
cluster together (The Department of Industry, 'fourism and Resources, 2004).
According to The Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (2004, p.5)
"Australia should now generate its own clustering traditions, taking account of its
own unique geographical, cultural and historical factors . . .. establishing a benchmark
for a sustainable cluster in its own right, rather than be shackled to past 'truisms' that
may (or may not) apply to the Australian environment".

2. 7 Chapter Summary
Following on from the introduction to the research in Chapter 1 this chapter has
reviewed the literature concerning regional economic development strategies and
provided a synthesis of the core factors in each strategy to identify collaboration as a
central theme. In the St!cond half of the chapter the literature concerning the
application of the regional economic develop strategies in the Australian context was
reviewed with clustering being the most prevalent of these strategies.
In Chapter 3 collaborative business relationships and the use of ICT will be expanded
upon and in Chapter 4 the industry context will be discussed.
' �.
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Cl1apter 3: Collaborative Business Relationships

·,

3 Introduction
The previous chapters have dealt with the development of the research project,

regional economic development and the marine and defence industry context of the
study. This chapter will deal with busines s relationships and specifically

c ollabo;-ative relationships.

The first section of this chapter will examine business relationships in general tenns'
and then look specifically at collaborative business relationships addressing the

literature concerning the research questions including the drivers for collaborative
relationships; finn level factors that impact on the creation and sustaining of

c ollaborative relationships; the role of ICT in facilitating and sustaining collaborative
relationships and the benefits of collaborative relationships as illustrated in Figure

3. 1 .
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Figure 3. 1 Chapter 3 Framework

3.1 Business Relationships
There is a vast spectrum of business relationships possible, ranging from an arms
length contractual relationship to an obligatory contractual relationship. In the anns
length contractual relationship there is a high level of codification of the tasks and
duties of both parties, with no familiarity or ties between the two organisations. In
contrast, obligatory contractual relationships tend to be more socially based and are
characterised by n1utual trust and on the exchange of information. There is also a
shared incentive for both the parties to do more than is expected under the
contractual agreement (Skjott-Larsen, et al., 2003).
According to Jarratt ( 1 998) business relationships or alliances can be described by
their degree of commitn1ent and infrastructure linkage. From tight relationships
where an organisation has a controlling interest or full merger with retained identity
of subsidiary, through to partial acquisition and equity participation, joint ventures,
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equity participating alliances, international alliances with central secretariats, co
market agreements, national buying clubs and at the other end of the scale - loose
affiliations. Barringer and Harrison (2000) also identified a similar continuum of
collaborative relationships commitment from a tightly coupled joint venture to a
loosely coupled interlocking directorate.
Svensson (2002) has identified various dimensions of dependence between
organisations, including the technical interface between organisations, the timing of
the synchronisation of activities between the organisations, the knowledge shared
between the organisations on their strengths and weakness and problem solving
ability, the social interactions based on personal relationships and the economic and
legal connections such as contracts. A firm requires a mixture of business
relationships both vertical and horizontal in order to keep its position within the
network of businesses in which it functions (Bengtsson & Kock, 2000).
Business relationships can be described according to the level of structure or
codification within the relationship between the two companies or the level of
interdependence between organisations. They can also be defined according to
whether the relationship is in a structured linear form such as in an integrated supply
chain with shared ICT infrastructure or part of a more nebulous formation such as a
virtual network or electronic hub. Business relationships can be part of various
structures from one to one business relationships called dyadic relationships, or many
to one, such as suppliers to a dominant firm or one to many. In these relationships
either the supplier or the customer will be dominant. In the relationships where it is
many to one or one to many the suppliers or customers will generally conform to
business practices of the largest organisation in the relationship (Thuraisingham, et
al., 2002).
Much of the literature surrounding business relationships focuses on buyer-supplier
relationships from a marketing perspective, which has been the subject of discussion
since the early 1 980s (Moller & �Ialinen, 1999). The literature has moved away
from just the dyadic relationship between one supplier and one buyer to examining
relationships outside the dyad that are part of the network in which each organisation
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is involved and the impact of those other relationships on the focal relationship
(Moller & Halinen, 1999; Anderson, et al., 1 994).
The interactions of one organisation with other organisations outside the dyadic
relationship may have beneficial or detrimental effects on the organisations within
the dyadic relationship (Anderson, et al., I 994). Organisations no longer prosper on
their own efforts alone but their performance is to an extent interdependent with that
of other organisations (Wilkinson & Young, 2002). Every organisation is also part of
a network of business relationships (Moller & Halinen 1999; Donaldson & O'Tool,
2000). The focus is now on the management of business relationships across all of
an organisation's functions rather than just transactions between organisations
(Holmlund, 1 997).

:;

3.2 Business Relationships Characteristics
When discussing business relationships there is an array of different characteristics
used to describe and analyse these relationships and how the firn1s within the
relationship interact with each other. The models used to describe the characteristics
of business relationships range along a spectrum from being structural and focused
on factors such as money and manpower, to the social characteristics of business
such as trust, commitment and relationship satisfaction.
Holmlund and Tornroos ( 1997) provided a model summarising a number of these
business relationship characteristics, describing dimensions of relationships as
Structural, Economic and Social. The structural dimensions of a business
relationship are the resource links, connections with other organisations through the
business relationships and the institutional bonds such as contractual agreements.
The economic dimension deals with the financial investment made in the relationship
and expected economic returns from the relationship. Both these dimensions are
visible and te nd to be quantifiable, thus easier to measure.
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The third relationship dimension, the social dimension, deals with how people
i nteract within the respective organisations and to one another. These relational
concepts include concep1s such as trust, commitment, attractions, atmosphere and
social bonds. Though Holmlund and Tornroos (1 997) have tried to delineate these
three dimensions they concede that the delineation between them is artificial as the
dimensions tend to interweave with communication being the "glue" that keeps the
relationship together. These factors are qualitative and harder to measure.
The dimensions proposed by Holmlund and Tornroos (1997) have been used to build
a taxonomy of b usiness relati onship characteristics illustrated in Table 3.1. An
additional dimension of "organisational" has been added to encompass
characteristics that relate to how the organisation interacts with other organisations.
The characteristics described in the literature reviewed for this research have been
placed in a tiered framework with sub-categories used to amalga1nate similar
characteristics.
The presence of these business relationship characteristics, their quality and or

;.
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strength will assist in facilitating the success of the business relationship.
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Table 3. 1 Summary of Business Relationships Facilitators (R<nve, et ol., 2005) Dimensions

Category

Authors

Structural/

Information Technology
Institutional Bonds (such
as contracts)
Infrastructure

Humphreys, et al. (2001); Sherer
(2003); Vyas, et al. ( 1995); Kauser &
Shaw (2003); Holmlund & Tomroos
( 1 997); Lawton-Smith & Dickson
(2003);Grieger (2004).

Investment in the
Relationship
Value Creation
Reduced Productions costs

Holmlund & Tornroos ( 1997);
Ryssel, et al. (2004); Vyas, et al.
( 1995); Ritter, et al. (2002);
Holmlund & Strandvik ( 1 999);
Hun1phreys, et al. (2001).

Organis ational

Compatibility
Flexibility
Intellectual C apital
Organisational Interactions
Communication
Organisational
Interconnectedness
Relationship Management

Vyas, et al. ( 1995); Lawton-Smith &
Dickson (2003); Sherer (2003);
Pearce (200 I ); Ritter, et al. (2002);
Walter & Ritter (2003); Kauser &
Shaw (2003); Humphreys, et al.
(200 I ) Grieger (2004) Marshall
(2004); Holmlund & Strandvik
(1 999).

Social

Commitment to the
Relationship
Trust
Organisational Culture
Individual Interar.tion

�Iolmlund & Tomroos (1 997);
Marshall (2004); Ritter, et al. (2002);
Ka user & Shaw (2003); Walter &
Ilitter (2003); Holmlund & S!randvik
(1999); Ryssel, et al. (2004); Sherer
(2003); Lawton-Smith Dickson
(2003); Ritter, et al. (2002);
Humphreys, et al. (20� .); Sherer
(2003).

I nfr astructu re

Eco nomic/
Fi nanci al

.

-

.I -

From t'1e 60 plus characteristics reviewed in the literature 17 main categories have
been identified. Of these trust, commitment and communication, and to a lesser
extent val ue, stand out as the most significant facilitators to successfu l business
relationships. Of the significant characteristics trust and commitment are difficult to
quantify and measure, especially trust, as iL i� a concept that is located within the
rnind of the individual.
The framework describing business relationships according to structural,
organisational, economic and social categories has yet to be validated by r· ·�arch.
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This could be due to many of the categories and sub-categories that contain
characteristics that are not easily identified by the systems within organisations that
are set-up to measure the perfonnance of business relationships. These less
measurable characteristics may be an unseen factor in the success or failure of
relationships.

3.3 . Business Relationship Quality and Life Span
When talking about business relationships quality, Holmlund (1996) suggested that
quality in business relationships emerges when performance of the relati onship is
compared against standards or criteria. Relationship performance can be measured
by tangible criteria such as income and goods exchanged however, quality is based
on "the person' s perceptions of the interactions and exchanges in the relationship"
(Holmlund 1996, p. 1 1 ).
In business relationships the relationship aspect of quality needs to be considered
(Holmlund, 200 I ) as the views of individuals within a firm mny differ due to their
involvement at different points of the business relationships and therefore, each
individual's perception of quality will differ. An individual' s perception of
relationship quality is based pa11ly on their comparison with the standards set for that
relationship and partly upon their experiences within the relationship and the
outcomes from the relationship. In complex business relationships the content and
nature of the exchanges between organisations can include "social contacts, products,
product ideas, information and money", all of which will differ depending upon the
department that is managing the relationship (Holml und 1996, p. l 0).
Business relationships have a life span and often organisations move in and out of
relatively stable relationships over a period of time. However, what determines or
defines the qualities of a highly successful compared to a moderately successful or
even a failed business relationship still requires further investigation. Despite the
benefits of business relationships the failure rate of business relationships is q uite
high with greater than 50% failing (Barringer & Harrison, 2000; Marshall, 2004).
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When partners begin to sense mistrust in the relationship, their response to the

situation is to breach their commitments and begi n to put on "life jackets" and adopt
a more formal and structured arrangement in order to safeguard their position.

Business relationships depend upon players who encourage collaboration rather than

being adversarial, and individuals within organisatiuns can see themselves as being

motivators of collaboration rather than just players instructed to be part of someone
else's game (Marshall, 2004). There can be a gap between the documented

organisational aims and those of the individual enacting them within the business

relationships however according to Pearce (200 1) the role of individuals in business
relationships has been left unexplored by research.

Ring & Van de Ven ( 1994) suggested four main reasons for the conclusion of a

b usiness relationship, including: excessive formalisation and scrutiny of the

relationship; conflict between the organisational role and behaviour of indiv:-iuals;
violations of trust and failure to follow through on commitments.

Although business relationships involve the exchange of goods and services between

organisations it is individual's perceptions and action that determine the quality and
sustainability of the relationship.

3.4 Collaborative Business Relationships
The term business relationship has been used to describe interaction between firms
across the spectrum of interaction, however collaborative relationships are thos !
1

where activity goes beyond just trading or exchange and a common goal or task is

undertaken. These relationships can exist in an infinite range of forms and

configurations with various levels of structure, connectedness and organisational

integration, from cooperation to a coercive supply chain relationship to a strategic

alliance and can have a mixture of coercive and competitive elements (Wilkinson &

Young, 2002).
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According to Veludo, et al. (2004) a number of authors consider that a clear

definition is missing from the literature for partnering and coHaboration. The
framework put forward by Veludo, et al. (2004) for collaboration includes

dimensions of trust, win-win benefits, long term orientation, co-ordination and

problem solving flexibility. Under these dimensions sit characteristics of "inherent
trust, sharing of risks and rewards, increased joint competitiveness, expectation of

continuity, continuous improvement focus, supply and development, joint strategy

setting, joint planning, joint R&D, two way communication, willingness to help one
and other, conflict resolution, flexibility in delivery and flexibility in agreements"
(Veludo, et al. 2004, p.145).

According to Humphries and Wilding (200 l ), there are a number of enhancing

activities and processes for collaboration that they have identified fron1 the supply

chain literature, including: contractual framework; corporate culture matching; long

term cost and investment sharing; information sharing; all level management;
frequent interactive communication; joint planning; cros!i firm control and

coordination teams; joint service level systems; technology sharing and product
development; joint problem solving; joint quality systems; linked information

systems; joint performance measurement; joint logistics and purchasing roles and

joint n1arketing. As the list illustrates there is a strong emphasis on joint activities
and processes to help sustain the relationship (Humphries & Wilding, 200 1).

Within all forms of business relationships there are both formal and informal

commitments. Within co-operation there is a redefining of organisational boundaries

due to the sharing of resources and responsibilities and co-ordinated activities. It is

suggested that firms have a portfolio of relationships within their business networks
with each relationship being appropriate to the specific set of circumstar-:es. In the

situation where there is a high level of interdependence between firms and

prohibitive penalties for non compliance by either party then partnering is the

preferred form of relationship. Veludo, et al. (2004) found that a firm's wider

networks both facilitates and inhibits their relationship within a buyer-seller dyad.

The activities-actors-resources model analyses businesses relationships according to

the bonds between actors, activity links and resources ties between the firms in the
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relationship. The actor bonds can be either between individuals or organisations and
are based on their level of trust and understanding of each other. Activity links are

based on actions that the firms in the business relationship take together and resource

ties describe inputs and outputs that flow between the organisations (Veludo, et al.,
2004). The authors see collaboration as part of partnering relationships but less

formal in nature. Within any partnering situation co-operation and competition will
be present (Veludo, et al., 2004).

Through the effective management of its collaborative relationships an organisation

can synchronise both the busintss to business and business to customer re:ationships
in order to gain greater competitive advantage (Holsapple & Singh, 2000).

Collaboration occurs vertically along the supply chain or horizontally where

competitive or complementary organisations collaborate to innovate, create
econon1ies of scale or access new markets (Anderson, et al., 1994).

This balance between collaboration and competition has been termed "Coopetition"
by Bengtsson and Kock (2000) who suggest that firms ,can both collaborate and

compete with each other depending on the circumstances. When firms have

heterogeneous re�.ources in the research and development stage then competitors

collaborate to access unique resources but when the firn:s go to market they compete.

This collaborating and competing with competitors is important for firms to utilize
their resources (Bengtsson & Kock, 2000).

According to Lawton-Smith and Dickson (2003), collaborative relationships are a

combination of soc,al and spatial relationships in which new agreements are

embodied through a set of power relations and norms of cooperation between the two

entities. The make-up of any collaborative relationships is influenced by a series of

factors unique to the context in which the collaboration is formed (Lawton-Smith &

Dickson 2003).
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3.4.1

Drivers of Collaborative Relationships
'

A number of theories have been put forward to explain the drivers for the form�tion ·

of business relationships these include: Transaction Costs Economics; Resource

Dependence; Strategic Choice; Stakeholder Theory; Organisational Learning Theory;
and Institutional Theory. In their review of the respective theories in relation to the
formation of business relationships Barringer and Harrison (2000) suggested that

these six theories could be placed along a continuum as illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Resource
Dependence

Transaction
Costs
Economics

Strategic
Choice

Stakeholder
Theory

Organisational
Leamin"

Rationale for Forming Business Relationships

Economic
Basis
•••
Figure 3. 2 Theoretical Foundations of Business Relationships

Institutional
Theory
•

Behavioural
Basjs

These theories attdbute a range of drivers to the formation of business relationship
which are outlined in Table 3.2 below.

1'able 3. 2 Drivers of Business Relationships (Barringer & Harrison, 2000)
Theorv
Transaction Costs
Economics

Driver
Seeks to reduce the production and transaction cost
through business relationships and reduced risks associated
with possible market failure.

Resource
Dependence

To rneet the organisation's need for resources from
external parties. Create competitive advantage through
control of scare resources.

Strategic Choice

Enter into business relationships to increase
competitiveness or market position and so to profit and
growth. Business relationships assist in creating superior
products and reducing competition.

Stakeholder Theory

A finn is part of a network of stakeholders and seeks
through business relationships to align itself with others to
reduce environmental uncertainty.

'
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Organisational
Learning Theory

Fonns business relationships to gain and absorb knowledge
from others to increase organisational competency and
value.

Institutional Theory Business Relationships are fonned to mimic other finns
and gain legitimacy within a particular environment.
Barringer and Harrison (2000) suggested these theories are holistic in nature,
describing business relationships from different points of view and as such a blend of
these theoretical frameworks may be more useful in the understanding of the
fonnation of business relationships.
There are many other reasons that business relationships are fonned not described by
the framework. Oliver (1990) suggests that business relationships can be fonned
based on a variety of factors which can vary at different stages of the relationship or
can vary from relationship to relationship. l'he factors also vary, with necessity; the
need to create stability and to gain legitimacy being driven by the external
environment. The creation of asymmetry and reciprocality in relationships and
efficiency in production are concerned ,vith processes within the finn.

Table 3. 3 Business Relationships Formation (Oliver, 1990)
Factor
Necessity

Asymmetry

Imnctus
To meet legal or regulatory requirements

Reciprocity

To exercise power of control over an
•
•
•
organ1sat1ons or its resource
Pursuing mutual benefit or goals

Stability

Reduce environmental uncertainty

Efficiency

Legitimacy

Improve internal input output ratio
To j ustify organisational activities and appear to
hold to orevailinl! nonns

The reasons for fonning business relationships are varied and so too are the fonnats
that the business relationships take once they have been established, such as arms
length, or more closely aligned, such as collaborative.

, -· .,
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For finns collaborative relationships and networks are an inescapable part of their
environment and they define an organisation' s actual existence. In search of
iI

competitive advantage organisations are driven to collaborate through business
relationships to access new markets, resources and knowledge which in tum leads to
innovation and organisational competitiveness (Ritter, et al., 2002). Globalisation
has seen a shift away from a pure price focus to customer satisfaction, the improved
q uality of products and services and need for innovation to differentiate products.
The combining of these forces has contributed to the rise o f collaborative
relationships (Pittaway & Morrissey 2004).
Apart from the pressures of global competition and constant innovation the drivers
for finns to collaborate have been identified as: access to resources; complementary
skills; to enable geographical coverage; creation o f higher profits; a growth in trade
volumes; a facility for selling over capacity; the capacity to develop new products
and innovations; access to new markets; infonnation on customers' future intentions
and access to important third parties (Dodourova, 2003; Ryssel, et al. 2004; Veludo,
et al., 2004).
The drivers listed above could be seen as benefits but the bottom l ine is that the
collaboration has to improve business perfonnance. Robson and Bennett (2000)
found that competitive conditions are the stimuli for SME growth, not government
support which is interesting a s often government policy is focused on facilitating
collaboration.
.• J
(!

3.4.2

Benefits of Collaborative Relationships

The benefits for organisations being involved in collaborative business relationships
are often the fulfilment of the drivers to enter these relationships. Benefits include:
the creation of higher profits; a growth in trade volu,nes; a facility for selling over
capacity; the capacity to develop new products and innovations; access to new
markets; infonnation on customers' f uture intentions and access to important third·
parties; the reduction of the cost of new product development; the reduction of lead
times to market and the sharing of core competencies between firms; risk pooling;
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achieving economies of scale and acquiring complementary resources and
technologies (Bengtsson & Kock, 2000; Ryssel, et al., 2004; Briship 2003a).
According to Ryssel, et al. (2004) these factors are important to successful
collaborative relationships and help the parties involved to draw sustained
competitive advantage from the relationship.
In a review of strategic outcomes of collaborative relationships, Jarrett ( 1 998)
identified that these relationships added n ew value to the organisation. The
outcomes of these relationships included delivering a broader range of goods and/or
services, increasing the quality of goods and/or services, accessing innovation and
incorporating improvements in product offerings and facilitating new product
development. Secondly, building current business capability in the areas of
distribution, manufacturing, purchasing, finance, business knowledge, expertise and
skills, new client groups, and accessing resources required for specific client groups.
The final strategic outcome was defending market position through joint promotional
activity, by building barriers against new entrants, accessing resources to compete
against 1najor claims, offsetting the impact of product substitutes and defence against
environmental forces.
Barringer and Harrison (2000) point out that very little attention has been paid to the
disadvantages of collaborative relationships and for organisations with limited
resources a poor choice could be difficult to withstand. Therefore some
consideration should be given to the formation of collar0rative relationships.
Collaborative relationships along the supply chain were found to have a po., itive
impact on business 1-..::rlormance. Collaboration �vith customers and fim1s in the
same line of business often had negative impacts (Robson & Bennett, 2000). Squire,
et al. (2006) contend that the benefits of collaboration are not in the relationship itself
but in the access it provides to new resources and enhancing existing capabilities
otherwise unavailable to the firm. They found that collaboration between buyers and
suppliers assisted with the firm' s flexibility in product design and improvement. In
relation to the proximity of the collaborators, Robson and Bennett (2000) found that
collaboration in the context of international and national supply networks facilitated

. '
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growth in finn employee size and the volume of turnover. In contrast collaboration
on a local basis leads to increasing profitability.
The measurement or evaluation of the benefits of collaborative relationships is less
well defined and according Tuominen and Anttila (2006, p.2 1 6) the literature on the
measurement of value creation from collaboration "remains in its infancy". A study
conducted b y Coughlan, et al., (2003) looking at collaborative relationships found
that measurements included quality evaluation, costing, forecasting and scheduling.
Gajd (2004) suggested that an evaluation should be undertaken prior to the
collaboration, setting quantitative and qualitative goals, strategies, and structures for
the relationships, so providing an agreed baseline for ongoing evaluation among
those collaborating. Continual evaluation throughout the life of a collaborative
relationship is seen as vital to its £uccess (Beach, et al., 2005).
Arroyo (2003) views collaboration in tenns of cause and effect with the causes being
positive expectations, factors that produce collaboration, factors that benefit
collaboration and factors that harrn collaboration. On the effects side are benefits,
negative aspects and alternatives to avoid abuse. The factors detailed in this chapter
relating to surrounding collaboration have been compiled in the following tables.
Factors i1ave been categorised under drivers and facilitators for collaboration,
dra,vbacks and inhibitors and benefits of collaboration. .
Table 3. 4 Drivers of Collaboration
Drivers
Economi�
:1

C O.

Factors

Obtaining and accessing resources
Create competitive advantage through control of scarce
resources.
Increase cornpetiti veness or market position and so to
profit and grow.
Access to new markets
New opportunities
Efficiency by irnproving input output ratio
Reduce the production and transaction costs
Creation of a superior products
Reduced risks associated with possible market failure
Reducing competition
Enable greater geographical coverage
Creation of higher profits
Increase trade volumes
Facility for selling over capacity

Authors

(Arroyo, 2003)
(Oliver, 1 990)
(Barringer & Harrison,
2000)
(Dodourova, 2003;
Ryssel, et al. 2004;
Veludo, et al., 2004).
Rowe, et al., 2005)
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Knowledge
Skills

Relationship

''

.
,,

Environmental

.i ,,'
_,-

/

O ther

Need to access knowledge
Need to access and develop new skills
Increase organisational competency and value through
knowledge
Access complementary skills
Capacity to develop new product� and innovations
Access information on customers' future intentions
Similar dependencies
Reciprocity - Pursuing mutual benefit or goals
To exercise power or control over an organisation or its
resources
To justify organisational activities and appear t o hold to
prevailing norms
Access to i mportant third parties
Reduce environmental uncertainty
To meet legal or regulatory requirements
To align itself with others to reduce environmental
uncertainty
To gain legitimacy within a particular environment
Environmental threats
• Opening national n1arkets
• Deregulation
• Globalisation
• Privatisation
• Non hierarchical structures
• Race for the future
• Organisational networks
• Information age
Survival of the firm
Crises within the firm
Needs to be met

(Arroyo, 2003) (Barringer
& Harrison, 2000)
(Dodourova, 2003;
Ryssel, et al. 2004;
Veludo, et al., 2004).
(Arroyo, 2003) (Oliver,
1 990) (Barringer &
Harrison, 2000)
(Dodourova, 2003;
Ryssel, et al., 2004;
Veludo, et al., 2004).

(Arroyo, 2003) (Oliver,
1 990) (Barringer &
Harrison, 2000)

(Arroyo, 2003)

Through the process of reviewing the literature a subtle distinction between drivers

of collaboration and facilitators was identified by the researcti �r. Drivers are usually
reasons why firms would enter into collaboration, whereas facilitators tend to be

factors that assist and sustain the collaboration. Drive rs and facilitators could be

considered interchangeable however the researcher has chosen to prese nt them
separately with the facilitators of collaboration in Table 3.5 below.

Table 3. 5 Facilitators of Collaboration
Facilitators
S tructural/
Infrastructure
Economic/
Financial

.

Factors

Authors

Investment in the relJtionship
Accepting initial costs for future benefit
Perception of benefit
Creation of ongoing value
Reduce ambi�uitv

(Arroyo, 2003),
(Rowe, e t al., 2005)

Information Technology
Institutional Bonds
Infrastructure

(Rowe, e t al., 2005)
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Organisational

Social

Compatibility
Ae11ibility
lntelleclual capital
Organisational inten1ctions
Communication
Organisational interconnectedness
Relationship management
Mechanism o f coordination -formal and infonnal
Standard Values
Top management suppon
Shared goals
Collaborative environment
Putting collaborative interest first
Participant's contribution to the solution
In itiating and maintaining th-: collaborative relationship
Competence
Commitment
Develop a common frame of reference
Positive e11pectations
Share with others
Co1nn1itment to the relationship
Trust
Organisational culture
Individual interaction

(An·oyo, 2003)
(Rowe, et al., 2005)

(Arroyo, 2003)
(Rowe, et al., 2005)
'. '

It could be argued that the inhibi tors of collaboration are the lack or absence of the
drivers and facilitators. Arroyo (2003� has provided an extensive list of drawbacks
and inhibitors. Again the researcher consi1ers that there is a subtle difference
between drawbacks which are the negati ves ,,,nd
risks of being in collaborative
,

''

relationships, whereas the inhibitors are the fr1ctors that stop finns from entering into
,'

a collaborative relationship. The drawbacks and inhibitors to collaboration identified
by Arroyo are listed in Table 3.6 below.

'

'
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Table 3. 6 Drawbacks and Inhibitors of Collaboratio11
Draw·backs

Inhibitors

)>
)>

:,;.

)>
)>

)>

)>

)>

)>

>
>

Fraud
Corruption
Chaos
Conformity
Group think
Exclusion of non collaborators
Insufficient coordination .
Increase dependency
Malfeasance
Collusion

Reduction of Hann Activities by the
Other Party
)>

)>

,,.

�

)>

,,.•
,,.

�

. .' ,
.

)>

'.

)>

)>

Survt:illance
Reduced delegation
Reduced comn1itment
Reduce participation
Reduce dependency
Increase self con1petences
Change parlners
Look for other alternatives sources of
Knowlr.dge
Skills
Resources
Services
Only work with well reputed parties
Develop strong personal relationships
Use formal agreements
Stop collaborating
'
' Snread risk

•
•
•
•
•
•

)>
)>

)>
)>

)>

)>

)>

)>

)>
)>

)>

)>

Uncertainty
Individualism

Risk

Ambiguity
Bad reputation
Incompetence
Lack of infonnation
Lack of fairness
Conflict
Lack of previous interaction
Lack of knowledge
Restrictions
Time
Inertia
Prejudice
Complexity
Competitive environment

..

_,.

--

a '

•
•
•
•

-

,-_ i

Finally, the henefits of collaboration identified from the literature are listed below in
Table 3. 7. The benefits could be seen as the realisation of many of the drivers and

facilitators of collaboration.
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Table 3. 7 Benefits of Collaboration
Benefits
Economic

,:

Knowledge
Skills
Relationship
Other
Benefits
'
i,

Factors

'

Save money
Reduce costs
Use complementary resources
Less investment
Access to resources
Access to services
New opportunities
'
Creation of higher profits
Growth in trade volumes
Facility for selling over capacity
Access to new markets
Access to important third parties
The reduction of the cost of new product development
The reduction of lead times to market
The sharing of core c,Jmpetencies between firms
Achieving economic� of scale
Reduce and pool risk
Acauirin(J complementarv resources and technologies
New skills
New knowledge
The capacity to develop new products and innovatio.i i,;.
lnformal;on on customers' future intentions
Relationship network
Satisfaction of a common interest
Increase the quality of results
Increase effectiveness
Increase efficiency
Satisfactory results but not optimal
Reward self-interest
New solutions to problems
Increased reputation

''

Authors

'

ii

(Arroyo 2003)
(Bengtsson & Kock,
2000; Ryssel, et al.,
2004; Brishi p 2003a).

"
"

/ -:-1
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(Arroyo 2003)
(Bengtsson & Kock,
2000; Ryssel, et al.,
2004; Brishio 2003a).
(Arroyo 2003)
(Arroyo 2003)

'!

3.5 Factors Impacting on Collaboration
T h e next section wil l discuss f actors th at impact on collaboration th at rel ate to th e
rese arch populati on that i ncludes i ss ues around f irm size, powe r asymmetry, tru st. .
and th e use of IC T with in collab orativ e rel ationsh ips.

3.5.1

Firm Size and Collaboration

SMEs can no l onger c h oose to com pe te only in a protected domestic market as th ese
are ev aporating speedil y with th e incr ease of free t rade and collaboration wit h l arger
fi n nsc an prov ide sc me form of p rotection for SMEs (Etemad, et al., 200 I).
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Globalisation has impacted on larger firms who have increased their level of
outsourcing and value chain integration. Thi� has lead to greater opportunities for
SMEs (Etemad, et al., 200 I ). The development of collaborativr. relationships could
be the single most significant way for SMEs to maintain a competitive advantage in
nichr. markets with short product life cycles, constant innovation and global
competition (Suarez-Villa, 1 998; Wincent, 2005).
" ;,,;

Both SMEs and large firms are under pressure from globalisation 'to optimise
production, which can lead to a trade off b etween independence and greater
interdependency between large firms and SMEs (Etemad, et al., 200 1 ; Blomqvist, et
al., 2005).
In a 1999 study of hi tech firms, Blomqvist found that the 1notivation for small firms
to engage in collaborative relationships differs from those of the larger firms as
illustrated in Table 3.7 below. For large firms collaboration was an opportunity but
for SMEs it was often a necessity.
Table 3. 8 Collaboration Comparison by Firm Size (Blomqvist 1999, p.26)

I(

Ii

SMEs

Large Firms

Competition
Competi tive R & D
Credibility and legitimatization
Market-based competitiveness, marketing
channels
Risk reduction
Technology and standard-based
competition
Time-based competitiveness
Access to finances and higher profitability

Competition
Competitive R & D
Cost-savings and higher profitability
Credibility and legitimatization
Human-resource-based
competitiveness
Market-based competition
Technology-based competitiveness
Time-based competitiveness

While large firms have a number of concurrent partnerships SMEs do not have the
resource s to seek out and support multiple collaborative relationships (Blomqvist
1 999).
A number of authors have noted that the drivers and benefits o f collaboration differ
between the SME and the large firm (Wilson & Gorb, 1 983; Blomqvist, 1 999;
.

-,�
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Etemad, et al., 200 I ; Lawton-Smith & Dickson 2003) as does the power balance

between collaborators, (Lawton-Smith & Dickson 2003, Haneke, 1998) with the

SME having a level of dependence on the larger firm (Etemad, et al., 200 I Wilson &

Garb, 1983). Larger finns due to their size and resources tend to act as hubs

maintaining a network of relationships with SMEs and often binding these groups or

networks of SM Es together (Wincent, 2005).

3.5.2

Coll ab oratio n and Po,ver

Conceptually, power within business relationships can be viewed from an economic

perspective of exchange or a social perspective dealing with shared v alues and trust.
In practice these concepts occur si multaneously with one fonn, either economic or
'

spcial, tending to dominate in a given relationship (Pittaway & Morrissey, 2006).

1:'he power relationship between any two organisations involved in collaboration

'. I

requires long-tenn adjustment of organisational behaviour, including the allocation
of finan cial and personal resources that are required to sustain the collaboration,
whilst protecting the firm's interests (Lawton-Smith & Dickson 2003).

The literature concerning business relationships and collaboration has been

predominately focused on large firms. The literature on power and smaller finns in
collaborative relationships is not extensive (Pittaway & Morrissey, 2005). Where

organisations in a collaborative relationship are of a similar size, the risks tend to be
equal, however there are a 11111nber of issues for smaller firms who are collaborating

with largl!r firms and these include fear of take-over, difficulty in maintaining

control, intellectual property and difficulties in finding suitable partners from whom

they are not at risk (Lawton-Smith & Dickson, 2003). Also an SME's reputation and

its future can become inextricably linked to that of the larger firm and th� success of
the relationship then depends on the larger firm's willingness for both parties to

benefit from the relationship (Blomqvista, et al., 2005).

Collaboration often brings a lack of autonomy which is at odds with the philosophy

of owner/managers in smaller finns that have sought autonomy through starting their
own firms (Pittaway & Morrissey, 2004). The power of competitor firms can also
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impact SMEs when large buyers choose to switch to another supplier. The party with
the most power can then influence the adoption of new business practices, such as
purchasing software. If a smaller firm does not h ave any way of differentiating itself
in the marketplace through a unique product or capability then it will Jack power
within collaborative relationships. The size asymmetry in a relationship determines
the level of collaboration with the larger finn dictating the level of collaboration or
relationship (Pittaway & Morrissey, 2005).
The power balance is not only linked to the size of the firm but also to whether it is a
vertical or horizontal relationship. Vertical relationships tend to have power
asymmetries whereas in horizontal relationships there is equal power between
collaborators despite size differences (Laine, 2002).
Collaborative relationships also have adversarial characteristics where power is used
or abused to gain leverage over the other party and St,.1Es can tend to be cynical
about the idea of collaboration \Vith larger firms due to the power differential and
often take more of an adversarial position to protect themselves (Pittaway &
Morrissey, 2004). Although significant in collaborative relationships between SMEs
and larger organisations, communic&tion by itself was insufficient to overcome the
problems associated with the lack of control faced by smaller firms when dealing
with larger firms. Lawton-Smith and Dickson, (2003) discovered that most of the
smaller fi rms in their study were the driving force behind building the relationships
with larger firms. Where there is an imbalance of size and cultural disparity between
collaborating organisations there needs to be the establishment of a common cultural
base of participation through shared conventions.
The two forces that hold collaborative relationships together are contracts and trust
with the success factors for collaboration most commonly cited as "agreement on
goals, equality, mutual trust and ground rules" (Blomqvist, et al., 2005, p.498).
Contracting allows for the securing of intellectual property, sets out the arrangement
for an economic exchange and lays the ground ntles between the two parties. It is
pointed out by Blomqvist, et al. (2005) that the culture varies according to the size of
the firm and this can impact on the contract process where large firms tend to be
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bureaucratic and SMEs informal and have few resources at their disposal to ensure
the contract is mutually beneficial.

A contract cannot cover all aspects of a collaborativ e relationship or all eventualities
and it is in these gaps that trust functions (Blomqvist, et al., 2005). Trust and risk,

economic and social (reputation) sit side by side in collaboration ,.11ith trust reducing

the need for fonnalisation and rigidity and this reduces the transaction costs

(Blomqvist, et al., 2005). U one finn had no trust in the other it would be unlikely
that they would enter into a collaborative relationship. The two seem to be an

iterative process over time as trust is built within the context of long term contractual
collaborative relationships (Blomqvist, et al., 2005).

The implementation of formal agreements is not sufficient to overcome the dangers
of relying on trust to safeguard the interests, particularly of small firms. Although
trust is central to collaborative relationships, Lawton-Smith and Dickson (2003)

suggested for SMEs, due to imbalances in power in knowledge sharing and operating
fran1eworks, it is generally advisable for them not to trust the larger collaborating

organisation. Before entering into a collaborative partnership an organisation needs
to know what the other firm's priorities, technical competencies and potential

weaknesses are in order to assess if it is an appropriate alliance (Lawton-Smith &

Dickson, 2003).

On the other side of the spectrum from power is trust (Pittaway & Morrissey, 2005)

which has been more extensively explored in the literature in relation to business

relationships and collaboration. There is a complex interplay between power and

trust especially where SMEs are concerned due to the power disadvantage and

SMEs' heavy reliance on social factors in collaborative relationships (Pittaway &
Morrissey, 2006). The rise o f mutual trust in collaborative relationships has been
seen as a linear progression however according to Haneke (I 998) it has been a

cyclical process where control has stayed with the large firms despite changing

technology. Although cooperative in nature there is still a hierarchy due to the power
and control differential (Haneke, 1998).
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3.5.3

Trust and Collaboration

The concept of trust is highly contextualised and multi dimensional and as yet there
has been no d efinitive n1easure of inter-organisational trust (Bij lsma & Koopman,
2003; Seppanen, et al., 2005). Trust is linked to cooperation, with the higher the
level of trust the more explicit the expectation of cooperation (Bijlsma & Koopman,
2003). Trust has been identified as being one of the most critical factors to
collaborative relationships as it facilitates communication, infonnation sharing and
conflict management and without a certain level of trust these relationships fail to
operate (Seppanen, et al., 2005). The level of trust between firms is linked to
increased predictability of actions, adaptability between partners and strategic
flexibility while reducing transaction and governance cost leading to improved
business performance and competitive advantage (Seppanen, et al., 2005, Sharif, et
al., 2005).
The creation and sustaining of trust in collaborative relationships has become more
important for the accessing of resources, therefore firms must be able to build, signal
and assess trust and well assess the trustworthiness of the information they receive
from other parties (Blomqvist, 1999).
Medlin and Quester (2002) describe trust as having multiple levels as i t exists
between individuals and organisations, being based on past action and future
expectations. The level of trust can be measured using various dimensions including
ability, benevolence, competence trust, confidence, contract trust, credibility,
dependability, expectation, fairness, frankness, goodwill trust, habitualization,
honesty, institutionalization, integrity, likeability, j udgment, openness, predictability,
reciprocity, reliability, responsibility, risk and togetherness (Svensson, 200 1 ; Medlin
& Quester, 2002; Seppanen, et al., 2005)
According to Medlin & Quester (2002) the most significant facets of trust are
benevolence, the likelihood that firms will assist each other and honesty in their
dealing with the partner firm and with others. A firm' s level of trust in another finn
is strongly lini'ced to past experience and a basis for future action (Medlin & Quester,
2002; BUl�n1a & Koopman, 2003). The concepts of trust and risk are closely linked
77

and Bijlsma and Koopman (2003) suggest that trust is a solution for the problem of

risk as when there is trust it allows for a level of risk taking.

It is not just trust between two collaborative companies that impacts business

perfonnance but also between other firms within the industry or network within

which a finn operates (Medlin, et al., 2005; Svensson, 200 1). While there can be

trust between two parries there can be distrust of an external firm with which one of

the partners has a collaborative relationship so affecting the level of trust between the
two partners. This interdependence between collaborations and the network or
supply chain in which they operate has often been overlooked by the literature
(Medlin, et al., 2005; Svensson, 200 1).

The trust in the context of SME collaborative relationships has not received the same

attention as for larger firn1s (Sharif, et al., 2005). Trust is significant for SMEs as the

development of trust is a n1eans of attracting larger potential partners and improving
their profile in the market place. In asymmetric collaboration with a larger fim1 the

development of trust reduces the SME's vulnerability to actions of the larger finn

(Sharif, et al., 2005). Sharif, et al. (2005) found credibility and benevolence to b e the

two central constructs of trust, with reputation followed by flexibility as having the
greatest impact on the formation of trust.

Though S MEs face many disadvantages, Blomqvist ( 1 999) identified a number of
advantages they have over their larger counterparts including flexibility, case of

decision making, focused activity, innovativeness, ease of infonnation flow and

strong identification with the fim1 by the employees. For SMEs, trust is a significant
aspect of collaboration more so than in larger companies that tend to rely on

contractual agreements (Pittaway & Morrissey 2006).

3.5.4 Conflict and Collaboration
A nother facet to collaborative relationships is conflict which is the result of

incompatible activities by one or both of the finns in the relationships (Vaaland &

. Hakansson, 20 03). Previous literature assumes that there is a causative effect
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between power and conflict, the more coercive power that is exerted the more likely
conflict will surface between the collaborators (Vaaland & Hakansson, 2003).
However, Laine (2002, p. 9) contends that there are two views "conflicts are a result
of power, while the other stream suggests that acts of power follow a conflict".
Conflict can rise out of formal mechanisms such as predetermined outcomes,
procedures, deadlines and contracts whereas informal sources are lack of trust,
flexibility and the ability to handle the unplanned events. Though often considered to
be dysfunctional within business relationships Vaaland and Hakansson (2003, p.
1 37) found that a "high degree of conflict and a high degree of collaboration are
enhancing the value of the relationship in terms of innovations and mutual
prosperity".
Beckett, Hyland and Sloan (2003) suggest other factors that affect the success of
collaborative relationships for SMEs are a lack of time and sustain ed effort on the
part of the SME. Their willingness to stay in a relationship also depends on the level
of complementarity and similarity and the benefits received.

3.6 ICT Use in Business Relationships
Since the 1970s ICT has changed the face of how business is conducted and a
substantive body of research has been undertaken (Chatterjee & Ravichanddran,
2004). ICT has been a major driver of organisational change and has in turn
'

impacted on relationships between organisations (Markus & Robey 1 988; Grover,

. - ,

1 993, Leek, et al., 2003).
The entry of ICT into business relationships has lead to increased direct access to
information and organisations and created new forms of business relationships (Leek,
et al., 2001). Through ICT business relationships can be established and supported
with information being accessed instantly through a wide variety of channels.
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The continuous and instant exchange of infonnation has impacted the nature of
relationships and now there can be a blurring of organisational boundaries where
organisations are autonomous yet co-operate with collaborative activity which spans
across organisations and continents. The flow of information means organisations
must create a balance between sharing knowledge and protecting their privacy and
sensitive organisational infonnation (Thuraisingham, et al., 2002).
Although ICT has increased the exchange of technical or commercial data a large
amount of "soft" data such as product usage, conditicns of agreement, general
organisational information is still exchanged through personal communications
channels. According to Leek, et al. (2003) the social role of interpersonal contact
between organisations is important for the development of long term collaf-nrative
relationships. However, the digitization of these interpersonal contacts can lead to a
more distant relationship compared to face-to-face contact.

3.6.1 The Adoption and Use of ICT by SMEs
ICT plays a central role in business rel ationships with the application of ICT moving
fro1n automation within a firm to inter-firm collaboration (Lee, et al., 2003). While
the uptake of the Internet and related ICT has increased among SMEs they still lag
behind the larger finns with SMEs still using ICT to upgrade and enhance their
internal business process (Lee, et al., 2003).
ICT gives SMEs the potential to gain lo\v cost access to the global markets which
were traditionally the domain of multinationals (OECD, 2001). The rise of e
commerce (the use of ICT to transact with other companies) which allows businesses
to trade across geographic boundaries has increased the need for SMEs to understand
and access national and international markets in order to maintain their competitive
position (Martin & Matlay, 2001). "E-commerce has the capacity to transform not
only internal practices but also the methods SME: •.i sed to interact with their trading
partners, associates, and customers" (Chau 2004, p50).
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For SMEs e-commerce provides them with an opportunity to compete on line with
large organisations and has the potential to develop new organisational infrastructure,
business relationships and value chains. Benefits of e-commerce include cost savings
in communications and marketing, greater business exposure, access to new
customers and trading partners (Chau, 2004).
E-comm�rce has been touted as the must have item for participation in the
knowledge economy (Lawson et al., 2003) and as a panacea to all that ails
organizations. The benefits of e-commerce to organisations include expanded
marketplaces, potential cost reductions, productivity improvements, customization of
products and services, 24 hour trading and infonnation exchange and management
(du Plessis & Boon, 2004; Mcivor & Humphreys, 2004; Raisinghani et al., 2005).
In Australia in 2005, 27% of all business had a web presence, 33% of business
placed orders on the web and only 1 2% received orders on the web. While the
percentage of the businesses conducting transactions through the web has increased
by 48% the income generated has increased by 266% (ABS, 2006).
Table 3. 9 Pcrcent&ge of Business using ICT 2004-2005 (ABS, 2006)
Computer
No.
Employees Use
0-4
5-19
20-99
100 or
More

85
95
97
100

Internet Web
Use
Presence
71
86
92
99

17
41
59
91

Place Orders
via the Net
28
40
47
74

Receive
Orders by
the Web
10
15
21
25

The value derived from e-commerce is inversely proportional to organization size
(Zhu et al., 2004), thus suggesting that smaller organizations can benefit more from
e-commerce than larger organizations. This is the part of the paradox that, of those
who could benefit 'llOSt from e-com1nerce, SMEs are the slowest adopters.
According to the OECD (2004) the general business framework and ICT policies in a
region have an important role in enhancing the conditions for small businesses to
adopt and exploit e-commerce and internet strategies.
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·· 3.6.2 Barriers to Adoption of E-commerce by SMEs
Barriers to adoption of e-commerce can be both organisational and technological as

it requires the coordination of functions, and issues such as a lack of awareness, skill
"

shortages and the high cost of entry appear to be key factors in this lag in adoption by

SMEs (OECD, 200 I ; Lee, et al., 2003).

Chau (2004) identifies six factors in the successful adoption of e-commerce by

SMEs. These include the role of management, strategic direction, resources

available, technical complexity of the system, IT knowledge and education and

external factors. Martin and Matlay (200 I) also consider that the human capital

within organisations is vital in enabling them to recognise and exploit opportunities

provided by e-commerce. The adoption of e-commerce by other companies is
increasing both the awareness and pressure on SMEs to develop e-commerce
capabilities (OECD, 2001 ).

Inhibitors include a lack o f financial resources, lack of support from management,

lack of technological skill and experience and concerns over privacy and security.

Drivers for e-commerce can be both internal and external to the organisation (Chau,

2004). A number of issues relating to the adoption of e-commerce issues have been

identified. They include a lack of technical expertise and experience, management

s upport of e-commerce opportunities, telecommunications infrastructure, customer
demand for online services, the size of the organization, applicability to the

organization's business model, insufficient return on investment, and concerns with
the security of online transactions (Lawson, et al., 2003; Zhu et al, 2003; Wu, et al.,

2003; OECD, 2004). If e-commerce offers so much then the low participation in e
commencc by SMEs in Australia is of concern due to their dominance in t he

Australian economy.

Lawson, et al., (2003) suggest that the barriers to adoption of e-commerce by SMEs
can be categorised from a technical or social perspective; the technical barriers

include the provision of telecommunication infrastructure and security of
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transactions. Social barriers include a lack of trust of technology, insufficient · ··

knowledge about doing business online and a lack of IT skill within the organisation.
Other barriers include a lack of awareness about the possible uses of the Internet and

the sense of a lack of personal contact between the organisation and the customer.

The customer not being ready to do business online is also a significant barrier.

Despite these issues there are many drivers and benefits for SMEs in adoption of e
commence and it has been shown lhat recognition and anticipation of achievable

benefits motivates SMEs to adopt e-commerce (Chau, 2004; Jopko, et al., 200;
OECD, 200 I).

The OECD (2004) suggests the up take of I CT by SMEs would be assisted by:
• Shifting policies from a narrow focus of e-readiness, connectivity and

awareness to a wider view of e-business integration of internal and external

processes and mature e-business strategies which blend broad policies for the

business environment with policies for particular areas.

• Focusing on facilitating SME participation in 828 product and sector value
chains, including technology neutrality and interoperability among different
systems. Encourage business and sector associations to provide tools to

assess e-commerce/e-business opportunities, benefits and costs, and the

development of niche products and services.

• Reducing discriminatory access to finance, and improve information
•

regarding financing opportunities.

Implementing training programmes for SME managers and employees

focusing on both technical and managerial skills need to be provided in

cooperation ,vith business and sector organisations, training institution and
•

commercial training services.

Continuing to ensure open, competitive telecommunication markets that offer

a range of interoperable technological options and netwon, services
(particularly broadband) of appropriate quality and price.

• Addressing security, trust and confidence through broad policy frameworks,

regulatory and self-regulatory tools, trustworthy technologies and affordable

redress mechanisms.
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•

Monitoring anti-competitive behaviour as e-business becomes more .

widespread, electronic marketplaces evolve and potential market power

•

increases.

Using e-govem1nent initiatives to provide incentives for SMEs to go on line

by simplifying administrative procedures, reducing costs and allowing them
•

to enter new markets (e.g. e-prucurement).

Continuing to address human resource issues as a priority. Training

programmes for SME managers and employees are increasingly focused on

both technical (ICn and managerial ("e-business") skills designed to
improve abilities to benefit from e-business strategies.

Although many solutions to adoption have been suggested there is no "one-size-fits
all" approach to policy and the policy mix used will depend on both regional and
national circumslances.

3.7 Role of ICT in Collaboration
The use of internet technology to communicate, to trade, to collaborate, to partner

and to integrate are all forms of electronic collaboration or collaborative commerce.

Web enabled services such as web portals and auction sites have become the enablers

of e-business and e-commerce. Businesses are now becoming embedded within

"networks of collaborative relationships that influence the flow of resources among
the stakeholders" (Ratnasingam 2004, p 382). The promise of the Internet for the
transaction of business has increased the engagement in collaborative commerce
(Ratnasingam, 2004).

3. 7.1

Drivers and Barriers for Use of ICT in Collaborative Relationships

In their early research Barrett and Konsynski ( 1982) identified the incentives for

organisations to be involved in ICT that spanned organisations, inter organisational

systems (10S), as cost reductions, productivity improvements and product market
strategies. As the level of participation in the 10S increased so too the level of
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commitment, resources consumed and the complexity of the operating environment
has increased (Barrett & Konsynski, 1982). Since their work numerous models for
IOS adoption have been developed and according to Chatterjee and Ravichanddran
(2004) the rationale for the adoption of an IOS can be placed along a spectrum from
a purely economic approach focused on competitive position, efficiency and cost
effectiveness to the prevailing inter-organisational relationships where factors such
as the size and power o f an organisation can detem1ine its likelihood of adopting an
10S.
"

The perceptions of the benefits of 10S can vary between organisations ,vithin the
same collaborative relationships. There can be a "relationship satisfaction gap"
between the two organisations caused by di ffering levels of expectation, tn1st,
dependence, com,nitment and po\ver between the organisations. To one organisation
the adoption of an 10S can be seen as advantageous and to another a necessary evil
(Vlosky, et al., 1997). Factors such as the historical length of the relationship, the
economic importance to the organisation and degree of inter organisational social
and structural bonds tend to reduce the "gap" (Vlosky, et al., 1 997).
Ratnasingam (2004) suggests the followin g when setting up a collaborative
'

relationship around web enabled systems: the agreement on a comn1on goal among
the collaborative finns; finding or creating value and ongoing return for all partners
in the project; integration of the organisation's internal syste1ns and implement
security systems to protect in[ormation exchanged between the organisations.

3. 7.2

''

ICT and Collaboration and Trust and Power

Previously, trust has been described in the context of collaborative relationships
however, Ratnasingarn (2004) identifies trust specifically in relation to the use of
technology between fim1s. Ratnasingam, (2004, p. 383) defines technology trust as
"the subjective probability by which organizations believe that the underlying
technology infrastructure is capable of facilitating transactions according to their
confident expectations''. Ryssel, et al. (2004) found that the introduction of ICT into
a relationship alone does not create value. However, tn1st and commitment did have
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a significant impact on value creation �hd the authors concluded that value creation

was a function of the relationships in the\:ollaboration and not of the ICT deployed.
Trust and commitment were often cited as a precursor to the adoption of ICT. It
must also be taken into consideration that use of ICT can also impersonalise

collaborative relationships which can have a negative impact on the level of trust
(Ryssel, et al., 2004).

Security is a major issue with any inter organisational systen1 and without sufficient ··
security there will not be the exch1nge of detailed information which assists in the

development of trust between organisations (Ratnasingam, 2004). Ratnasingam

(2004) identifies 1 1 facilitating conditions for technology trust: ability; integrity;
availability; accessibility; efficiency; flexibility; standardisation; compatibility;

performance; reliability and security.

Pe1Ty, et al. (2002), in their study of trust in e-commerce, identified social bonds for

trust - equity, trustworthiness, conflict, benevolence and commitment, but also

technical bonds for trust being competence and investment. Competence is the

expected level of performance of business transactions and this level of competency

is the determinant of amount of investment in ICT by the collaborating firm.

The introduction of inter organisational systems such as electronic data interchanges
(EDI) has caused a shift in business transactions from labour focused to a capital

focus. The adoption of such syste1ns is not triggered by a desire to upgrade but is

often the result of external pressure by a larger partner. The adoption of an EDI is
often a means for further strengthening the bonds between firms (Morris, et al.,

2003).

·,<:��-,
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3.7.3

', C

Kno,Yledge Management and ICT

Knov,ledge management was once the domain of organisations that traded in

knowledge based products. It is now en1bedded in part of every organisation's

business operations and the competitiveness of a firm is linked to the management of

intellectual resources (Grover & Davenport, 2001). Holsapple and Singh (2000,
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p. 160) define knowledge manag ement as "making the right knowledg e available to

the right process (human or computer) at the right times in the right presentations for

· the right cost".

Knowledge can be described as tacit which is of a personal nature held within

,.

someone's mind o r explicit which can be explained or codified for transmission to
others in the organisation (Sanchez, 2004). The use of ICT has enabled explicit

kno,vledge to.be shared within and across organisations, however the more easily

knowledge is shared the harder it is to protect. Tacit knowledge i� harder to share

but easier to protect (Sanchez, 2004). Individuals within a tinn may see knov:ledge
sharing bet,veen finns as a threat to their positio n within the organisation and

. respond by atten1pting to sabotage the collaboration, so to counter this there needs to
be strong managerial leadership (Thuraisingham, et al., 2002).

Knowledge was first stored electronically in the I 9SOs on main frame con1putei:s

,vhich ,vere located within large organisations. These centralised systems provided

access to data processing which assisted with the deployn1ent of resources. With the
advent of the PC in the 1980s infonnation was decentralised across individual

computers which g ave greater flexibility but far less control (Grover & Davenport,

200 1). With the introduction of the Internet and the World Wide Web in the 1990s

organisations gained access to vast quantities of data in real time. The question then

became how to use this most effectively for competitive advantage (Grover &
Davenport, 200 1 ).

Grover and Davenport (200 1) differentiate between data, infom1ation and

knowledge. The first two are generally stored electronically whereas knowledge is

usually a higher order concept stored in peoples' minds (Badii & Sharif, 2003) The

term knowledge management encompasses all three fonns however it is the

emergence of technology that has driven the development of knowledge management
(Grover & Davenport, 200 1).

"

Holsapple and Singh (2000) consider that there are four basic activities that

organisations undertake in relation to acquiring knowledge from the external

environment, selecting knowledge from within the organisation, intemalisit1g or
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integrating it within the organisatio n and using it to generate new knowledge and or
applying it to improve existing functions leading to innovation. This knowledge ·

management contributes to a firm' s value chain and to the decision making process

and ultimately its competitive advantage.

_,_

The interconnected nature o f ICT and knowledge management is highlighted by

Thuraisingham, et al. (20G2) who suggest that three areas have emerged in relation to
ICT, these being collaborative computing, knowledge rnanagement and e-commerce

and state that "collaboration is key to knowledge management and good knowledge

management practices are essential for successful e-business" (Thuraisingham, et al.,

2002, p. 43). The merging of these three through the ,veb means firms, although
·.

',C,...

. -�

autonomist, are collaborating with each other and blurring organisational boundaries

· which Thuraisingham, et al. (2002) term collaborative commerce (e-co mmerce). [n
c-conunerce participants share information using [CT but al the satne time protect
· their sensitive information within their organisations.

Knowledge management as sharing across organisations e nables collaborative

. commerce, knowledge sharing is the basis of collaboration as it moves firms 'past ··

simple trading relationships (Holsapple o: Singh, 2000; Thuraisingham, et al., 2002).

Thuraisingham, et al. (2002) state that knowledge is like a r.:source which is shared
across organisations in a collaborative situation however it is also a �ource of

•. , fl
_i

individual or organisational advantage and power which creates resistance to

collaboration. For SMEs, knowledge is a significant asset both to be traded and to be
gained from others (Echeverri-Carroll, et al., 1998). . In their 1998 study Echever.i- ·
Carroll, et al. found that SMEs benefit from relationships with l arger f irms by

gaining access to a larger pool of information, in turn the larger organisation depends

on the specialist knowledge of the SME. The study found little evidence of control
by the larger firms over the SMEs.

SMEs are knowledge generators and players in innovation both within the firm and

in collaboration with others yet due to their lack of formalised systems and focus on

day to day survival often fail to make the most of the knowledge created (Kitching &

Blackburn 1999; Levy, et al., 2()(13). According to Kitching and Blackburn ( 1999)

;·_
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SMEs realised the significance of new knowledge and intellectual property to their
business survival yet this did not directly affect their management practices.

The effective management of inter organisation knowledge is important for sustained
competitive advantage and as such SMEs can end up the losers (Levy, et al., 2003).
JCT is used to store and exchange explicit knowledge, however SMEs tend to be

poor adaptors of ICT which hampers their knowledge management (Levy, et al.,
2003).

3.7.4 . Firm Size and Collaborative Factors
Th�ough the review of the literature in relation to firm size a number of contrasts

appear between experiences of small and large firms as seen below in Table 3. 1 0.

. Table 3. 10 Comparison between Large and Small Firms
Firm Size
ICT Adoption
Power
Tvue of l(nowledee
Kno,vlcdl!c Manaeemcnt
Innovation (radical)
Oreanisational Resources
Flexibilitv
Trust

Small
Low
Low
Expert
Tacit
Hi!!h
Low
High
High

Larl!e
High
Hi!!h
General
Explicit
Low
High
Low
Low

"

3.8 Theoretical Framework

,,,

Figure 3.3 below has been used to summarise the theoretical framework for the

study. The blue arrows denote the macro scale of regional economic development,

the strategies of which all have a com1non theme of collaboration between firms and
institutions. This collaboration facilitates the sharing of knowledge and resources,

which in tum leads to the innovation which drives competitive advantage and finn

growth. Finn growth has a flow on effect feeding into regional economic growth.
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In th e orig inal ARC g rant appli cation it w as ass ume d th at col lab oration around ICT . \\
w as a prog re ss ion in the le vel of ICT adoption as illu s trate d inF ig ure 3.4 below,
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h owe ve r the foc us has bee n on the te ch nolog y and not the re lationsh ip in the
information s y s tem s l ite rature and on the re lationsh ip and not the te ch nol og y in the
marke ting l ite rature. A ccording to B arringe r and Ha rris o n(2000) the re h as bee n
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little research in the area of collaborative relationships management in general. Most
of the literature focuses on buyer-seller relationships but not specifically on the size
differential. Factors
such as the industry in which the finns operate and the
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economic e'nvironment in which it is located have also had little consideration.
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Figure 3. 4 Electronic Business Evolution Towards Collaborative Commerce
· The research questions proposed in Chapter I have been designed to address the gaps
in the literature and to provide the Industry Partners with the research on case
specific data on collaborative business relationships relating to the context of the
\industry and region being studied.

Research Questions
I . · - What are the drivers and inhibitors for organisations to enter collaborative
relationships?
2. What are the factors that impact on the creation and sustaining of
collaborative relationships?
3. · How does ICT facilitate and sustain collaborative relationships?
4. What are the benefits and drawbacks of collaborative relationships?
5. Models of best adoption of collaborative relationships?
"
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· 3.9 ,Chapter Sum111ary
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· This chapter has discussed collaborative business relationships and finn level factors
that may impact on collaboration. The industry background to the study will be
detailed in Chapter 4 which completes the study context and literature review. In
Chapter 5 the research methodology that has been designed to address the researe:h
. questions and in Chapter 6 the process for piloting the research will be detailed. This
will be followed by the results of research undertaken in Chapter 7 and the summary
..
and conclusions of the research in Chapter 8 .
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Chapter 4: The Industry Context

i.

"

4 Introduction
The previous two chapters outlined the broad context of the study by discussing

· regional economic development strategies and the issues around collaborative

business relationships and the use of ICT. The first half of this chapter will focus on
the trends in the global and domestic defence industries in relation to the study. The

dominant industry in the Henderson/Rockingham cluster in terms of turnover and

labour force is the manufacture and maintenance of defence vessels. The defence
\)

in'dustry at Henderson is 1nade up of a mixture of private and public sector

organisations which are directly impacted by government policy and international

political events. The defence industry has a number of unique characteristics which
will be outlined in the first part of this chapter.

The second part of the chapter will focus on previous research into marine and

defence clusters in Australia and overseas to gain a greater insight into clusters and
identify any common themes. The layout of the chapter is illustrated in the Figure

i

4. 1.
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Cluster Studies
Defence Industry
Clusters

Common themes in
Clustering

Marine Industry
Clusters

Figure 4. 1 Chapter 4 Layout

4.1 The Global Defence Industry

.

The defence industry particularly in Europe has changed since the end of the cold
war with a one third drop in defence spending by 1 996 (Hooke, 2005; Graham, et al.,
2001 ). The reduction in defence spending and a shift away from supply by solely
domestic contractors has changed the previously close relationships between
government and their defence industry contractors (Humphries & Wilding, 200 1).
The global defence indu-;try contracted significantly in the past 25 years through a
series of acquisitions and mergers and an increase in collaborative ventures,
p articularly in Europe (Graham, et al., 200 l ; Hayward, 2005). The contraction of the
defence industry created at the sub-contractor level globalized supply chains and
multi national ownership which has lead to trans-national defence companies. In
these national and international supply chains SMEs that were once protected no,v
have to co1npete on a global scale to supply the prime contractors (Dowdall, 2004).
Increasing investment in technology has created new weapons systems with rapid
deployment and extreme precision replacing large arsenals. The electronics,
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software and communications technologies generated by the private sector have in
most areas surpassed their defence industry counterparts (Hayward, 2005). In
response to growin g regional conflict and the threat of terrorism, current defence
spending is focused on flexible and mobile deployment structures. This is balanced
against the pressure to reduce the expenditure of public funds on defence which has
lead to increased focus on competitive costing, value for money and the wider use of
commercial off the shelf technology (Humphries & Wilding, 2001; Hooke, 2005;
Axelson & Eriksson, 2002). The defence industry is now under pressure to win work
and to deliver on time and on budget, then ensure that products remain fit for their
purpose for the rest of their service life (Hooke, 2005).
According to PricewaterhouseCoopers' (Hooke 2005, p.3) international review of the
defence industry there are five elements that are the key to a defence contractor' s
business strategy. They include: "maximising the value of the domestic national
market; inve�ting in the right capabilities and partners; developing international
markets - especially breaking into the US; securing scale and scope economies in an
industry that discourages integration, and leveraging Industrial Participation and
technology within the supply chain". Having to address all five of these elements
poses a considerable challenge for defence contractors that wish to compete in the
inte1national market place.
The international d efence market has now become a complex web of political and
industry alliances where the activities of private multinationals are impacted by
current foreign policy and the procurement protocols of each national government.
At the san1e time the multinationals are focused on profits for their shareholders, not
national defence (Hooke, 2005).
With increasing reliance on technology and the speed of technological change within
the defence industry the threats faced by the corporate sector such as technological
obsolescence, replacement systems compatibility and the maintenance of
technological advantage are becoming very real (Hayward, 2005). The globalisation
of the defence industry has lead to technology being available to friend and foe alike,
thus reducing a nation's level of technological superiority or differentiation. To
. maintain a level of superiority national defence forces need to integrate a range of
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innovation and capabilities into a complex system while monitoring advances around
the globe (Hayward, 2005). The defence market will never be completely global due
to security of supply issues (Hayward, 2005). Nations also have to balance their

need for superiority with the technological compatibility of those nations with which

they enter into coalition agreement (Hayward, 2005).

In the following section the European defence industry is reviewed as it has high
levels of collaboration between frrms. The UK defence industry is discussed as

government policy has sought to increase competition. The US defence industry is

examined to provide an insight into a highly privatised defence industry. The

discussion these respective defence industries will assist in providing a back drop to
the Australian defence industry which is part of the study.

4.1.1

European Defence Industry

The EU Defence Industry is unique as it involves a high level of cooperation
between nations which has seen increased levels of the integration of the European
defence community through the establishment of the European Defence Agency
(EDA) in 2005. The EDA has created a voluntary Code of Conduct o n Defence

Procurement designed to encourag.;; competition within the defence industry

(European Union Committee 2006). One of the major bl' Jefits perceived from this

agreement is the "expansion of opportunities for small and n1edium sized companies
from across Europe to sell into a continental-scale market. . . the customers for such

companies may be a prime contractor rather than the end-user'' (European Defence

Agency 2005, p.4). It is proposed to adopt a code of best practice for the defence
supply chain to create transpnrent and fair competition in the Europea n industry.
EU defence procurement is divided along national lines and is bounded by public

policy and a complex legal framework. To overcome these difficulties the EU is in
the process of developing a European defence equip'llent market (EDEM) in an

attempt to increase competition and economic efficiency in the defence industry and
to support the European Security and Defence Policy (Commission of the European
Communities, 2004). The move to integrate defence production will assist in
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reducing the financial burden of carrying all defence capabilities within each national
economy and the management of coalition warfare may become a driving force for
the adoption of international standards for some defence systems (Axelson &
Eriksson, 2002).
Within the European defence industry there is a growing trend of competition and
collaboration with partners in one contract being competitors in another (Axelson &
Eriksson, 2002). The relationship between prime contractors and suppliers is
changing to be more of a network of relationships to access the required knowledge
and expertise rather than hierarchical buyer and supplier relationships (Axelson &
Eriksson, 2002). In 2004 the EU put together an expert group which produced a
Green paper on the Reform and Harmonisation of the Defence Market to Reduce
Duplication across the European defence community (Institute for Security Studies,
2005).
In a study of alliances in the European defence industry Butler, et al. (2000) found
that firms were more likely to enter collaborative relationships rather than formal
joint ventures or consortia as this allowed them to maintain control, influence
decision making and protect core competencies. The nationality of the firms
involved also seems to have a beating on the type of business relationship formed
with US firms being engaged predominately in collaboration and licensing
. agreements whereas those involved in joint venture part,1erships were drawn from a
wider variety of nationalities. US primes are the large firms which subcontract to
smallnr firms or licence their technology, with the software and IT sectors as the
dominant area for cross border collaboration. Despite this level of collaboration
adoption of commercial practices in the defence industry supply chains has been
slow (Butler, et al., 2000).
According to the Institute for Security Studies (2005), competition within the
defence industry is not desirable or even possible. Nations will always maintain
ce11ain distinct industry capabilities for strategic reasons even if they are not
commercially viable and by the same token monopolies may be necessary where
markets are too small. Competition however is seen as a means of "reducing costly
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over capacities and unnecessary duplication" (Institute for Security Studies 2005,
p.47).
The rise of technology in procurement, logistics and systems integration in the
defence industry has seen the entrance of a number of firms not traditionally part of
the industry. These new entrants may challenge the traditional contractors as the
knowledge is no longer the exclusive domain of the defence contractors and defence
lags behind other industries in ICT adoption. Axelson and Eriksson (2002) consider
that the adoption of ICT would aid the dev!!lopment of collabor.1tion across defence
networks. However "established defence companies have few incentives to change · .
their way of working unless their custon1ers, governments, arc willing to support and
ultimately finance new e ndeavours" (Axelson & Eriksson 2002, p. 4 1 ).

4.1.2

UK Defence Industry

For the UK defence industry during the 1 990s the reduced government spending on
defence, loss of the close relationship with the government and i ncrease r!()mestic
and intemation�I compet ition (Bishop 2003b) created a level of distrust which
according to Humphlies and Wilding (200 1 ) still pervades the defence industry
today. The government' s drive to increase the speed and efficiency of defence
procuren1ent in the UK has seen a push for partnerships to gain the benefits of
competition and collaboration. This has been difficult to implement as there are so
few competitors in the defence market that it is difficult to overcome the adversarial
relationships that exist (Humphries & Wi lding, 2001 ).
There are a number of factors that continue to constrain a fully con1petitive
"'

environment in the defence industry including the growing sophistication of
technology, the process of contract renegotiation, government policy for regional
development and government support of a domestic defence industry. Policy
consideration can often be at odds with the drive for efficiency and con1petition
(Bishop 2003b). The government's desire to create value for money will continue to
encourage technology transfer between the defence and civi lian sector (Trint, 2001).
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The UK defence industry has through subcontracting created complex supply chains
or supply networks v,ith interlockinjj 1111d interdependent relationships (Dowdall,

2 004). In a study of the supply of armoured vehicles in the UK a number of issues

were found including "deficiencies in the use of information technology; the use of

defence specifications Hmiting cost savings from potential civil and dual-use

application; a failure to allow suppliers to identify other important cost savings; and
the limited adoption and implementation of modem best practice m anagement and
m anufactuting techniques among firms in the supply chain or network" (Dowdall

2004, p.541). Through the adoption of Network Enabled Capability policy the UK

Government has atte,npted a shake up of procurement through the implementation of
Smart Acquisition which was designed to support this policy (James, 2004).

Bishop (2003a) found that due to resource constraints srnall firms in the UK defence

industry were less likely to collaborate on an international level than their larger

counterparts, however firm size was not a constraint at the domestic level. It was
also found that a firm's ability to create successful innovation was linked to

successful collaborations. The UK government has been focused on developing
collaboration on a local and regional level around clusters ho,vever Bishop's (20 03b)
study suggests that the major policy development should be around international

collaboration (Bishop 2003b).

According to Graham, et al. (2001) technologically based defence con1panies created
closer collaborative relationships with their customers involving them in a greater

level of problem solving, cost reduction and quality assurance.

It was suggested by Graham, et al. (200 I ) that ICT could assist in the collaborative

bidding for defence contracts and through the web provide a level of technological

integration to assist with inter-organisational collaboration. ICT should lessen the
resource constraints of smaller fi1ms so opening up international collaboration,

however the low level of 1C1' adoption by small firms is cause for concern (Bishop,

2003a).

',:

In comparison the U K has a far more open defence 1narket than tl�e USA and even in
relation to other European countries (Hayward, 2005).

-.
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4.1.3

US Defence Industry

·. The three main players in the US defence industry are the military, defence

contractors and the USA Congress, all of whom have a vested interest in high levels
of government spending on defence innovation (Reppy, 2000). With the end of the
Cold War the defence landscape changed. �io longer was there a single foe with

whom to engage in technological 'one upmanship', now the threats are more

amorphous and often coming from individuals and groups rather than nations. The ·
traditional symbols of military superiority: tanks, battleships and bombers are being
replaced with technologies that have arisen from the civilian sector (Reppy, 2000).
T he US is the economy with the largest defence budget. It also has the largest

defence industry and increasingly dominates global supply and the ownership of

intellectual property but even it is looking outside its borders for defence supplies ·
(Hooke, 2005; Hayward, 2005 ).

,,

Despite attempts to foster cross border trade there are tight controls on the flow of

technology and weaponry and of mergers or acquisition across international borders.
On the other hand, increasing costs and shrinking markets have given rise to

international alliances between defence firms (Reppy, 2000). The Department of

Defense in the USA expects that the interaction between the prime contractors and

smaller innovative companies that form join ventures will meet the needs of the
defence industry (Hayward, 2 0 05).

· The US Department of Defense is seeking to 'transform' the way it does business

with the introduction of supply chain logistics for the private sector. It is believed

that ultimately this change will improve the defence forces' wartighting capacity and
allow for performance measurement 1Jf the procurement process (Frede, 2004 ).

According to Lundmark (2002) the drivers and inhibitors for US collaboration with
European countries in the defence industry can be viewed from a govenunent and

corporate perspective as illustrated in Table 4.1 .
•
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Table 4. 1 Drivers and Inhibitors of Collaboration (Lundmark, 2002)
Government

Corporate

.

Drivers
Interoperability with allies
Cohesion of NATO
Access to export markets for
US companies
Maintain peace and security
R&D sharing
Secure US leadership
Technology transfer
Coordination and control of
technology
Avoid fortresses/silos
Sustain competition economies
of scale
Risk Sharing
Access to tnark•�ts
Improve global position
Access to prograrns
Maintain prime position
Econo,nies of scale
Get around protectionist
barri �rs
Create ir:::entives for O\Vn
rationalisation
Access networks
Portfolio shaping
Access to technology and
technology transfer
A void fortresses/silos
Risk sharing

Inhibitors
Control of technology transfer
Technology falling into wrong
hands
Protect US jobs
Protect US technology base
Non-proliferation
Protectionism in general
Rigidity of export control

Protect business secrets
Difficult bureaucratic
procedures/export controls
Maintain prioritised don1estic
position
Reduced congressional support
Reduced support from anned
services
No synergies identified to build
on
Not financially rewarding
Europe requires dealing with
different entities and perceptions
Hard to do
Slow progress when dealing with
governments
Cun1bersome government
collaboration

..
In the following section on the Australian defence industry a number of the themes

highlighted in this section under the global defence industry \Viii reoccur.
-.

u,,
'

4.2 Australian Defence Industry
Australia' s geography has been fundamental to its psyche as the nation's isolation

leads to a sense of vulnerability. To defend against an attack on home soil Australia ;
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requires land and air capabilities. In comparison to Australia, the UK and France

each spend four time3 as much ori defence (Dibb, 2006). In the Australian defence

. industry there is a core of between 200 and 300 companies of prime contractors and
first tier sub contractors which are medium sized firms contracted by the primes.

There is also a lower level oi sub contractors who engage in defence business on a

regular basis but who are not involved solely in the defence industry. The Australian
defence indust1y is mainly focused on shipbuilding and repair, land vehicles,

munitions, electronics and IT and military aerospace (Wylie, et al., 2006).

The advent of information technology and its impact on warfare has become of
increasing importance within the Australian military over the last decade. The

Defence Budget in Australia makes up 2% of the Gross Domestic Product (Evans,
2 006). In the White Paper, Defence 2000, Australia has committed to the

development of advanced information technology infrastructure with major

investments by the Australian Government and support fron1 tlli;; United States

(Evans, 2006). This focus on information technology is due to a long held belief that

one of Australia's strengths is the possession of wide spread and high level skills in
computer literacy (Evans, 2006).
Australia, like many countries in the last decade, is seeking to exploit a range of
'

knowledge intensive technologies to create network enabled defence systems (Wylie,

Markowski & Hall, 2006). These systems require large investments in intelligence,

· communications, command and control systems which are generally beyond small

countries such as Australia. The United States is the leader in this technology and as
many smaller c ountries fall behind they are tending to rely on their Allies to access

these technologies (Wylie, et al., 2006). The only small industrialised country which

can claim a general level of self reliance is Israel (Wylie, et al., 2006).

Despite its small population and GDPthe Australian Government has supported

defence related research and development (Wylie, et al., 2006). The philosophy

behind this is to provide a level of military self sufficiency in peacetime and to

enhance the defensibility of supply in wartime (Wylie, et al., 2006). Defence R & D

is also considered to be a public good which may enhance the domestic economy. In
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the global defence market these R & D activities focus on niche areas (Wylie, et al.,

· 2006).

The US focus on network enabled military capability is pulling small countries in the
same direction. For Australia this means accessing key technologies from the USA

. and developing niche technologies locally (Wylie, et al., 2006). In comparison,
·.
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Europe has set up a multi member military alliance which allows the collaborative
funding of military infrastructure to provide a rapid response (Wylie, et al., 2006).

To adopt the network enabled defence systen1s will require collaboration, innovation
and a culture where learning is welcomed (Evans, 2006). ·

Due to its alliance with the USA, Australia has access to intelligence and military

capabilities which ensures it 1naintains a favourable ',echnological position within the

region (Dibb, 2006).

,J

4.2.1 Defence Procurement
· In their 2003 report on procurement in the Australian D efence Force the Defence

Materiel Organisation (DMO) recommended that "change is needed at each stage of

· the cycle of acquisition and whole-of-life management of the equipment that

comprises the core of defence capability management of major defence projects" and

"that defence procurement bccon1e business-like and outcome driven" (DMO 2003,
p.iii).

\ .'

'

The current tendedng system for defence projects has not always delivered best

value for money, with tenderers over promising and under delivering and creating an
adversarial relationship between industry and defence. The "through life" contracts
(time the vessel is in service) under which vessels are maintained and upgraded are

highly formalized in nature and provide little opportunity for innovation or flexibility

on the part of the contractor. Although the current system is designed to give value

for money it removes the flexibility which is essential to a modem defence capability
(DMO, 2002).
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. In order to manage the future of the marine defence industry, DMO needs to ensure
continued access to skills, knowledge and technology through the planning of future
defence production. The DMO considers that there are three options facing the

i ndustry, firstly purchasing equipment off-shore, or secondly, partial construction
off-shore with local fit-out and thirdly, construction wholly in Australia (DMO,

2002). One of the suggestions by Evans (2006) is that longer posting times for
civilians and military personnel would greatly enhance the development of the
Australian Defence Force.

4.2.2 Shipbuilding in Australia
In 2005 the Australian Commonwealth Government released the Marine Industry
Action Agenda with a view to creating sustainability in the industry despite growing
international competition (Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources, 2005).
Within Australia the marine industry i ncludes "manufacturing and repair of boats,
ships and marine equipment and services such as the operation of marinas and
retailing" (Department of Industry, Touris1n and Resources 2005, p.6). The industry
covers recreational, commercial and military activities and in 2003 turned over $5.5
billion, en1ployed approximately 29,000 people and exported product worth over
$750 million worth of products. The majority of firms are small and medium
enterprises with only a few companies employing more than 1 ,000 people
(Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources, 2005).
The defence shipbuilding industry is focused on Australian military demand while
the commercial sector is more export focused. The growth in recreational boating in
recent years has precipitated increasing demand in boatbuilding, retailing, equipment
manufacturing and marinas and many of the boat builders have entered the export
market (Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources, 2005). The marine
infrastructure such as marinas and boat ramps have not kept up with the growth and
this is constraining the domestic market. Marine companies have to deal with a
range of regulatory organisations and the regulations themselves can vary from
region to region. Due to the requirement for government control, the use of
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waterfront land is often leasehold which can make investment in facilities and
infrastructure uneconomical (Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources, 2005).
Although innovation is important to the continued growth of the marine industry
there is "limited cooperation within the marine industry and with research
organisations on innovation. The competitiveness of the marine industry could be
improved by encouraging greater innovation and collaboration" (Department of
Industry, Tourism ar.d Resources 2005, p.7). According to the report another issue
facing the marine industry is the shortage of skilled labour particularly in defence
shipbuilding (Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources, 2005).
Finally, the diversity in the marine industry and its respective bodies makes it
difficult for industry participants to exchange information, access new markets, gain
government support and promote the ir --t ustry' s interest (Department of Industry,
'fourism and Resources, 2005).

4.2.3

Defence Shipbuilding

The Australian Navy has chosen to develop internal capabilities in order to have a
self reliant defence force. Naval shipbuilding within Australia has been intense over
the recent past with the building of the f1igates and submarines, however the outlook
for the future is for half the equivalent spending on these projects (DMO, 2002). In
2002 it was predicted that the demand for shipbuilding over the next 1 5 years would
be half that of the previous 15 (DMO, 2002). This will require significant
contraction of the current industry with restructuring and consolidation inevitable
(DMO, 2002). The concern of the Defence Materiel Organisation (DMO) with this
restructuring is that there will be a loss of technical skills and manufacturing
capabilities within the industry (DMO, 2002).
· Local construction has been the preferred option for the Navy in recent times as it
provides economic benefits and guaranteed access to upgrades and repair works
should an external supplier become a foe rather than a friend (DMO, 2002).
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The Naval Shipbuilding and repair industry by nature is a monopolistic mark�t place
,,

with defence being its only customer and historically this has been primarilyi the
.

Ii

Australian Navy. Difficulties have arisen in the marketplace due to the 'project by
i"
project' nature of defence work with little use of strategic deraand to create
sustainable industry capabilities (OMO, 2002).
The lack of rationalisation within the industry is exemp lified by the fact that the six
major Naval projects undertaken in the last 15 years have bee:n awarded to five
different companies based in five separate locations, which makes for an
unsustainable industry. The lack of rationalisation within th1! industry and the erratic
flow of work also make it difficult to retain the req uired skill sets. The sector o f the
industry most at threat is the Australian Submarine programn1e. The two skill sets
that the defence industry needs to maintain are the high end activities such as
systems engineering a.nd platform integration and the manufacturing activities such
as metal fabrication and equipment installation (DMO, 2002). In the OMO' s report
it is concluded that there is only sufficient demand to sustain one ship builder to meet
the Navy' s .new construction capabilities requirements (OMO, 2002).
According to the OMO (2002, p.t 1 ) "there is a strong connection between the
capabilities and skills required for Navy shipbuilding and for upgrade, repair and
maintenance." It was suggested by the DMO that upgrade, repair and 1naintenance
capabilities should be based in New South Wales or Western Australia in accordance
w ith the location of the two fleets, one on the eastern and one on the western side of
the continent. The proposal of having a single supplier will impact SMEs which are
a source of innovation for the industry. The OMO suggests that the new industry
structure would allow SMEs to fonn long term alliances with the single provide::. It
also is suggested by the DMO that the rationalisation of the defence industry may
encourage greater defence exports which in turn would create a lower cust base for
the Australian industry. It is proposed that there be a "smoothing" of defence
contracts to allow for more continuous flow of work and that the Au�.cralian
�ovemment adopt a role in the build programme for its major surfa,;e fleet.
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· 4.2.4 Naval Shipbuilding in Western Australia
As part of a Senate Enquiry by the Federal Government into Naval shipbuilding in
Australia, the West Australian Gove1nment has launched a campaign asserting that
Western Australia is the logical choice for future shipbuilding projects. This is due to
the co-location of major Naval and commercial ship builders around Henderson and
adjacent to the nearby HMAS Stirling Naval Base (Department of Industry and
Resources, 2006). The Western Australian Government has signed a Memorandum
of Understanding with the South Australian Government to reduce the duplication of
investment in the infrastructure between the major shipbuilding precincts located in
the two neighbouring states (Department of Industry and Resources, 2006).
The opening of HMAS Stirling in 1 987 signalled a move to a Two Ocean Policy
which placed a naval presence on the western side of the continent to facilitate a
greater focus on Australia's South East Asian interests (Department of Industry and
Resources, 2006).
The Western Australian Marine industry boasts a diverse range of capabilities
including light weight ferries, steel shipbuilding and repair, off shore platforms and
modules, recreation and light commercial boats, marine biotechnology and chemicals
(Department of Industry and Resources, 2006). The Western Australian Government
has also constructed a Technology precinct as part of the marine cluster at Henderson
in their bid to attract high technology companies to the region (Department of
Industry and R esources, 2006).
Another initiative of the Western Australian Government is the establishment of a
'sub sea' cluster focused on the needs of the Oil and Gas industries with participants
being based in the Henderson region. The Western Australian Government is also
upgrading the Australian Marine Complex (AMC) working with the Australian
Submarine Corporation to build a Submarine Repair and Maintenance facility at the
MIC (Department of Industry and Resources, 2006).
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4.2.5

Commo:-! Themes ln the Defelice Industry
\ '.

''

''

From the review of the defence industry in l�urope and the USA a number of themes

have emerged including: the shift from m:i.chinery to technology focused warfare; the
consolidation of the industry in thr face of reduced defence spending and

government' s desire for "value tor money" in defence supply; a move to e. '

procurement and supply chain Jacilitation; the introduction of competition from
overseas firms and a desire to 'roster collaboration between firms.

In the Australian defence indr;stry the themes included: cost reduction through the

streamlining of procuremer...; the presence of multinationals in the supply chain and

the increased use of subcrJntractors. The proliferation of technology in the Australian

defence industry has le,,d to a mixture of local and imported R&D and materials.

As the study takes place in the context of what could be termed a cluster the next
section will present previous research on the marine and defence cluster.

4.3 Clustering Studies in the Defence Industry
Chapter 2 contained an overview of the previous research relating to clusters

overseas and in Australia. 'fhe following case studies on defence and marine clusters
are included to provide further insight into clustering in the context of the research.

4.3.1

South Australian Defence Cluster
,;�

Of the original clusters developed in South Australia as part of the South Australian

· Business Vision (SABV) Cluster initiative the Defence Teaming Centre (OTC) is the
only one still in operation. The cluster was established in 1995 and received
significant funding from the State Government �ith additional funding coming from
the cluster members and overhead charges on successful OTC tenders. Of the 56

finns in the cluster, 50% have less than 10 employees and there are only a small

proportion of finns employing over 50 persons (Lough, 2004).
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The diverse range of firms within the DTC allows for bids to be put together with
.components coming from separate firms. Through the DTC they present as a single
enterprise. Often the DTC attaches itself to a prime contractor in order to participate
in_ large defence contracts. Although the cluster has been successful, according to
\I
\;
\1
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Blandy (2004), the cluster would not have been as successful if it had not been for
the collaborative and networking skills of the DTC Chair as the S�tEs tended to be
fragmented and lacking in trust. The process of putting together the tenders and the
adoption of a Code of Ethics has improved the level of trust between the participants.
"Once regarded as fragmented and lacking capacity, the defence capability of South
Australian companies is now officially recognised by the Defence Department"

{Blandy, 2004, p. 37). This highlighted the importance of interpersonal relationships and networks in the successful development of clusters.

4.3.2 Manawatu Defence Cluster
The Manawatu Defence Cluster was formed to service New Zealand's defence
industry. The companies that the cluster encompasses provide a di verse range of
products with very little duplication of products and services between firms.
- Membership is bounded by region and location i s the only criteria for membership.
The cluster is seen by a number of the members as a tool to assist their firm to win
defence work. The cluster and the majority of defence contracts are awarded to core
firms who are primarily focused on the defence industry. The supporting firms
within the cluster either contract to the core firms or deal directly with defence if
they have a specialised product not provided by the core firms (Lough, 2003).
The location of the cluster in proximity to a number of military installations has
allowed for the development of relationships with the New Zealand Defence Force.
The cluster also has links with the local University, Chambers of Commerce and
--

Local Government. The Palmerston North City Council is supportive of the cluster
as it is located within the Council's region (Lough, 2003).
-
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Networking within defence is vital to the success of the cluster as its future depends
on securing contracts and developing long term opportunities. Within the cluster

there are opportunities for members to network and there is a Register of Interest ·

which allows companies to participate in the tendering process for defence contract�.

Generally, networking occurs within the c luster when the contract requires

capabilities not possessed by a single company. Networking, however, is limited
owing to the diverse range of skills and capabilities of the members within the

cluster. They do not often rely on co-operation and collaboration in fulfilling their

part of a larger contract. Networking among the companies is basically a form of

business knowledge sharing, allowing participants to understand the capabilities held

'

' . ..
. 1 · ,·
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by other firms \Vithin the cluster and to identify opportunities for accessing contracts
(Lough, 2003). The diversity of firms within the cluster has lead to low competition

among its members which it has been suggested removes a primary driving force f6r J

the growth and development of the cluster (Lough, 2003).

·/

A review of the cluster in 2002 has resulted in a refocussing among the members on

how best to serve the NZ Defence Force and to meet the higher level of demand due
to the creation of specialist areas. The diversity of members within the cluster has

allowed for the creation of a 'one-stop shop' attracting interest from defence and

according to Lough (2003, P. 169) "By pulling these complementary skills together,
the power in numbers effect has created a mass competitor against national
competitor threats in the New Zealand industry,"

4.4 Marine Industry Studies of Clusters
. . . T he region being studied in the research project has a mixture of naval shipbuilding,
commercial shipbuilding and yacht construction. The following case studies and

expert interviews from Australia, New Zealand and Finland are presented to provide
further understanding of the industries to be studied.

.
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4.4.1

\

Tasmanian Light Shipbuilding Industry Cluster

The Tasmanian light shipbuilding cluster had its genesis with the development of
aluminium welding technology and its application to fast ferries. The leading
company, International Catamarans (later Incat), required the assistance of a number
of the Managing Director' s friends in the n1aritime industry to construct and fit out
the product for the international market (Wickham & Hall, 2006).
The collaboration of the respective manufacturers allowed the cluster to create a
dominant market position. A number of the collaborative firms that were originally
formed to supply Incat had themselves forged s:1gnificant expo1t sales independent of
Incat. For the firms that supplied Incat their involvement in the fit-out of each vessel
gave them an opportunity to promote their own business (Wickha1n & Hall, 2006).
In 1977 the first high speed catamaran was constructed and a partnership to form
!neat was established. The first all aluminium catamaran was produced in 1 979 and
a manufacturing facility was established in 1 988 (Wickham, 2005). The Government
funded a College of Aluminium Training with courses that linked to the University
of Tasmania and these facilities provided the training needs of the Tasmanian
shipbuilding industry at that time. The provision of Goven1ment subsidised training
and development provided !neat with a locally based highly skilled workforce
(Wickham, 2005).
In the early l 980's Incat granted licenses to a number of international shipyards
which in tum stimulated the demand for specialised catamaran transport. During the
1980s and 1 990s Incat differentiated itself through innovation and designs which met
customers' needs (Wickham, 2005). By the mid 1990s Incat found itself in
competition with other Australian based companies, including Austal located in
Western Australia (Wickham, 2005). Austal had become a leading 1nanufacturer of
passenger catamarans and a dominant supplier in the Asian market (Wickham, 2005).
Incat sought to fight its loss of market dominance through continuous innovation and
penetration of international markets by joint venture a greements (Wickham, 2005).

Ill

Although Incat risked the loss of intellectual property through licensing and joint

venture agreements the company was not overly concerned as they considered any
technology being stolen was yesterday's technology (Wickham, 2005).

In the 2000s, Incat suffered cash flow problems and was put into receivership,

however, they found an alternative source of i ncome generation by licensing

intellectual property for the building of high speed tactical vessels for the U.S.
Government (Wickh am, 2005). Now out of receivership, Incat continues to

manufacture catamarans and sees their continued market presence as a result of their

ability to identify problems and come up with new innovative designs to continually

expand their markets (Wickham, 2005).

The creation of the cluster was in part due to global marketing pressure and the small

domestic market. The consolidation of the industry into a cluster was driven by key

individuals who saw the problems created by a fragmented industry and recognised
the benefits that could come from a collaborative, unifonn approach (Wickham &

Hall, 2006). This consolidation was driven through communications among industry

members persuading others of the benefits of c ollaboration (Wickha1n & Hall, 2006).
The local marine industry also had a nu1nber o f champions who collected and

distributed infonnation both formally and informally to assist the creation of the

cluster (Wickham & Hall, 2006). The longsta nding friendships between firms within

the cluster was part o f the basis of its success as was the realisation that sales by
individual firms served to strengthen the industry as a whole (Wickham & Hall,

2006).

Another important factor in the cluster development was the participation of the

Tasmanian Government, whose Economic Development Agency became a member

of the cluster (Wickham & Hall, 2006). This Agency provided "important
')

conceptual infrastructure that was beyond the i ndividual competencies of the cluster

firms to accomplish" (Wickham & Hall, 2006, p. 103).

The entry of the State Government into the Tasmanian Light Shipbuilding cluster

provided support for this developrnent. The success of the cluster by the majority of
Tasmanian maritime firms is due to a high level of interpersonal relationships that
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permeate through the industry and the power of personal persuasion (Wickham &
!,

Hall, 2006).

4.4.2 New Zealand Boat Building Cluster
According to Chetty (2003) New Zealand has developed a reputation for superior .

technology in boat building in the area of composite fibre yachts. A number of

environmental factors have stimulated the growth o f boat building in New Zealand

including its geographical isolation, varied coast line, difficult weather conditions all
of which boat builders have had to accommodate. In the 1980' s a change in

Government policy with the introduction o f a Sales Tax and the removal of a subsidy

· on commercial craft caused a mass exodus of boat builders from the industry. As a
result those who survived used product differentiation to penetrate the international

market for custom built boats. The industry has also expanded into super yacht

building \Vhich is now the fastest growing segment of the industry. Since the I 990's

strong co-operation has developed among induslly members, trade associations, and .
export promotion organisations around the cluster (Chetty, 2003).
The winning of two America's Cups, the most high profile international yacht race in
the world, and a number of other international yachting races, by New Zealand built

boats has created a strong reputation for the industry. The industry has established a
reputation by linking excellence in sailing and excellence in boat manufacturing.

The relatively small size of the international boat building industry n1eans that

reputation can be built through word of mouth recommendations (Chetty, 2003).
Chetty (2003) identified a number of supporting institutions that foster the boat

building cluster, these i nclude: trade associations which focus o n training of skilled
employees; government export organisations that work on marketing and exports;

local economic agencies who work with industry members on marketing; city

Councils who provide the infrastructure for the industry and E ducational Institutions

that provide training and academic courses related to the marine industry. The trade
associations and export associations are the key drivers within the cluster (Chetty,

2003) . .
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· As n1embers of the boat building industry became more involved in the cluster they
realised that they were not in competition and could benefit from collaboration rather
than working in isolation. The individual firms did not have sufficient resources to
organise the cluster, so the external trade and export organisations played a
facilitating role addressing issues across the industry. Current issues within the
cluster include a shortage of skilled labour, project management skills, cash flow and
issues of succession as many of its companies are managed by owner operators
(Chetty, 2003).
Members of the cluster have worked together through the export organisation to
access international markets and to create a united presence at international trade
shows. The participation of cluster members at an international level allows for
relationship development and expansion of export opportunities. The boat building
cluster does not stand alone but links to other industries, such as electronics, due to
the increasing technological sophistication of the boating industry (Chetty, 2003).
The majority of boat builders are located around Auckland which means that
customers can have their repair needs met in one location. Head on competition
within the cluster has been consciously avoided in order to strike a balance between
co1npetition and co-operation. A number of the cluster members have long term

· · relationships due to their involvement in sailing and this has created a close knit
· group. · Their passion for sailin g also allows them to test their products at a

professional level and their participation in international racing assists in building
networks within the industry (Chetty, 2003).
According to Chetty (2003), the cluster has been shaped by the following forces: the
. members' passion for sailing; the entrepreneurial attitude of the companies which
took the lead in shaping the cluster; the culture of collaboration which they fostered;
the support for the industry leaders by facilitating organisations; the success in
international yacht races and the reputation gained from this; a drive for
internationalisation through collaboration; the bond cluster members develop through
facing common problems such as labour shortages and ongoing learning has
occurred within the cluster. The cluster's development has been a combination of
1 14

organic growth and structured intervention by supportive institutions. · \Vithout the
industry leaders the cluster would not have been started. The pari;cipation
of
''
'

supportin g institutions has ensured its continued growth (Chetty, '..!003),

4.4.3

Finnish Marine Cluster

The large companies within the Finnish Maritime Cluster have developed a broad
network and close relationships with their major contractors. These contractor and
sub contractor networks are interrelated with companies being part of networks for
shipyards, perts and shipping companies. This means the large companies are in fact
!C

connected to.each other through their sub contractor networks (Viitanen, et al.,
2003).
Although there are a diverse range of fields within the Finnish Maritime Cluster the
inter-related nature of the firms gives it a cohesive identity. Characteristics of the
cluster include a high level of technology and innovation, particularly among the
large companies and an emphasis on the securing of a stable supply of labour. The
level of i nnovation required by the shipyards has stimulated innovation among their ·
sub contractors, many of \Vhom have been able to grow into world market leaders
, (Viitanen, et al., 2003 ).
. . Unifying f orces within the Maritime Cluster are con1mon knowledge, education and .
research activities. The Finnish shipyards have managed to survive tough
i.nternational competition through flexibility, innovation and a competillve network
(Viitanen, et al., 2003).
The core of the Maritime Cluster is shipbuilding, shipping and port operations. The
Maritime Cluster is a significant part of Finland's south-west regional economy. The
maritime i ndustry in Finland has strong historical traditions which are viewed as a
strength f o r the companies. At present the demand for p rofessional and skilled
labour exceeds supply for many businesses in the south-west Maritime Cluster, this
. is particularly the case in the shipbuilding industry. A 2005 survey of the Finnish
M aritime Cluster found two-thirds of respondents considered that competition had
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increased over recent years and considered that the most important competitive

advantages for the cluster were location, competence of its workforce, technical
expertise and a function network of sub contractors. The Finnish shipyards

specialise i n producing cruise ships, passenger ferries and special purpose ships such
as ice breakers. One of the factors for the strength of the Finnish Maritime Cluster is
that 70% of Finland's imports and up to 90% o f exports travel b y sea (Karvo nen, et
al., 2006).

The survey highlighted the current and future intention to co-operate with others in
the cluster. Co-operation is not limited to private sector companies but there are

close links with public sector Agencies and particularly education institutions

including secondary schools, Polytechnics and Universities. Within the south-west
region there is also a strong emphasis on research and development activities
(Karvonen, et al., 2006).

Although networking between companies is good it is suggested by the report's

authors that further interaction between companies and training i nstitutions would

improve the competitiveness of the region. Although much of the focus tends to be

on the large companies there is increasing focus on the smaller companies who make

up the network as they bring innovation and flexibility to the network (Karvonen, et

al., 2006).

4.5 Common Then1es in Clustering
One of the main themes in clustering is the presence of a history or advantage for a

region or industry such as the link between sailing performance and yacht

manufacture in the case of the New Zealand Yachting cluster. The specialised

expertise developed within the clusters is supported by strong links with education.
Having a champion to lead the cluster development as well as government and

industry support are also common themes. The creation of supply chains, the

development of complementary providers and collaboration towards a common goal

can also be seen in the cases presented. Finally, fle�ibility within the firms and the

•. 1 16 .

· industry to change with market conditions in order to ensure the continuing survival ·. ·
.·. .·· . of the cluster.

4.6 Chapter Summary
. This chapter has provided a background to the marine and defence industry and
. clustering from an international and Australian perspective. It was identified that
there has been a shift in the defence industry towards electronic supply chain
,. .

management, collaboration and increased competition between the private sector
firms.
In Chapter 5 the research methodology for the project will be detailed followed by
the process for the piloting of the research in Chapter 6. The results of research
.,

undertaken in relation to the research questions will be detailed in Chapter 7
followed by the summary and conclusions of the research in Chapter 8.
"
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Chapter 5: Research Design and Methodology

. 5 Introduction
This chapter will describe the research methodology undertaken to gather data for the ·
study. The framework for the chapter is illustrated in Figure 5. 1, which shows the
context of the research and the philosophical perspectives that were considered in
detennining the research method for the study. The choice of a case study approach
impacted the format of the research instru1nent fonnat, the sampling frame used and
the data collection. The collection of qualitative data determined the type of data
analysis used and the measurernent employed to ensure the validity and reliability.

· ·.. Cont�xt bfthe \ .
•. Research . .·. )']\;
•
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Figure S. 1 Chapter 5 Framework
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5.1 Context of the Research
As mentioned previously this research was undertaken as part of an Australian

Research Council (AR C) grant in collaboration with a number of local industry

partners. T he funding of the research by external parties can pose a number of

ethical issues, including possible conflict between the agendas of the funding bodies,
the researcher and the participants. Control of the research can also be an issue as
the researcher is no longer a free agent once funding is accepted for the research.

Finally, it is possible that the funding may have an affect on the relationship between
the researcher and the study participants as they may have concerns over the

"agenda" of the funding body and this could affect the level of openness and trust

between the researcher and the participants in the research process (Cheek, 2000).

In the case of this research there has been a level of accommodation between the

research proposed in the ARC grant, the industry partner' s expectation and the

li1nitations of the region being studied. The original research questions proposed in
the grant application were:
1. What are the drivers for SMEs to adopt c-co1111nerce ? This 1vill evaluate the
influencingfactors fro111 a 1vide range ofSMEs using the S-Nt-A-l-l
fra111e1vork and the general dyna,nic ,node/ of infor111ation syste111s adoption.
2 . Ho1v can JCT leverage the supply chain for clusters of SMEs and derive
added value fro,n knowledge networks? This will identify examples of best
practice collaborative ,nodels locally and inten1atio11ally.
3. Ho1v are cluster models of SMEs realising the different types of added value
benefits and assessing the significance of these benefits gai11ed_fro111 their
participation in global c-co,nmerce?
4. What strategies 1vill be ,nost effective forfuture entrepreneurship and
innovation in c-co1111nerce? This 1vill explore issues such as local goven1ment
policy, infrastructure gro1vth, fi11ancing and ,narketing strategies, c11sto1ner
relationship management, 111anaging alliances along the supply chain,
developing virtual co1n111unities, people 111anage111ent, policies and the
interaction of 11111/tip/e players.
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The research that was to be conducted in conjunction with the South West Group

focused on questions two and four. As outlined in Chapter 1 the South West Group

was keen to focus on the multi-industry cluster within the Henderson/Rockingham
region. Over repeated meetings with a representative of the industry partner it

became clear that the research questions proposed in the ARC grant would require

modification to meet the requirements of the industry partner and characteristics of

the cluster which was to be the focus of the research. Based o n the literature and
conceptual framework, and accommodating the requirements of the participating

parties, the specific research questions were formulated.

In the context of the Marine, Defence and Resources Cluster in the Henderson

Rockingham region and the collaboration between large organisations and SMEs:
1. What are the drivers and inhibitors for organisations to enter
collaborative relationships?

2. What are the factors that i,npact on the creation and sustaining of
collaborative relationships?
3. How does /CTfacilitate and sustain collaborative relationships?
4. What are the benefits and dra1vbacks of collaborative relationships?
5. Are there ,nodels of best adoption of collaborative relationships?

The representative of the industry partner, the South West Group, was to assist with

· the research process by providing contacts and introductions to possible interview
participants within the industry cluster, particularly in the larger multinational

companies who were at the centre of the cluster. At the point in time when the data

collection was to commence the South West Group representative resigned from his

position and was not replaced until after the data collection had been completed. The

loss of this primary source of contacts and introductions into an industry in which the

researcher had no previous association created some initial obstacles in the data

collection.
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5. 2 Philosophical Perspective to the Research
In social research there are a number of approaches to research including positivist,
q'

'
,

interpretivist, critical research and grounded theory. Positivist, interpretivist, and
critical research arose out of a re-evaluation of social science research in the 1960s
'the upshot of which was three "types or idealised, simplified models or more
complex arguments" (Neuman 1997, p. 62). Although there is often a lack of
agreement among scholars on all facets of each approach, the three provided
fundamentally different ways of viewing the world and as such colour the research.

5.2.1

PositiYist

Positivist research is based on the ideas of objectivity, distance and control and uses
precise measurements to test the hypothesis. Researchers often choose to work with
quantitative data generated from surveys, experiments and statistics (Greenwood &
Levin, 2000; Neuman, 1997; Chen & Hirschheim, 2004). The positivist researcher
starts with a cause and effect relationship and measures this within the social world
\Vhile staying neutral and detached from what is being measured. According to Chen
and Hirschheim, (2004, p. 20 I ) the positivist researcher believes that "reality exists
objectively and independently from human experiences". The criticism of this
approach is that the objectivity, detachment and statistical nature of positivism
reduces peoples lives and experiences to numbers at the expense of the texture of
peoples' real lives (Neuman, 1997).

5.2,2 lnterpretlvist
Coming frorn a different perspective, interpretivist research focuses on the
relationships and meaning imbedded within those relationships and the social setting
in which they occur (Neuman, 1997; Chen & Hirschheim, 2004). To gain this level
of detail the researcher is no longer abstracted from those he/she is studying.
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Gummesson (2003, p.491 ) suggested that all research is interpretative as it
"represents various interactions, such as between the researcher and the object of
study and its actors; between our consciousness and qualities of our inner self;
between substantive data and general concepts; between the parts and the whole;
between words, numbers, body language and tacit language; and concurrent, non
linear and dynamic interaction between data generation, analysis, interpretation and
conclusions".
The contrast between the two approaches is summarised in the table below using the
comparison formu lated by Chen and Hirschheim (2004, p. 201 ) in their examination
of research over the 1 0 years previous to 2001 .
Table 5. 1 Comparison of Approaches
Approach
Positivists

,Interpretivists
- __

:,

Enistemoloeically
Hypothetic-deductive
testability of theories.
Seeking the
verification or
falsification and
generalizable results
focused on causal
relationships with a
tight coupling is
expected among
explanation,
prediction and
control.
Emphasize the
Knov,ledge should be
subjective meaning obtained not through
of the reality that is the understanding of
constructed and
human and social
reconstructed
interaction by which
the subjective
through a human
and social
meaning of the reality
interaction process • / is constructed

Ontoloeicallv
Reality exists
objectively and
independently from
human experiences

!

'

,•

Methodolo!!ically
Use a value-free
position and
employing objective
measurement to
collect research
evidence with a
quantitative method
such as the survey
typically used.

'fhe researchers need
to engage i n the
social setting
investigated and
learn how the
interaction takes
place from the
participants'
perspective. Field
studies in real social
setting are used to
generate interpretive
knowledge

,,._
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5.3 Rationale for the Philosophical Approach to the Research
Early in the research project a positivist approach using Internet surveys was
considered seeking to confinn a set of hypotheses around collaborative relationship
drivers, factors impacting on sustainability and benefits derived from such
relationships. The survey was not adopted for a number of reasons including the lack
of emerging hypotheses or a concise model to test and consolidated research on the
factors involved in collaborative business relationships and the use of ICT. The
researcher was concerned that the survey was too prescriptive in nature so limiting
the opportunity to identify other drivers and inhibitors to collaboration and the use of
ICT. As the research project progressed it becan1e clear that the dominant fonn of
collaborative relationship in the region to be studied was between large and small
finns, an aspect not covered in the survey but of interest to the industry partners and
· there were indications that there was little or no use of ICT in a collaborative setting.
The focus of the research w as more investigative in nature rather than trying to
"prove" any particular hypothesis. The research questions that had been fo1mulated
sought to ascertain what were the underpinning forces in collaborative relationships
and if ICT played any role in these relationships \Vithin the context of the
Henderson/Rockingham region.
Another difficulty with using the survey was related to the data collection process
itself. At the outset of the research project it was anticipated that the research
population would cover the whole of the south west region with over 3,000 SMEs in
the region. The industry partner' s focus on the Henderson/Rockingham region
limited the research population to approximately 150 companies. Within the
Henderson/Rockingham region there are a number of distinct sub-populations with
differing characteristics including industry and finn size. Investigating the impact of
factors external to the cluster as part of the research project also required data
collection from a number of key non-industry organisations. This too was a small
population which would not have been suited to a survey. Figure 5.3 below
illustrates the various sub populations in the research.

..
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Figure 5. 2 Research Populations

Faced with a heterogeneous research population it was decided that a postal or

· electronic survey would not yield statistically significant research data. Previous
research carried out in 2004 in the region used a mail-out survey to 1,500 SMEs in
the maritime industry. The response rate for this study was l ess than 4% (Mazzarol,
2004). To target specific populations a telephone survey was considered however
the results from the stratified sample w ould still be too small for statistical analysis at
that level.
Another factor emerged from discussions with experts in the defence industry,
government departments and the industry partner representative. These parties
indicated that there was a high level of secrecy and security su1rounding the defence
"

industry and competitiveness in the commercial marine and yachting and pleasure
craft industry. As the re�e.. rcher was not known to the research population and the
introduction thrC1ugh the industry partner was no longer available, it was considered
that meeting with participants face-to-face would build a higher level of trust and
would produce a richer data set than surveys or telephone interviews (Marshall &
Rossman, 2006).
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The investigative nature of the research, the possible interactions of factors such as

firm size and level of coll aboration, the importance of studying the social interactions

in collaboration and the impact of the external environment as illustrated in Figure

5.4 below determined that the research take a predominantly interpretivist approach,
seeking to identify any possible patterns that may exist (Fisher & Arnott, 1998;

Patton, 1990). The interpretivist approach does not predefine dependant and

independent v ariables but focuses on making sense of phenomena through the

meaning people assign to them (Gummesson, 2003). The cluster being studied

presented a complex system of networks where the variables and their relationship
were yet to be established.
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Figure 5. 3 Collaborative Factors Studied in the Cluster

5.4 Research Method Selection
The elimination of a positivist approach and the use of a survey lead to the

assessment of a number of other data collection m ethods including focus groups,

action research and case studies. Focus groups provide an opportunity for one shot
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data collections and are useful when the window of o pportunity for studying
.-' . i
. 'r' ·,

particular groups is limited (B erg, 2001). Despite the advantages of focus groups
such as the data gained for the interactions between group members and range of
opinions that are expressed, the researcher was concerned that the heterogeneity of
the groups may lead to group norms and that valuable data would be lost. A number
of the research participants were frorn the defence industry and there was a
possibility that they would not be willing to discuss some issues in a public arena
where their views could be identified with their organisation (Parahoo, 2007).
Action research was also considered as it provided opportunities for participation,
reflectio n and empowerment o f those involved in the research (Berg, 200 I). Though
action research could have brought about improved collaboration in the region being
studied, the diversity of the research partici)Jants' interests would have made it
difficult to address in a single research project.

5.5 Case Study Research
The final research method considered was cast' study research, which is suited to
answeri n g 'how', 'why' and 'what' questions (Yin, 2003). From the research
questions stated earlier in this chapter it can be se1;1i that the research is of an
explor.1tory nature requiring the collection of data fr,:,m various sources both inside
and outside the cluster. Previous studies o n collaborative relationships in clusters in
A ustralia have generally only incorporated one dominant company 01· industry as
with Incat in Tasrnania. However the current cluster being studied has a group of
dominant companies interactin g with a wider group of sn1all firms within the cluster
and across Australia.
The number of factors being examined, the diverse groups within the population of
the study and its exploratory nature lead t o the adoption of a case study approach in
an attempt to capture the multi facetted nature of the research. Collaborative
business relationships are based on human interaction as well as the complexities of
corporate interactions and require a research process that is capable of discovering
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th e b eh aviours and attitudes of th ose involved in the r el ationsh ip s and th eir
interacti on w ith th eICT empl o y ed b y org ani sations. Th e research seeks to al so
discover th e rati onaleb etw een th eb eh aviour s and ch oices made b y th er esp ondents.
A q ualitati ve resear ch meth odolog y al low s for th e inv estig ation of unq uantif iab le
facts and al low s th e research er to g ain insig h t into th ep reconcep tions of oth ers
(Berg, 200 l).
Y in (2003) describ es thre e typ es of r esearch for wh ich case stud ies are suitabl e:
· · descrip ti ve resear ch, expl anatory resear ch and ex plorator y research. D escrip tive case
research i s b ase d on th e pr esentation of a descrip ti ve th eory on w h ic h th e study is
b ased. Exp lan ator y case research can b e used w h en seeking to identif y patten 1s or
causes of ph en om en on b y p attern- matc h ing data fr om case s to th eor etical
pr op ositions. Explor atory case r esear ch can b e under taken be for e th e for mulisation
of the research q uestion h owev er ther e must b e a s tudy fr am ev; or kpr ior to r esear ch
comm enc ing. This for m of r esear ch can b e a pr ec ur sor to a l ar g er study (Ber g,
200 1).
Y in (2003, p.13) defi nes case studies as an e mp irical inq uiry th at " investigates a
contempor ary p h enomenon with in its r eal- lif e co ntex t, esp ecial ly w h en th e
b oundar ies b etween p h en om enon and c ontex t ar e not clearl y evident". The use of a
case study appr oach al low s th e investi g ation of th e interrelationsh ip of th e various
p ar ties in th e study and al so th e identifi cation of specifi c relationsh ip s b etween
or g anisations fr om b oth sides of th e relationsh ip.
A ccording to S take(2000, p.435) cases are " def inedb y th e inter ests in indiv idual
cases, not b y th e meth od of i nq uiry used". Th e defi nition of a " case" can pr ove .•
diffi cult as som e th eorists b el ieve th at th e case is al ready in existence and w ai ting to

'

'

b e studie d or at th e oth er end of th e sp ec tr um th atc ases are def ined over th e course
of th e fi eld w or k (Mil es & H ub er man, 2002). A c ase is a b ounded sy stem w ith
· certain f eatures in th e sy stem and th ose ex tern ally wh ich p rovidedc ontext (S take,
2000). I n c on tr as tMil es and H ub erman (2002) consider th e b ounding of a case may
pr ove to b eq uite diff icult.
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In this research project there are a number of possible ways of bounding the case.

The whole of the cluster and the organisations external to it could be one case. As

described in Chapter 1 the study focuses on a specific region and industry within that

region, being the marine, defence and oil industries in Henderson. According to the

literature cited in Chapter 2, organisations external to these relationships such as
Government and Educational institutions may also impact on the formation and

viability of collaborative relationships and the actions of the external organisations.
The large firms may also influence the adoption and use of ICT. These external

organisations could be considered in the context of the industry cluster and could
also be seen as a case. At the other end of the spectrum each organisation

inter�iewed as part of the research could be considered a pilot case.

· Given the focus on a specific region and the unique nature of the cluster which
incorporates at least three nutjor industries it was decided to e111ploy a single case
study method for theory building. It i s suggested by Yin (2003) that single case

· studil!s provide a 'critical case' for the development of theory and that they are useful
when the case is of a unique nature or ,vhere the situation has the potential to be
revelatory.
The Marine, Defence and Resources cluster at Henderson is unique in that it has a

number of dominant organisations co111peting for power. The study of this case may

reveal insights into collaboration where there is a significant power asy1nn1etry
between organisations and in a cluster ,vhere there arc a nun1ber of dominant

companies. The research ,vill not only investigate relationships between companies
within the Marine, Defence and Resources cluster but will also seek to understand

interactions of Government and Education ,vith the industry cluster.

A comparison of the research methods discussed and their application to the research .
project is outlined in Table 5.2.
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Table 5. 2 Analysis of Research Methods

i

Research
Application to
Annroach
Research
·Philosoohical Approach
Positivist
Testing hypotheses,
measuring cause and
effect relationships
without reference to the
outside world
Interpretivist
Investigates
relationships and
meaning imbedded
within those
relationships and the
social setting in which
thev occur
Critical Realism Studies the evolution of
society over tiine
seeking to uncover the
real structures and to
help people change their
conditions and build a
bette, world for
themselves
Research Method
Survey
Test hypotheses.
(mail/electronic
Response rate of over
telephone)
25% and at least I 00
surveys for statistical
viabilitv
Focus Group
Ability to study a
particular g roup if time
is limited.

Action Research

Case Study
Research

'

Provides increased
capacity for the
participation and the
empowerment of the
research oarticinants
Allows the explorations
of relationships and
external environment
.

Application to the
Study

Adopted

No clear hypothesise to No
emerge from the
literature and the context
is part of the study
Investigation of possible
relationships in the
context of the region in
which the industry
cluster is located

Yes

One of the outcomes of No
the study is to inform
..
government policy in the
region to improve
economic growth in the
region

Small population ( I 50)
with insufficient
numbers for statistical
viability pru1icularly if
the response rate is low.
Concen1 that not all
views ,vould be heard
across the research
population as interests
were ouite different
Final results will be fed
back to government and
the participants.

No

No

No

Investigate relationships Yes
between large and small
firms inside the cluster
and the impact of
external organisations on
the cluster
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The field of collaborative business relationships has been discussed within a range of
academic disciplines including marketing, organisational theory, social science,
e conomic and information systems (Barringer & Harrison, 2000; Oliver, 1 990;
Orlikowski & Bradely, 200 l ; Holmlund, 200 l ) . The impact of ICT on organisations
and their business relationships has been discussed in a broad range of the
Information Systems literature (Chatterjee & Ravichanddran, 2004; Urbaczewski, et
al., 2002; Leek, et al., 200 l). This research seeks to combine these areas of thought
a s they are both focused on studying the social and technical aspects of organisations
and the cross fertilisation of ideas from each area (Orlikowski & Bradely, 2001).
The researcher has yet to identify a specific validated model concerning the drivers
for organisations to enter collaborative relationships: the factors that impact on the
creation and sustaining of collaborative relationships; the role of ICT in facilitating
and sustaining collaborative relationships and the be nefits of collaborative
relationships in asymmetrical business relationships. 'fhe research will, therefore, be

1 :

exploratory in nature seeking to find if there are any patterns from which a model
could be drawn rather than the validation of an existing model.
A number of researchers (Halinen & Tomroos; 2004, Carroll & Swatman 2000;
Fisher & Amott 1998; Carroll, et al., 1 998) consider that case study research is
applicable to the business relationship and information systems research. Adopting a
structured case study approach will allow the examination of business networks and
relationships as a contemporary phenomenon within the dynan1ics of the setting in
which they are involved.
There are difficulties with using case studies in the business relationship context.
These include identifying and separating out specific relationships between

-

organisations as these re lationships can be interwoven in the network of
organisations within a cluster or region. It can be difficult to isolate a single
relationship when organisations are part of network. Another issue suggested by
Halinen and Tornroos (2004) is the problem of time when dealing with dynamic
networks that are subject to change and relationships can be formulated and
dissolved over the time of the study.
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5.6 Research Model

"

To exan1ine a number of facets of the cluster and incorporate all the players in the

· cluster, both internal and external interviews were undertaken with organisations in .
the five industries identified in the cluster and external organisations identified as
• • • • ••
potentially involved in the cluster. The multiple organisational interviews provide:
• The ability to view the subject from many different angles and gain rich and
in-depth data.

• The exploration of many more variables and data sources.

•

The ability to compare the responses from the small, medi um and large

organisations and examine collaborative relationships in the context in which

•

they operate.

The ability to explore the context in which the organisations exist.

• The opportunity to gain an understanding of the interactions between people,
•

process and technology within the organisations.

The opportunity for theory building through multiple case studies (Yin, 2003;
Carroll & Swatman, 2000; Halinen & Tomroos, 2004; Eisenhardt, 199 1)

The case study research follows the framework in Figure 5.4 commencing with a

literature review as contained in the preceding chap ters. To gain greater

understanding of the marine and defence industries and collaborative relationships a

number of interviews were conducted with three experts and academics in the USA,

UK and Scandinavia. The information from the literature and interviews was

incorporated into the conceptual framework which was then used to formulate the

interview schedule for testing i n a pilot study process.

Pilot interviews were undertaken prior to the main data collection and to further

refine the interview schedule a pilot case study was conducted of a m arine industry
•

cluster in north-eastern Australia. The participants in this case study were

representatives of non-industry organisations which are involved in the development
and sustaining of the cluster. Following the pilot process the fieldwork commenced
with the identification and enlistment of organisations to take part in interviews for

13 1

the case study research. The interview data was collected and coded as an ongoing

process during data collection to investigate any new areas for exploration (Carroll &

Swatman, 2000). Secondary data concerning the organisations, the industry in which

they participate and the regional economy was also collected over the course of the

research.

Reflection on the data that was gathered and analysed signalled emergent t hemes and
new interpretations and identification of conflicting findings. From this theory

development was undertaken in light of the literature and the findings which are

discussed in Chapter 8 Summary and Conclusions.

The research process can be either a step by step approach (Eisenhardt, 1989;

Halinen & Tornroos, 2004) or it can be an iterative approach where the research

feeds back into itself (Carroll & Swatman, 2000; Minichiello et al., 1995). The

research followed a step by step approach in the data collection however, once the
data was collected an iterative approach was taken with repeated reflection and

analysis i n light of the conceptual framework and the literature on which it is based.

.
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-
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Figure 5. 4 Research Framework (Adapted from Carroll and Swatman 2000, p.
241)

5. 7 Samp ling Frame
The success of study is dependant on the cooperation of parties involved being
willing to participate in an interview. A mailing l ist of firms in the region was
obt�ined and was cross referenced with the AMC website and the industry partner to
133
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assist in identifying key large firms in the region. Although these finns were the
starting point for the research many of the further participants were identified by
previous interviewees whi.ch fonned a snowball or chain sampling framework for the
study as suggested by Patton ( 1 990),
Interviews with large,
medium and small companies across the five industries were
..
obtained between March and May, 2006. Interviewing continued until the data

began to replicate itself. Data for the research was collected using interviews with
individuals involved in the management of business relationships within
organisations trading in the Henderson Rockingham region. Interviews were also
conducted with representatives of non-industry organisations that were related to the
cluster.

5.8 Research Instrument
The initial questions were more general in nature and were designed to get the
interviewee to think in general terms about the subject before more in-depth
questions were asked (Minichiello, et al., 1 995). The following table shows the
stages that the interview moved through starting with general questions about the
company then moving to collaboration, ICT and concluding \Vith the future
intentions with collaborative relationships.

Table S. 3 Research Instrument Layout
Stage 1

General questions about the company IT use, size, age and length of .
time in the region

Stage 2

Collaboration questions who they deal \Vith in the region, drivers,
benefits, measures, critical factors and external factors

Stage 3

Technology and collaboration introduction, implementation,
benefits, drawbacks and knowledge management.

Stage 4

Innovation, future relationships and further comments
;
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The development of this instrument from the conceptual framework and the pilot
process is discussed further in the pilot chapter.

5. 9 Data Collection
According to Yin (2003) there are three types of interviews, those that are open
ended where the interviewer asks for the facts of the matter as well as the
interviewee' s opinions and views about events. The second type of interviews are
those that are focused in nature where the interviewee is following a specific set of
questions while still being conversational in style. The final is along the lines of a
formal survey with even more structured questions. From the proposed interview
schedule it can be seen that this study will use focused interviews with structured
questions. This approach was taken in order to cover the wide range of themes to be
examined in the study and to assist with analysis of the data between cases.
While collecting the data IGein and Myer's ( 1999, p.72) seven Principles of
Interpretive Field Research were applied as outlined in Table 5.4 b,;:low.

'fable 5. 4 Principles of Data Collection (Klein & Myer 1999, p.72)
Principle
TIie Fundamelltal Principle of the
Hermeneutic Circle
All human understanding is achieved by
iterating between considering the
interdependent meaning of parts and the
whole that they form.

Th,e Principle of Contextualisation
Requires critical reflection of the social
and historical background of the research
setting, so that the intended audience can
see how the situation under investigation
emerged.

How this principle was addressed in
this study
Comparing the responses across
industries; firms size and between the
cluster and the external organisations.
The cluster and the external environment
can be viewed as a whole however it is
also a sum of it parts. The iterative
nature of the data analysis moved
between the literature, the the oretical
framework and the data itself.
The cluster in this research sits within the
context of the region and its history, the
various industries being studied, and
government policy. To understand the
data in light of this context the research
has accessed expert insights and
secondary documentation.
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Table 5.4 Principles of Data Collection (Klein & Myer 1999, p.72) cont.
The Principle of Interaction Between
the Researcher and the Subjects
Requires critical reflection on how the
research materials (or "data") were
socially constructed through the
interaction between the researcher and
participants.
The Principle ofAbstraction and
Generalisation
Requires relating the idiographic details
revealed by the data interpretation
through the application of principles one
and two to theoretical, general concepts
that describe the nature of human
understanding and social action.
The Principle of Dialogical Reasoning
Requires sensitivity to possible
contradictions be.ween the theoretical
pre conceptions guiuing the research
design and actual findings ("the story
which the data tell") with subsequent
cycles of revision.

The nature of interviews means that there
were interactions between the subject
and the researcher. The researcher
questioned how she has influenced the
data collected. She questioned her own
assumption about the data being
collected while holding the context in
mind.
The research attempts to gain some
general principles from the data
following the conceptual framework
developed prior to the study.
Although it is a unique region a deeper
understanding of collaboration may be ·
gained through the data analysis.
Where conflicts appeared between the
findings of the research and theoretical
concepts on which the research is based,
the Principle of Dialogical Reasoning
was used, revising and examining the
theory in light of the data.

As multiple interviews were undertaken
The Principle of Multiple
in the same organisation the researcher is
1nterpretations
aware that the Principle of Multiple
Requires sensitivity to possible
Interpretations will apply where each
differences in interpretations among the
participants as are typically expressed in participant sees the situation from a
multiple narratives or stories of the same different angle and this was taken into
sequence of e vents under study. Similar
account in the data analysis.
to multiple witness accounts even if all
it as they
saw it
--- - --i----tell
�----------1-----------,Finally, the researcher was mindful of · ·
The Principle o..f Suspicion
any biases or distortions that appeared in
Requires sensitivity to possible" b iases"
the narratives provided in the interviews.
and systematic "distortions" in the
narratives collected from the participants. When exercising the Principle of
Suspicion the researcher examined the
statements made by the participants in
light of their possible political or
•
•
economic
motives.
'-----·------------''-----------------'
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5.10 Data Analysis
'1

-

The interview transcripts were coded and analysed using NVivo7. The coding in
NVivo7 was based around the research questions and the themes that emerged during
the data analysis. The data analysis for the pilot research assisted in identification of
nodes of the coding of the interview text. The tree nodes used in the data analysis
are d{splayed below in Appendix 1 .
To provide another perspective on the data collected and check that there had been

consistency in the analysis the interview transcripts w ere analysed using Leximancer ·

which sought themes across the transcripts as a whole. Leximancer is a text-mining ·
software tool for analysis of text-based documents such as interviews, reports,
transcripts. Using an algorithm the program generates concept maps, by grouping
words and character strings into suggested clusters of meaning. The results of the
data analysis are presented in Chapter 7.

·· 5.11 ,Validity and Reliability
As the research is qualitative with the majority of data being collected via interview
the validity oft.he study depends on the "skill, competence and rigor" of the
investigator (Patton 1990, p. 14). In order to m aximise reliability and validity the
following tactics in Figure 5.6 as suggested by Yin (2003, p.34) were used at the
various stages of the research to address these issues.

••
' . ·_ . -J' - t'

.

',-
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Table 5. 5 Research Tactics to Address Reliability and Validity

'

Stage of
Research
Research
Design

Case Study Tactic .

Test

Use replication logic in
multiple case studies

Instrument
Development

Have key infonnants review
the draft case study report

The case studies were divided into
grouping by finn size, industry and
external organisations. Interviewing ·
continued until the responses began
to reolicate themselves.
Construct Academics and key industry
representatives involved with Lhe
Validity
research reviewed the draft case
study report. The instrument went
through a number of iterations in
light of the literature, expert
opinions and the pilot study (see
fi2ure 5.6 below).
Construct Data has been collected from
Validity
multiple sources including face-to
face interviews, organisational
websites and secondary documents
and reports.
Docun1entation of evidence gathered
at each phase of the research
including initial research questions,
research formulisation and testing
through experts and pilot studies,
case study protocols, citations to all
sources of data, the case study
database and case study report.
These formed an audit trail for the
research.
Reliability An overview of the case study, field
procedures that were used, the case
study questions aud a guide for the
fonnat of the case study report were
oroduced.
The data was gathered via
i:!terviews, notes, documents,
quar.titative data from the interviews
and the narratives from the
interv1ews
All participants were offered a copy
of their interview transcript, and
interviewee transcripts sent to 8
participants who requested a copy to
check that the statements made in
the interview had been accurately
recorded by the researcher.
External
Validity

}

· nata
' Collection

Use multiple sources of
evidence

Establish a chain of
evidence/audit trail
.'

(

. .

'

,.

Use case study protocol

Develop a case study
database

Member Checks

. . ,,

'.

Proposed Research

' '.
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Table 5.5 Research Tactics to Address Reliability anci Validity cont.
Case Study TacUc

Stage of
Research
. Data Analysis

Pattern-matching
Explanations Building
Address Rival Explanations
Use logic Models

'

'

1 ;

CJ
'

' t'.C'

'

'

Test

Internal
Validity

Proposed Research

Compare patterns from the research
to those found in the literature and
those indicated by the survey and
those identified during the interview.
Compare patterns against a rival or
conflicting theoretical position.
Investigate if the patterns indicate
any explanation for observed
phenomena. Review data as it is
collected.
Compare observed patterns and
explanations against theoretical
framework for the literature.

These Principles were applied to create a framework to ensure each aspect was
considered as part of the study and assist with the quality of data interpretation.

5.12 Chapter Summary
The previous four chapters have laid out the research themes, literature relevant to
the study, expert insights obtained and the theoretical foundations to the study. This
c hapter has discussed the context of the research and research method employed for
the study. Chapter 6 contains the results of the pilot study process and the revised
research instrument that resulted from that process. The results from the research
and the summary and conclusion are presented in chapters 7 and 8 respectively.
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Chapter 6: Research Pilot and Instrument Development

6 Introduction
Following on from Chapter 5 in which the research methodology was presented this
. '

chapter details the process for the development and refining o f the research
instrument and gaining greater understanding of the context of the study. The
research instrument was developed from the literature and r.xpert interviews. It was
further refined through a pilot study and a case study which were conducted prior to
the main data collection. The insights from the expert interviews and the results of
the pilot process and their implications for the research instrument are detailed in this
chapter and are illustrated in Figure 6.1.

Literature Review
Expert Interviews

· brat't:R�search i •·.•.
''tnstrilment (J,)i :······
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Figure 6. 1 Instrument Pilot Process
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6.1 Expert Interviews
For the research to gain further insight into the marine and defence industries and the

functioning of clusters based around these industries a number of unstructured

interviews were undertaken as part of an international study tour in May and June of

2005, prior to the commencement of the main data collection. Locations and experts

for interview were identified from the literature and provided a cross section of

i nfonnation on the defence and marine i ndustries and case studies on industry and

regional cluster development. The focus on Scandinavian countries was due to their
small economies, sea faring traditions and their previous defence self sufficiency

during the Cold War. Similarly, Australia has a small economy, a sea faring tradition
and due to its geographi c isolation has sought a level of defence self sufficiency.

Finland in particular has experienced significant economic growth for a country that
previously relied heavily on agriculture. The organisations and the information

gained are outlined i n Table 6. 1 below.
Table 6. 1 Expert Inteme,vs
Organisation/Expert
Location
Cluster Research
Org, Stockholm
School of Economics
Stockholm, Sweden

Purpose of the Interview

Tekes
Helsinki Finland

Tekes i s the Government Ministry that deals with technology
development in Finland and the creation of innovation
clusters. Provided insight i nto government based economic
development projects.

Oulu Business
Development
Agency
Oulu Finland

Oulu Regional Business Development Agency was founded
by a number or local governments around the Oulu region.
It provided a model of integrated regional development by
using the existing regional strength of telecommunications to
facilitate economic development through a business
incubator, the supporting of start companies and links with
the local university.

The Cluster Research Org had undertaken international
researc h into cluster development and the role of
government in the process. The interview provided further
information on successful cluster programs,
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Table 6.1 Expert Interviews cont.
San Diego Connect
San Diego USA

A local government based organisation that seeks to provide
· linkages between SME' s in the eastern counties region of
San Diego. This i nterview provided background of the
facilitation of a defence cluster by local government.

FOi, Swedish
Defence Research
Agency Sweden
Stockholm, Sweden

Sweden is a small economy like Australia and up to 1 990
had a protected defence industry. The interview provided
information on government policy and initiatives to assist a
local defence industry face international competition.

Centre for Marine
Research, Turku
Finland

Provided backg�ound on strategies used to strengthen the
Finnish Shipbuilding industry during down tum in the
1 980s. The industry has managed to survive the threat of
cheaper vessels from Asia.

i j'

. '

The infonnation gained for these interviews has been incorporated into this chapter
as part of the background to the study and assisted in the development of the
interview schedule for the main data collection. Having gained experience and
kno\vledge from overseas also assisted the researcher during the data collection to
engage the interviewees with greater ease.

6.1.1

Cluster Development Research, Sweden

It can take three to five years for a cluster to start to bear fruit with visible increases
in exports, innovations and employment (G. Lindqvist, Personal communication,
June IO, 2005). With any cluster there must be a �ustainable market for the product
and industries such as defence which are.driven by a single customer i.e.
Government, can prove to be unstable. Where an outside organisation is involved in
the development of a cluster there can be a number of critical problems such as
which organisation is dominant and questions of whose interests are being served by
the cluster.
It was suggesl-:!d by Linquist (2005) that targets be identified for the cluster. All
organisations within the region should be surveyed to provide a map of the common
and rare capabilities within the cluster and identify related industries. This mapping
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is one of the ways to counter uncertainty in demand, providing firms with alternative
'

markets for their competencies should the dominant market suffer a downturn. This
information gained from the mapping process would form the basis of a database and
any new companies entering the cluster would be entered on to the database.
According to the cluster research organisation tlim me !!ev1..llft1'fou�el''i!tnllitioa.,Pl:,f'
. drivers for the establishment of clusters: joint production through purchasing,
logistics and supply chain development; firm formation through incubation, spin off
and business service; joint sales through joint product or regional branding and
foreign market promotion; joint R&D; intelligence on the n1arket or innovations;
lobbying government p0licy, regulations and for the provision of infrastructure and
human resource upgrading - technical, managerial training and education system
interface (Lindqvist, 2005).

6.1.2

Finnish Clustering

Tekes is the Government Ministry that deals with technology development in Finland
and the creation of innovation clusters. In Finland, the Government funds defence
research as a means of procuring the best products and services for the military. The
military tends to follow developments within the com1nercial sector then seeks to use
them for military applications.(E Virtanen, Personal communication, June 13, 2005).
As Finland has such a small domestic market it has become export focused. Much of
"

the cluster development in Finland has not been developed as a result of public sector
policy but has been market driven. Big companies tend to attract smaller businesses .
which then become part of the value chain. Large firms tend to stay in a fairly
narrow prut of the value chain and seek partners to take on other functions within the
value chain. There are some alliances between small companies, however it is
usually just in the form of buyer/seller relationships. Within clusters it is suggested
that there should be a combination of different companies and that no cluster is
complete, there is always room for improvement.
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, An example of a cluster in Finland is that of the Biotech cluster which is based ·

around the location of a large drug company in the city of Turlcu. There has been

considerable public sector investment in Biotech with the focus being on innovation.

In the 1 990s there was a major economic downturn in Finland at which time the

Finnish Government decided to invest in facilitating innovation in the technology

and biotech sectors. The Government currently invests 400 million E uros annually,

for a population of 5 million, into innovation, which is comparable with the amount

invested by France with a significantly larger economy and population. The

Government set up specialised offices focused on economic development of which
Tekes works in the funding of innovation through selected start up companies and

projects. Of the projects funded 50% lead to comn1ercial success with 25% failing

with no market outcome at all.

Recently there has been some backlash towards the funding by Tekes as the new

start-ups supported by Tekes entering the market are considered to be taking market
share from existing companies so the Government has reduced its funding of the

private sector.
'

The basis of the projects funded by Tekes is collaboration between companies and
the academic sector. Within Finland there is a culture of collaboration and

participation with the country having one of the highest participation in Clubs,
Unions and Societies. ln the past there has also been external pressure both

politically and economicllly for Finn,: ,o work together in order to achieve a
common outcome (Virtanen, 2005).

6.1.3

Oulu Regional Cluster

The City of Oulu is located in the northern part of Finland and is thus not in

competition with the cities of the south, where the majority of the population live. In
the late 1990s the Finnish Government pushed local Councils to work more on a

regional basis and this was the impetus for the development of the Oulu Regional

Business Development Agency (1-L Koivukangas, Personal communication, June 22,
. .
..
,
:. . .. . ... . .
2005).
'

. .. . ...... . .... ..
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At this time the city made a statement that it would become a technology city, yet
apart from the location of a division of Nokia there was no basis for this statement.
When Nokia did relocate in the 1 980s to Oulu they focused their research on wireless
applications. At the same time the l'Tational Research Centre for Electronics was also
located at the University of Oulu.
The growth in mobile commerce saw Nokia become a major customer of a number
of contractors in the region. At the same time Nokia i tself developed a policy which
did not allow the organisation to grow past 4,000 employees. This resulted in
numerous spin-offs of divisions of Nokia into private companies which then sub
contracted back to Nokia, but also did business elsewhere in the region.
Unfortunately n1ost of these companies are still dependent on Nokia and are not
ready to seek out international business.
The number of start-up businesses in Finland is increasing compared to a declining
number of start-ups i n Europe. The Oulu region also cooperates with adjacent
regions in Sweden as Oulu is the sarne distance from Stockholm as it is from
Helsinki the capital city of Finland. This cooperation with Sweden allows companies
in the Oulu region to access larger markets and provides for mixed competencies
between the firms in Finland and those in Sweden.
· The Regional Development Authority has also sought to relocate existing companies
into the area using the economic strength of the region but also other attractions such
as the clean environment and access to housing and office space. There are also life ·
style issues such as national sporting teams located in the region and access to
pristine wilderness areas. The region i s fast growing and has a young highly
educated workforce. The Development Authority works with small companies with
up to 10 employees and seeks to develop a long term relati onship with these
companies, tailoring their consultancy services to the companies' needs.
The Development Authority is located in the Oulu Technology Park which is
centrally located in the city, has good public access and parking. It provides a

.. . .. . · .. • � • - , .. - . ..,:- - -- . _ ..
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'·· ·. . facility for free face to face meetings for its customers which are both start-up firms
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. and existing fmns. Services provided by the Development Authority include
business mentoring, business incubators, market research and listings of suppliers

and potential buyers. The companies which ,locate in the incubators are innovative
companies which are either start-ups or businesses wishing to expand.

The Development Authority has also been successful in establishing collaboration

between competitors . In one case builders of log homes collaborated on designs and
purchasing and managed to increase their overall sales by 35%. Other areas of
collaboration include building, metal work, handcrafts and tourism.

The Development Authority uses private consultants to assist when required. They

provide IT development and training in software prognunmes. 'fhcy work with 300
entrepreneurs per year. In the area of IT adoption they provide assistance in project
architecture, IT solutions and wireless solutions. They 111ay also locate individuals
who specialise in certain areas of 11' to assist con1panics in developing

and often act as brokers bel\veen organisations.

rr solutions

The Development Authority runs monthly free sen1inars on how to start a new
company and at any one tiine they are working with up to 20 co1npanies in a

consultancy capacity. To assist companies in the region the Developn1enl Authority
focuses on assisting companies to enter the European 1narket and encourages
companies' attendance al business to business trade fairs.

The Development Authority plays a linkage role between Oulu University and spin
off companies. One of the main areas of current develr ,iment is biotechnology.

Despite Oulu being the second largest University in Finland there i s a shortage of IT

skills within the region in specialist areas.
ic
'i
C

The model used by the [levelopmenl Authority is capability, marketing and model
integration. Ideas have been collected from around the world on business

development and have been modified to work in the region. The Authority is always

seeking new ideas from other countries and applying them within the Oulu context.

One of the key indicators of the programme's success is job creation with a net gain
of 400 jobs per year in the region (Koivukangas, 2005).

6.1.4 San Diego Defence Cluster
. . San Diego Connect is a local government based organisation that seeks to provide
linkages between SMEs in the eastern counties region of San Diego. Their work has
focused around the mapping industries in the region to identify linkages/supply
chains between industries both direct and indirect (D. Weeks, Personal
communication, May 16, 2005).
They have also been constructing a database of companies' capabilities in the region
in order to identify capabilities that link to certain industries. This is so that
. companies can have fl exibility to switch industries in the case of a downturn - such
as the region experienced in defence industry during the 1990s. The work is seeking
:

,

to develop flexibility within the firms in the region so as to enable them to ride out
fl uctuations in cllsto,ner demand.
The database is for firms in the region to contract locally, as many firms did not
know what their neighbours produced. The other use is to find potential buyers for a
firm's products. Connect has been using the data base to develop consortiums to
tender for government defence contracts as they can search by capability. The data
gathered on the industries has an historical basis and may prove useful to identify
areas of industry growth and the development of collaborative relationships between
firms to innovate in the growing sectors.
There has not been a long history of technology transfer from the Universities in the
San Diego region, and currently there is only one person employed at San Diego
State University for technology transfer.
The Federal Government has often considered spending on defence to be a method of
regional development. Another form of Government policy has been the use of
Community Reinvestment Acts which provide a form of bank that invests in
communities and provide opportunities for l ow income businesses (Weeks, 2005).
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6.1.5

Swedish Defence Industry

During the Cold War Sweden was independent in its production of military
requirements, but the Government' s demand for defence related equipment has
declined since the end of the Cold War leaving many well established firms in the
defence industry with a significantly reduced demand. The Swedish Government has
attempted to encourage diversification into new markets by existing defence firms.
However, the sense of self sufficiency prior to 1990 has meant that government
initiatives to encourage Swedish defence firms to collaborate with foreign companies
have not been very successful (M. Lundmark, Personal communication, June 9,
2005).
Despite the lack of collaboration there have been increasing levels of foreign
ownership within the defence sector in the past 15 years and this has precipitated the
development of government policy on foreign ownership. Though once self
sufficient the defence industry in Sweden no,v has a supply chain that includes
international suprliers. The current trend within the Swedish defence industry is
integration whi ch takes the form of mergers, acquisitions and joint ventures that
assist in rationalising the market place.
With the end of the Cold War and the development of the European Union there is
;

!

)

increasing international integration in the defence industry across Europe. It would
seem there are certain regions which specialise in particular areas of defence
production. Whereas in the past, countries sought to be self-sufficient in producing
all of their defence requirements, there now seems to be specific regions of expertise
or clusters against which firms in Sweden find it difficult to compete. The defence
market across Europe has now become regionalised with countries specialising in
different f:1cets of defence production. For a small country such as Sweden this may
require focusing on particular niches of defence production and external purchasing
in order to meet the needs of the defence force. By the same token Sweden i n
collaboration with its Scandi navian neighbours has developed joint production
projects which have allowed specialisation i n niche markets.

'
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Areas that are currently being considered by the Swedish Defence Research Agency

include: what are the niches of defence production which Sweden can exploit and

what are the core cornpetencies required to compete in these niches; the future of

SMEs in the defence industry as Government is the main customer and tends to use

the larger contractors; what core competencies within the defence industry that have
external commercial applications; ways in which to overcome the culture of

independence within the defence industry in Sweden and how to create better

conditions for SMEs in the defence industry, both existing and new. Other issues

identified included the long lead times required to get technological innovations into
service due to the sensitive nature of the equipment. The secrecy surrounding t he

technological aspects of the defence industry also require ongoing service

agreements. Different forms of defence industry models include State ownership of

defence companies, a State monopoly or private companies. The level of foreign

competition within individual countries' market places, for example the UK, is open
to competition and the government still purchases from foreign su ppliers.

To address some of the issues raised it has been proposed to develop a defence
innovation centre in Sweden. This would combine stakeholders and procurement

agencies to identify and communicate with future defence needs to SMEs so as to

enc ourage them to be involved in the defence ventures, particularly in the area of
defence.

The Swedish Defence Research Agency also investigated the impact of g_lobalisation

upon the defence industry and the ongoing tension between the USA and European

defence industries which has had a history of conflict and a lack of trust (Lundmark,

2005).
· /·\._
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6.1.6

Shipbuilding in Finland

Finland itself has been historically dominant in shipping, this is partly the result of

Finnish industry being forced to make reparations to the Soviet Union after World

War II. The shipyards are the major industry in Turku. However, in recent years the
marine sector in Finland has contracted to the production of ferries and cruise liners.
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One of the ways the shipyards have responded to ii. reduced number of ships being
built is to focus on repair and upgrade of existing ships (T. Karvonen, Personal
communication, June 16, 2005).
Within the marine industry in Finland there are three dominant companies. In Turku
t�e dominant shipyard is Aker Finnyards which employs 136 sub contractors. There
are some alliances between the SMEs. Besides luxury cruise ships and passenger
ferries, Aker Finnyards is also involved in the production of military vessels and has
recently been corrunissioned to build a small naval attack ship, which was a
collaborative process between the Navy and the ship builder. The shipyard in Turku
is becoming the dominant shipyard in Finland as the yard in Helsinki has limited
space for its expansion and currently sits on extremely valuable oceanside land.
Trends within the shipping industry include passenger ships with more space for
cargo and with higher icebreaking capability. In the cruise liner category there is a
push for larger ships with the growth in cruise tourism in both Europe and USA.
Finnish shipbuilding competes with Germany, France and Italy with the Italians
being the strongest competitors.
Finland has worked to develop a niche in relation to Arctic vessels, such as
icebreakers. There have been some links between technology and shipping,
particularly through subcontractors. Although the Finnish shipping industry no
longer builds tankers Finnish technology is used hy the Chinese in their tankers. The
workflow within the shipping industry varies and subcontractors tend to pick up the
slack with there being some overlap with the building and fabrication industries
which allow the subcontractors diversity of income. There is also another issue with
shipbuilding in Finland. During winter there are some days when it is impossible to
work outside due to the extreme cold.
The long tradition of shipbuilding in Finland has meant that in the past there was no
shortage of skilled labour. However the contraction of the industry in the 1980s has
lead to a current shortage and now an active programme of recruiting young people
for the industry.
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In comparison to Finland Sweden also had a large shipbuilding industry, however

during the 1980s when competition from other countries entered the shipping market

the Swedish industry went into decline. The only ships now being produced are

those for the Swedish Navy. One of the reasons Finland avoided the same fate was

government intervention at this time and a rationalisation of the economy. Also the
acknowledgement that shipping is extremely important to the Finnish economy as
90% of exports are carried by sea (Karvonen, 2005).

From the expert interviews key points were identified in relation to clusters and

collaborative relationships which were incorporated into the interview schedule
developed as illustrated in Table 6.2.

Table 6. 2 Expert Insight� and Related Interview Questions
Exnert Insi!!hts
> Support of government and peak
industrv bodies in support.
> Linkages and collaboration between
local firms assist cluster
develooment.
> Encourage existing companies to
relocate into the area using
economic, environmental and life
stvle factors and incentives.
Clusters are assisted by presence of
drivers such as a history or dominant
· firm.
> The role of an external facilitator
such as the government and conflicts
.
of interest.

Research Questions
Question 4 who the firms deal with in
the region both government and private
sector
Question 2 concerning length of time in
the region and reason for locating to the
region and question 5 the proportion of
business conducted in the region.

Question l O concerning external factors
that have impacted on collaboration

6.2 Research Instrument
The primary focus of the research instrument is to answer the research questions
posed in Chapter l and restated here below.
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I. What are the drivers and inhibitors for organisations to enter collaborative
relationships?
2. What are the factors that inipact 011 the creation and sustaining of

collaborative relationships? :,
3. How does /CTfacilitate and sustain collaborative relationships?
4. What are the benefits and drawbacks ofcollaborative relationships?
5. Are there models of best adoption of collaborative relationships?
The original draft questions formulated are outlined below in Table 6.3 along with
their relationship to the research questions and the literature.

Table 6. 3 Draft Interview Schedule

,
,

. General questions about the co1npa11y IT use, size, age and le11gt/1 oftbne in the
rer>io11
Question
Theory or Issue
Which of the following do you use in
Research Question 3 - to establish the
your company? (Types of ICT)
level of ICT usage within the
organisation.

: I. flow many employees does your
organisation have?

2. How many years has the company
been t rading for?

3. What would you say is the main
focus of your business?

4. According to the definition can you
think of any companies that your
organisation has any collaborative
relationship/projects with?

\ C

Determine the size of the organisation and
enable comparisons between firms of a
differin11 size.
Ascertain the length of time the company
has been operating particularly within the
region to see if there is any relationship
between a company's history and level of
collaboration.
To identify the industry to see if there was
any industry patterns of collaboration and
ICT use.
The kinds companies are they
collaborating with, size and industry.

',
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Table 6.3 Draft Interview Schedule cont.

5. If so what proportion of your

business relationships would be
involved i n collaborative
relationship/projects i n terms of
percentage of income?

. How focused on collaborative
relationships are the companies.

Collaboratio11 question: who,n they deal wit/, in tl,e region, drivers, benefits,
measures, critical factors and exter11al factors
Ouestion
Research Question
Question 4 - Benefits of Collaboration
6. What benefits does your company
research
derive from these relationships?

7. How does your company measure

the benefits of these relationships?

8. What do you think are the factors
critical to sustai ning these
relationships?

Question 4 - The level of informution
surrounding the benefits of collab,':>rative
relationshios.
Research Question I - seeking the drivers
and inhibitors of collaboration that are
central lo the relationship.

Research Questi on 2 - examining the
9. What are the fac tors external to
these. relationships that you feel have environment in which the relationships
impacted on the benefits derived?
operate to ascertain if it impacts the
relationship.

Tecl,110/ogy a11d collaboration i11troductio11, impleme11tatio11, be11ejits, dra111backs
a11d knowledt?e 1na,zar,e1ne11t.
1 0. Does technology play a role in the
Research Questions 3 - is ICT used in
relationship?
collaborative relationships.
l l . I-low has shared technology played a
role in these relationships?

Research Questions 3 - the form of ICT
used to collaborate.

12. What do you think arc the benefits
of the use of any forms of internet
technology or inter-organisational
systems used within the
relationships?

Research Questio ns 3.

1 3. Have any new systems been
introduced i nlo these relationships
and i f so c ould you describe their
introduction and implementation?

.

- _,_

Research Questions 3 - Often where there
is power asymmetry in a relationship the
introduction of a collaborative system can
be enforced by the larger company.
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Table 6.3 Draft Interview Schedule cont.

_ , ,,

14. Have you identified any benefits or
costs to using the shared
technology?

Research Questions 3 - does ICT add
value to collaborative relationships?

15. Is there any knowledge sharing
between your organisations?

Research Questions 3 - level of
progression in collaborative ICT.

16. Can you describe the systems you
use for knowledge management
· . within the relationship?

Research Questions 3 - addressing some
of the issues around sharing of
infonnation.

Innovation, future relationshios and further comments
17. Have innovations come from the
Testing to see if innovation does come
interaction in the relationship?
from collaboration as suggested by the
Ii terature.
1 8. How do you see your future
Questions 4 - to see if they have been
involvement in such
burnt or are they keen to get involved in
relationship/projects?
further collaboration.
19. Do you have any questions or
anything to add?

To enable further discussion and capture
any infonnation not provided by the
•
•
previous auesttons.

6.3 Pilot Studies
According to Yin (2003, p 74) "the pilot case study helps investigators to refine their
data collection plans with respect to both the content of the data and the procedures
to be followed". The research undertaken v,as of an exploratory nature so the pilot
study provided an opportunity to test if the format and the wording of the questions ..
asked prompted the disclosure of the information being sought in relation to the
research questions.

6.4 · Pilot Industry Interviews
The pilot study incorporated interviews with two large organisations and one SME
all of which were located outside the region being studied in the research. The
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organisations were selected due to their involvement in collaborative relationships or ·

their alignment with the marine and defence industry. Organisation 1 was a very

large organisation in the education industry with over 2,000 employees which has

developed an online purchasing relationship with a stationery supply firm.

Organisation 2 was part of a multi-national company with over 3 00 employees

/
'/.-

involved in marine supply for the off-shore oil and gas industry. The final

. organisation was an SME whose core business was steel fabrication for

communications and marine projects which had 25 empl.>yees. The interviews

produced � number of themes around collaborative relationships and the use of ICT
which are detailed below.

., .

6.5 Refining the. Interview Questions from the Industry Pilot
The piloting of the interview questions provided the researcher with an opportunity

. to test if the wording of the questions stimulated interviewees to provide information
relevant to the study. The original pilot interview questions are in Figure 6.2 below.
.
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Figure 6. 2 Industry Pilot - Interview Questions

Which of the following do you use in your company? (Types of ICT)
1 . How many employees does your organisation have?
2. How many years has the company been trading for?
3. What would you say is the main focus of your business?
4. According to the definition can you think of any companies that your
organisath:,n has any collaborative relationship/projects with?
5. If so what proportion of your business relationships would be involved in
collaborative relationship/projects in terms of percentag e of income?
6. What benefits does your company derive from these relationships?
/. How does your company measure the benefits of these relationships?
8. What do you think are the factors critical to sustaining these relationships?
9. What are the factors external to these relationships that you feel have impacted
on the benefits derived?
10. Does technology play a role in the relationship?
1 1 . How has shared technology played a role in these relationships?
1 2. What do you think are the benefits of the use of any forms of internet
technology or inter-organisational systems used within the relationships?
1 3. Have any new systems been introduced into these relationships and if so could
you describe their introduction and implementation?
1 4. Have you identified any benefits or cost to using the shared technology?
15. Is there any knowledge sharing between your organisations?
1 6. Can you describe the systems you use for knowledge management within the
relationship?
17. Have innovations come from the interaction in the relationship?
18. How do you see your future involvement in such relationship/proj ects?
19. Do you have anv n uestions or anythin11: to add?
Questions 10 and 1 1 proved to be almost identical so they were amalgamated into
"What role does technology (shared) play in the relationships?".
Silnilarly, questions 12 and 14 also proved similar and were combined into "What do
you think are the benefits or costs of the use of technology within the relationships?".
Questions 15 and 16 became "What systems are used for knowledge sharing and.
n1anagement between your organisations?" These alterations reduced the number of
questions to 16.
Also some of the \Vorc!ing of the questions was changed slightly for the interviews in
the next refinement stage in the pilot case study, the questions for which are in
Figure 6.3 helow with the changes to the questions in italics.
"
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Figure 6. 3 Pilot Case Study Pilot
Which of the following do you use in your co1npany?
I. How many employees does your organ isation have ?
2. How many years has the company been trading for?
3. What would you say is the main focus of your business?
4. According to the definition can you think of any companies that you or your
organisation has collaborative relationship/projects with?
5. If so what proportion of your business relationship s would be involved in
collaborative relationship/projects in terms of percentage of income?
6. What benefi ts does your company derive from these relationships?
7. What ways d oes your company measure the benefits of these relationships?
8. In your view ,vhat do you think are the factors critical to making these
relaiio11�hips work?
9. What are the factors external to these relationships that you feel have impacted
on the benefi ts derived?
10. What role does technology (shared) play i11 the relationships?
11. What ,lo you think are the benefits or costs of the use oftech11ology within
the relationships?
12. Describe the process used to introduce 11e1v tech110/ogy i11to these
relatio11ships?
13. What syste111s are 11sedfor knowledge sharing a11d 111a11age111e11t betweell
your orga11isations?
14. Have any i nnovations or new products and process business opportunities
come from the interacti on the relationship?
15. How do you see your future involvement in such relationship/projects?
16. Do you have any questions or anything to add?
These questions were then piloted using a pilot case study of a marine industry

cluster in the eastern states of Australia. The results of this process an. Jetailed in

the next section.

''

6.6 . · Pilot Case Study Interviews
A second phase of the pilot research was to conduct a pilot case study in a
commercial marin e cluster in another Australian state conducted in January 2006.
The results from this study were used to further refine the interview schedule and to
provide the researcher with a greater understanding of industry clusters prior to the
main d ata collection. As part of this pilot case study three interviews were
undertaken with representatives of organisations involved in the development and
support of industry clusters i n the region.
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The interviews carried out as part of the pilot case study comprised the CEO of a

Regional Development Authority (RDA), a senior officer within an industry cluster

representative body (ICR) and a representative from the higher education institution
involved in studying clusters in the region. These interviews were chose n so as to

provide the researcher with data on collaborative relationships in a regio nal setting

and to investigate factors and parties external to industry which may impact upon the

development of collaborative relationships. The results of the interviews are

contained in Appendix 3.

6.7 Implications for the Study
The data gathered from the pilot case study assisted in extending the investigation of
the marine, defence and oil industries.at.Henderson to include external organisations

such as local government, state government and tertiary education institutions. The
actions of this wider group could impact on the fonnation of collaborative

relationships and the adoption of ICT in the industry to be studied.
The 1nain study incorporated interviews across industry, government and education
involved in the Marine, Defence and Resources cluster at Henderson. Secondary

data sources such as websites and previous reports on the region were also consulted.

Interviewing across the three areas enabled the researcher to gain a broad perspective

of the relationships within and external to the cluster and assisted in the triangulation
of data sources. Interviewees external to the industry may also observe factors in

collaborative relationships that may not be voiced by the industry due to reputation

or confidentiality concerns.

The interviewr; from the pilot case study highlighted the need to create two different
sets of intervie\V questions for the industry and non industry i nterviewees.

The pilot interview schedules for industry was altered to reflect the cases where the
interviewees are not in collaborative relationships or using inter organisational ICT

- - -,
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. systems within existing collaborative relationships. This allowed for a broader

discussion with the interviewee around the drivers and inhibitors of collaboration and

the use of ICT.

The proposed schedule of interview questions for industry interviews is in Figure 6. 4

below with the changes highlighted. Question 4 provided a yes/no answer and did
not provide any detail on the drivers of collaboration, therefore Question 6 "What
factors/circumstances have/would encourage you to enter into collaborative

relationships?" was added to capture more data concerning factors that might

·. motivate organisations to enter into collaborative relationships as often times they
· were not directly involved in the collaborative relationships but providing
observations and opinions.
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Figure 6. 4 Questions for Industry Interviewees
Which of the following do you use in your company?
l. How many employees does your organisation have?
2. How many years has the company been trading for?
3 . What would you say is the main focus of your business?
4. According to the definition can you think of any companies with which you
or your organisation has collaborative relationship/projects in the Marine,
Defence and Oil industries in t/ze Henderson Region ?
Can vou identify in what area they are?
State Gover11ment
Marine
Defence
Local Government
Educational
Oil industries
5. If so what proportion of your business would be involved in collaborative
relationship/proj ects relating to the Marine, Defence and Oil i11dustries in
the He11derso11 Regio11'?
6. What factors or circumstances lzave!would encourage your company to
enter into collaborative relationships?
7. What kind of benefits does/1vo11ld your company derive from these
relationships?
8. What kind of factors does/would your organisation use to measure the
benefits of these relationships?
9. In your vie,v what do you think are/would be the factors critical to making
these relationships work?
I 0. What are/would be the factors external to these relationships that you feel
have impac ted 011 the success ofthese relationships?
11. What role does/would technology (shared) play in the relationships?
12. What do you think are/would be the benefits or drawbacks of the use of
technology within these relationships?
13. What was/would be the process used to introduce new technology into
these relationships?
14. What systems are used for knowledge sharing and management between
your organisations?
15. Wlzat in11ovation s or t:ew products or process or business opportunities
come from the interaction in these relationships?
16. How do you see your organisation's future in'volvement in such
relationships?
17. Do ou have any questious or anything to add?
The second interview scheduled for non industry interviewees required alteration to

reflect the non-commercial drivers for collaborative relationships. The focus for the
first seven questions changed to be more focused on the individual/team that works

with the clusters rather than the organisation as a whole. Question 7 was added to
•
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reflect the non financial aspects of these relationships for non industry interviewees.
.
.

"What are the goals of these relationships?".

Figure 6. 5 Proposed Questions for Non Industry Representatives

1.
2.
3.
4.

How many people work in your team?
How many years /,ave you bee11 worki11g in tliis area?
Wl,at would you say is the main focus of your role?
According to the definition can you thi11k of a11y companies wit!, which you or
your organisalio,i has collaborative relatio11shiplprojects i11 the Marine,
Defence a11d Oil i11dustries in the He11derso11 Region ?
Can vou identifv what area thev are?
State Govern,nent
Marine
Local Government
Defence
Educatio11al
Oil industries
5. If so what proportio11 ofyour ti1ne 1vo11ld be involved i11 collaborative
relatio11ship/projects relating to the Mari11e, Defence a11d Oil industries in the
He11derso11 Region?
6. · · Whatfactorslcirc11111sta11ces l1ave/1vould e11courage yo11 to e11ter into
collaborative relationships?
7. What are/would be the goals ofthese relatio11sl,ips?
8. What kind of benefits do/would you see coming from these relationships?
9. What kind of factors does/would your organisation use to measure the benefits
of these relationships?
1 0. In your view what do you think are/would be the factors critical to making these
relationships work?
1 1. What are/would be thr. factors external to these relationships that you feel have
i mpacted on tl,e success of these relatio11ships?
1 2. What role does/would technology (shared) play in the relationships?
1 3. What do you think are/would be the benefits or draw backs of the use o f
technology within these relati onships?
1 4. What ,vas/would be the process used to introduce new technology into these
relationships?
1 5. What systems are used for knowledge sharing and managen1ent between your
organisations?
1 6. What innovations or new products or process or business opportunities come
fron1 the interaction in these relati onships?
17. Ho,v do you see your organisation's future involvement in such relationships?
18. Do ou have an uestions or an hin to add?
A summary o f the research fi ndings are contained in Appendix 3.
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6.8 Chapter Summary
'' ,

The findings of the pilot study described in this chapter have been used to refine the

research instruments for the main study. The pilot study incorporated interviews : . . ··• · ·
with two large organisations and one SME and three interviews as part of a pilot case ·
.
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study. The results, conclusions and modifications to the research instrument were

detailed in this chapter. In Chapter 7 the results of the main research and analysis of

· the data will be presented followed by the summery and conclusions of the research
in Chapter 8.
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· · Chapter 7: Research Results
1,

7 · Introduction
The previous chapters have dealt with. defining the research problem and the .

methodology used to investigate the research questions. In this chapter the results of

the main data collection including the 35 interviews conducted as part of the research

project will be analysis and presented. The layout of the chapter will be based
around the results of the research questions as. illustrated in Figure 7 . 1.
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Figure 7. 1 Diagram for Chapter 7

7 .1 Research Context
The research was constructed using a multi phase research process which as a single
case study focused on the marine, defence and resources industries clustered around
the Henderson and Rockingham regions in Western Australia. The::: interviews were
conducted with the senior managers, directors and senior executives within each
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organisation between March and May 2006. The following is an outline of the
characteristics of the firms in the study.
The researcher contacted a total of 40 organisations either in the region or linked
with the development of the region and obtained 35 semi structured interviews. To
build an understanding of the region and industries being studied the majority of the
initial interviews were with public sector and educational organisations and large
industry ftrms. · 'fhis provided a picture of the dynamics in the region and assisted
with the identification of further interviewees. During the data collection a pattern of
referral and interviewee identification developed where the larger organisations ,·

would identify smaller counterparts for interview and the small firms identified other

small organisations as depicted in Figure 7 .2.

·. ·P eak Bodies · and · .·..· · . .· · · ·
·
··
· <Jovemment organisations
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Figure 7. 2 Pattern of Interview Referrals

7.2 Organisations Participating in the Research
As discussed previously the research was designed to incorporate both industry
organisations in the Henderson/Rockingham region and non-industry organisations
that potentially impacted the region. The industry organisations interviewed can be
divided by size into large, medium and small organisations. The large organisations
· were often termed "Primes" due to the primary role they played in attracting work to
165

the region such as multi million dollar Navy contracts. Generally these organisations
employed over IO I staff or were part of national or multi national organisations with
their head offices in the eastern states of Australia or overseas. Medium sized finns. '·
_// '
are those that employ between 21 arid 100, with small organisations employing l to
.

20 staff.
Two representatives from Navy alliances were interviewed. These alliances
comprised a mix of industry organisations and Navy representatives. The
·· collaborative groups of organisations had been formed to improve service to the
Navy in the areas of vessel building and mr.intenance.
J , - . ;'.°

_, ,

.

· · · � · · \;T' .he organisations interviewed in the non-industry category comprised two
.

.

educational institutions with campuses in the region, one University and a Technical
College, which supplies certification in trades such as aluminium fabrication. Other
external organisations interviewed included an industry association, a government
funded small business incubator, a representative of a regional local government
organisation, representatives of two State Govern·,nent authorities, and a State

Government funded facility in the region. The n·1mber, industry focus and the code
used for each organisation interviewed are summarized in Table 7. 1 .
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Table 7. 1 Types of Companies Interviewed
Larl!e FirnIS

'"'

.· )
,i /J

. ·
-! :
F

·r

-

Medium Firms
.

Small Finns

Code

Industry Interviews

Oil and Gas
Defence & Oil/Gas
Defence Shipbuilding
Defence Submarines
Commercial ShipbuildinQ and Defence
Defence Systems
Defence Systems
Defence Systems
Defence Systems
'
Navy Alliance Shipbuilding
Navy Alliance Shio repair

Pl

P2
P3
P4
PS
P6
P7

PB

·-

Engineering for Defence
Underwater Systems Oil and Gas/ Defe:ice
Engineering and Construction Oil and Gas
Commercial Shipbuilding
Steel Fabrication
Super Yacht Interiors & Yacht buildine
Commercial Shipping Fittings and Fixtures

Commercial Boat Builders
Commercial Boat Builders
Marine Engineerinl!
Commercial Boat Builders
Marine Design Naval Architects
Marine Engineering
Marine Coatings and Engineering
Yacht and Pleasure Craft Building
Yacht and Pleasure Craft Building
Non Industry Interviews
Local Government Regional Coordinator
'
State Governn1ent Deoartment
State Government Agency
State Government Agency
Education
Education
Peak Industry Body
Economic Development Agency

P9

Nl

N2

Ml

M2
M3
M4
MS
M6
M7
SI
S2
S3
S4

SS

S6
S7
SB
S9

GI
02
G3
G4
El
E2
01
02
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7.2.1

Company or Team Size

Of the multi nationals interviewed some had a relatively small number of staff based
in Western Australia yet were part of organisations which employed over 1,000 staff
and as such were coded according to the total size of the organisation. An example
of this was P7 which only had 40 employees in Western Australia however it was
part of a large eastern states company.
At the other end of the spectrum a number of the smaller firms mentioned in their
interviews that they did not wish to employ more than 30 members of staff as it
would increase overheads and the administrative burden such as payroll tax and
superannuation. Comments from these firms included:

"Originally 1ve had six e111ployees but no1v 1ve have expanded to 25. We ,nay go up
to 30 but do not 1vish to gro1v any larger. �· (S3)
" We have 28 to 30 en1ployees and like to stay around that nu111ber as there are

eco11on1ies ofscale and people do not have to be specialized in their jobs "(S7).
.
'
Often these small firms manage their workflows by using contractors to supplement .
'

,,

. core staff in peak periods of activity.
'.

_, �, I

"

l'

<l
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'

.
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Table 7. 2 Firm Size
Number of
Emnlovees
1 -5
6 - 10
1 1 - 15
1 6 - 20
2 1 - 30
3 1 - 40
4 1 - 50
5 1 - 75
76 - 100
1 0 1 - 500
50 1 - 1,000
1,001 Plus
Total

7.2.2

Number
3
2
3
I
3
0
3
4
2
9
I
4
35

Firm Size Total
Small

9

Medium

12
!J

Large

14

Years Trading in Region

Of the organisations interviewed, 24 have been trading for five or more y1::ars. Of

those that had been trading less than five years the majority were non industry based

public sector organisations. One of the defence firms had been trading for less than

five years in the region and had operated previously in the eastern states, but recently

moved into the Western Australian market to take advantage of expanded
opportunities in the defence industry.

A number of firms have only been operating for a few years however their managers
and directors have had 20 to 30 years experience in the industry and have worked in

the region the majority of their working life. An example of this is one of the small

super yacht builders whose directors originated from a larger firm that was taken

over by another large firm in the region. After a moratoriu1n on trading in the

industry of three years the directors of the original large firm set up a new smaller
firm. Another small firm S6 has only been operating for 1 2 months and was

established by a proprietor who left another large company in the industry to work
for himself. The oldest company in the research has been trading for 5 1 years and
was originally located in Fremantle then moved to Henderson about 20 years ago.
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Table 7. 3 Years Trading in the Region
Years
1-5
6-10
1 1- 1 5
16-20
21-30
3 1 -40 ·
Total

7.2.3

Number of
Comoanies
I1
7 '
5
5
7
0
35

Industry of Participants

Marine defence and commercial marine were the two main industries in the region in
which the interviewees were involved. A nun1ber of the firm'.; operated in more than
: !

one industry sector and five of the engineering firms provided services across three

of the industries including commercial marine, yachting and pleasure craft, defence

and resources industries. This multi-industry approach is reflected in the Table 7.4.
where 17 out of the 35 firms had some involvement in the defence industry.

Table 7. 4 Industry of Business Focus
Main Focus of Business or Role
Defence
Marine commercial
Yachting & Pleasure craft
Resources Industry
Engineering
Other

Number
17
15
10
7
6
4

As can be seen from the Table 7.5, the organisations operating in the defence

industry are predominantly large industry firms and also g overnment institutions.

Conversely the majority of firms in the yachting and pleasure craft are small firms

and this is consistent with the size of the contracts in each industry. The medium ·

sized firms were spread across the industry sectors.

•
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Table 7. 5 Firm Size by Industry
Finn Size

Defence

Engineering

Small
Medium
Lar11e

0
5
12

I

4
I

Resources Yachts & Other
Marine
Commercial Industry Pleasure
Craft
4
I
0
4
6
4
I
5
5 .
2
2
2

In summary, the organisations which were involved in the study comprised public
sector organisations which were involved in the development of the region and

private sector firms which were predominately involved in the defence industry.

Although there has been a history of shipbuilding in the region just under one third of
the firms have mov,ed into the area in the past 5 years. The large firms were involved
in defence and the resources sector and the small firms tended to be in the marine

'. 1

and yachting industries.

In the next section the drivers and inhibitors of collaboration cited by the research
participants will be discussed.

7.3 Research Question 1 - Drivers and Inhibitors of Collaboration
To examine the research questions "What are the driv�rs and inhibitors for

organisations to enter collaborative relationships" the respondents were asked to

identify the factors which encouraged them to form collaborative relationships. As

illustrated in the Table 7.6 access to new business or markets was most often cited by

the interviewees.

i?
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Table 7. 6 Drivers and Inhibitors of Collaboration
Factors in Collaborative
Relationshios
Access new business or markets
Access skills and expertise
Access to resources
Access labour
Pre existing relationship
Customer service expectations
Reduce costs
Product development
Raise profile of business
Share the risk
Access work without having to go to
market
Return favours ,vork with friends
Goals of relatiqn•:hips

Number of
Citations
27
20
II
10
9
6
6
4
3
3
2
1
8*

,

(*External governn1ent and not for profit organisations were asked the
goals of the collaborative relationships the results are later in this
section.)

Collaboration to win contracts was a major theme for medium sized and large firms

who would often band together with firms of a similar size in order to win large

contracts which were beyond the resources of a single organisation. In the oil and

gas industry Pl made the following comment illustrating this point "the gro1vth in

the size ofprojects in the oil and gas industry has created collaboration a111011g
fir,ns. . . to sho1v that there is capacity for W.A. to take 011 these large projects as
opposed to then, being out sourced to Asia ".
Another reason for large firms collaborating is the complex nature of defence
contracts. No one company provides the platfonn (ship or submarine hull) and the

onboard systems (communications, sonar and war fighting capacity). Therefore,
collaboration among the large firms is necessary for both the building and

maintenance of ships and submarines. There is also a preference by the Defence

Force for collaboration among the primary contractors and according to M2 this was

facilitated by the •Jse of an "integrated product team, a syste1n where everybody

1vorks together so they are on the sa,ne page. This is controlled by Defence, Science

and Technology Office whereby contractors input infor111ation about the project and
in so,ne cases in an e/ectronicfonnat". Collaboration for the smaller fmns was
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often about accessing new m arkets through collaborating with larger firms thus

creating a profile at a higher level of the industry.

Access to skills and expertise was the second most frequently m entioned factor,

which is closely linked to access to additional resources. Specialisation within the

defence industry has lead to the large firms choosing to outsource much of their

technical work to smaller firms rather than employ the expertise within the company

itself. The large firms can pick and choose who they use for a particular job, giving
lhem more flexibility and greater organizational capabilities. It was commented by

one of the large firms that arrangements with smaller firms meant that it accessed
specific expertise from the smaller company while the large company supplied

"size", resources and financial backing for the project. According to one of the large
firms in the defence sector "the specialized nature of the syste111s side of a defence
vessel requires expertise fro,n a diverse range of organisations, therefore

collaboration provides access to skills not contained 1vithi11 the co111pa11y " (P7).
In contrast smaller firms tend to subcontract out to other small firms or owner

operators due to the specialized nature of their work. A number of the small firms
were involved in yachting and pleasure craft and as one of these firms commented

"1ve only build one to hvo boats a year so 1ve do not require a large pool of labour
1vit/i specialized expertise, therefore 1ve bring in electrical engineers at specific
points during the boat b11ild"(S4).
One of the unexpected findings of the research was the impact on the region of the

skilled labour shortage. This may explain why the desire to access labour was also

cited as a driving force for collaboration. Through collaboration, firms were able to

access additional labour to keep contracts and manage the peaks and troughs in their
workflows. The uncertain and erratic nature of contracts was an issue for all size

firms and subcontracting provided flexibility and cost reduction. Some of the larger

firms commented they still could not access all the highly skilled labour required,

particularly for d�fence industry contracts.

Pre-existing relationships between the firms were also a significant driver of

· · coBaboration. For l arge firms pre-existing relationships were important, particul arly
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'
in the defence industry as this provided a "track record" of the company's
-

perfonnance on previous collaborations on large contracts. There was a major focus

by the large finns on meeting deadlines, quality work and reliability of those with

whorn they collaborated. By the same token, meeting contractual requirements set

by the Navy by delivering on time and within budget provided the large finn with a

"track record" with their major customer, the Navy. For small firms, pre-existing

relationships were important as it gave them the measure of those with whom they
were working.

As part of the research process the external goven1 ment and not for profit

organisations interviewed were asked what were the goals of the collaborative

relationships as profit making and market share may not have been a driver for them

to collaborate. The goals of their collaborative relationships included:
•

•

Building on synergies that create a \Vin-win si tuation.
Increasing the capability scope of work being undertaken in Western

Australia to enable the winning of larger contracts, thus stimulating
•
•
•
•
•

employment, investment and economic growth.

'fo work collaboratively with the private sector to enable them to access
facilities and services to create the best possible outcome.

Fostering successful projects that result in economic benefit to the state.
Meeting key peifonnance indi cators.

· To either bring expertise to the organisation or increase output.
The delivery of services that fill the gap in the market place and stimulate
enterprise in the community.

Overall these organisations are seeking to foster collaborative relationships that

benefit themselves and industry. Although profit for the organisation itself is not a
goal, increased capabilities, contracts and output from the industry sector were

drivers.

,',\

,
.
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7.3.1

Drivers of Collaboration by Industry · ·

A comparison of the drivers of collaboration by industry showed that access to new
business or markets was sign ificant for most firms. For defence organisations the
most significant driver for collab oration was accessing new business or markets, with
the second most important being access to skills and expertise and thirdly meeting
customer service expectations. Selected comments made by the interviewees are
shown in the Table 7.7. For firms in the defence industry, collaboration was seen as
a way to compete and grow in this high cost and low volume industry where the
contracts are in the millions or even billions of dollars. The complexity of the
products and contractual obligation required by the Navy means that collaboration is
a way to meet these without expanding the company outside of its core capabilities.
Table 7. 7 Drivers nf Collaboration in the Defence Industry
Factors
A cc es s
new
business
or markets

Defence Industry
P2> - Scale ofproject is too big for one co111pany. Co111111ercial
arrange111e11t with s111aller co111pany 1vith specific expertise as 1ve supply
the st'ze or resources required.financial backing.
P4> - Supporting a panel of qualified providers that ,neet criteria
strength, financial resources, quality systems, level of co111patibility,
fi11a11cial structure, reliability.
P6> - In the Alliance P3 provides the platform and P6 provides the
systems, this has given the Navy a one stop shop for the maintenance
and upgrade of the ANZAC class ships.
P7> - With their expertise in reporting and compliance the firm takes on
the lead role in meeting the requirements of the Navy contracts
relieving the subcontractors of this obligation.
PS> - Working in a specialist area of sonar and communications means
that PS has to collaborate to access contracts they co�ld not do on lheir
own. The Navy supports collaboration.
P9> - Market positioning of the company, to create direct relationship
with the Con11non1vealth
M2> - Looking for complimentary relationship as they are too small to
meet all the contract requirements alone. Used as a local company as a
platform for overseas firms wanting to enter the market.

1------i----
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·. Table 7.7 Drivers of Collaboration in the Defence Industry cont
Access
Skills and
Expertise
'

.

N l> - Direct access to resourcesfrom industry experts.
N2> - The transient nature of defence personnel means that alliance
would allow for kno1vledge to be retained within the corporate
personnel giving greater stability. Alliance provides efficiency of
resourcing and access to 111anpo1ver as combat syste,n expertise is in
sh:,rt supply in W.A., it 1vill reduce double handling offinancial tasks.
P2> - Capabilities teaming in areas of strength.
P4> - Provision of service, skills and attention to detail come up to meet
submarine safe standards.
P7> - The specialised nature of the syste,ns side of defence vessels
requires expertisefro,n a diverse range of organisations therefore
collaboration provides access to skills not contained 1vithin the
co,npany.
P9> - Accessing capability as P9 does not build the actual individual
systems but integrates them into the :;ubmarine.

N I > - Best proj ect outcome for the Navy.
N2> - The SPO is entering into an alliance with its commercial
contrac tors as the current contracts are about to expire. The alliance for
the building of the ships has been successful for a number of years so
they are following that model.
P3> - Ti111ing, ove1f/01v of1vork to 11zeet ti111ing on contracts.
P6> - This alternative package has made it easy for the Commonwealth,
halving the time it takes to tum around upgrades and providing open
communication, reSJJ.onsiveness, flexibility and reduced risk.
*Participant's comments in Italics
Custotner '
Expectatio
ns and
Service

Although the marine commercial interviewees considered accessing new business,

s kills and expertise as important, their primary driver was the accessing of labour.
From the comments below it can be seen that all of these firms are either medium

sized or small firms. Their focus on accessing labour may be due to the fac t that they
are often the subcontractors to the large firms that supply the skilled labour.
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Table 7. 8 Drivers of Collaboration in the Marine Commercial
Access
Labour

Access new
business or
markets

Access
Skills and
Expertise

Marine Commercial
01> - The current shortage of labour means collaboration is an
option to save turning down work.
M4> - If they were to enter into a collaborative relationship it would
be to offset work load by accessing extra capacity due to a sho11age
of labour.
M5> - Tend to go it alone as they have the capacity tofill the lead
role but use otherfirms such as painters forfit out.
S2> - Lack of labour at P5 means they subcontract to others.
S9> - To take the extra load subcontractors come onto the premises
and work.
M4> - Government tenders not large enough so the firm goes alone.
They do subcontract to P5 and Babcock.
The move to Saigon promoted by economics, cheaper production
costs make the firm more competitive in a global market and location
is in an internati onal region.
M7> - The infonnation fed into the network leads to opportunities in
markets and clients 1nay also look for i nformation about the market.
This network forms a referral and cross promotional network where
members are introduced to one another and gain opportunities to
access new n1arkets.
·s2> - Enter into subcontracting relationships when the price often
allows interviewee to make money from the contract.
S7> - Collaboration is a requirement of working in the defence
industry as the firm only provides one part of the package required
by defence therefore they often work as Project Managers where
they go in as the lead con1pany and work with subcontractors with
other expertise to complete the work. By collaborating they have
been able to expand the market i n which they operate and create new
• •
opportun1t1es.
M5> - When �ve can 't do it ourselves due to a lack of expertise or

equip111e11t.
S7> - They have gone into tenders that require mechanical and
electrical expertise therefore to create new opportunities.
S9> - Areas such as electrical and carpentry. The reason they don't
send work outside the factory is because they do not like others
knowing what they are doing,
Participant's comn1ents in Italics
For the yachting and pleasure craft interviewees their focus on accessing expertise

\Vas due to their desire not to carry expertise that is not required on an ongoing basis.
According to M6 "ive do not ivant to carry the expe11ise and so,ne ti111es the ivork

provided (by externaljinns) is of such high quality that it is better to use their skilled
tradesn1e11 ".
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This was a significant driver for the resources industry, however there was so1ne

comment about the importance of pre-existing relationships. P l classified all those

businesses outside o f its present alliance as associates to the group and were

subcontracted. They had a pool of providers whose history with firms within the

, , alliance was important to their future role.

S8 was a yachting firm that had diversified into the resources industry and sought

those who were "Like minded on construction but not in direct co111petition with the

company, a pre-existing relationship bet1veen the.firms was a plus".
The Engineering firms indicated that their drivers for collaboration were around

accessing resources and new business and markets. For Ml collaboration was to
"gain technical expertise, to access cashflo1v through projects. 111ey are offering
so111ething that 1ve do not have ". M3 pointed out that they collaborated to "1vin
business for the State, even though we 111ay have all the expertise a 11111/ti discipline
approach is required as part of the tender therefore otherfirms are involved". For
S6 it is "to provide flexibility of resources and scheduling ".
To access new business M3 collaborates to "1vin a tender 1vhere 1ve do not have
100% of the capacity or expertise required and 1ve would collaborate in the overseas
n1arket should the opportunity arise ". S3 collaborates to gain new contracts which
provide "stability and continuity of work 1vithfixed pricing through the life of the

quote 1vhich can be bet1vee11 3 and 24 111onths". For the organisations outside of the

industry the accessing of resour.;es from the State and Federal governments was a
driver for collaboration.

7.3.2 Drivers of Collaboration b:, Firm Size
There were some variations in the drivers of cc,�laboration between the different
sized firms. The common driver across all firm sizes was accessing skills and

expertise which may be due to the skilled labour shortage in the region. For the

medium and iarge firms access to new business or n1arkets was the primary driver for
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.collaboration as they seemed to be more focused on expansion than the small finns,

many of whom, as mentioned previously, did not want to grow past their current size.
A summary of the results is presented in Table 7.9.

Table 7. 9 Drivers of Collaboration by Finn Size
Drivers

Small
· Access
. . skills and
exoertise • .
Access labour
.

3

l\,Jedium
Access new business
or n1arkets
Access skills and
expertise

Laree
Access new
business or markets
Access skills and ·
expertise
Pre existing
relationshi o

Other variations in drivers according to firm size included collaboration for product

development, which was a driver for the large firms alone. Meeting the custon1er

service expectations was a driver for the mediu1n and large firms but not the sn1all

firms. In comparison only the small firms considered accessing work without having

to go to market and return work favours for friends as drivers for collaboration.

In summary, the key drivers for collaboration for finns' \Vere access to new business,
markets, skills, expertise, resources and labour. Drivers of collaboration were found

to vary by firms' size and by industry. The industry characteristics of high

competition, con1plex multi million dollar contr.icts and the skilled labo ur shortage

may have provided impetus for the collaborations. For the public sector firms, their

goals of collaboration with other organisations could be summarised as creating

growth in the region. through the coordination of resources.

The study was designed to investigate if there v1ere any factors outside of the
relationships between the firms that impacted on collaboration. The factors
investigated will be discussed in the next section.
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7.4 Research Question 2 - Factors that Impact on Collaborative
Rei.ationships
· To explore possible factors that impact on collaboration a series of questions relating
to external networks, level of business transacted in the region, reasons for locating

in the region, the impact of external factors and the critical factors for collaboration
\'/ere asked.

7.4.1 Netwo1·ks within the Region
The interviewees \Vere asked which organisations they dealt with in or around the

region, the results of which are su,nmarised in the Table 7. I 0.
Table 7. 10 Level of Contact ,vith Other Industries
Who do you deal with Region
Defence
Educational
Marine
State Guvern1nent
Resources Industries
Local Government
Other
'

Number
28
27
23
19
18

ii
II

16

11

-_

Defence is the dominant industry in the region with 28 of the 35 organisations

interviewed having some form of relationship with a defence organisation, 23

interviewees dealt with the marine industry and 18 the resources industry.

It emerged that the high level of interaction with educational organisations is due to
the importance of the local TAFE (Technical and Further Education College) in

providing apprentices and tradesmen across the various industry sectors in the
cluster. Three of the large defence firms and one of the medium sized firms

mentioned contact with U niversities in relation to obtaining graduates.
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Thou gh the defence industry requires skilled labour for the fabrication of vessels
they also employ a wide range of staff with graduate and post graduate education,
specifically within the computing and engineering fields, hence their relationships
with the universities. In c o mparison the marine, yachting and pleasure craft and
resources firms were focused on TAFE and high schools as a means of encouragin g
the development of further skilled labour in the region.
The main contact that firms had with State Government and Local Government was
related to regulatory requi rernents, accessing land and infrastructure.
As stated previously, the rnajority of the large organisations were in the defence
industry and they tend to have the highest proportion of contact with external
organisa:ions. The defence and marine commercial finns had the highest proportion
of contact \Vith other organisations in their industry. The engineering firms had
similar levels of contact across defence, m arine con1mercial and the resources

''

Industries. The four firms that worked solely in engineering all worked in the three
industries and saw this as a means of creating sustainable business.
Althou gh most of the firms stayed within their traditional industries P9, a defence
organisation, was seeking to expand into the oil industry. P2, which originated in the
construction and engineering industry is moving into infrastruc!ure for defence
projects across all sections of the defence force and the firm is developing
relationships with other firms in these industries.
Throughout the research the following pattern of interaction between industries
emerged, as illustrated in Figure 7.3. The engineering firms worked across the
industries in the cluster. The resources industry had the least interaction with the
other industries within the cluster.
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Marine Defence ship building,
Maintenance and
Defence systems

Marine
Commercial

Pleasure
Craft/Yachts

Engineering Fabrication Marine

Resource s - Oil,
Gas and Mining

l<� igure 7. 3 Workflows ,vithin the Cluster
7.4.2 Proportion of Business in the Region
,;<The interviewees were asked what proportion of their business they undertook in the
Henderson/Rockingham region. One of the 35 firms, a small business resource

o rganization, did not have any business within the Henderson/Rockingham region.

As you can see from the Table 7 . 1 1 the number of firms transacting business in the

region is evenly spread and the results are split evenly ,vith half of the interviewees

transacting less than 50% of their business in the region and the other half of the

respondents transac ting more than 50% of their business in the region.
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Table 7. 1 1 Percentage of Business Finns Transacte'd in the Region
Number of Firms
7
2
5
l
2
3
2
5
4
3
-; r

% of Business
0- 10 %
1 1-20 %
2 1-30 %
3 1-40 %
4 1-50 %
5 1-60 %
6 1-70 %
7 1-80 %
8 1-90 %
9 1- 100 %

-,
-,_ � .

Of the finns involved in defence, the dominant industry in the region, their focus

varied between the local region and their eastern states operations as illustrated in

Table 7. 12.

Table 7. 1 2 Level of Local Focus for Defence FirntS
Percentac:e
90- 100

80-90
50 - 60
40 - 30
1 0 - 20

Comments
P8 - As the submarines arc their only contract IO(Yfo o f their work is
focused in the region.
P9 - 95% of the work is focused in Henderson/Rockingharn as that is
where the submarines are located.
P7 - According to the interviewee 80% of all their work is based
around the 1-lenderson, Rockingham region focussing on repair and
maintenance.
P6 - 5 0% of it� time is spent dealing with eastern states and 50%
with W.A. throueh servicine the ANZAC SPO.
P2 - 40%. Manaees defence nation wide.
P3 - Minimal as rnost o f the focus is on the Eastern States and
overseas supplier�.
P4 -5% depending on c ontractors and subcontractors brought in to
work on the submarines.

In contrast the marine commercial and the yachting and pleasure craft industries did
not show a strong regional focus, however this may be due to the small sample size.

There was a national and international focus for a number of the medium sized firms

in the marine commercial inarket. According to M4 "80% of our business is focused

on the international market and 20% local" and for MS "only 5% of thefinn 's 1vork ·
is based around Henderson and that is mainly purchasing supplies ". M7 had
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become vertically integrated so their interaction within the region was only "10% as

we tend to manufacture n1ost of the co111ponents. ...,ve have beco,ne vertically
integrated, buying out a number of our subcontractors as the products they 1vere
providing 1vere not up to the standard required by us".

[

Two of the yachting and pleasure craft finns were predominately export orientated. ·

S 1 commented that they had an "export orientation such as Jordan and Singapore. · ·
We do obtain suppliesfrotn local regions such as ,vi11do1vs...(1ve) do not use
subco11tracti11g but rely on a s111al/ supply base, lack oj'locally supplied products".
S5 was focused outside of the region with only 30% of his dealings with local
aluminium firms but less than 5% of his revenue comes from the region.

7.4.3

t,

Reaso ns for I.ocat i ng i n the Regio n

As part of the interview process the respondents were asked to comment on their
reasons for locating in the Henderson/Rockingham region. As displayed in Table
· 7 . 1 3 firms located primarily due to proximity to other finns, their suppliers or
competitors with whom they were collaborating. The other major reason was
proximity to customers as many of the finns supplied others in the region. A number
of respondents indicated that their location was due to historical factors with some
finns or their owners having been located in the region for over 20 years. Six of the
industry firms had relocated into Henderson from other regions around Perth.

Table 7. 13 Location by Size
·. · '

. (.: ,_

.,

Reason for LocatinP in the RePion

Proximity to suooliers and other firms
Proximitv to customers
History
Other

Number
Citations
13
ll
8
3

Small

5
2
2
0

Medium
2

5
3
3

LarPe

· · f.

�-4
2

0

For small and large firms proxirnity to other firms and customers were of major
to those firms often relates to their ability to collaborate
importance. Their proximity
'
.
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with or supply to others. Many of these small firms are part of the subcontracting
system which operates in the marine and defence industry.
Location in relation to industry had a strong relation ship for defence finns as their
primary customer the Navy is located at Garden Island off Rockingham where the
· majority of the shipbuilding, upgrading and the maintenance is canied out. Other
reasons for locating in the region included proximity to suppliers, skilled labour and
collaborations with other large finns. There was little direct reference to history
being a factor for location.
Table 7. 14 Reasons for Defence Firms Locating in the Region

"'

i_ \

Factor
Proximity to
Suppliers
(labour) and
other firms

Comments from Interviewees
P3 - Location near suppliers - TI1e market opportunities were not
in this region and most of the firms dealt with are agents for
international suppliers.
P6 - Location near s killed la�:)llr - they contract ou�· all their
"black trades".
· P6 - 1.ocations near collaborators, P6 t1u� !! collaborative
relationship with CSC as they are the software designer and
developer for simulations.
P7 - According to the interviewee 80% of all their work is based
around the Henderson, Rockingham region focussing on repair and
maintenance.
P8 - They like to maintain a skill base in the region as they use
only a fe,v subcontractors due to the high level of technical
expertise required in their work on submarines and it takes a long
time to train someone in submarine safety.
P9 - Location near other Large Firms. There is competition but also
collabonllion where the roles of the primes switch according to the
contract.

/I
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Table 7.14 Reasons for Defence Firms Locating into the Region cont.
Customers

le

History
\

·,

N2 - Location of Navy personnel at Rockingham - There will be an
amalgamation of Navy and commercial personnel which will
reduce the level of red tape.
N2 - Location near vessels. The upgrading of the ships is an
iterative process, there is a major upgrade to systems every two to
three years and every five to six years systems are replaced with
new systems. "By the time we have got it into service parts of it are
obsol,�te."
M2 - 50/50 between Oil and Gas and defence work, although they
have no direct work in the Henderson region they are involved in
supplying finns such as P5 and P2 and M6.
P6 - is located in Western Australia (Rockingham/Henderson) as
their customer is located here.
P8 - They are currently located in Rockingham however they plan
to move to Henderson as the submarines will be located there in the
future.
P9 - Located near their customers, P9 is currently servicing the
Navy.
N2 - They already have an existing relationship over the past 4
years however their alliance will require a shift to a new stn1cture
which may be a little more challenging.

' For the n1arine com1nercial, proximity to customers and industry history were factors
''

for locating to the region. Previously th�re was a cray fishing boat manufacturing

industry in the region and this is one of the reasons there is a concentration of

aluminium boat builders. According to P3 most of their suppliers \yorked out of the

eastern seaboard. For them Henderson was not well located for the global market,

1/

however there was a growing Australian market which compensated. It was also

/,-

F
• .,' -

commented that Henderson was located in the southern hemisphere a long way from
'

where the majority of super yacht owners lived. Therefore, it was difficult for boat
'

'!

builders to manage the relationship with their clients due to distance.

"
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Table 7. 15 Reasons for Marine Commercial Firms Locating in the Region
Factor
Proximity
to suppliers
and other
firms

Summarv of Comments from Interviewees
S7 - By chance their current location is i n between two of their
major paint suppliers, one of which is located next door to their
factory.
S9 - The reason they located to Henderson was that everybody
seemed to be th�re, it was close to the ocean and they could build
brand new prr.n1ises. 80% of their suppliers are in the region.

Customers

PS - Currently contracted to the Navy through the Defence Materi al
Office to provide maintenance.
M4 - The impetus of this w as the winning of a contract to provide
Patrol boats to Singapore. T hey also work on selling boats to
international clients as a supply channel. They do some work for
the Navy and quote for engineering work.
M7 - The company chose to locate in Henderson due to marine
clients being in the area. Its main Australian customers are INCAT
and PS.
S7 - They located into the Henderson region to follow Wavernaster
and Oceanfast, who are aluminium boat builders. They actually
have a facility located on the land of one of the primes to \\'hich
they subcontrac t. They have competitors in each branch of their
business, however as far as they are aware they are the only
company that competes across the three areas. Commercial
marine, defence and marine a,chitecture.
S9 - Their customers come mainly from Western Australia but do
sell interstate. 6S% of their work is based in the Henderson region

History

MS - Used to work for the Navy at Garden Island but the
tradesmen within the company did not like the red tape involved so
the company no longer services this market. MS started as a
shipbuilding and labour hire company for Kailis, providing steel
trawlers. Then they bought premises for labour to work on
supplying the W.A. market. Then the steel shipbuilding industry
collapsed and the company moved to steel fabrication in the mining
industry.
PS - Focus on aluminium arose out of the cray fishing industry's
requirement for speed. This lead PS away from steel shipbuilding
as aluminium provided more flexibility.
S2 - The interviewee worked for PS then started his own business.
He currently subcontracts to PS although the company is not
dependant unon them.

-/.
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7.4.4 Critical Factors to Successful Collaboration
The respondents were asked what they considered to be the make or break factors in
collaborative relationships, the most frequent response revolved around the

relationship itself and the personalities involved in the relationship. For the non

· industl).'organisations the creation of good working relationships and the ongoing
agreement between collaborative partners was a maj or focus.

c:_,

When reviewing the critical factors for collaboration by indusLry issues such as

c·. ..·\

relationship, history and experience and work performance were again prevalent.

· The top three critical factors for each industry are illustrated in Table 7. 16.

Table 7. 16 Ca·itical Factors for Collaboration by Industry
Rank

Defence

Resources
lndustr

Engineering

Marine
Commercial

Yachting &
Pleasure Craft

History or
ex erlence

History or
History or
LReliHfoiistif "
ex ericnce
ex erl�nce
�r�1tfi. ,f,-�
Financial benefits . Mutual· , ,.', -.: Trust
··
·

History or
experience

1
2
3

Financial
benefits

}���;�
�
i�ti��f�f;.
: perf'!rJ.ll�iice i\
:stanilar11t:1�::t

Trust . ·

··benefit
:,:· / ··-.-/;,:· ·: : -.-"..,..··:ri

· ·
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When the critical factors for collaboration in the defence industry were examined it

was found that relationship, financial benefits, trust and work perfonnance/standards

were the top four factors. In the tables below the interviewees' comments in relation

to the four factors are summarised by industry to illuminate their thinking on these

matters.
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Table 7. 17 Defence Industry Interview Comments on Critical Factors
Summary of Defence Industrv Comments
Factor
Relationship E I> - The right orientation of the partners involved with persons
who are willing to champion the project.
G3> - E nsuring that each person understands the other and respects
their perspective.
G4> - In a m.arket survey the two things that industry were looking
for was low cost structure and good working relationships on site.
N2> - The right culture of organisations working in the alliance.
P3> - Wqrking well together despite different cultures and ways of
doing things, honesty and trust.
P4> - P9 provides the combat systems that are coordinated by P4 and
P8 provides the war fighting systems that are produced by private
organisations. This contracting arrangement creates a strong link
between Government and private organisations.
P6> - Competition can impact on relationships a s the project should
come first
P9> - There has also been up skilling among the tradesrnen as P9 has
created a model of doing business through collaborative information
exchange th at has n1ade them attractive to the Navy.
Financial
E l> - A dollar value of the prqject return on investment, the delivery
of "bums on seats" i.e. students into courses.
benefits
G2> - real dollars to be gained,
G4> - In a 1narket survey the two things that industry were looking
for was low cost structure and good working relationships on site.
N2> - Integrated processes and information systems.
P2> - Balance sheet of partners, standard credit checks.
P3> - Profit derived from the partnership.
P6> - You also have to monitor the performance of others to ensure
that they are travelling ·-vell and are not hurting as it is best that
everyone benefits from the project. What is best for the project is
best for all parties.
Trust

G3> - Clarity and trust. A high level of honesty is required and the
infom1ation provided must be accurate.
N2> - Trust.
M2a> - No relationship is completely open.
P3> - Working well together despite different cultures and ways of
doing things, honesty and trust.
P6> - It is much harder to walk the collaborative line and be a
company focused on high levels of trust within the organisation that
allow staff to balance competing demands of the company and the
alliance.
PS> - Commonsense in keeping classified information to yourself.
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· 1'able 7.17 Defence Industry Interview Comments on Critical Factors cont.
\York
G4> - Meeting their needs, providing a competitive price,
· Performance continually working hard to provide. custon1er satisfaction and attract
new contracts.
·Standards
NI> - Adherence to tight rep orting criteria on a weekly and monthly
basis.
P2> - Safety perfonnance important for the resource Industry.
Standard compliance.
P4> - Meet Submarine safe criteria and the requirements of the work,
security clearance.
P7> - Ability to meet milestones of the work schedule. Proficiency
of work in meeting the work specifications and standards. Do not
meet the standards required by the Navy and by the company.
Flexibility in tasking and responsiveness to urgent requests including
the ability to move to another location or work outside standard
hours. Ability to meet deadlines, responsive and multi skilled.
PS> - People that are good at communicating with "can do" attitudes,
flexibility and that ar� on call. Good working processes, record
keeoinl! for evidence of ouality.
''

I'

Comment�; made by the intcrvie\vees in the. marine commercial industry are shown in
Table 7.18.
"'
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Table 7. 18 Marine Commercial Industry Interview Comments on Critical
Factors
Factor
Marine Commercial Industrv
Relationship 0 l > - Inter i ndustry networking of people.
M5> - When you have a good relationship with a staff member
within another company you have to re-establish that relationshi p
when they leave. There tends to be a higher turnover of staff in the
smaller firms.
M7> - The succession of new people inside the networks i s managed
and infonnation is exchanged to ensure a smooth transition, provide
''
access to others i n the network and supply quality information.
S7> - "You have to have confidence in the guys you bring in that
they can do the work. A deal breaker is financial impropriety".
S9> - We have worked with these people in the past and in the
industry evervone knows evervone else.
History or
0 I> - Previous bad experiences have stopped collaborati on.
expenence M7> - 'fhe succession of new people inside the networks i s managed
and infonnation is exchanged to ensure a smooth transition. Provide
access to others in the network and supply quality infonnation
P5> - Credibility of collaborators. Track record.
S9> - We use people we know who have a reputation and as
everybody knows everyone else you can usually find out about
someone before you contract them. We try to keep the good ones as
_good people are hard to find.
Work
M4> - Level of service provided by the subcontractor. Level of
performance service provided by the finn, the interviewee indicated that the finn
standard
prides itself on giving more than is expected.
M5> - Knowledge, information, so timely delivery of goods, good
relationship with the subcontractor. "When a company lets me down
and lies to me which puts me in a difficult position with a client it
would be better if the subcontractor was honest about the progress of
the work as then interviewee could negotiate with the client". 1'he
interviewee noted that the clients are now far more demanding.
S7> - Reliability, quali ty of work, meeting the schedule of work. If
subcontractors fail to meet dead lines it can cost the company
significantly through penalties.
'

For the yachting and pleasure craft industry the main comments were on critical
factors of work performance/standards and their history and experience wi th their
. collaborators, this i s discussed i n Table 7 . 1 9 .

,-
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Table 7. 19 Yachting and Pleasure Craft Industry Inte1·view Comments on
Critical Factors
'

"

Factor
Work
perfonnance
standard

History or
expenence

'

Yachtinl! and Pleasure Craft Industry
M6> delivery, quality, working within the company's schedule,
reliability and flexibility
S4> - Quality of work.
S5> - "Cheaper for the company to subcontract out the aluminium
cutting for the boats. The subcontractors fail to follow specifications
in writing or leave material out of the order. Poor customer service
as they don't seem to care about the job they do due to the lack of
competition". The interviewee's firm is a small player compared to
one of the primes so it has less leverage which equals poor service.
The business model of the interviewee is that of a high quality design
and precisely manufactured kits, however the service that he gets
from his subcontractors is not congruent with his business model and
when there is a problem the buyers see it as his fault not that of the
subcontractor.
S4> The people that we deal with many of whom are old (Alpha
firm*) employees therefore you know with whom you are dealing.
This is an incestuous industry everybody knows each other.
S8> Having a pre existing relationship with the company, having a
history with the company, a common labour force.
S9> We use people we kn()w who have a reputation and as
everybody knows everyone else you can usually find out about
someone before you contract them. We try to keep the good ones as
good people are hard to find.

(* "Alpha" was a commercial boat building firm which was bought out by one of the
large finns in the region) .

. 7.4.5

Critical }?actors by Firm Size

I,

The level and quality of the relationships was most often commented on by the
interviewees and it seems to be more important to the large firms participating in the
research. The interviewees' history with or experience of those they are
collaborating with was significant to all size firms as was the level of work
performance and meeting of standards. Notable differences between the various
sized firms included the low level of emphasis on trust and the gaining of financial
benefit by the small firms. Conversely, the medium sized and large firms had a
'

stronger focus on creating mutual benefits between partnt.'_rs.
,,

'
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Table 7. 20 Critical Factors for Collaboration by Firm Size
Critical Factors
Relationshio
Historv or exnerience
Work nerformance standard
Trust
Mutual benefit
Financial benefits
Communication
Workflow
Other
Security and IP
Business 11rowth
Ne11ative factors

Small
4
6
3
1
0
0
1
2
2
0
1
0

Medium
7
6
7
5
3

Lar e

10

4

3
1
2
2
l
l

6
4
5
7
6
4

3

2

3
3
3
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The responses from the large organisations highlighted the tension between loyalty to
the company and the demands of working with firms who have a different way of

doing things. Even though firms are collaborating they can also be in competition

and th is, according to one large company, can impact on relationships as th e project

should come first. According to P l "the pull of the project 111eans that personalities
and differences are put to one side so that they can get on ivith the project". For P3

"ivorking ivell together despite different cultures and ivays ofdoing things " was also

a critical factor. The large organisation P9 had created a model of doing business

through collaborative information exchange with their subcontractors, however this
was predicated on a good working relationship with those subcontractors.

The medium sized firms' knowledge of or relationship with a particular individual in
another company w as a critical factor in collaborative relationships. M3 considered
that "knoivledge of a particular individual ivithin a co111pa11y that you have been

dealing ivith over titne " was important. The other two medium sized firms pointed

out that the high staff turnover within the small firms meant that relationships had to

br re-established after th e key collaborator left the company.

For the smaller firms relationships varied depending on the size of the company with
which they were dealing. One owner of a small firm commented that in his

relationship with a large company in the region there was no loyalty as the market
was big enough so the large company could change subcontractors at any time.
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Among the small finns themselves there tended to be long-term relationships as
man)' of the owners and managers had worked in the region for extended periods of
time, often leaving a large company to start up their own business. It was
commented by an interviewee from one such company in that it was "hard to
11nderestin1ate the polver of a slab ofbeer" (S6). The proprietor of this co1npany
often had people around for drinks on a Friday afternoon which built social
relationships outside of work that led to increased work opportunities. This firm \Vas
relatively new to the region and this could explain the proprietors desire to create
social networks in the region. The history that some small finns have is reflected in
the comment "lve have lvorked 1vith these people in the past and in the industry
everybody knolvs everybody else " (S9).
This focus on pre-existing relationships was borne out in the comments coded under
· History or Experience. For the large firms, prior experience with collaborators and
subcontractors was important as this often gave evidence of credibility, track record
and reputation. Particularly in the organisations involved in the defence industry
there was a network of people who had prior history of working with each other as
they were fonnerly enlisted in the Navy. A number of the interviewees from the
large defence organisations had previously served in the Navy and upon the
completion of their 20 years of service had left to take up positions within the private
sector of the defence industry.
The m edium sized finns considered that the past history or reputation of the other
finn was of importance when collaborating with another finn. Similarly small firms
were looking for finns with whom they had experience and those that had built a
good reputation in the industry as this was a fonn of security against being taken
advantage of or mistreated. In one case the manager of a small firm commented "the
people that 1ve deal 1vith, 111any ofwho,n are old Alpha* en1ployees therefore you
kno1v with who,n you are dealing. This is an incestuous industry, everybody knows
each other" (S4).
The researcher found that many of the small yacht and pleasure craft builders knew
each other and what was happening within each others finns, even if they were not
dealing directly with these finns. It was commented by one intervie\vee that the
194
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major source of this "industry gossip" was the suppliers who moved from firm to

finn. There was also a network of pre-existing relationships as many of the small
finn owners previously worked together in some of the larger finns in the region.

There were two informal networks operating in the region, one o f ex defence

personnel mainly based in the large firms and the other of ex employees of large boat

building firms who were now small and medium firm proprietors.

Of the 35 interviews conducted 34 were with males and all of the industry

respondents were male, usually between 40 and 60 years of age. On numerous

occasions the interviewer would be told stories of what was happening in other firms

in the region, this informal flow of information in a male dominated industry ,vas
unexpected, however it played a significant role in the creation o f collaborative

relationships and the identification of new opportunities for the firms in the region.

The measurement of work performance/standards was the third most cited ctitical

factor in collaborative relationships. For the large firms who were involved in the

defence industry and the resources industry the meeting of standards required by the

Navy and the off shore oil and gas industry was a critical factor for the maintenance

of these collabo rative relationships. Similar concerns were expressed by a number of

the medium size organisations who sought delivery of promised outcomes,

reliability, timeliness and technical expertise. One of the medium sized firms

interviewed was a supplier to a larger firm however used subcontractors as part of its
producti�n process. The interviewee commented "1vhen a con1pa11y lets n1e do1vn

and Iies to 111e about the progress of a job this puts me in a difficult position 1vith a
clien1; it would be better if the subcontractor 1vas honest about the progress of the

work" (MS). This typifies the position of a number of the large fmns who often find

. themselves caught between the demands of the Navy and the performance of their
collaborators and subcontractors.

Among small finns work performance/standards were not often cited, however S5
subcontracted aluminium cutting work out and often found that the work returned

was sub standard or slow. As a small company competing with the large fmns, S5

found that they had far less leverage in comparison to large firms and this equated to

poor service from the aluminium cutting firms.
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Linked to relationship and history was the critical factor of trust. The need for trust
and trustworthiness within collaborative relationships was most often c ited by the
medium size organisations. It v.•as co1n1nented by M2 that no relationship is
completely open, yet M 1 considered honesty and openness to be important. For the
primes trust was ilnportant, however this was balanced with the need for commercial
confidentiality as their collaborators could become their competitors in the future.
The interviewee from P6 said that it was n1uch harder to walk the collaborative line
and that finns needed to show a high level of trust in their staff, enabling them to ·
t:i!ance the competing den1unds of the company against those of the alliance.
The need for each party to benefit fro111 the relat ionship \Vas expressed as n1utual
benefit ns finns spoke of the desire 10 sec a win-win situation in collaboralive
relationships and according lo P6 "trcule offs have to he 11uule ll'ithin ,111 alliance to

create a 1vin-111i11 sit11ationji1r all partners ". It was suggested by the interviewee that
"yo11 also have to 111onitor the 11e1jcir11u111ce ofothers to e11s11re that they are
travelling ,veil and are not hurting as it is best that evel)'Olle benefitsfro111 the
project. What is best for the project is best for all parties. " P 1 worked on the
principle o i' "treat others ,veil and they ,viii return the favour, delivering 011 ti111e and

up to sta11dard. " P5 needed its collaborating company to access an overseas market
and its collaborator required P5 for int,: llectuul property. The concept of mutual
benefit was mostly spoken about by the large organisations. This may be due to their
significant bargaining power which allowed the1n to create a win-win situation in a
project.
Interestingly the financial benefits and workflows came well down the list of critical
factors for collaborative relationships, however for two firms price and profit were
over-riding
factors. A continuous flow of work for small finns provided regular
.

inco1ne and allowed the maintenance of a stable labour force which was extremely
important in the tight labour market. For the large finns, having a regular flow of
work meant that they could maintain their subcontracted pool of skilled labour which

reduced overheads associated with seeking and training new staff.
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Communication was important in collaborative relationships as it allowed

organisations to track the progress C!f a project or contract. Accordin g to M4

"co,nm11nication is central as 1vhen itfails projects can go pear shaped. " This is

similar to the response of N2 "lack offeedback and com1n11nicationfrom

subcontractors who promise to deliver but don 't, this can be critical. " Similar to

workflow, business growth involved collaboration that allowed firms to access new

!I

contracts or expand the business.

The negative factors cited in relation to collaborative relationships relate to failure to

deliver or to perform according to contractual agreements. For S7 financial
,,
misconduct was a deal breaker and the interviewee from this finn spoke of

contractual non perfonnance which cost the firm significant amounts of income and

. lost reputation dne to non performance by a collaborative partner.

The critical factor of security and intellectual property was pertinent to a number of
the primes in the defence industry who required confidentiality agreements and the
adherence to defence security protocols by personnel from external org anisations.

M4 used collaborative relationships IJ identify innovations and ne\v technologies and
had worked collaboratively \Vith a subcontractor to develop and commercialize
technology identified within this company.

7.4.6 . External Factors that hnpact Collaboration

';

The three major factors that impact on collaborative relationships external to the

industry cluster \Vere government policy, defence policy and the economy.

7.4. 7 Government Policy
The issues cited under government policy include tax regulation such as Goods and
Services Tax, superannuation regulations and payroll tax. For medium and small

finns the government regulations surrounding employment caused concern in
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, relation to skilled migration, the hourly pay rate system and overheads when
''

employing staff.

According to S2, the hourly pay system meant that it ,vas hard to penalize poor

perfonning workers and the owner would prefer to pay according to the job done in

order to give greater benefit to the harder working employees. The intervie,vee had
found that the less diligent workers tended to slow the better quality workers down.

The tight labour market m eant that it was very difficult for the interviewees to sack
under performing workers, in fact he himself worked on the shop floor in order to
meet production targets.

There ,vere general comn1ents relating to the need for government policy to support
local industry to compete outside of the domestic market. Linked to Government
policy were comments concerning the inadequate or inappropriate provision of

infrastructure within the region, such as placing overhead powerlines !n Henderson,
1naking it extremely difficult and costly to transport boats and yachts by road to

slipways on the coast.

According to M6 there is a lack of services supplied by State Government for the
power and pleasure boat industry. Facilities such as moorin g for boats, public

slipway or boat lift needed to be supplied in order to assist the growth of this

industry. The interviewee commented "that the State Govern111e11t seemed to be

primarilyfocused on the defence industry ". Oth er infrastructure cited included

launching facilities, the provision of underground power and "fairer" access to the
AMC which was predominantly used by the large firms to the exclusion of other
firms.

Ji

In a brief history of the composite fibre yachting industry interviewee S 8 pointed out

that with the America's Cup win of 1983 the then State Gove111ment had the

opportunity to grow the shipbuilding industry located along the south-west coast of

Western Australia. The oppo1tunity was never seized as with the introduction of a

luxury tax in the 1980s the "ntunber ofyachts builders decreasedfrom 87 do1vn to 5

in the space of a year" (S9). This also resulted in the reduction of the workforce
available in that industry. According to S9, "there has been a lack ofassistance
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fro,n the government to get firms to gro1v to the next level, ho1vever the industry is
not big enoug/, to attract support and goven1ment policies are not focused OIi the
leis11re industry. This is unusual as Western Australia has the highest proportion of
boat 01vnership in any state " [in Australia]. According to interviewee M6, compared
to the Queensland Government which he considered was very proactive in building

facilities for the super yacht industry, the Westen1 Australian State Government has

provided no support and seems to be primarily focused on the defence industry.

7.4.8 Defence Policy
The significant defenc e policy which impacted the region of �lenderson and
Rockingham was the develop1nent of the Two Oceans policy which saw the

deployment of the ANZAC class frigates and the Collins class submarines to Garden
Island in Western Australia. The Two Oceans policy has preci}Jitated the location of

international and national fim1s to Perth to participate in the defence industry. Thes1:
larg.:! firn1s require the skills, expertise and technology provided by local firms to

meet the requirements of the Navy. The Navy usually seeks to deal with a single

contractor however no one contr..1ctor, as n1entioned before, can meet all the
requirements of a contract.

One of the noted changes in defence policy has been the decision by the Department
of Defence to move the provision of maintenance services away from enlisted

personnel to industry providers. The Department has also en1barked upon a

progra1nme of local provision of Navy vessels. According to P4, the Government 's

decision was based on the fact that they "did 1101 1vant to send their ships back to tht•

country of origin so they needed to build in-country expertise and skills". An

example of this has been the building of the Collins Class subn1arincs in Australia

and these are now home ported on Garden Island and maintained by a large firm and

a raft of subcontractors.

Defence policy in relation to the building of both surface and submarine vessels was
discussed by a number of interviewees. The main difficulty facing the large firms

who were the large firm contractors was the discontinuity in shipbuilding contracts.
199

Although these defence contracts are of �xtremely high value they are infrequent in

. nature and were generally shared aro und a small pool of Primes. The difficulty faced
· by the large firms was primarily in the development and maintenance of skilled
\\ ·

labour over both the building and the maintenance life cycle of the vessels. For P7

·. . the scheduling of requirements of the defence industry meant that work was irregular
in nature and cash flow en·atic for the smaller subcontracting firms. The interviewee
believed that "the culture of the defence industry is that ofa silo mentality with a
lack of infon11atio11 exchange due to security concerns. "

·One of the large firms interviewed had sought to expand its defence market by

adapting existing commercial vessel designs for naval use. With the increased threat
of terrorism and increased coast guard operations the interviewee suggested that

Navies are seeking smaller high spee d vessels and this company has ,von contracts
with smaller overseas Navies as well as with the U.S. Navy.
iI

7.4. 9 The Economy
For the majority of the medium and small finns the state of uncertainty surrounding
ii

the Australian economy, fluctuations in the dollar, cost of raw materials and labour

shortages were cited as factors that impacted on their formation of collaborative

relationships. With the booming minerals sector much of the skilled labour which

would normally be employed in the region has been attracted to the north-west of
Western Australia, exacerbating the skills shortage in the region. Changes in the

' '.

international m arket place and political clirnate have in1pacted those frrms trading

internationally. When selling to overseas defence industry, firms have to be mindful
of current foreign policy as sometimes our allies become our enemies. Changing
material prices particularly impacted the smaller frrms that produced one or two

boats a year and the time lag between price quoted and completion of the project,

which was often 6 to 12 months, could see sign ificant changes in the price of the
finished product.
,,

ii

. It was noted by S9 that the booming Western Australian economy meant i ncreased
sales of yachts, ho,vever imports of yachts from overseas manufacturers such as
!'
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China were seen as a threat to the local product. The respondent commented that at
present they could compete through a high quality product, however he saw a time
when overseas manufacturers would be competitive both on price and quality.

.
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In summary the larger firms that were more likely to have contact with other firms
and the local skills shortage 1neant that TAFE was one of the key points of c?ntact in
the region for the majority of firms. While there was interaction between finns in the
various industries, engineering firms were unique in that they dealt with all the firms
within the cluster. The location of suppliers, other finns in the same industry and
customers in the region were important in the firms' choice to locate in the region.
When investigating the critical factors for collaboruti on for the defence, marine
commercial and resources industries the relationship they had with the collaborator
was the n1ost critical factor. For the Engineering firms it was their history or
e xperience with the collaborator and for the yachting and pleasure craft firms it \Vas
the standard of the work performed. The firms interviewed seen1ed to be interacting
with others in the region and placed a high level of importance on relationships, both
past and present, for collaboration.
Although not directly impacting on collaborative relationships it was found that
government can in1pact and inhibit the way that the firms do business. Government
policy on employment, taxation and the provision of infrastructure was considered to
be inhibiting business growth. The lack of support for the expansion of the boat and
yacht building industry has contributed to a very competitive local market which is
not conducive to collaboration. A ccording to interviewees, the Federal government's
defence policy has created a highly competitive industry with little room for
· collaboration. The labour shortage created by the booming mineral's industry and
the threat of overseas manufacturers entering the local market may provide impetus
for collaboration.
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7.5 Research Questions 3 · The Use of ICT in Collaborative
· . Relationships

.

'f

Generally, as the size of the finns increased so too did the level of sophistication of
the ICT being utilized by the finns. All 35 organisations represented in the study had
access to a desk top PC, however one of the small industry firms did not actually
have access to the Internet at the work place and instead accessed it at horn�. Two of
the third tier firms had no webpage.
The maj ority of online ordering was limited to the purchase of office materials. Of
the online ordering undertaken the m ajority was done through email rather than
through direct interface or v,eb enabled systems. There \Vas no evidence of the use
of electronic data interchange (EDI) between the organisations intervie\ved. It is
. possible that the large firms U3ed ED[ in other parts of the company but the
interviewee was unaware of this. G I , the Local Government organisation, did have a
capacity for online p urchasing and payments and E2 and G2 conducted onlin,�'

communities for their stakeholders and customers. One medium sized organisation
was found to use customer relationship management software.
There were no clear examples of e-commerce though the two Navy alliances and the
spreadsheet system used by P9 were the closest to any form of e-commerce. The IT
usage for the organisations that took part in the study is illustrated in Table 7 .2 1 .
Table 7. 21 IT Usage within Organisations
IT Usage
IT stand alone desk top PCs
Internet access
Webpage
Online purchasing
Online Ordering
E-commerce
e-commerce

Number
Firms

35
34
33
19

5
4

0
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7.5.1

Role of Shared Technology in Collaboration

One of the n1ain focuses of the research was to investigate the use of shared

technology within collaborative relationships. Unfortunately the level of shared
technology used was well below the researc.her's expectations, considering the

number of large national and multi national firms within the region. Three of the
large finns stated directly that shared technology did not play a part in their
collaborative relationships. The two large firms that did use collaborative

technology were both involved i n the communications and war fighting systems side

of the defence industry. Two of the medium sized firms and six of the small frrms

used no collaborative systems in their business relationships. For many of the firms

the only form of shared technology was i nformation exchange through email, this

seemed to be the dominant computer based form of technology organisations used to

exchange infonnation and work together. According to M6, face to face

communication was the best form of collaboration and they had created an

inte1national network of interpersonal relationships built through activities such as
going to international yacht shows to promote themselves.

A summary of the inhibiters to the use of shared technology identified by the

respondents included:

• The lack of collaborative purchasing and supply systems used' by other firms
i n the region.

• The high cost, low volume nature of supply in the shipbuilding industry
•

reduced the requirement and cost effectiveness of shared systems.

Security fears including the loss of intellectual property and industrial ·

espionage.

• The technology has not been adopted across the industry.
. _, __-

----

• The cost of implementing new systems and the lack of knowledge abou·.t the
systems hindered small firms.

• Finally, according to one respondent "only technology used is phone andfax,

nothing more co111p/ex is required" (S4).
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P3 commented that they had previously tried to get the shipbuilding yards to work
together through the Australian Shipbuilding Forum in order lo sell collectively to
the export market. This was thwarted according to the interviewee by a lack of

opportunities, half hearted commitment from firms and competition between the
collaborators.

The two alliances that serviced Navy vessels uoth had some form of integrated
system, however the variation in technology used between the collaborating

organisations and the Navy's increased need for security meant very little progress

towards the creation of c ollaborative systems had been made. One of the medium

sized firms and three of the large firms had their own inten1al networking system to

allow them to communicate across the continent and internationally, but these

systems had not been extended to their collaborative partners. The Navy itself had

two different information systems for the management of infonnation and knowledg e
within their organisation and external contrac tors are allowed only limited access

according to their security clearanc e. No unified data management system was used

across the Navy's surface and submarine fleets. Instead one system had been

developed for submarines whereas another one had been developed for surface ships.
Some form of a collaborative system had been implemented by the Defence, Science

and Technology Office seeking to enco1;rage c ontractors to work collaboratively on

projec ts and in some c ases using an electronic fonnat for the tendering process. The

two c ollaborative alliances around the maintenance of vessels have been a driver of
the development of further collaborative systems. This has been an extremely slow

process as it required cultural change within the Navy itself to work collaboratively
with others in an electronic environment.

A notable example of the use of collaboration around technology was b :!tween P9 in

the warfare systems industry and its subcontrac tors. The contract manager for the

· large finn set up a system of spreadsheet based communications with the

subcontrac tor to 1nanage the peaks and troughs of the workflows on vessels.

Through that the firm was able to position itself as a single point of contact for the

',

Navy instead of the Navy having to interact with multiple subcontractors. The large
firm became the intennediary man between the Navy and the subco 11tractors who
'
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were predominately from a trade background. The large fmn sent a consolidated
maintenance report to the Navy who no longer had to deal with fifteen different
subcontr.ictors and reporting fonnats.
The interviewee reported that there was significant initial resistance among the
subcontractors, however the subcontractors found that the system allowed them to
better schedule their workload and increase their profitability. The collaboration
around ICT in this case proved to be successful for the three parties involved: the
subcontractors were able to regulate their workflows; the workload for the Navy in
meeting its reporting requirements was reduced and the large finn was able to build
up a substantial pool of subcontractors and deliver beyond the Navy' s expectations ·
which it is hoped will assist the large finn in winning future Navy contracts. The
types of shared technology identified in the study are contained in Table 7.23.
Table 7. 22 Use of Shar,ed Technology in Collaborative Relationships

Role of Shared Technology
Not used in collaboration
Email collaboration
Collaboration through external party
Inhibitors
Role of shared technoloi!V - l!eneral
Internal networking
'
Face to face collaboration
Use CRM

atations
14
12
9
9

6

5
2
2

•

7.5.2 Benefits or drawbacks of �hared Technology

r"

As most of the interviewees did not use collaborative technology the responses to the
question seeking to identify benefits or drawbacks to the use of technology in
collaborative relationships solicited answers which involved the use of technology in
general fonnat rather than specifically collaborative relationships.
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The benefits identified of using ICTs included:
•

Convenience i n the transfer of infonnation and collation of data on the
progress of projects.

• Improved communication and the reduction of confusion.
• Overcoming distances, particularly working in export markets.
• Allowing the disse,nination of infonnation across organisations to obtain a
unifonn understanding on a collaborative project.
• Increased efficiency and reduced costs.
• Greater access to classified material which assists with scheduling of projects.
• Provision of long term data on workflows which allows better scheduling.
The organisations which predominantly cited benefits in the use of technology in
business relationships were the large organisations and the two Navy alliances. The
drawbacks to the potential use of collaborative technology included:
o

The leaking of intellectual property.

• The need for cultural change within the collaborating organisations.
• Technical problems such as network failure.
0

The double handling of infonnation and the lack of co-ordination between
collaborating finns and their IT systems.

•

The general lack of technology literacy among firms in the industry.

• Lack of compatibility between systems in the large firms and their
collaborators.
· According to P6 there were advantages to working collaboratively, however, it
needed "to be a long tenn relationship to 1nake IT investment worthwhile". The
interviewee found that when a collaborative system was instituted conflict arose
between the partners as to which or "whose" system would be used for which
particular function of the alliance. The implementation of a new system required
significant cultural change on the part of the collaboratin� firms as they came from
very divergent cultures. It was pointed out by one of the small finns that even
though technology improved communication with their collaborative partn.:r it still
did not provide any e arlier warning of changes in the firm's work schedule.
206

The three organisations ,vho spoke about their preference for face to face

relationships were from the Government and educational sectors. The interviewee
from E2 commented that while technology facilitated relationships it lacked a

· personal tone and the interviewee commented that "face to face allows me to use ,ny
'tn1st radar"'.

7.5.3 Introduction of New Technology into Rel�tionships
· For the finns involved in the defence industry, new infonnation systems were often

introduced through the Department of Defence and the Navy. For the Primes in the
defence industry this has meant dealing with two different supply chain/logistical

software systems which are SIMS (submarines) and AMPS (surface vessels) which
were both developed in house by the Navy. As yet no new system has been

developed by the Navy in collaboration with the private sector and all changes in

information systems are driven by the Navy. According to one of the small firms the

Navy's Department of Materiel Services (OMS) did not have an online system for
maintenance and used a fax to communicate.

One of the overriding themes from the interviews concen1ing technology and the

defence industry was the slow rate of change. Interviewees, both in medium sized

and large finns, cited the archaic nature of the technology used by the Navy. IL was

suggested that the reason for the use of outdated technology was the need for it to be

tried and proven before adoption by the Navy as failure could put lives at risk.

The only instance of a large company implementing collaborat�ve technology ,vith
'-

f;

smaller finns was the case of P9. It was commented by the interviewee from P9 it

takes between six to eight months for the subcontractors to see the benefit of the

collaborative system. However, he felt that "it is a living thing (the system) that

helps them i111prove their business". The interviewee found that instead of coming to
him for help the subcontractors tended to collaborate with each other to gain skills in
the use of their collaborative technology. O nce the subcontractors gained
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proficiency with the shared system they would then have the confidence to feed back
to the interviewee suggestions for system improvements.

7.5.4 Knowledge Sharing and Management between Organisations
There was little inter-organisational knowledge sharing apart from the two Navy .
alliances. N2 used a configuration management tool to share infonnation on the
vessels and the progress of maintenance and support. The private organisations in
the alliance had some access to the record 1nanagement system of the defence
organisation. Apart from this example, organisations only had internal knowledge
management systems. Some organisacions used off the shelf records management
products, such as DOC Whiz, My Documents and Primavera, or simply stored files
- �·!.'-. _ , . .

electronically on their desk top computers.
It was suggested that part of the reason for the lack of any collaborative knowledge
, . ,·

management systems may have been due to the relatively high security within the
defence industry and the for the protection of boat designs and technology in the
rnarine commercial and yachting industries. This was epitomized by PS who
commented that thry work "extre,nely hard to protect their intellectual property and
rarely 1vork collaboratively on design". If external access is granted to the systems

of large finns it is on a one off and very restricted basis. The unwillingnyss to share
infonnation with others was also evidenced among the smaller firms as many of
them sought to differentiate themselves in a highly competitive market.
,,

In summary, a low level of ICT use for collaboration was found in the study and the
sophistication of ICT use increased with the size of the finn which is consistent with
previous research. The inhibitors to the use of ICT were cited, including a lack of an
industry standard, the high cost low volun1e nature of the industries in the region, the
cost benefit of implementation of a new system and security fears.
Although some collaborative use of ICT was evidenced in two major naval contracts,
there was generally a low level of adoption of IC'f for collaboration across the
.-,-
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defence industry interviewees. Concerns with using ICT to communicate between
.

finns included leaking of intellectual property, organisational culture, technical
problems, lack of compatibility between systems and low level of ICT skills. The
reticence of the defence industry to adopt new technology and its high ievel of
security combined wit.'1 the absence of any finn or organisation to drive the adoption
of ICT 1neant that collaborative use of lCT was a low priority. The low level of
collaboration using ICT corresponded to a low level of IT based kno\vledge
m anagement.

7 .6 Research Question 4 - Benefits and Drawbacks of Collaborative
Relationships
The benefits of collaborative relationships are similar to the drivers with access to
skills, expertise and intellectual property and access to markets, contracts and
networks being cited as the main benefits. A number of firms commented that
collaboration gave thern access to capabilities and resources which allowed them to .
. . compete in new markets or develop unique products. For the defence industry the
performance of maintenance and the shipbuilding process itself placed a premium on
time and production schedules. Being able to get a ship or submarine built or back
into the water within a certain time period after scheduled maintenance was often
part of the contractual obligations for the large organisations.
The inter-related nature of the defence industry meant recognition from competitors,
' :

customers and collaborative partners could create commercial value for finns of all
sizes.
For the large finns the drawbacks of collaborative relationships included the leaking
of intellectual property. losing contracts due to choosing the wrong collaborative
partner and where a smaller company increased its expertise sufficiently to start to
bid against the large company with which it originally collaborated. For small finns
the drawbacks included rigid contracts, lower profit margins and a loss of staff to
larger firms.
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The skilled labour shortage in the region meant collaboration was a b enefit to fmns
as subcontracting allowed firms of all sizes to manage peaks and troughs of their

workflow!i. The concP.pt of flexibility of sourcing labour w as considered important
for the larger firms. For the smaller firms the long-term sustainability of the

individual firm's workflows through contracting to large firms was significant.

Table 7. 23 Benefits of Collaborative Relationships
'

Citations

Benefits/Drawbacks

'

' ',

Access to skills, expertise and intellect ual
property
Access to markets, contracts and networks
Better product and production time
Building track record and reputation
Better relationships with others
Improved worktlows
Increased income and reduced costs
Drawbacks
Other
Sustaining local industry
Improved customer service

20
18

· 13

'

II
10
IO
9

7
7
6

5

,

Measurement of the Benefits of Collaboration
,

7.6.1

As evidenced from Table 7.24 the most common form of measurement of the success

· or benefits gained from collaborative relationships was financial performance.
Large, medium sized and small firms were equally represented as considering
·. financial performance as their central measure of collaboration. Linked to this was
',

the measurement of the criteria o f "ongoing work and contracts".
,_
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Table 7. 24 Measurement of Benefits of Collabc,ration
; ;

Measurement of Benefits of Collaboration
Financial perfonnance
Ongoing work and contracts
Contractual requirements
Open up new markets, relationships and products
Improved safety, quality, reliability, timekeeping
Creation and sustaining of good working relationships
Customer and staff feedback
Improved service provided
Measurement - general comments

Citations
21
12
11
10
10
9

7
4
3

· Comrnents from respondents included identification of the partner that woul d give
the best opportunity to win the work, the number of new projects that "co1ne through
the gate" and accessing bigger markets or contracts. Related to this was the opening
up of new markets, relationships and access to new products. For one large firm this
equated to the ability to win work that it would not have otherwise won. For one
small firm the development of long-term relationships with other firm s provided
leads to expanding opportunities in areas not previously tapped by the firm.
Finns involved in the defence and the resources industries were exposed to
extremely rigorous contractual requirements and compliance. For the large firms to
maintain their contracts with the Navy they had to ensure that the v1ork carried out by
the smaller finns, to which they subcontracted work, met with those requirements.
The meeting of contractual requirements impacted on firms of all sizes. The
importance of compliance was explained as being due to the life and death n ature of
defence projects where the safety of enlisted personnel depended on the quality of
work carried out by commercial subcontractors. This focus on contractual
requirements was particularly evident with the firms that worked on Collins Class
submarines. Related to contractual requirements was citing of factors such as safety,
quality, reliability and delivery of contracts on time as being measuren1ents of
collaborative relationships.
Of the firms interviewed four indicated that they had no formal measurements of the · .
benefit of collaborative relationships. One was a medium size firm, two were small
finns and one was a Government organisation. Many of the forms of measurement
I . .•-

,,
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cited were informal and were assessed by the respondents on the basis of observation

. rather than any formal measurement process.

.

, -,

The creation and sustaining of good working relationships had a number of facets

\i

including the building of a working history with another organisation in which all

parties involved were treated fairly. As collaborative relationships are based around

individuals in firms there was comment on the ability of individuals to work

together. In an interview with one of the defence primes it was commented that a

measurement of the health of the relationship is "if they are throlving st1iffat each

other" (N2). If this is happening then it is deemed that the relationship between the

staff of the respective firms is not running too well.
'

Four of the nine large primes interviewed commented on creating and sustaining .

good working relationships. The respondent in one of the large orgu!i.it1ati ons saw an

important measure of the relationship as "being able to get all parties to lVork

together despite their differing expectations and co111pleting the p,�oject" (Pl ).

7.6.2 Innovations from Collaborative Relationships
l'he low level of collaboration may in part explain the low level of innovation found

across the marine, defence and resources industries investigated in the research. The

,,

majority of innovations cited by the respondents were incremental, that i s minor

improvements on existing technology. One of the themes which emerged during

interviews was the source of the innovations either coming from external sources to

the company or those developed within the company.

For P l and P2, joint ventures and collaborations have provided access to new

capacity, technolo gy and skills. For P8, innovations came from the parent company

in the eastern states of Australia. S l sourced new technologies from overseas

partners that are i ntegrated into innovative designs by the company.

For other small and medium sized firms innovation came through 'on the job'

learning, working with other subcontractors and through the information exchanges
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as prut of the floating labour market in the region. Collaboration and knowledge
sharing among the subcontractors pruticularly in the defence industry, although not
producing technological innovation, produced up-skilling of labour, transfer o f tacit
knowledge and industry know ho\v. Often this improved know how or a "better way
o f doing things" was fed back through the large organisations to the Navy. Generally
the innovations were related to the administrative processes used or manufacturing
1)

techniques. Efficiency in production, reduced labour costs, faster turn around time
for maintenance and improved quality assurance were cited as innovations across
industries and fim1 sizes.
The one major innovation that is historical to the region is the high level of expertise
in aluminium boat building in the l-Ienderson region. This has seen the development
of large high speed aluminium boats for both commercial and naval purposes.
According to M2, radical innovations are not com,no n in the defence and resources
industry as they both tend to be high risk with a possible loss of life. The level of
innovation is sometimes restricted by contractual requirements as both these
industries want to use proven technology to reduce risk. The interviewee from M2
commented that finns did not share a lot of infonnation as they did not want to
'show all their cards' when collaborating with other finns.
, According to P6 "the alliance itself is an innovation. Much of the innovation is in
thefor111 of intangible IP fron1 the collaboration. The open relationship allows for
the observation and adoption of c11ltural behaviours allo1ving you to t,y and use the
· best bits of each organisation to produce change".

7.7 Future Involvement in Collaborative Relationships
When asked what they saw as the future of collaborative relationships all but one of
the large finns indicated that they were seeking additional collaborative relationships
with the focus being on new projects or new markets. For the large finns involved in
the defence industry future major d efence contracts such as the air v,arfare d estroyers
and the amphibious craft contracts could mean the reshuffling of current alliances
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. and repositioning in order to get part of the contracts. The Navy alliances have
proved to be successful and the level of collaboration according to N2 will increase.
This will be "a big change in the culturefor the existing personnel, there will need to

be more trust behveen contractors and Navy personnel, however defence will still
have control ".
For the two large finns i nvolved in the resources industry, success in collaboration
has encouraged them to expand into the marine and defence industry as they believe
the skills they have obtained in j oint venturing are transferable to another industry.
Similarly PS, has moved from commercial vessels into Navy contracts by fanning
a lliances in the USA with defence industry firms. P6, a Scandinavian based
company, sees relationships as central to the company' s culture and way of doing
business. A
number of the large firms with small bases of operation in Western
.,,

Australia are seeking further collaborative relationships to extend their market in this
region.
For the medium sized firms further collaborative relationships were a means of
accessing new markets and projects. For small firms expansion of collaborative
relationships is a way of building workflow and long-term sustainability.
Companies also spoke of consolidation of existing relationships, by improving their
ability to service their c ustomers. For some of the small and medhim sized firms
expansion into new relationships required resources beyond the firm' s current
reserves.
In summary, the benetits of collaboration for the participants in this study included
a ccess to skills, expertise, intellectual property, markets and contracts. The regulated
nature of the defence industry and the erratic nature of contracts meant that better
products, faster production and regulating of workflows were also priorities. The
citing of reputation, relationship and building a track record as benefits may be
linked to the strong emphasis on relationships evidenced in the study.
Most of the measurement of the benefits of collaboration were of a quantifiable
nature based on financial measurements and meeting contractual obligations. Other
214

measures included access to new opportunities and developing good working

relationships. There was a lack of fonnal measures of collaboration particularly
among the smaller finns.

There was little evidence of innovation arising from the collaborations however,

innovation was not seen as a driver or benefit of collaboration by the participants in
the study. The finns in the study were seeking to expand their collaborative

relationships. The larger firms seemed to have a greater capacity for collaboration

and were seeking to extend or consolidate their relationships. Some of the smaller

finns lacked the resources to enter into any further collaboration.

7 .8 Other Comments
At the end of the interview the respondents were asked if they had any further

comments they would like to make and allowed the interviewer to follow themes

raised previously. Details on the history and issues facing the yacht and boat

building industry were prevalent. According to 01 the Henderson region was

originally set aside for shipbuilding during the 1980s with only shipbuilding firms

allowed to locate into the region. The original industry around Henderson was

family based with firms such as the Kailis and Lombardo Yards and Australian

Shipbuilding Industries. The majority of the shipbuilding was around prawn

trawlers, these yards were union controlled as the finns that located on the waterfront

are required to have unionised labour forces. To avoid unionisation new yards began
to spring _up away from the waterfront which meant some of the bigger builders did

not have ocean front access, and the larger boats were harder to move.

A number of infrastructure issues relating to the Henderson region were raised by the

interviewees including:

• The presence of overhead powerlines which made it difficult to move large
vessels to the waterfront for launching.

• The lack of a launching facility smaller than that of P3.
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• The control of ports by autonomous bodies which makes it difficult for the/
berthing and servicing of the Super Yacht industry.

• State Government' s unwillingness to sell them land near the water and the
size of shed required does not make leasing an economic proposition.

• There is no access for a portable boat lifter.

• No public marina in the area where people can moor their boats, particularly
larger vessels.

1

,

• J..ack of a public ac cessible ship lifter, slipway and dry dock facility for
larger boats to be taken out of the water for maintenance.

According to S8 there could be a sizable industry in the building and maintenance of
super yar.hts however the lack of these facilities has stopped the industry from

developing. The interviewee indicated the region has been significantly

underdeveloped and consideration should be given for a marina development and

yacht club.

Finally, the yachting and pleasure craft industry was dominated by small firms where
the majority of the owner operators were over 45 years old. It was commented that

'.

apprentices did not tr.iditionally leave tu set up their own companies as they do not
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have sufficient skills to build a boat from start to finish. SI c•Jmmented that when he

[!
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and his brother wanted to retire that they would simply close the business as there

if

was no one to take over. In relation to the size of these boat builders the debt
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required for small boat builders to move up to the next level, along with the

.,',
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administrative burdens were disincentives to growth.
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7.9 Labour Shortage
i i

One of the recurring comments in the interviews related to the skilled labour shortage
in the !"egion. The majority of interviewees who spoke about the labour shortage

were from smaller firms. The contributing factors to the shortage identified by the

interviewees were the mining boom in Western Australia, disinterest among young
people in the trades, and the desalination plant project which was drawing trades
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people away from the region. According to S9 "15 years ago no one put on

.
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apprentices and no•v •ve are paying the penalty ". To address the labour shortage M5
has brought labour in from South East Asia however they had found the imported

labour did "not have the sa1ne skill level as the local labour force but are being paid
the equivalent wages".
The labour shortage has resulted in a lower and unreliable standard of work, poor

work ethic, higher wage costs and a restriction of growth opportunities. According

to S3

"if an employee chooses to leave to go to another company if his •vork is not 11p

to standard it is a s,nall ind11stry so people talk andf11ture e,nployers are 1nade
aware of that person 's rep11tation as a worker".

7.10 Research Question 5: Models of Best Adoption of Collaborative
;i

l�elationships
No single definitive model of best adoption of collaborative relationships at the

regional level and the firm level was found in the literature or the study. Some
common themes from the literature reviewed were identified from the expert

interviews undertaken and the pilot and main data collection for the study which are

elaborated on in the next section.

7.10.1 Regional Settings for Collaborative Relationships
From the research there is some indication that the environment in which the

collaboration takes place has some impact on the relationships. The literature

reviewed showed collaboration was a common the,ne across the strategies of

regional economic development. Of the strategies of regional economic

development reviewed, including entrepreneurship, networking, innovation systems,
Triple Helix and cluster, it seemed that a clustering strategy covers the widest range
of facilitating activities. These activities included: knowledge creation and sharing;

generation of intellectual property and technology transfer; technological innovation;
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business growth and the development of export markets; collaboration between
organisations; the development of e ducation and training to support industry; the use
of JCT; the provision of infrastructure and a focus on the development of SMEs.
The comprehensiveness of clustering as a means for regional economic development
could lead to the assumption that it is the "best" model for facilitating collaborative
relationships at a regional level, however, as cautioned in Chapter 2 by the
Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (2004) any clustering initiative must
take into account the geographic conditions, culture and history of the region. In
comparison with European countries Australia has some unique characteristics which
make the application of economic development strategies difficult, specifically the
lack of coordination by government and the size of Australia's economy (Roberts &
Enright, 2004; Maude, 2004). Caution must, therefore, be applied to the
transplanting of successful strategies from other countries to Australia.
From the expert interviews conducted a number of insights concerning clusters were
gathered. The research of the Cluster Org. based at the Stockholm School of
Economics provides an overview and direction for developing clusters. The
experiences of Tekes, Oulu and San Diego Connect interviewees show that the
implantation of cluster development varies greatly.

'.,
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Table 7. 25 Expert Observations on Clusters
Source
Cluster Org
Sweden

Observations
• Presence of a sustainable market for the product and industries
such as defence which are driven by a single customer i.e.
Government, can prove to be unstable.
• Problems linked to cluster facilitation by an external
organisation including leadership and conflict of interests.
• Targets need to be identified for the cluster.
• Identify and map the common and rare capabilities ,vithin the
cluster and identify related industries to counter the instability
in the market by providing firms with alternative markets for
their competencies should the dominant market suffer a
downturn.
• Drivers for the establishment of clusters are:
o joint production through purchasing,
o logistics and supply chain development,
o finn formation through incubation,
o spin off and business service,
o joint sales through joint product or regional
branding and foreign market promotion;
o joi nt R&D,
o intelligence about the market or innovations,
o lobbying government policy, regulations and for the
provision of infrastructure and human resource
upgrading - technical, n1anagerial training and
education system interface.

Tekes, Finland

• A small domestic market has lead to an export focus.
• Cluster development in Finland has been market driven.
• Large companies integrate sn1aller businesses into their value
chain.
• There are some alliances between small companies, however it
is usually just in the form of buyer/seller relationships.
• Clusters need a combination of different companies
• No cluster is complete, there is always room for improvement.
• There has been a backlash towards government intervention
through supporting start-ups as they are considered to be
taking market share from existing companies.
• The basis of the projects funded by Tekes is collaboration
between companies and the academic sector.
• Finland has a culture of collaboration and participation.

'
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7.25 Expert Observations on Clusters cont.
Oulu
Development
Authority
'

•
•
•
•
•
•

.
San Diego
Connect

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The dominant finn, Nokia, has a policy of limiting its
employees to 4,000 which has created numerous spin-offs
companies.
The Oulu region also cooperates with adjacent regions in
Sweden which allows companies in Oulu region to access
larger markets and provides for mixed competencies between
the firms in Finland and those in Sweden.
The Regional Development Authority has also sought to
relocate existing companies into the area using economic,
environmental and life style factors and incentives.
The Development Authority's services include business
mentoring, business incubators, market research and listings of
· suppliers and potential buyers.
Establishment of collaboration between competitors.
The model used by the Development Authority is based on
ideas that have been collected from around the world on
business development and have been modified to work in the
region
Mapping industries in the region to identify linkages/supply
chains between industries both direct and indirect.
Creating a database of companies' capabilities in the region in
order to identify capabilities that link to certain industries so
that companies can have flexibility to switch industries in the
c ase of a down turn.
Develop flexibility ,vithin the finns in the region so as to
enable them to ride out fluctuations in customer demand.
The database aids local contracting by finns and is used to
develop consortiums to tender for government defence
contracts as they can search by capability.
A history of technology transfer from the Universities in t he
San Diego region.
The Federal Government has often considered spending on
defence, a method of regional development.
Another fonn of Govemn1ent policy has been the use of
Community Reinvestment Acts which provide a fonn of bank
that invests in communities and provides opportunities for low
income businesses.

In the Australian context the pilot case study of the super yacht cluster in another

Australian state also provide insights into cluster development. In this case the

primary driving forces for collaborative relationships were a common benefit or risk

, of loss to be avoided by working together and opportunities to be exploited were
increased competitiveness, a change of business model in response to changing
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market needs and the differentiation of identity in the market place. Facilitators to
collaboration were pre-existing relationships prior to cluster fonnation, the
engagement of decision makers with power to effect change, a willingness to
embrace change, a co-operative, open, entrepreneurial attitude, demonstrated
commitment to the relationship and a united identity in the market. The inhibitor
identified was inconsistent policies at the different levels of government
The use of shared ICT enabled quick and cheap infonnation exchange and access to
new markets. For the super yacht cluster ICT facilitated their presence in the
international market. Despite the introduction of ICT it was stressed that face to face
meetings, both formal and informal, were the basis of relationship development and
infonnation exchange. The success of the cluster program was evident in the growth
in' the number of industry clusters in the region and the move towards the creation of
integrated or "super clusters".
There are similarities between the super yacht cluster and the
Henderson/Rockingham region, yet no one case or model can provide a "blue print"
for the development of the Henderson/Rockinghan1 cluster. Even though it was
tenned a cluster, there were no examples of fonnal or organised clusters at the time
of the study. Subsequent to the study the researcher has been informed by a
representative from the State Government that a yachting cluster and a sub-sea
technology cluster are in the process of being established in the region.

7.10.2 Collaborative Relationships
For collaborative relationships to be established there needs to be a driver. Through
the literature the drivers to the fonnation of collaborative relationships were
identified in Chapter 3 and are listed in Table 7.26.
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Table 7. 26 Drivers of Collaboration
Drivers
Economic

Knowledge &
Skills

Relationship

Environmental

,,

Factors
• Obtaining and accessing resources
• Create competitive advantage through control of scare resources
• Increase competitiveness or market position and so to profit and
grow
• Access to new markets
• New opportunities
• Efficiency by improving the internal input output ratio
• Reduce the production and transaction costs
• Creation of superior product
• Reduce risks associated with possible market failure
• Reducing competition
• Enable greater geographical coverage
• Creation of higher profits
• Increase trade volumes
• Facility for selling over caoacity
• Need to access knowledge
• Need to access and develop new skills
• Increase organisational competency and value through knowledge
• Access complementary skills
• Capacity to develop new products and innovations
• Access information on customers' future intentions
• Similar dependencies
• Reciprocity - Pursuing mutual benefit or goals
• To exercise po•11er or control over an organisation or its resources
• To justify organisational activities and appear to hold to
prevailing norms
• Access to imoo1iant third oarties
• Reduce environmental uncertainty
• To meet legal or regulatory requirements
• To align itself with others to reduce environmental uncertainty
• To gain legitimacy within a particular environment
• Environmental threats
• Opening national markets
• Deregulation
-- - ·�
• Globalisation
• Privatisation
• Non hierarchical structures
• Race for the future
• Organisational networks
• Information al!e
• For survival
• Crises
• Needs
.
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It is not clear if a firm requires just one or numerous drivers to enter a collaborative

.. relationship. There is also no "rating scale" as to how strong a drive or drivers need
to be before a firm can enter a relationship. Similarly with the facilitators
of
'

collaborative relationships there is no clear model for the application of these factors
to a relationship, although factors such as trust have received considerable attention

in the literature. The facilitators drawn from the literature review in Chapter 3 are
listed in Table 7.27. These could be seen as a guide to desirable factors in a

collaborative relationship however it is not a prescriptive list.
Table 7. 27 Facilitators of Collaboration
Facilitators
Structural/
Infrastructure
Economic/
Financial

Organisational

' -,.,._
Factors
Infonnation technology
Institutional bonds
Infrastructure
Investment in the relationship
Accepting initial costs for future benefit
Perception of benefit
Creation of ongoing value
R educe ambiguity
Compatibility
-'
Flexibility
Intellectual capital
Organisational interaction3
Communication
Organisational interconnectedness -·
R elationship management
Mechanism of coordination -formal and infonnal
Standard values
Top management support
Shared goals
Collaborative environment
Putting collaborative interest first
Participant's contribution to the solution _
Initiating and maintaining the collaborative relationship-,
Competence
Con1mitment
D eveloo a common frame of reference
.
Positive expectations
Share with others
Commitn1ent to the relationship
Trust
Organisational culture
Individual interaction
_. '

',

ti

-

•
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These lists of drivers and facilitators may vary due to factors such as firm size as
illustrated by Blomqvist (1 999) in Table 7.28. There \Vas also some variation in the
drivers of collaboration according to firm size in this study with small firms
primarily dr.iven by the desire to access skills and expertise whereas the medium and
large firms w.1:re interested in accessing new business opportunities and n1arkets.

Table 7. 28 Collaborath>n Comparison by Firm Size (Blomqvist, 1999)
SMEs

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market-based competitiveness,
marketing channels .
Time-based competitiveness
Credibility and legitimatisation
Access to finances and higher
profitability
Risk reduction
Technology and standard-based
competition
Competitive R&D
Competition

Laree Firms

•

..
•
•
•

•
•
•

Competitive R&D
Technology-based competitiveness
Time-based competitiveness
Cost-savings and higher
profitability
Human-resource-based
• •
compe11t1veness
Market-based competition
Co,npetition
Credibility and legitimatisation

From the research conducted in Henderson the industry in which the firms were
involved may also affect the drivers and facilitators of collaborative relationships.
Two of the drivers, access to labour and a pre-existing relationship, were not
identified in the liten1ture as illustrated by Table 7.29.

Table 7. 2� Primary Driver of Collaboration by Industry
Industry
Defence
Marine
Commercial
Yachting &
Pleasure Craft
Resources
Industrv
Engineering
External
Organisations

Primary Driver of
Collaboration (Research)

Classification from Literature

Access new business or
markets
Access to labour

Access to new markets
(Economic)
*Not identified in the literature

Access skills and expertise
Pre existing relationship

Need to access and develop new
skills (Knowled!!e and Skills)
*Not identified in the literature

Access new business or
markets / Access to labour
Access to labour

Access to new markets
(Economic)
*Not identified in the literature
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In the expert interviews relating to the marine and defence industries a low level of

c ollaboration was found in the Swedish Defence industry. A sense of self

sufficienc y has meant a low level of collaboration with foreign defence c ompanies.
The industry is consolidating mergers, acquisitions and joint ventures that assist i n

rationalising the market place (M. Lundmark, Personal communication, June 9,
2005).

a • •

For the Finnish shipbuilding industry there were some allianc es between SMEs, but
most c ollaboration was in the form of subcontracting to access labour and expertise
(T Karvonen, Personal con1munication, June 16, 2005).

From the main data c ollection the notable collaborative relationships were the

',

alliance around the building and upgrade of the ANZAC frigates which involved N I ,
,

',

. P3 and P6, the relationship b etween P9 and its subcontractors and informal

'

c ollaboration between M6 and S8 which allowed for th e sharing of skilled labour.
Finally in relation to the use of ICT in c ollaborative relationships the following

facilitators were identified specifically i n relation to ICT. As the research indic ated

the use of ICT in c ollaborative relationships was low so drivers for JCT use in

c ollaboration were not identified, however, perc eived benefits of JCT in

c ollaborative relationships were identified. These are compared to the facilitators
from the literature in Table 7.30 below were it c an be seen that there were some

similarities.

(j

I,

"
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Table 7. 30 The Use of ICT in Collaborative Relationships
Facilitators from the Literature

· Cost reductions

Research Findinl!s
•

• Productivity improvements
• Efficiency and cost effectiveness

•

• A ccess to information

•

•
• Routine and simple exchange process

•
•

• Product 1narket strategies
• Cornpetitive position
• IT resources and skills
• 'l'echnical trust and bonds
• Le vel of integration of the
organisation' s existing internal
systen1s i.e. level of IT investn1ents
• Level of implementing security
systems to protect information
exchanged between the organisations
• Finding or creating value and
ongoing return for all partners in the
•
proJeCt
• Common history bet\veen the
•
•
organ1sat1ons
• Power balance between organisations
• Trust and commitment
• Social bonds
• High level of intehrrity, availability
and accessibility, efficiency,
flexibility, standardization,
compatibility, performance, reliability
and security of IT
• Dependence
• The agreement on a common goal
and value created

•

Increased efficiency and reduced
costs.
Provision of long term data on
workflows which allows better
scheduling.
Allowing the disse1nination of
information across organisations to
obtain a uniform understanding on
a collaborative project.
Greater access to classified
material which assists with
schedulin!! of oroiects.
Convenience in the transfer of
information and the collation of
data on the progress of projects.
ln1proved con1munication and the
reduction of confusion.
Overcoming distances, particularly
working in export rnarkl!ts.

.

., .

. _. \
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· . ·. 7.11 Concept Relationships
As part of the triangulation of the data the researcher used an alternative data

analysis tool called Leximancer. The coding for the NVivo analysis was based

'

around the interview questions and themes drawn from the literature, expert

.· interviews and the pilot case study and the pilot interviews. 'fhe program was used
to scan the text of the interview documents to identify key themes, concepts and

ideas that may not have been disclosed from the NVivo data analysis.

Two analyses of the data were undertaken and two maps were generated from the
data, the first contained all the interviews and the second contained only th e ·

interviews from ind·Jstry. There was a high level of correlation between the two d ata

sets as illustrated by the ranking of concepts and the concept maps. This was done to
ascertain if th e non-industry interviews skewed the data in any way. The concepts

identified in the text by Leximancer have been ranked by importance and are

illustrated in 'fable 7.3 1 . From Table 7.3 1 there is little difference between all
interviewees and the only ind ustry responses.

\{

;

.
\.
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Table 7. 31 Ranking of Concepts from Leximancer
work
company
Industry
systems
contract
Navy
project
relationship
market
boats
business
access
labour
Information
time
region
Defence
Henderson
people
bulldlni:
level
Government
proces!)

1 00%
96.6%
62.2%
44.9%
44.9%
41%
41%
40.2%
38.2%
36%
34.6%
32.4%
28.4%
25.4%
24.3%
23. 1 %
22.9%
2 1 .7%
20.6%
20.3%
20.3%
17.3% .
14.8%

-

--·
-·
-·
-·
.

..

' I ,,

' ..
•

'

.. '

f""

••

. - , �--

I •

''

;

·'

. .. . .

· . : · .. ! : ":, company

·;'
'

·'.

work
indust�
systems
Navy
market
boats
Interviewee
(!roject
labour
contractors
access
contract
Information
time
cx11ertlse
rclatlonshil!
Henderson
guality
Defence
bulldl!.!g
level
located

1 00%
67.2%
36.4%
27.8%
24.8%
24%
23.3%
22. 1 %
2 1 .4%
19.1 %
1 8.7%
1 8.4%
16.9%
14.6%
14.2%
1 3.9%
13.5%
1 3.5%
12.4%
I 2 °1,,
1 1 .6%
1 1 .2%
10.9%

While the top four concepts were the same for both data sets the n otable difference

for all organisations was with the higher ranking for relationships, contracts and the

inclusion of the concepts of people and government. For the industry only data set,
as expected, the greater focus on financial outcomes with market having a higher

ranking and the concepts of expertise, relationship and quality being included in the
industry data.

The major focus for firms was around obtaining contracts and staffing for the

workload. This may be due to the erratic nature of the workflows in all the industries

due to the irregularity of high value of the contracts.

Though the study was concerned with relationships this was not a dominant factor in
the interview text when analysed with Leximancer. The larger the dots and the

darkest the text the stronger the concepts were in the interview text. The concept

maps for all interviewees and industry only interviewees look relatively similar with
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· the two main tenns of work and company closely linked. The other two significant
concepts were systems and industry. These were located away for the main concept
group which indicates only a weak relationship between the tenns. The concepts .
across Figures 7.5 and 7.6 seem to be evenly spread with no strongly defined concept
clusters.
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("Iterations 2000'' is the number of time the data ls scanned by Leximancer in .
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7.12 Chapter Summary
Based on the research questions the results from the study have been presented in
this chapter. In Chapter 8 the results will be disc ussed and summarised in the light of
. the literature and the expert interviews and conclusions drawn. The limitations of the
research and areas for further research will be described.
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Chapter 8: Discussion and Conclusions .

_,
1, '

8 Introduction
In this final chapter the research findings presented in Chapter 7 will be analysed in
the light of the research themes, literature and expert interviews presented in chapters
I to 6. Through comparing the research findings with the previous literature
conclusions and reco1nmendations will be made. Finally, the research limitations
and areas of possible further research will be discussed. Tho chapter format is
illustrated in Figure 8 . 1 .

Figure 8. 1 Chapter 8 Framework
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8.1 Research Context ·
The context of the research was outlined in Chapter I , including the background to
the research project and the involvement of the i.i,justry partners in the study. The
consultation with the industry partners determined the location of the research project
in the Henderson/Rockingham region with a focus on the Marine, Defence and
Resources cluster. This setting for the research has impacted on the findings, making
the results contextualized.
The finns which participated in the research included both industry firms and non
industry organisations. This was to gain an in-depth vie,v of the region being
studied. The firms were divided by size into large, rnedium and small and were
selected from the defence, marine commercial, resources, yachting and pleasure craft
and engineering industries. There was some interaction between the various
industries and public sector organisations as illustrated in Figure 8.2.
As stated in Chapter 2 the interaction between the public and private sector is part of
economic development (OECD, 2002; OCED, 1997; ABF, 2005; Lundequist &
Power, 2002) and as evidenced in the case studies in Chapter 4 (Chetty, 2003;
Wickham, 2005) these external organisations play a role in the development of
clusters. The expert interviews suggested a higher level of interaction between
external agencies and the firms in the private sector particularly those in Scandinavia
(Linquist, 2005; Virtanen, 2005; Koivukangas, 2005; Lundmark, 2005). There rnay
be some underlying factors that have ilnpeded the level of interaction between the
public and private sector in the Henderson/Rockingham region as pointed out by
Maude (2004). The dominance of the resource sector in the Western Australian
economy has meant that this sector has been the pri mary focus of government
economic policy rather than manufacturing. DoTaRS (2002) suggested that
government at all levels had not been successful in creating an integrated approach to
re gional economic development.
While all the external organisations had some influence on the firms in the cluster,
vocational education had the 1nost visible impact at the time of the study due to the
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· shortage of skilled labour. Access to skilled labour was identified by DoTaRS
(2002) as one o f the impediments to regional economic development in the

Australian context. The role of education in economic development was identified in

a number of regional economic development strategies outlined in Chapter 2,
·�,
including entrepreneun,hip, networking, Triple Helix and clusters.
.

· One of the major areas where State and Federal Government policy impacted the
Henderson/Rockingham cluster was rhrough the funding of major infrastructure
projects. The provision of infrastructure is part of the economic development

strategies of entrepreneurship and clustering and a traditional area for government
involvement (Drabenstott, 2005). In the past the majority of the infrastructure
provided at Henderson/Rockingham has been related to construction and

. maintenance of vessels and offshore rigs. The current projects such as a technology
precinct are more inline with the rype of infrastructure that facilitates business
development, including business incubators, laboratory space and business parks as

sug gested by Feser (2002); Solvell, et al. (2003); O E CD (2005).

The interaction between the industries in the cluster also varied as indicated by the
width of the arrows in the Figure 8.2.

"

(i
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· Government
Funded Agencies

' Federal Government

Marine Defence ship building,
Maintenance and
Defence systems

•

Marine
Commercial

Pleasure
Craft/Yachts

Local
.. Government

Enginee1ing Fabrication Marine

Resources - Oil,
Gas and Mining

Industry
Bodies
i

Education

State Government ·
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Legend
Strong Interactions
Me dium Interactions
Weak Interactions

"
Figure 8. 2 Relationships within the Cluster
The relationships between the firms in the region seem to be hierarchical in nature
with the larger finns subc ontracting work to the smaller firms. The power
a symmetry involved in these hierarchical relationships could lead to a lower level o f
trust, particularly for the smaller firm as they were usually at a disadvantage when it
came to skills, technology and resources (Lawton-Smith & Dickson, 2003).
The majority of the large firms were involved in the defence industry and were
subsidiaries of multi national corporations. Though no single firm was dominant the
maj ority of the major contracts were to the primes interviewed in this study. This
234 · -
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small group of finns dominated the cluster and had the power to enforce conditions
on the smaller finns. This is similar to the findings of Thuraisingham, et al. (2002).
The large frrms in the defence and resources industries were primarily involved in
high costllow volume, multi-million dollar projects for which there was intense
'

competition nationally and internationally. Within the commercial marine and the
yachting industry there was a similar level of competition ,vith high cost/low volume
projects where finns were vying for million dollar contracts. The only industry
studied which did not fit into this model was the e..gineering industry as it provided
services across all of the industries and firms in the region.
Many of the smaller firms which subcontracted to the medium sized or larger finns
were reluctant to grow beyond 30 employees due to the administrative burdens
associated with employing staff. This hesitancy of smaller firms to grow past their
current size runs counter to one of the main focuses of economic development for the
region as outlined in Chapter l , which was to encourage growth within existing

'·'

finns. In the expert interview in Oulu, the development authority representative
indicated that small finns in the region received assistance including business
mentoring, market research and listings of suppliers and potential buyers. These
measures were designed to assist these small finns to grow (Koivukangas, 2005).;
Other areas of assistance fo1 small firms cited in the literature include :nancial
advice, information and consultancy services, technological and innovation

,

; .

development, growth and export entry guidance, educational and training support,
networking facilitation and relocation assistance and infrastructure provision support
(Guijarro, et al., 2005; Parrilli 2005; Shapira, 200 1 ; Audretsch, 2005; Clower, et al.,
2004).
Organisations external to the cluste; were also included in the study to gain further
insight into the cluster and ascertain if the actions of these organisations had any
impact on collaborative relationships and the use of ICT. The vocational training
provider E l was heavily involved in the provision of skilled labour to address the
labour shortage. E2 was not involved directly in the region as the focus for its
external relationships was in the areas of medicine, biotech and agric4ltural science.
The lack of involvement in the region of tertiary education institutions means the
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opportunities for knowledge transfer and collaborative research are limited. This may
also be a contributing fa.:tor to the low level of innovation within the region as the

regional econon1ic development strategies of innovation systems, Triple Helix and
clustering all considered knowledge transfer from universities and research

institutions to be part of the process of assisting regional economic growth (OECD,

2002; Leydesdorff, et al., 2005; Etzkowitz, 2003, Boekholt & Thuriaux, 1999;
Porter, 2000; Benneworth, 2002).

The three state government organisations interviewed were all inv.o lved in the

' · development of major infrastructure and services to the region, there were, however,
occasions when the three policy makers were in conflict as there was no single lead
organisation. The lack of coordination and commitment to a common goal between
the three levels of government in Australia was identified by Roberts and Enright

(2004) as limiting governments' effectiveness in economic development and this

could be seen in the interviewee's dissatisfaction with the uncoordinated provision of

services in the region.

The six local governments in the South West Group seemed to be less involved in

regional development in the Henderson/Rockingham cluster. This could be due to

the cluster only covering two of the six councils and it not being a priority to all

those involved in the South West Group. The lack of a single development agency
for the region makes it diffi cult to establish and maintain coordinated policy and

funding. In the case of Oulu in Finland, the national government encouraged local

governments to work on a regional basis as well as cregte links with adjacent regions
in Sweden. The combined leverage of the Regional Development Authority in Oulu

has assisted in the bid to encourage existing companies relocate to the Oulu region.

As noted in Chapter 2, the provision of infrastructure and services is part of the

regional economic developrnent strategies of entrepreneurship and clustering. The

uncoordinated approach to infrastructure provision could be a disincentive for firms

seeking to relocate to the region as they would have to deal with numerous

government agencies.

A little under one-third of the firms involved in the study had moved into the area or

com1nenced operations within'the last five years which would indicate some level of
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economic growth in the region. As suggested by Benneworth (2002), Lundequist

and Power (2002) and Palazuelos (2005), the history and natural advantage of the

. . region contribute to the development of a cluster. The history and natural advantages
of the Henderson/Rockingham region including the location of HMAS Stirling on

,,)I
'

'

Garden Island, the history of boat building in the region and the natural harbour

facility at Cockburn Sound may be contributing factors to the creation of a cluster in

the region. The provision of State and Federally funded infrastructure over the past

five years particularly focusing on the defence industry may have also contributed to

the increase in the number of finns.

As identified in Chapter 2, the common themes for economic development strategies
are collaboration, co-location and networking between the finns. The main reasons

finns located to the region were proximity to other firms in the same industry,

proximity to customers and history, therefore the study would seem to support these .·.
concepts. The low level of collabon1tive ICT usage in the region reduced the

likelihood of virtual networks being used to collaborate hence the need for the finns
to be physically lot.ated in close proximity (Lee, et al., 2003).

' '

8.2 Discussion of the Research Questions and Results
In the context of the Henderson /Rockingham cluster the research questions in Figure
8.3 were examined in the study.
1.

What are the drivers and inhibitors for organisations to enter
collaborative relationships?

2.

What are the factors that impact 011 the creation and sustaining of
collaborative relationships?

3.

How does JCTfacilitate and sustain collaborative relacionships?

4.

What are the benefits and dra,vbacks of collaborative relationships?

5.

Are there models of best adoption of collaborative relationships ?

Figure 8. 3 Research Questions
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To explain the possible links between the concepts that were studied the following
diagram was presented in Chapter 3 prior to the research being undertaken.
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· Figure 8. 4 Collaborative Factors Studied in the Cluster

Figure 8.4 illustrates the theories encompassed in the study as a flowchart with the

end result of collaboration and innovation being competitive advantage, however,

following the analysis of the research data Figure 8.5 is proposed. In the study th ere

.· was not a strong link between collaboration and innovation, which is counter to the

findings of Carlsson and Mudambi (2003), OECD, (1997), DoTaRS (2002), Roberts

and Enright (2004) on a regional level and Ritter, et al. (2002), Dodourova (2003),

Ryssel, et al. (2004), Veludo, et al. (2004) on a individual firm level. The high level
of secrecy, security and competition may explain the findings as Iammarino (2005)
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suggested that innovation systems are inhibited by factors such as a lack of
organisational openness to innovation, institutional exclusiveness, fragmented social ·
networks and an anti development ethos that relies on the inflow of external
innovations rather than internal creation. Most of these inhibitors were present at
some level in the research findings particularly in the defence industry.
The
relationships in the study were not as linear or as clearly defined as suggested in
.
'

'

the original model. The factors that are in the centre circle of Figure 8.5 relate to

business relationships and specifically to collaboration. These include the drivers
and facilitators of collaboration as well as the inhibitors and drawbacks. Also
included are the benefits and measures of collaboration and the factors that firms in
the study considered critical to making collaborative relationships work.
There are a number of industry factors illustrated in the middle circle that in1pact on
relationships, these include predominance of the large defence and resource industry
firms in the re gion, multi million dollar contracts, power asymmetry between firms
of differing size, the high volume and low cost nature of production, the skilled
labour shortage, the need for secrecy and security surrounding the defence industry,
and the low level of ICT u sage which may be the result of this need for security. · .

These industry factors such as the skilled labour shortage and the multi million dollar
contracts impacted on collaboration positively. Conversely the high need for security
and secrecy had a negative impact.
'
.!

The outer circle contains the factors which have a less significant impact on
collaborative relationships \Vithin the cluster however they are part of the context of
the study.

'

;,'.
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Figure 8. 5 Diagram of Relationships within the Cluster
In the following section the specific research questions of the study will be compared
with previous research examined i n the literature in this research.

8.3

Research Question 1 - Drivers and Inhibitors of Collaboration

The factors from the research that in1pacted on collaborative relationships are
displayed in Table 8. 1 . The results of the study are analysed in the light of the
drivers and facilitators identified in the literature in Chapter 3. The majority of
factors identified were p rin1arily economic in nature. The prevalence of economic
drivers in the research results is consistent \Vith the dominant focus on economic
drivers in the literature as identified by authors including Arroyo (2003), Oliver,
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(1990), Barringer and Harrison, (2000), Dodourova (2003); Ryssel, et al. (2004) and
Veludo, et al. (2004).

There was only one driver that fitted in the category of Knowledge/Skills 'access

skills and knowledge' This could be due to the size and complexity of the contracts

which forced the large finns to outsource or collaborate to access expertise not held
within their organisation but required to complete the contract. The accessing of
knowledge and skills with the purpose of innovation was cited as a driver of

collaboration by Ritter, et al. (2002) and Pitta\vay and Morrissey (2004). The low

level of innovation found in the study may explain why the accessing of knowledge
and skills was not a significant driver of collaboration.

The history of boat building in the region facilitated relationships with many of those
interviewed knowing employees in other companies, having worked with them

previously in the industry. This may explain why 'returning favours to/or working
with friends' appeared as a driver of collaboration in this research. The one factor

that could be termed a facilitator o f collaborative relationships identified in the study,
"pre existing relationships" also fits into the context of the long-term relationships

within the region. The role of the relationship history between collaborators did not

appear in the literature in association with collaborative relationships. As clusters

mature over time and c ollaboration grows, the history of collaborative relationships

and their impact on further collaboration may warrant research as a possible driver of
collaboration.

Environmental drivers of collaboration have received some attention in the literature
(Arroyo, 2003; Oliver, 1990; Barringer & Harrison, 2000) and in the study the

drivers of 'the need to access Jabour' and 'to meet customer expectations' were quite
significant in collaborative relation ships. The relative i mportance of these

environmental drivers is due to the skilled labour shortage and the precise and

regulated nature of the defence and resources industries resulting in a significant
focus on m eeting customers' demands.
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Table 8. 1 Factors in Collaborative Relationships
Factors

Driver/
Facilitator
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
F
D
D

Access new business or markets
Access to resources
Reduce costs
Product development
Raise profile o f business
Share the risk
Access work without having to go to market
Access :;kills and expertise
Return f avours work with friends
Pre existing relationship
Access labour
Customer service expectations

Type
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Knowledge/Skills
Social
Social
Environmental
Environmental

The predominance of econo1nic drivers in collaborative relationships needs to be
taken into consideration if any government agency sought to facilitate such
relationships in the region.
In Tables 8.2 and 8.3 the drivers and facilitators of collaboration identified in
Chapter 3 are compared with the drivers and critical factors of collaboration found in
the study. A cross represents the drivers and a tick represents critical factors that
were present in the study. The list of drivers and facilitators identified in the
literature are far more extensive than those of the research findings. The findings o f
the research \Vere limited to the region and industries being studied were as the
factors identified from the literature were drawn from research across a wide range o f
industries.

.:..:,;

C,
..

..
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Table 8• 2 Dravers
.
Drivers
Economic

Legend
JC
Drivers
,/
Critical Factors
Present

Obtaining and accessing resources
Create comoetitive advantage throu2h control of scarce resources
Increase comnetitiveness or market oosition and so to nrofit and 2row
Access to new markets
New oooortunities
Efficiency by imnrovinl! the innut outout ratio
Reduce the production and transaction costs
Creation of superior products
Reduce risks associated with possible market failure
Reducin11 co1nnetition
Enable greater l!eographical cover.i2e
Creation of higher profits
Increase trade volumes
.
Facility for sellinl! over capacity

le
le

.

le
le
le

./
./

Knowledge Skills

Need to access knowledge
Need to access and develop new skills
Increase orl!anisalional competency and value throul'h knowled!!e
Access comolementarY skills
Capacity lo develop new oroducls and innovations
Access information on customers' future intentions

RelationshiJ!
Similar denendencies
Reciprocity - Pursuing mutual benefit or goals
To exercise power or control over an organisation or its resources
To iustifv or1n1nisational activities and appear to hold to orevailinl' nonns
Access to imoortanl third oarties

le

le

./
le

Environmental

Reduce environmental uncertaintv
To meet legal or rel!ulatory reauirements
To alil'n itself with others to reduce environmental uncertuintv
To gain legitimacy within a particuhrr environment
Environmental threats
• Opening national markets
• Deregulation
• Globalisation
• Privatisation
• Non hier.irchical structures
• Race for the future
• Organisational networks
• Information age

le

Other

For survival
Crises
Needs * in this case skilled labour

,,

le
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Table 8. 3 Facilitators of Collaboration
Facilitators

Present

Structural/ Infrastructure
Information technolol'v
Institutional bonds
Infrastructure

Economic/ Financial

Investment in the relationship
Acceotin11 initial costs for future benefit
Perceotion of benefit
Creation of ongoing value
Reduce ambiguity

,/

Or anisational

Comoatibilitv
Flexibilitv
'
Intellectual capital
Or!!anisational interactions
Comn1unication
OrJ?anisational interconnectedness
Relationshio 1nana!!emcnt
Mechanisn1 of coordin:llion -fonnal and informal
Standard values
Too manar>eme nt sunnort
Shared l!Oals
Collaborative e nvironment
Puttin11 collaborative interest first
Particioant's contribution to the solution
Initiating and maintaining the collaborative relationship
Competence
Comn1itment
Develoo a common frame of reference

,/
,/
��

,/
,/

Social

Positive exoectations
Share with others
Comn1itment to the relationship
Trust
Organisational culture
Individual interaction

l

-

l'

•

1

!

,

'

,/
,/

8.3.1 Drivers of Collaboration by Industry
The research found that there was a variation between the respective industries in

tenns of their major drivers for collaboration. For marine, commercial, yachting and

pleasure craft and external organisations, accessing labour, skills and expertise were
the major drivers. For defence and engineering it was seeking new business or
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markets. Interestingly, the resources industry primarily sought to collaborate with
those with who1n they had pre existing relationships. This could be due to the

industries' need for reliability, quality and safety. In the case of the large resource
industry finns interviewed they sought to build on pre existing relationships as a
means of accessing new business or markets.

In the literature originally reviewed little attention seemed to have been paid to
specific drivers of collaboration according to industry. Although this study is

relatively small the variation in drivers of collaboration between the respective
industries as illustrated in Table 8.4 may be worth further investigation.
Tab]£ 8. 4 Primary Driver of Collaboration by Industry
Industry
Defence
Marine Commercial
Yachtinl! & Pleasure Craft
Resources Industry
Engineering
External Orl!anisations

8.3.2

Primarv Driver of Collaboration
Accessinl! new business or markets
Accessing labour
Accessinl! skills and exoertise
Pre existin!! relationshio
Accessing ne\v business or markets
Accessinl! labour
Accessing labour

Drivers of Collaboration by Firm Size

The drivers for collaboration according to firm si;r,c also showed a variation with

smaller firms seeking skills and expertise and medium and larger finns seeking to

access new business or markets. Blomqvist ( 1 999) identified that there was a

variation between dri vers according to firm size in high tech industries. These

findings seem to be s upported in this study as illustrated in Table 8.5.
- ·-·' ...... .

''

;'
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Table 8. 5 Drivers of Collaboration by Finn Size
Drivers
1
2

Small
Accessing skills and
' exoertise
Accessing labour

Medium
Accessing new
business or markets
Accessing skills and .
exoert1se
.

..

.

.

.

.

Larl!e
Accessing new
business or markets
Accessing skills and · ·
-.
expertise
Pre existing
relationshio
.

.

.

If firms in different indu;,,tries and of varying size do not share the same primary
drivers for collaboration yet seek to work together, each firm in the relationship
needs to be mindful that the drivers they are seeking are not necessarily the same as
the drivers of their collaborative partner. In discussions held with the industry
partner prior to the research a view was expressed that the larger firms in the region
found it difficult to gain co-operation and collaboration from smaller firms. 1"his
may have been due to a lack of understanding by the l arger finns of the different
drivers smaller finns have for entering into collaborative relationships. If there is to
be collaboration between firms of differing sizes and industries within the cluster the
varying drivers need to be considered in order to create a win-win situation and
encourage collaborative ventures.

8.4 Research Question 2 - Factors that Impact on Collaborative
Relationships
Having reviewed economic development strategies in Chapter 2, business
relationships in Chapter 3 and investigated the industry background for the study in
Chapter 4 it was postulated that there may be a number of factors which could
possibly impact o n collaborative relationships.

8.4.1

Impact of Location within the Cluster

According to the ideas surrounding economic development, firms benefit from
loc ating in regional clusters as it provides a greater opportunity for collaboration,
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infonnation exchange and innovation (Steinfield, 2002). Although there was some
confinnatin.n from the data gathered in the study that firms had chosen to locate in

the region in order to access customers and suppliers there was little evidence of
knowledge spill-overs and radical innovation being derived from this close

proximity. As stated in Chapter 7, the majority of innovations came from sources
external to the cluster via the parent companies of the large firms. The main way

information was exchanged was through the workforce by subcontractors working
together on different projects and transferring knowledge to their counterparts.

As discussed previously in this chapter the theoretical framework from Chapter 3

(see Figure 8.6) suggested that collaboration and information sharing would give rise
to innovation and competitive advantage (Ritter, et al., 2002; Ryssel, et al., 2004).

This relationship was not supported due to the unwillingness of finns to share

infonnation resulting from the high level of competition, secrecy and security
displayed by the industries across the Henderson/Rockingham region.
Competitive Advantage

Innovation

Collaboration between Finns

Regional Economic Development Strategies

Figure 8. 6 Theoretical Frameworl�
8.4.2 Critical Factors for Collaboration
The respondents in the study were asked what they considered were the critical
factors or make or break elements for collaborative relationships. The top four

factors were relationship between the finns, history or experience with other finns, ·
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work performance/standard of the collaborating finn and trust. Though trust was not

"

the top critical factor in this study, the literature suggests that trust is central to the

operation of collaborative relationships (Seppanen, et al., 2005) and is built through

the history or experiences between finns (Seppanen, et al., 2005; Sharif, et al., 2005)

and the ongoing perfonnance of the contractual obligation (Medlin & Quester, 2002; · ·

Bijlsma & Koopman, 2003). These facilitators of trust were all found in the study.

As with the drivers of collaborative relationships the critical · factors also varied by .
industry and by finn size..

Table 8. 6 Critical Factors for Collaboration by Industry
Rank

Defence

Marine
Commercial

Yachting &
Pleasure Crart

Resources
lndustrv

Engineering
History or
experience

2
3

Financial
benefits
_ Trust

History or
exncrience

History or
exnerience
Financial benefits

History or
exnerience

Trust

From Table 8.6 it can be seen that for the defence, marine and the resources

. industries the most significant critical factor was the relationship between the firms.
In general each of these industries is dealing with high cost projects and from the

responses it was implied that a good working relationship between companies
ensured the best outcome in collaborative ventures.

In the yachting and pleasure craft industry work perfonnance in the fonn of quality,

. reliability and flexibility were considered the most crucial factors. This focus on

perfonnance may be due to the smaller size of the firms in this industry and their

lower resource base which exposes them to greater financial risk should a job not be

completed on time or to the quality required IJy the customer.

The most significant critical factors when analysed by firm size are the relationship,

history or experience and work perfonnance/standards as illustrated in Table 8.7.
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Table 8. 7 Critical Factors by Firm Size
Rank

1

Small
History or

I'<

---· . l!;;

.

2

Large

Medium
Ii, . 'l ''" '
��t:h-

.,

1<·"

•

'. , Worl(perforinfuu:e· :·;/ : :Mtitual'beiiefif",•"i![J!,,,i
. :silinditrci:: '.r;:::: /?"t;}�i,1:· .%lt:t'i11Br�½::J�wf.i¥it
History or

3

expenence
For small firms trust built thri ,ugh relationships, history or experience and work
perfonnance standards are important in reducing the risk of injury due to another
finn' s actions (Lawton-Smith & Dickson, 2003). The building of trust between
finns through relationship, mutual benefit and history or experience is usually
associated with small finns in relationships where there is a power asymmetry
(Sharif, et al., 2005) as large firms tend to rely on contracts to reduce risk (Pittaway
& Morrissey, 2006). The importance of these factors to the large finns in the study
may be due to the risk associated with the multi-million dollar defence and resources
contracts which they undertake.
It is suggested the difference between the drivers of collaboration and critical factors
of collaboration is that the drivers are the reasons why finns enter into collaborative
relationships and the critical factors, particularly if the relationship fail, are the deal
breakers or the reason for the dissolution of the relationship. This differentiation
between the reasvns why firms enter a relationship and the factors which keep them
i n the relationship has not been clearly delineated in the previous literature apart
from the work by Arroyo (2003). His work defined collaboration in tenns of factors
which produce and benefit collaboration and those that hann collaborative
relationships.
)i

8.4.3

Impact of External Factors on Collaboration

Of the external factors examined it was found that government policy i n relation to
taxation, regulation, the provision of infrastructure and defence spending impacted
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on finns within the region. In relation to tax policy, as stated previously, finns were

unwilling to grow past 30 employees due to the regulations involving superannuation
and employment contracts. As mentioned i n Chapter 7, there was considerable
dissatisfaction with the level and appropriateness of infrastructure and servic, · .
.

provided i n the regiQn.

.

Although not directly impacting on collaboration between the finns, government

policy \','a s seen by some of the i nterviewees as impeding rather than facilitating

economic gro\vth and opportunities within the region. The efforts by government to

facilitate regional economic development are not always successful, as found by
-

".

Tekes in Finland where their assistance to start-up finns was seen as taking market
share from existing finns (Virtanen, 2005).

Federal Government defence policy had to some extent facilitated collaboration due
to the Navy's desire to deal with a single entity for the building and maintenance of

vessels. Although the Australian Government had chosen to create a don1estic

defence shipbuilding industry the level of competition within that industry, the

irregularity of major contracts and the Defence Department's tendency to share the

work around the major contractors has created significant dif ficulties for finns in the

industry.

As discussed in Chapter 4, the European defence industry is being exposed to

increasing competition which has resulted in collaboration, however the European

market is considerably larger than Australia's. The small Australian n1arket means

that the Government's policies which seek to create competition and drive down

prices (DMO, 2002) can push firms out of the market should they miss out on a large
conlract. The UK government has adopted a similar policy of creatin g competition
but has faced difficultil!s with so few competitors in the defence market and old
adversarial relationships making collaboration difficult (Humphries & Wilding,

200 I ). It would seem the firms in Australia that are best placed to survive this

turbulent market are the multi nationals which have a far larger resource base than

the smaller domestic firms.

_<_'

'

.
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The lag in the uptake of new technology by the defence industry compared to the
private sector (Hayward, 2005) was identified in Chapter 4. 'fhe interviewees
commented on the conservative culture of the defence industry in Australia and the
Navy in particular, which does not mesh \Veil with that of the private contractors who
serve the Navy. The influence of the defence industry culture on relationships within
the Henderson/Rockingham cluster was a consistent theme with the interviewees
who dealt with the defence industry.

8.4.4

Labour Shortage

The shortage of skilled labour cited in the study was the one far.tor in collaboration
that had not been identified in the litt:rature; however the issue was highlighted in the
expert interview in Turku in Finland. This shortage of skilled labour in the
Henderson/Rockingham cluster was a primary driver for collaboration in the
conunercial marine industry and was in the top six drivers for all firms within the
study. As with the dominance of the defence industry the shortage of labour is a
characteristic which appears as a central theme i n this study.

8.5 Research Question 3 - The use of ICT in Collaborative

I',,
,
//

''

Relationships

i(

1I

,,

I,

One of the reasons this study was undertaken was to gather further information for
the possible implementation of economic development strategy aimed at the
facilitation of ICT adoption to assist firms to work collaboratively and grow their
domestic and international markets. Unfortunately this kind of strategy would be
difficult to implement at this time due tc> ',he low level of ICT use \\'ithi.n the �luster
both by the individual finns and within a _-i,liaborative context. This resuitwas
unexpected in light of the previous literature which suggested that the adoption of
ICT would benefit collaborative relationships (Ratnasinga1n, 2004; Chatterjee &
Ravichanddran, 2004). Although ICT is designed to facilitate the sharing of
i nformation and assist collaboration, the characteristics of security and secretiveness

"
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and the high level of competition in the region make the development of trust and the
willingness to share information difficult. These factors have impeded the adoption
of collaborative ICT in the Henderson/Rockingham cluster (Ryssel, et al., 2004;
Perry; Cavaye & Coote, 2002; Ratnasingam, 2004). ·
The benefits and
drawbacks of using ICT cited by the respondents are similar to
'
1!

(

�

those in the literature as illustrated in Table 8.8.

.II

.

Table 8. 8 B enefits and Drawbacks of ICT Adoption
Benefits
Results

-- '.::::- - - -

•••• Convenience in the transfer of
infonnation and collation of data
on the nroJJress of oroiects .
•••• Overcoming distances
particularly working in export "
markets.
•••• . [ncreased efficiency and
reduced costs.
•••• Provisio n of long term data on
workflows which allows better
scheduling.

'

--�--- - ·_: __,,,->" .

Literature

•

24 hour trading and information
exchange and management . .

•
•

Expanded marketplaces.
Access to new customers and
trading partners.

•

Productivity improvements.

•
•

Potential cost reductions.
Customisation of products and
services.

•••• Improved communication and
• Cost savings in communications
the reduction of confusion.
and marketing.
•••• Allowing the dissemination of
Greater business exposure.
infonnation across organisations
to obtain a unifonn
(du Plessis & Boon, 2004; Mcivor &
understanding on a collaborative Humphreys, 2004; Raisinghani et al,
project.
2005; Chau, 2004)
•••• Greater access to classified
. material which assists with
scheduling of projects.

'

a,\

',

'
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Table 8.8 Benefits and Drawbacks of JCT Adoption cont.
Drawbacks
Results

•••
• The leaking of intellectual
property.
•••• The general lack of technology
literacy among finns in the
industry.
,. The need for cultural change
within the collaborating
organisations.

•

•••• Technical problems such as
network failure.
•
••• The double handling of
infonnation and the lack of coordination between
collaborating finns and their IT
systems.
•••• Lack of compatibility between
systems in the large firms and
their collaborators;·

•
•
•
•
•
•

.

Literature
Concerns over privacy and
securitv.
Lack of technological skill and
expenence.

•
•

Applicability to the
organization's business model.

Lack of awareness.
Skill shortages.
The high cost of entry.
Lack of financial resources.
Insufficient return on investment.
Lack of support from
m anagement.
• Telecommunications
infrastructure, customer demand
for online services.
• The size of the organization.
(Lawson, et al., 2003; Zhu et al, 2003;
\Vu, et al., 2003; OECD, 2004; (OECD,
200 l ; Lee, ct al., 2003).
'

Although there are a number of collaborative relationships represented within this

study, the majority of business relationships were of a subcontractor nature with a ,
significant power asymmetry. It has been suggested that smaller finns are more

likely to adopt if pressured by a larger more powerful collaborator (Morris, et al.,

2003). 1he lack of support for this idea in the study may be due tc1 the overall low

level of collaborative ICT use particularly by the smaller firms.

The literature sug gested that the presence of a prior relationship, which builds trust,
might facilitate the use of collaborative ICT (Vlosky, et al., 1997; Ratnasingam,

2004). If this is the case the relationships contained within this study were often

fraught with significant difficulties that may have made the adoption of collaborative
JCT even less likely. If firms require a level of ICT adoption as suggested by the

diagram on the left hand side of Figure 8. 7 then only four of the finns interviewed
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who were at least involved i n e-commerce ordering would be in a position to move
o n to collaborative commerce.

Number
ICT Usage of
Firms in the Study Firms
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E-commerce
Online ordering
Online purchasing
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5
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Webpage

33

Internet access
IT stand alone desk
top PCs

34
35

Figure 8. 7 Electronic Business's Evolution Towards Collaborative Commerce
(ARC Grant Application, 2004)
Within the study there were two possible examples of what could be termed the
c ollaborative use of ICT, the first being the alliance developed to manufacture and
upgrade the ANZAC frigates where there was a limited use of common ICT and the
example of P9 with its spreadsheet based, workflow management system. The
i nterviewee fron1 P9 had previous experience in ICT as he came from a systems
management background as opposed to a Navy or trades background and this prior
experience may be why he created and implemented the system (Chau, 2004; Martin
& Matlay, 2001).
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8.6 Research Question 4 - Benefits and Drawbacks of Collaborative
Relationships
As identified in Chapter 3, the benefits of collaboration can be broken down into

economic, skills knowledge, relationships and others (see Table 8.9). Of the benefits
identified in the study the top one "access to skills, expertise and intellectual

property" would be classified under the criteria of knowledge and skills. The next
three benefits relating to "access to markets, contracts and net•Norks", "better

products and speed of production" and "building a track record and reputation within
the industry" would fall under the criteria of economic benefits. The benefits

relating to the creation of relationships and a good r..:putation in the industry also had

implied benefits of additional work in the future. When the benefits listed in Table

8.9 are compared with the drivers of collaboration in Table 8.1 0 (as listed in Chapter

· 3) it appears that the drivers are predon1inately economic bul the benefits are a
mixture of economic, skills knowledge and relationships.

Table 8. 9 Benefits of Collaboration
Benefits .
Access to markets, contracts and networks
Better nroducts and soeed of oroduction
Control and moderation of workflows
Increase income and redt:ce costs
Access to skills, expertise and intellectual nrooertv
Building a track record and reputation within the
industrv
CreatinP better relationships with others

Tvoe
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
KnowledPe/Skills
Relationshi
Relationshin

. ',_
' -·-

;

;j_!

"
"

Ii
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Table 8. 10 Drivers of Collaboration

.

'

Drivers
Access new business or markets
Access to resources
Reduce costs
Product development
Raise profile of business .
Share the risk
Access work without having to go to market
Access labour
Customer service expectations
Access skills and expertise
Return favours or work with friends
Pre existing relationship

Type
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Environmental
Environmental
Knowledge/Skills
Social
Social

"

,.

Table 8. 1 1 compares the benefits of collaboration found in the study with those

found in lhe literature. As with the drivers of collaboration the literature identified

more benefits than those found in the study. Issues found specific to the region

included maintaining workflows, sustaining local industry and customer service.

'

.
!

The focus on maintaining workflows and sustaining the local industry could be due
to the erratic nature of contracts in the industries in the cluster. For the yachting and
pleasure cr.1ft industry there was the threat of cheaper Asian imports which raised

concerns about the future of the industry.
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Table 8. 11 Benefits of Collaboration
Present

Benefits
Economic
)

Save money
• Reduce costs
• Use complementary resources
• Less investment
Access to resources
Access to services
New onoortunities
Creation of hi 0her orofits
A 11rowth in trade volumes
A facility for sellinl! over canacitv
Access to ne\v markets
Access to imoortant third earlies
The reduction of the cost of new product development
The reduction of lead times to market
Sharinl! of core comn<>tcncies between firms
Achievinl! economies of scale
Reduce and oool risk
Acauirinl! con1nlementarv resources and techno(ooies
Knowled11e Skills

New skills
New knowled<>e
The capacity to develop new products and innovations
Information on customers' future intentions
Relationshln

./

.

./

./
./

./

./
./

Relationship network
Satisfaction of a common interest

Other
)

Results
'.
• Increase the quality of results
;- "
'
.
C·
• Increase effectiveness
• Increase efficiency
• Satisfactorv results but not ootimal
Reward self-interest
New solutions to nroblems
./
Increased reputation
(Arroyo 2003; Bengtsson & Kock, 2000; Ryssel, et al., 2004; Briship 2003a}.

The drawbacks of collaborative relationships for the large firms included the leaking
of intellectual property, loss of contracts due to choosing the wrong collabo,ative
partner and increased competition from smaller companies as they grew in their
expertise. For the small firms the drawbacks were rigid contracts, lower profit
margin and loss of staff to collaborating f irms.
When compared with the drawbacks of collaboration identified by Arroyo (2003} in
Table 8. 1 2 (as listed in Chapter 3) the factor of "rigid contracts" and "loss of . .
• reputation due to choosing the wrong collaborative partner" as cited in the study

.'

//
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could be considered as "restrictions" in Arroyo's framework. Factors around the

"Reduction of Hann Activities" within a collaborative relationship as suggested by

Arroyo (2003) were not directly evidenced in the research findings however, these

,

-'- ' C

- - could be pursed in more detailed research.

Table 8. 12 Drawbacks and Inhibitors of Collaboration

_- '

; ;_

.

Drawbacks
Fraud
Corruotion
Chaos
Conformity
Groun think
Exclusion of non collaborators
Insufficient coordination
Increase deoendencv
Malfeasance
Collusion
Inhibitors
Uncertaintv
Individualism
Risk
Ambi 0uitv
Bad Reputation
Incon1oetence
Lack of information
Lack of fairness
Conflict
Lack of orevious interaction
Lack of knowled"e
Restrictions
• Time
• Inertia
• Prejudice
• Comolexitv
Com,,..titive environm�nt

J"-

Present
,/
,/

t'

.

",.
,.
-
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Table 8. 13 Dra,vbacks and Inhibitors of Collaboration cont.
Reduction of Hann Activities

Surveillance
Reduced delegation
Reduced commitment
Reduce oarticipation
Reduce Dependency
• Increase self competences
• Change partners
Look for other alternatives sources
• Knowledge
• Skills
• Resources
• Services
Only work with well reouted oarties
Develon strong nersonal relationships
Use fonnal agreements
Stop collaboration
Soread risk

_,·

'

'

Although there is no clear identification of the drawbacks by firm size within the
framework provided by Arroyo (2003) the small fim1s in the study seemed to be at a
greater risk of loss of income, reputation or skilled labour. As mentioned in Chapter
3 the benefits of collaboration differ between smaller and larger fi1ms (Wilson &
Garb, 1983; Blomqvist, 1999; Etemad, et al., 2001; Lawton-Smith & Di.ckson 2003).
The size, power and resources of larger firms can place smaller finns at a power
disadvantage (Wincent, 2005).
· The interviewees found it easier to list the drivers of collaborative relationships than
to identify the benefits and drawbacks. Even though collaborative relationships \Vere
part of doing business in the cluster very few finns had formalised measures of the
benefits of being in collaborative relationships. The majority of the formalised
measures
were found in the defence and resources industries where the large firms
,.
Ji

were servicing the Navy or multi nationals.
The lack of formalised assessment and measurement of the benefits of collaborative
. relationships is similar to the findings of Tuominen and Anttila (2006). Measures of
the benefits of collaborative relationships identified included quality, evaluation,
costing, forecasting and scheduling within a collaborative relationship (Tuorninen &
Anttila, 2006).
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The measurements of the benefits of collaboration identified in the study included:
• Fi nancial performance.
•

Provision of ongoing work and contracts.

•. Meeting contractual requirements.
•

Opening up new markets, relationships and products.

•

Meeting safety, quality, reliability and time keeping requirements.

'. ;

• The creation and sustaining of good working relationships.
• Positive customer and staff feedback.
•

Level of service provided.

The majority of these activities are easily quantifiable, apart from the creation and
sustaining of good w orking relationships. The social or relationship side to
collaboration which ofte n underpins its success, for example the deyelopment of
trust, is extremely difficult to quantify and there is no definitive 1neasure of trust in
collaboration (Bijlsma & Koopman, 2003; Seppanen, et al., 2005). The lack of
quantifiable measures for trust means though it is central to collaboration it is usually
absent from a list of measures. Though the easily quantifiable measure of financial
performance received twice the mentions by participants in the study, the
relationships between individuals and firms v,ithin the cluster was a reoccurring
theme.
When asked about their future intentions in regard to collaborative relationships the
large firms considered that changing defence contracts would mean a reorganising of
current relationships and alliances. For the majority of the large firms collaborative
relationships were seen as being part of the finn ' s strategic focus as no one firm in
the defence or resources industry could deliver a multi-million dollar contract on its
own. All firms spoke of consoli 1atin� and improving their existing relationships;
however the resources re-lui;-: _ to establish and maintain a relationship were a barrier
for some of the medium sizrd and small firms. This is consistent with the research of
B lomqvist ( 1 999) which found that SMEs did not have the resources to build and
maintain multiple collaborative relationships.
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The lack of resources within smaller firms is an impediment to their adoption of

information technology for both the creation of new collaborative relationships and
the development and commercialisation of innovation (OECD, 2001; Lee, et al.,

2003; Blomqvist 1999). When considering entering into a collaborative relationship
large finns must be aware of the limitations of smaller firms and the higher level of

risk to which the smaller firms are exposed (Lawton-Smith & Dickson, 2003).

8.7 Research Question 5: Models of Best Adoption of Collaborative :, ,·
Relationships
No single model of the adoption for collaborative relationships was identified

through the literature, the expert interviews or the study. What has been identified
are factors to be considered in relation to the implementation of economic

development strategies to a specific industry or region and factors involved in the
collaborative relationships between firms. The implementation of an economic
development strategy to facilitating greater use of collaborative ICT within the

Henderson/Rockingham region would, according to the findings of this study, pose

some difficulties due to the characteristics of the industries in the cluster, specifically

the defence industry which has a high level of security. Another difficulty is the low
level of ICT adoption among the small firms due to the low volume/high cost nature
of the manufacturing industries in the region which means that supply chain
n1echanisms such as IOS are less cost effective.

Though not a model for the best adoption of collaborative relationships, the

framework in Figure 8.8 could be used for the development of regional economic

"

development strategies and the adoption of collaborative relationships.

"
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Step 1
..
'. '

,

,;:

Identify the
characteristics of the
• Region
• Industries
• Finns

Scll'cl a focus for the Rl1gional
Econornic Dc\·clopn1cnt Strategy
• Knowledge creation & sharing .
• I.P.ffechnology transfer
• Technological innovation
• Growth and export
• Collaboration
• Education/ Training
• Use of ICT
• Infrastructure provi�ions
• Focus on SME

'..

Step 3
( ;

Collaborative Relationships
• Drivers
• Facilitator
• Drawbacks
• Inhibitors
• Benefits

Figure 8. 8 Framework for Regional Economic Development and Collaborative
Relationships
8. 7.1

Step 1 - Assessing the Characteristics of the Region

Through the literature, expert interviews and the study it has become evident that the
characteristics of the region, the industries within it and individual finns need to be
,':,; co.l;nsidered when devising and implementing regional econon:ic
. development
.

strategies. As every region is different it is important to identify and take into

_ consideration factors including the history and natural advantages of the region, buy
in from the private sector and industry groups, the specific qualities of the finns in
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. th e reg io n and th e fo rmatio n o f a co mmo n po licy platfo rm fo r th e reg io n
(Bennewo rth, 2002; ABF, 2005; Lu ndequ ist & Po wer, 2002; Po rter, 2000; Rob erts &
· E nr ig h t, 2004). InAu stralia th e pre- eminenceo f th eSME s in th e eco no m y mu st also
b e co nsidered as th ey are still lag g ing beh ind in th e ado ptio n o f ICT (Bo ekho lt &
\ '

Thu riaux, 1999: DCITA, 2004; ABS, 2006). T h e stu dy fou nd th at ch aracteristics o f
th e indu stries and the individu al f irms in th e clu ster impacted th e ado ptio n o f ICT

'

and th e level o f secrecy redu ced th e flo w o f info rmatio n and intellectu al pro perty · ·
between th e f irms. T h ese ch aracteristics wou ld mean re g io nal eco no mic
develo pment strateg ies aimed at th e facilitatio no f kno wledg e cre atio n and sh aring,
intellectua l pro perty and tech no lo g y t ransfer and th e increased u seo f ICT may face
diff icu lty in th eH enderson/Ro cking h am reg ion.

(

8. 7 .2 Stei-1 2 - The Focus of the Regional Economic Development Strategy
O nce th e cha,r acteristics o f th e reg io n h ave been assessed th e eco no mic deve lo pment
strateg ies cah be cho sen. In Ch apter 2 co mmo n ch aracteristicso r fo cus es o f
. eco no mic d evelo pment strateg ies were identif ied as illu strated in F igure 8.9. O neo r
'

i:

mo reo f the se cou ld be selecte d as th e fo cu s o f a reg io nal eco no mic develo pment
• '

•!

. strateg y fo r a specifi c reg io n depending o n its f it with th e ch aracteristics o f th at
regio n. ,,
•

Facilitatio n o f k no wledg e creatio n and sh aring
e1
Facilitat io n o f inte l �· c tu al pro pe rty and te ch no lo g y transfer
• Faci litatio n oi' tech no logi cal inno vatio n
• Increase d e co no mic g rov, th and expo rt
• F acilit ation o f co llabo ratio n
• Facilitalio n o f h ig h er levels o f edu catio n and tr aini ng , · ·
·'
• Increased u seof ICT
• I ncreased infrastru ctu re p ro visio ns
• Fo cu s o n SME develo pment

Figure 8. 9 Common Focuses of Economic Development Strategies
•

•

T h e fo llo wing co nsideratio ns, facilitating facto rs and activities h ave been identif ied
f ro m th e literatu re, expert insig h ts and th e pilo t case stu dy may assist practitio ners in
reg io nal eco no mic develo pment and specif ically in th e g ro wth o f clu st ers.
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Table 8. 14 Cluster Development
"

Factors to be Considered in Cluster Development

..: �

,
(r: ','· •, .
'.

'

.

C

•

• :

'

•

-' J

Is there a sustainable market for the products and industries?
Will the presence of an external facilitator such as the government lead to
leadership problems and conflict of interests?
What are the agreed targets identified for the cluster?
Are any of the following drivers for the establishment of clusters present?
o joint production through purchasing
o logistics and supply chain development
o firm formation through incubation
o spin off and business service
. <t
o joint sales through joint product or regional branding and foreign
>·- ···:
market promotion
o joint R&D
o intelligence on the market or innovations
o lobbying government policy, regulations and for the provision of
infrastructure and human resource upgrading - technical, managerial
training and education ;:ystem interface

Precipitating Factors in the Region

'!

• The presence of a dominant firm or a cluster champion.
• Inter regional collaboration to gain larger markets and a wider mix of
competencies.
• An existing culture of collaboration and participation.
o An existing export focus.
• Clusters need a combinatio n of different companies.
• History or advantage for a region or industry.
• Govern1nent and peak industry bodies in support.
• 1l1e creation of supply chains and the development of complementary
providers.
..
.
Specific Facilitation Activities

'

.,

C' �'

-

,.
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Table 8. 13 Cluster Development cont.
Mapping the Cluster
• Identify and map the common and rare capabilities within the cluster and
identify related industries to counter the instability in the market by providing
firms with alternative markets for their competencies should the dominant
market suffer a downturn.
• Creating a database of companies' capabilities in the region in order to identify
capabilities that link to certain industries so that companies can have flexibility
to switch industries in the case of a down turn.
• Mapping industries in the region to identify linkages/supply chains between
industries both direct and indirect.
• Use the database to aid local contracting by finns and to develop consortiums
to tender for contracts using the search capability.

'

, ,
,

'

'

_,

'

:::_.:._

\;
\ i --

})

Collaboration
• Enco uragen1ent of projects involving collaboration between companies and the
academic sector.
• Facilitate collaboration between competitors.
• Find a champion to lead collaboration.
• Collaboration around a common goal.
),1
iI

! '
,
I'

1--------------------------------1
f{
I

Firm Level Support
• Encourage existing companies to relocate into the area using economic,
environmental and life style factors and incentives.
• Provide service including business n1entoring, business incubators, market
research and listings of suppliers and potential buyers.
• Develop flexibility within the firms in the region so as to enable them to ride
out fluctuations in the market conditions in order to ensure the continuing
survival of the c I uster.
• Seek ideas and expertise from around the wo1 .J and modify it to work in the
specific region.
11
Remember no c luster is complete, there is always room for improvement.

8.7.3

Step 3 - Collaborative Relationships

Finally, the research identified comprehensive lists of drivers and facilitators, critical

factors, drawbacks, inhibitors and benefits of collaborative relationships. Though not

a 1nodel for the best adoption of collaborative relationships it is suggested that firms

consider the drivers, drawbacks and inhibitors of collaboration listed in Table 8.14 to

evaluate the potentia l of the relationship. They should also identify the presence or
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otherwise of the facilitators to collaboration and the potential benefits to the finn as a
means of assessing value and sustainability of the relationship.
Table 8. 15 Collaboration Evaluation
Drivers
Economic

Obtaining and accessing resources
Create competitive advantage through control of
scarce resources
Increase competitiveness or market position and
so to profit and growth
Access to new markets
New opportunities
Efficiency by i1nproving input output ratio
Reduce the production and transaction cost
Creation of superior products
Reduced risks associated with possible market
failure
Reducing competition
Enable greater geographical coverage
Creation of higher prolits
Increased trade volun1es
F;1cility for sdling over capacity
Need access to knowledge
Need to access and develop new skills
Increase organisational competency and value
through knowledge
Access complementary skills
Capacity to develop new products and
innovations
Access inforn1ation on customers' future
intentions

Knowledge Skills

Similar dependencies
Reciprocity - Pursuing mutual benefit or goals
To exercise power o f conu·ol over an
organisations or its resources
To justify organisational activities and appear to
hold to prevailing norms
Access to i mportant third parties

Relationship

Reduce environmental uncertainty
To meet legal or regulatory requirements
To align itse1f wi1h others to reduce
environmental uncertainty
To gain legitimacy within a particular
environment
Environmental threats

Environmental

. ''

.

Fraud
Corruption
Chaos
Conformity
Group think
Exclusion of non collaborators
Insufficient coordination
Increase dependency
Malfeasance
Collusion

Drawbacks

Uncertainty
Individualism
Risk
Ambiguity
Bad reputation
Incompetence
Lack of information
Lack of fairness
Connict
Lack of previous interaction
Lack of knowledge
Restrictions
• Time
• Inertia
• Prejudice
• Complexity
Competitive environment

Inhibitors

''

Reduction of Harm Activities

Surveillance
Reduced delegation
Reduced commitment
Reduce participation
Reduce dependency
• Increase self competences
• Change partners
Look for other alternatives sources
• Knowledge
• Skills
" Resources
• Services
Only work with well reputed parties
Develop strong personal relationships
Use formal agreements
Stop collabor,llion
Spread risk
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Table 8.15: Cot�aboration Evaluation cont.
Facilitators

Infonnation Technology
Institutional Bonds
Infrac;tructure

StructurJI/ Infrastructure

Investment in the relationship
Accepting initial cost for future benefit
Perception of benefit
Creation of ongoing value
Reduce ambiguity

Economic/ Financial

Compatibility
1'1 ex.ibility
Intellectual capital
Organisational interactions
Communication
Organisational interconnectedness
Relationship management
Mechanism of coordination - formal and
informal
Standard values
Top management s upport
Shared goals ·
Collaborative environment
Putting collaborative interest first
Participant's contribution to the solution
Initiating and maintaining the collaborative
relationship
Competence
Commitment
Develop a common frame of reference

Organisational

Positive expectations
Share with others
Commitment to the relationship
Trust
Organisational culture
Individual interaction

Social

Benefits
)

Save money
• Reduce costs
• Use complementary resources
• Less investment
Access to resources
Access to services
New opportunities
Creation of higher profits
A growth in trade volumes
A facility for selling over capacity
Access to new markets
Access to important third parties
The reduction of the cost of new product
development
The reduction of lead times to market
Sharing of core competencies between firms
Achieving economies of scale
Reduce and pool risk
Acquiring complen1entary resources and
technologies

Economic

Knowledge Skills
New skills
New knowledge
The capacity to develop new products and
innovations
Information Oil customers' future intentions
' .

Relationship network
Satisfaction of a common interest

Relationship

l,,

Results
• Increase the quality of r�sults
• Increase effectiveness
• Increase efficiency
• Satisfactory results but not optimal
Reward self-interest
New solutions to problems
Increased reputation

Other

By identifying the factors from the table that relate to a particular relationship firms
would be able to clearly articulate what they \Vere seeking from a collaborative

relationship and if the potential collaborative partner had enough areas of comtnon or

complementary focus to make the collaboration viable. The other function of

assessing the potential collaboration is to clearly identify the possible benefits which
would assist in determining the methods for measuring those benefits. The ongoing
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evaluation and measurement of benefits enables the firm to ascertain the value of the
collaborative relationship.
From the interviews conducted there was little evidence that any fonn of evaluation
was undertaken prior, during or after the collaboration and that any measures of
benefits had been established or were in use.

"

8.8 Insights for the Industry Partners and Practitioners
One of the outcomes of the research p,·oject was to provide insights into collaborative .· ·
relationships and the use of ICT in these relationships at both the macro and micro
level.
'

!

. ,.,.,

8.8.1

:1

At the Strategic Level ·

The study identified a number of issues to be considered by government in the
development and implementation of economic development strategies in the region.
On a regional level, the fragmented nature of government intervention in the region
is hampering communication across the v arious industries. The lack of inter industry
communication and collaboration is reducing the likelihood the cluster will reach the
point where the sum of the parts is greater than the whole.
' The lack of a single organisation or authority to guide the ongoing develo pment of
. the cluster, while taking into account the interests of all the stakeholders, may also be
impacting on the growth of the region. Government should consider the

,_,

development of a collaborative industry/government group made u p of
representatives of all those involve� in the cluster to guide its strategic and structural
development.

-

,

.·

,_
\ '
.-
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If government wishes to facilitate the economic growth of the cluster at

1-Ienderson/Rockingham it needs to add�ess the following factors relating to

successful cluster development as identified in the study:
•

•
•
•

Building o n pre-existing relationships within the cluster. . ·

The engagement of key decision makers.

The identification of a cluster champion or champions.
Identifying and working with those willing to embrace change.

• Mapping the cluster to identify common and rare capabilities.
• The exploitation of regional strength and history.

• The willingness to provide a united identity within the market place.

• The development and ilnplementation of consistent policies across all levels

_j

of government.

(

- ·. In relation to government policies, the Federal Government's defence policy in

relation to naval s upply and the current Navy culture were both seen as inhibiting

,

factors to economic growth by the interviewees. Though these may be difficult to

!

· change on a local level they are part of the unique character of the cluster and as such
should be taken into account when fonnulating regional econo1nic development

strategies.

The current focus on the dorr1inant defence industry means that should there be a

:•

i

' I

downturn in that industry, or the cluster missing out on a significant contract the

implication for Henderson/Rockingham would be significant. As identified in the .

expert interviews flexibility within the firms allows them to adjust when there is a
downturn in their industry (Koivukangas, 2005; Weeks, 2005). In the case of the
Henderson/Roc kingham region, the development of the resources, commercial

marine and yachting and pleasure craft industries could build a more sustainable

cluster.

The c oncerns raised by the interviewees regarding the provision of infrastructure in
the region indicated that they consider it a significant inhibitor to their further

, economic growth and this may require addressing. Currently, the dominant focus is
)i
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on defence industry infriistf1!cture which is limiting the opportunities for the
commercial marine and yachting and pleasure craft industries to expand.

,·

When attempting to facilitate collaborative relationships at the industry and firm
level there are a number of characteristics identified in the study that require
consideration including:
• The low usage of ICT within this cluster due to its characteristics of high
security, competition and low volume/high cost projects.
e

The hierarchal nature of the relationship� within the cluster with the
dominance of less than ten national or international firms.

• The unwillingness of the small firms in the region to grow beyond a certain
size.
• Lack of collaboration between firms, especially the smaller ones, to access
export 1narkets.
• The lack of cross collaboration between industries in the region and the lack
of information exchange and local innovation.

"

These factors mean that any form of strategy considered by government agencies to
'.

' .

facilitate economic: growth, collaboration and the use of ICT would require
significant resources and a cultural shift within the cluster to be effective at this point
in time.

8.8.2

."'\'''

The Operational Level

.,

I'
I,

Concerning collaborative relationships the research has provided insights into the
variations in drivers, inhibitors and benefits of collaborative relationships for firms in
different industries and of differing sizes. To build more successful collaborative
relationships it is suggested th at finns take a greater interest in the reasons why they
and their partners are in the collaborative relationships. The framework for
evaluating collaboration identified in this study may assist firms to more
productively engage in and benefit from collaboration.
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For the larger firms in particular the study has illustrated the d ifference between their
approach to collaboration and that of the smaller firms. Using a common structure
· and terminology to assess collaborative relationships may assist larger finns to
identify and accommodate the needs of smaller finns. The study has provided
insights into specific needs of smaller finns which may also assist larger firms to
engage them as collaborative partners.
Finns of all size and from all the industries should re-assess their low level use of
collaborative IC'f as it is impeding opportunities for growth and is reducing the
<

!

competitiveness of the industries in a global market place.
'!

8.9 Limitations of the Research
The research was designed to view collaborative relati onships at the firm level, in the
industry context and from the external environmental. This cross section was
achieved by the selection of industry and public sector interviewees. To check the
findings of the research two methods of qualitative data analysis were used. Though
NVivo was the primary tool,• the use of Leximancer indicated the importance of the
themes of obtaining ongoing work and the staffing to carry out the contracts.
The small sample size, the industry specific focus and the regional setting were
required by the industry partner. The involvement of an external party in the
research proj ect precipitated a focused study with the findings primarily applied to a
specific region. The nature of the research makes generalisations from the study' s
findings d ifficult; however the value of doing such a focused piece of research is that
it provides insights at a frrm and induslly level which are of value to the industry
partners and practitioners involved in the region. The study also showed variations
in drivers and inhibitors of collaboration between industries that had not been
previously identified. The study highlighted a number of areas for further research
which will be discussed in the next section;
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8.10 Further Research
The interpretivist nature of the research created far more questions than it answered. .

Around the theme of collaborative relationships, further research could be conducted
in order to identify if there is a difference between drivers and facilitators of

collaboration as well as inhibitors and drawbacks.

Through the research and the literature extensive lists of relationship characteristics,
drivers, facilitators, inhibitors, drawbacks, benefits and critical factors for

collaborative relationships have been identified. Further research is required to

ascertain i f these are common across all industries and firm sizes and to develop any

. means of gauging whether these factors were measurable and if their "strength"
impacted on collaborative relationships. The factors could be tested through a

quantitative study in which organisations identified the presence of and ranked the
importance of these factors in collaborative relationships. If this was replicated

. across various industries and firms of different sizes it is possible that some fonn of
framework may emerge.
The previous research on collaborative relationships between firms of different sizes

has identified variations in the factors surrounding collaborative business

relationships and these were supported by the findings of this study. If further

research was to be undertaken into the drivers, facilitators, drawbacks, inhibitors and

benefits o f collaborative relationships a focus on fi rm size may enable the

development of a framework to help companies of varying size understand the needs
of the firms with which they collaborate. In the current environment of increased

,:
'

subcontracting and the drive for innovation, greater understanding in this area may

be of use to finns seeking to collaborate more effectively.

The benefits arising from collaboration and their measurement has received little
attention in the literature, but this study was able to identify a small number of

' ''
,, ' '
.;, / '
.· - , ;

benefits and measurements. The benefits and measures could be industry specific

.
C , S

and further research may bring to light a wider range o f benefits and pos£ible

methods fcir their measurement. The development of a framework or tools for the
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measurement of the benefits of collaborative relationships would assist finns in their
management.
The research included the investigation of "critical factors" to collaborative
relationships. The study found that the interviewees were able to identify specific
factors which they considered to be "make or break" for collaborative relationships
and in the absence of which the relationship would not commence or continue. The
concept of "critical factors" in collaborative re.lationships could be further
investigated to ascertain if they are i n fact distinct from drivers and facilitators.
The· low level of ICT usage among the finns in the study made it difficult to find any
examples of col! aborative commerce. It was suggested in Chapter l of this thesis
that there was an evolution that finns m oved through in order to reach collaborative
commerce. This focuses predominantly on the adoption of ICT a s a means of
moving towards collaborative con1merce but neg]i;;ct� the role and or possible
importance of relationships between the firms collaborating. The study was unable
to ascertain if a collaborative relationship \Vas required before there was the adoption
of collaborative ICT and if the relationship and ICT were interlinked. The finns in
the ANZAC frigate alliance certainly had pre ex isting relationships but it was unclear
if this assisted the a doption of collaborative ICT. Further research could be
conducted into the process of entering into collaborative commerce and the role of
prior relationships between those collaborating electronically on their decision to do
so.
The focused nature of this research means that it requires considerable replication
both in regard to the industries studied and the location of the research. The specific
characteristics of the marine, defence and resources industries studied may have
skewed the data. F urther research could assist i•, ascertaining if factors such as the
high cost/low volun1e nature of supply in the industries, the requirement for secrecy
and sec urity, the low level of ICT usage and the presence of dominant finns \Vithin
the cluster setting have precipitated the research findings concerning collaborative
relationships. Other factors which may have impacted the research were the political
and economic environment within Australia. Factors such a s regional isolation, a
sma ll economy and the three tiered form of government may have to a lesser extent
'
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affected the research findings. What holds true for the Rockingham/Henderson

region may not be applicable i n an equivalent European cluster.

The framework for regional economic development and for the creation of

coliaborative relationships proposed in this chapter is untested and further research or

practitioner application would ascertain its validity. At the conclusion of this study

the findings of the research are to be made available to the industry partners and this
could provide an opportunity for testing the framework in the context of the

Henderson/Rockingham region.

8.11 Conclusicn
Collaborative business relationships arc a part of today's global economy and their

management can be central to a finn's success. This study has provided insights into

these collaborative relationships which may assist those in industry to create and
sustain beneficial collaborative relationships. Although the rule of ICT in these

relationships could not be extensively explored within this study it is suggested that

the characteristics of the industry in which the firm is involved be considered when
i mplementing shared ICT .

The study raistb 1uestions
as to whether economic development strategies such as
.
,,

clustering can be api,;:r.d directly in an Australian setting. A! 1hough theories and

models are useful for the ui.;i.ghts that they provide, the study found that the unique

... ' \

characteristics of the region and the industries studied meant that all economic

development strategies were not applicable in this case. Issues such as the skilled

labour shortage in Western Australia, the hierarchical nature of relationships, the
conservative culture of the Navy and the lack of collaborative ICT meant that a

number of assumptions drawn from the literature and expert interviews were not

s upported in this study. It is the anomalies present in a given situation that must first
be considered before any model, theory, strategies or previous experience is applied.
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Appendix 2 Pilot of the Study

Collaborative Relationships
, For the two large organisations ICT was used in the collaborative relationships and
consequently the benefits cited in the interviews centred on areas such as

streamlining the purchasing process, reduction in workloads, staffing requirements,

lower prices, an incr:ase in the level of service provided, increased access to market

information and increased expertise in supply chain technology.

Organisation 1 experienced some problems including the lack of a common ICT

system and a diverse user group across the large organisation. The longevity of the
relationship with the supplier meant that over time the system became personalised
to organisatio n l ' s needs. The reduction in use of organisational resou rces such as

paper means the relationship could be termed as economically sustainable and

meeting with industry standard for organisation 1 of triple bottom line philosophy

which focused on n1ore than Just profit but also people and the environment.

•"

Organisation 2 found that their reliance on a single supplier created increases in the

cost of some purchases but the interviewee felt that this was outweighed by a

reduction in staffing costs afforded by online purchasing.
'

.'

The SMEs considered that the feedback gained from the collaborative relationships
with suppliers had assisted them to improve product design and manufacturing

'.

techniques. These relationships have also provided leads for new business
opportunities.

Factors Critical for Collaborative Relationships
Organisations 1 and 2 cited similar factors critical to collaborative relationships

i ncluding trust and reliability. These qualities were built through activities such as

the delivery of purchased products to specified location, supply of quality products

and services, timeliness of �upply, ongoing information during the supply process,
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being kept in a loop using email, open communications and supplying value for

'' "

dollar in the market place. It was noted that organisation I did not consider that the
similar values between the companies were important for a collaborative

relationship.

For the SMEs, critical factors included completion of the job at a high standard,
feedback about the quality of work being undertaken by the sub contractor and

maintenance of a good personal relationship between management and the sub
contractor.

External Factors Impacting on Collaborative Relationships
Organisation I indicated that the government regulation which forced it to go out to

tender every three years made it difficult to establish long-term collaborative

relationships with suppliers as there was always the possibility that they would lose

their preferred provider status. For organisation 2 being part of a multi-national

restricted the interviewee's ability to set up collaborative ICT systems due to use of a
global purchasing system.

Often the adoption of ICT by companies with which a finn trades can create external

pressure for the adoption of online systems. In the case of the SME in the pilot study
the larger companies up the supply chain had adopted online purchasing, however no
pressure had been placed on the SME to adopt as the companies with whom it deals
directly still preferred to use emails and faxes over online ordering.

Level of JCT Usage within the Organisation
Organisations I and 2 both used on-line purchasing, with the larger of the two having

a more sophisticated level of ICT use. This is consistent with the literature that
suggests the larger the organisation the more resources it has to devote to the
purchase and implementation of ICT (Lee, et al., 2003).
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The SMEs ICT use was limited to email for communications and provision of a basic
webpage. The interviewee felt that the volume of transactions did not warrant the
use of online systems as limited economies of scale would not provide a financial
return o n the ICT investment.
The SME was keen to stay with a paper based system as it was considered that an
online system would not be accessible to the staff on the workshop floor as they
lacked expertise in ICT systems.
•

Use of ICT in Collaborative Relationships
O�ganisation 1 has worked collaboratively with its supplier to develop an interface
between the supplier's catalogue and the interviewee's system allowing for the
procurement and payment for stationery online. This system ,vas an innovation of
organisation l's purchasing officer. The interviewt:e in organisation 2 had made
modifications to the standard corporate system to allow the supplier access to his
organisation's systems which provided a form of onlinc purchasing.
The technology used to collaborate by the SME was limited to email and they always
kept a hardcopy as a backup system in the belief that everyone could easily track the
information without knowledge o f ICT. Due to the size of the SME and the
organisations it dealt with the interviewe e did not feel that there was a need to use an
online system for tracking purchases.

The Benefits or Drawbacks of Using Collaborative ICT
'• it '- -'
' ,(

',

According to organisation I , shared technology provided a streamlining of processes
with a robust approval process which allowed for auditing. Problems were
experienced early on in the adoption process when the system would crash and prices
would change without notice. Organisation I has had ongoing staff problems,
including people making unauthorised changes to the system which is symptomatic
of staff resistance. For organisation I the drawhack of the collaborative ICT system
301

was the additional resources required to counter staff resistance to its introduction.. .

Strategies used to reduce resistance were training programmes and briefing sessions,
a staged introduction of the system, creation of a process for staff feedback and
modification of working processes.

Organisation 2 could not identify any direct monetary benefits of the collaborative

ICT system but the system did provide mere control. A hard copy system was

preferred by staff but the interviewee considered that the syst· n was the only way to
do business effectively without employing more purchasing staff.

.

\

'.i.'he SME found email useful in dealing ,vith the time differencer; between the

different regions in which it trades. As a small producer that makes products to

order, the SME considered investing in technology would not benefit the company in

its operations or the generation of income.

For organisation I the new system had required the collaborati ve development of a

new product to allow it to interface ,vith suppliers' ordering syste,ns. In the case of
organisation 2 the i nterviev.·ee gave supplier access to organisation 2's purchasing
system. This access has not been granted to any other supplier.

The knowledge sharing for organisation I has taken the fonn of the exchanging of
tacit knowledge through the development of electronic interface and online

purchasing which can now be extended to any supplier no matter what their size. For
org anisation 2 its knowledge is managed through trackin g of email during the supply

process.

For the SME email, fax and phone provided the means of communicating with
suppliers, over 50% of whom the purchasing manager had nevt:r met.

I";

''

•

:

C
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Appendix 3 Results of Pilot Case Study
Benefits of Collaborative Relationships
Organisation 1 benchmarks the performance of the collaborative relationship for

purchasing goods and services against other organisations in the same industry.

Org;inisation 2 had no formalized measures of the benefits of their online purchasing
system but used reduced staff cost compared to the mark-up on preferred supplier's

products as an indicator of benefit. For the SME the measures were the quality of the

job done and no additional costs on service provided by sub-contractors with which
they had developed collaborative relationships. .

Innovations from Collaboration
For the two larger organisations innovations centred on the development of new

areas of knowledge including tender preparation for electronic interface systems, the

development of an electronic interface system for online purchasing and the creation
of operating protocols for online purchasing. The SME used the feedback supplied

from the subcontractor to help its development of more successful products.

Future of Relationships
For organisation 1 the close collaborative relationship with the supplier will continue
with the development of new technology and systems including an improved

purchasing and payment process with automatic payments to the supplier.

Introduction of a new global operating system in organisation 2 may change the

relationship with the supplier due to the requirement for a purchase order. The new

system is linked straight to the con1pany and may not allow for the existing

arrangement where the supplier has been given access to organisation 2's system.
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The SME does not see the existing relationships growing to the point of activities
such as joint tendering. The collaborative relationships with subcontractors are

based on personal relationships between individuals, not just companies.

Factors Critical for Collaborative Relationships
The respondents indicated that the primary driving force for collaborative

relationships is the identification of a common benefit or risk of loss to be avoided by

working together. The opportunities to be exploited through collaboration may

include increased competitiveness, a change of business model in response to
changing market needs and the differentiatio n of identity in the market place.

The existence of some fonn of relationship prior to cluster formation was considered

beneficial as was the engagement of the real decision makers with power to effect

change. The building of a collaborative relationship can require change management

for the organisations involved with the building of trust and credibility of importance

if organisations are going to engage in a relationship. Finally, the attitude of

participants needs to be co-operative, open, entrepreneurial, demonstrating

'stickability' and commitment to the relationship and participants must show a united

front to the market.

External Factors Impacting on Collaborative Relationships
The culture of the positive regional collaboration, entrepreneurship, tourism and
customer service in the region of the pilot case study was considered to have a

positive impact on collaborative relationships. It was commented that some

government policies were not consistent with the culture and the processes of the

region. An example was the introduction of new legislation sig nificantly restricting

access to traditional fishing areas. This devastared the major fishing industry but

also forced the creation of an �co fishing cluster which assisted members to move

into new industries and employment. On the other positive side the government's
agree1nent to lift the Goods and Service Tax on maintenance work performed on
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international vessels has helped boost the yachting cluster. The tsunami disaster of

·• 2005 has seen a change in the movements of super yachts away from the deva:;tated
areas and increased arrivals of yachts in the region of the pilot case study.

Level of ICT Usage within the Organisation
Organisations within the industry clusters studied as part of the pilot case study did

not use any online purchasing as the majority of organisations were relatively small.

The CEO of the RDA came from an ICT background and had introduced a Customer
Relationship Management Database (CRM) into the RDA's clients and the system

has been adopted by many of the industry organisations involved in clusters across

the region. This is reflective of a CEO/senior manager lead adoption of ICT where
others follow in response to its introduction by a dominant actor.

Use of ICT in Collaborative Relationship
The RDA used integrated emails and their webpage to get infonnation out to the

majority of those involved in the clusters in a timely manner without the duplication

of data. The finns that made up the clusters in the pilot case study for the whole did

not use cooperative online purchasing. It was suggested by the RDA that the
provision of such a system could be addressed as part of the cluster, however

external funding would be required to develop a system that meets the needs of the

respective clusters in the region. There also needs to be a visibility of systems so that
companies are encouraged to adopt shared systems.

Technology is shared through collaboration with other companies following the

leaders. It was observed by one of the interviewees that the current members of the
clusters are quite behind in their ICT adoption but as they access larger or

international networks there may be a flow down effect increasing adoption.
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The Benefits or Drawbacks of Using Collaborative ICT
Within the regional clusters it was considered that shared technology allowed for

quick and easy sharing of ideas, created efficiencies to free up dollars anci time and
gave small organisations the ability to compete in new markets and take up new

opportunities which were once the realm of large companies. For the Super Yacht

cluster technology facilitated international contact in offshore markets with email

being used for ordering and to maintaining relationships over a distance.

It was suggested that shared technology could produce spheres of isolation with

reduced face to face interaction and opportunities for innovation. Another drawback

was the adoption of ICT by smaller firms in an att�mpt to follow the industry leade}; ·

despite the ICT not matching the smaller firms' business strategy or n1odel.

The cornpanies within the region served by lhe RDA use a CRM system which was
introduced by the CEO of the RDA. A group license to purchase the CRM system
has meant the uptake by individual companies and peak organisations within the

region. ICT has also been introduced through collaborative advertising on Web

pages or through a firm placing online advertising on an existing site of a
collaborator.

The CRM package used within the regional clusters has been expanded beyond the
original parameters of the package to provide some knowledge management and

networking support. Emails were sent out to selected organisations using CRlv1 to

filter appropriate recipients and a quarterly online new'sletter was post�d· on the Web.

All those interviewed in the pilot case study stressed the importance of face to face
meetings, both formal and informal, as the primary focus of relationship
development and information exchange.
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Benefits of Collaborative Relationships

Benefits of collaborative relationships cited in the pilot case study included increased
profile and reputation, the identification of synergies which lead to new ways to

introduce products into th<! market, new forms of packaging products for the market
place and innovations. Other benefits suggested were the sharing of expertise, the
creation of new work, formalisation of channels of supply and building up the

existing companies.

At a regional level the flow on effects of the collaborative relationships in the

cit: ters included increased income for the local economy and the attraction of new

organisations to the clusters. 'fhe culture of collaboration and the perceived

. economic benefits has meant an increase in the number of industry clusters in the
region and increased inter relation between the clusters to build new business "super
clusters".

The RDA and ICR were both required to meet the performance measures attached to
government funding they received. For the ICR these performance measures

included jobs created, investment, sales of boats and industry revenue generated.
The RDA and the ICR are in the process o f developing new measures with a
Canadian agency as part of a collaborative project on cluster benchmarking.

Other informal measures included new funding obtained, the growth in the number

of clusters, feedback from cluster membership,increased business turnover in the

region, the diversification of firms within respective clusters, a rise in the media

profile of the region, increased capabilities and skills within the region and indirect

revenue to the region.

Innovations from Collaboration

Some of the tangible innovations in the pilot c:!se study were the development of

data mi_ning software to measure the cluster programme that has other commlrcial
applications. New collaborative projects have also arisen for the region with
,.

"
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i nternational organisations such as the Competitiveness Institute and its involvement
in a Canadian clusters benchmarking initiative. Other less quantifiable innovations
included the building of international profile, the generation of new i ntellectual
property through networks and changes in business processes and practices.

Future of Relationships
When l ooking at relationships on the cluster level the CEO of the RDA observed that
c lusters tended to have a life cycle re-inventing themselves to match the changing
political agendas, changes in the market and through members leaving and new ones
j oining. The CEO can see a time when a kind of super cluster will develop in the
region where the boundaries between the individual clusters will blur.
Some clusters are seeking to extend their boundaries through forming relationships
with other similar clusters in the state to grow new opportunities and markets. There
has also been a move to open up channels and connections with similar clusters on a
global scale .
.. One of the long term goals for the CEO was to build further robustness in the clusters
so that they could respond to current and future trends with flexibility. There is also
a move to promote networking between the clusters at various stages of development
to assist emerging clusters to grow through the transference of expertise and .
expenence.
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Summary of Pilot Research Findings
Theme
Critical Factors for
Collaborative
Relationships

.

'

External Factors
Impacting on
Collaborative
Relationshins
Level of ICT
Adoption and Use

ICT in Collaborative
Relationships

Findinl!
Intangible factors trust, reliability and credibility which can be
demonstrated by:
• Delivery of products as specified
• Quality products and services,
• 'fimeliness
• Feedback and open communications
• Value for money
Other Factors:
• Benefit to be gained
• In1proved competitiveness
''
• Improved position in the market
• A pre-existing relationship
• Engagement of the real decision makers
• Collaborative attitude
• Government Regulation
• Practices of Parent Company
• Industry/Regional culture positive towards collaboration
Factor that influenced adoption of ICT:
• Firm Size - the larger the firm the more complex the level of
ICT used in business relationships
• Level of staff expertise - low expertise in ICT lead to non
adoption.
• Level of adoption by external organisations -· RDA assisted
in the adoption of CRM and SME not required to adopt by
tradinl!: oartners
l'he more sophisticated the level of collaborative ICT seems to
be related to:
• Company size - Lirger the company the 1nore collaborative
ICT is used
• Company size in that higher volume of work/turnover
prompts the investment in more sophisticated ICT
Barriers include:
o Lack of expertise
o No demand for adoption by trading partners
o Lack of uniform interface between systems
o Cost of adootion
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Benefits or
Drawbacks of using
Collaborative
Technology

Benefits:

Streamlining of purchasing process
0 Provision of an audit trail
0 Flexible international communication
0 Efficiencies which free up resources
Drawbacks:
0 Early teething problems with systems
0 Staff sabotage and resistance to the system
0 Hard copy system preferred by staff
0 Technolo11v not interfacin!? with existiniI svstems
Technology Introduction lead by:
Process for
0 Customer
Technology
0 Regional Develooment Authoritv
Introduction
• Identification of tacit knowledge shared between
Kno,vledge Sharing
and Management
organisations
• Email tracking of transactions and projects
0
Use of CRM to focus information dissemination
• Face to Face communication is still important
., Sharing of knowledge
Costs/Benefits of
• Improved Product design
Collaborative
Relationships
• New business opportunities
'
• New business models and markets
• New supply channels
• Develonment of a culture of collaboration
• Positives were reduction in cost, staff and tim e and higher
Costs/Benefits of
Collaborative
level of information concerning the supply process
• Costs were staff resistance and the implementation of
Relationships
Relating to ICT
resolution straterdes.
• Larger the organisation the more formalised the
Measurement of
Relationshi::,s Benefit
measurement process, eg benchmarking.
• All relationshins subiect to some kind of informal measures
New knowledge and expertise in:
Innovations front
0 Tender preparation,
Collaboration
0 Inter organisational systems development,
0 Product improvement
0 Data mining software
0 llenchmarkinP'
Relationship Future Existing relationships threatened by:
0 Tendering requirement
0 Introduction of new software
0 Interpersonal conflict between the management of
collaborating companies
0 Building o n positive experiences of collaboration and
outcomes generate created further interest in
collabora�ion and cluster development.
0
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